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Preface

e wrote Visual Editing
to guide students and
professionals in the
effective use of infor-

mational graphics, photographs and
illustrations in newspaper design and
layout.

The book presents a realistic pic-
ture of how the various visual elements
can be used at newspapers of any
size, from the smallest weekly to the
largest daily. It can be used by stu-
dents in college journalism classes,
by staffers at college newspapers and
by professional journalists looking for
guidan ce without preaching.

We describe the entire newspaper
graphic process so reporters, editors,
photographers and designers can
understand how all the visual elements
of the paper interact and how they
need to be handled with the same
care and understanding as an impor-
tant story.

In each chapter we offer
background, advice and extensive
examples, as well as "Suggested
Exercises" at the end of each chapter.
Many chapters include an "Inside
Look," an interview with a working
visual journalist. The journalists
interviewed are real people in real
situations who make the lessons of

the book come alive and who serve
as instructional models.

We have learned while writing this
book that visual editing is changlng
rapidly. The growth of graphic ele-
ments in newspapers in the last decade

has been remarkable, and frt, pho-

tography and informational graphics
are playrng a greater role in newspaper
publishing than ever before. More
than ever, publishers and editors are
rcalizing that words alone do not sell
nerwspapers; even words with pictures

are not enough.

Journalists are no longer isolated
workers in a newsroom. Reporters
are expected to understand the
importance of informational graphics
and to gather the numbers needed to
make a chart. Copy editors are
expected to look at an illustration and

write headlines that reflect the tone
of the story and the accompanying
artwork. Section editors are expected
to combine all of these elements on
the page to achieve good-looking,
easy-to-read pages. Designers are
expected to understand the news value
of stories so they can put the proper
emphasis on each story and photo.

Because universities and colleges
only now are beginning to realize the
great need to train students in news-
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paper visuals, virtually every school
has a unique approach to teaching
visual editing. Some schools, for
example, touch on it in basic editing,
others offer discussions on visual
editing in photojournalism courses,
still others offer a separate class.
Because the approaches are so
diverse, we have written a book that
is flexible enough to meet the needs
of most schools and instructors.

FEATURES OF THE BOOK

Our book features the following:

. Practical advice from visual jour-
nalists. We have interviewed scores
of professionals in actual newspa-
per situations to show the readers
of our book how visual editing
works. First-person accounts from
the journalists bring to life the
day-to-day trials and triumphs of
visual journalists.

. Numerous current examples from
a wide range of newspapers. We

use examples from large, medium
and small newspapers from
throughout the United States.
These examples, including a col-
lection of 30 newspaper front pages

from the same day, make it easier
for readers of our book to under-
stand the fundamentals we discuss.

. Thorough instruction in areas that
receive only cursory treatment in
other textbooks. We have written
detailed, comprehensive chapters
on design, reproduction and color,
legal and ethical issues, informa-
tional graphics, picture editing and

art and illustration.

. Exercises at the ends of chapters.
We believe that these exercises
can aid the retention of material
and enhance the skills of readers
of our book.

ORGAilIZATION OF THE BOOK

Visual Editing can be used in several
college journalism courses: basic news
editing, advanced editing, design and
layout, photojournalism and visual
editing. It also can be used by pro-
fessional journalists who want to learn
more about the visual side of a
newspaper.

Part I, "Introduction," provides an

overview of visual editing and the
role it plays in newspapers.

Chapter 1 examines how the visual
revolution has changed forever the
look of newspapers. Today, publishers

and editors are concerned not only
about which stories will run in their
newspapers but about how those
stories will be presented visually.

Chapter 2 explores how computers,
from giant mainframes to PCs, have
brought a technological explosion to
newspapers of all sizes. The chapter
traces the steps a story takes from
the time it leaves an Associated Press
computer in Washington, D. C., until
it appears on a printed newspaper
page.

Ghapter 3 reviews the role that
design plays in daily newspapers by
examining the three main components
of design: organization, pattern and
structure.

Chapter 4 emphasizes the basic

Suidelines that visual journalists follow
to prepare readable pages.

Ghapter 5 is unique in its examina-
tion of 30 front pages from the same
day to show how design elements are
put in practice on an average news
day.

Ghapter 6 examines inside pages
and the special challenges they create
for visual journalists. Included in the
chapter is a discussion of the layout
of advertisements, editorial pages

and section front pages.

Ghapter 7 discusses the rudiments
of reproduction and color. It looks at
the various processes performed in
the production of newspaper visuals,
from "pre-press work" (the work
needed to prepare material to be
printed) to the "press run" (the
printing of the paper).

Ghapter 8 explores the legal and
ethical framework within which all
journalists work, whether they handle

visuals or words.

Part !1, "Informational Graphics,"
outlines informational graphics, which
include diagrams, maps, charts and
tabular lists. It begins with a look at
the history of informational graphics
and ends with a discussion of pitfalls
that visual journalists should avoid.

Ghapter I gives readers a history
of informational graphics, tracing its
roots to a diagram of a murder scene
that appeared on Page One of The
Times of London on April 7, 1806.

Ghapter 10 studies the innovative
and exciting job of the graphics editor,
who must move between words and
visuals.

Chapter 11 discusses tables and

charts and how they can be used
effectively in a newspaper.
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Ghapter 12 examines diagrams,
which explain how something works
or why or how an event occurred,
and facts boxes, which distill important
points of a story or event.

Ghapter 13 explores maps, the
oldest form of graphic communication.
Even though maps have been used

by newspapers for a long time, they
are one of the most underappreciated
and underutilized forms of visual
communication.

Ghapter 14 looks at the pitfalls of
informational graphics and offers
advice on how they can be avoided.

Part !l!, "Picture Editing," looks at
the history of newspaper photography,

how picture editors work, wire service
photos, croppirg, sizing, captions and
photo manipulation and illustration.

Ghapter 15 provides a brief look
at the history of photography in
newspapers.

Ghaptet 16 looks at the newspaper
picture editor as he or she tries to
direct and manage the paper's picture
report.

Ghapter 17 examines how visual
journalists crop and size pictures and
how they write captions.

Ghapter 18 examines wire service
photographs and how they are used
in newspapers.

Chapter 19 discusses photo
manipulation and illustration. Despite
protests from many photographers
who insist newspaper photographs
are supposed to portray reality, some

visual journalists and editors manipu-
late photographs to meet the needs

of a page's appearance.

Part IU, "Art and Illustration," sur-
veys the history of newspaper illus-
trations and how art directors work.

Ghapter 20 examines illustrations
in newspapers, from simple drawings
carved by hand on small wooden
blocks to the complicated color illus-
trations of today.

Ghapter 21 discusses the art
director, who performs a specialized
function in the newsroom. Although
many newspapers do not have art
directors, those that do rely on them
to supervise the artists working for
the editorial side of the paper.
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The Visual Revolution

ever before in American
journalism has so much

attention been paid to the
way newspapers look.

Twenty-five years ?Bo, editors packed

their newspapers' gray-looking pages

with column after column of hard-to-
read type and a jumble of one- and two-
column headlines. Today, however,
editors are concerned not only about
which stories they will run in their
papers' columns but also how those
stories will be presented visually.

This increasing interest in the visual

side of news editing has been driven
in part by the growing dominance of
visual messages in today's society, where
each day potential newspaper readers
are bombarded by bright graphics and

color images wherever they look: in
television entertainment shows and

commercials, on billboards, in maga-

zines, in commercial and cable TV news

prograffiS, through direct-mail adver-
tising, and even on cereal boxes.

Although some editors may debate

the overall value of design and graphics

in newspapers, one thing is certain:
Newspapers have had to embrace the
visual revolution to protect their dwin-
dling audience of readers and to attract
new readers.

It is through the use of visuals-
photographs, illustrations, graphics,

color and page design-that newspapers

have found an effective tool for helping
to hold on to their subscribers and to
attract the increasingly important and
growing segment of casual readers
through single-copy sales. A readership
survey sponsored by the American
Newspaper Publishers Association esti-
mates that about 20 percent of daily
newspaper circulation comes from single-

copy sales. And, according to the sur-
vey, for some major metropolitan
newspapers that market percentage can
jump as high as 75 to 80 percent of
total circulation. An interesting visual

presentation of the news, while not the
only factor, helps the reader decide

which newspaper he or she will buy at

the newsstand.

Even after a newspaper has captr:red

the reader's attention with a bold head-

line or a dramatic color photo, it still
has to compete for the reader's time,
less and less of which is spent reading.
Consumers no longer get most of their
news from their community's daily
newspaper. They are informed through
radio and television broadcasts, maga-
zines, books and national and region-
al newspapers. Because they are bom-
barded with so much information each

day, people can pick and choose their
news sources. According to a 1987

market study for the American Society
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of Newspaper Editors of nine daily
newspapers, 40 percent of the readers
who canceled their subscriptions said
they no longer could find the time to
read the news. In other words, given
today's active and fast-paced lifestyles,
an uninviting, gray-looking newspaper
may end up in the wastebasket, un-
opened and unread.

One newspaper that has recognized
and adapted to the changing needs and
tastes of today's readers is USA Today
(Figure 1.1). Since its creation in 1982,
the paper has helped foster enthusiasm
for the use of newspaper visuals such
as graphics and color. Even while critics
call it television news on paper or
"McPaper" and decry its sometimes
indiscriminate use of color and graphics
for their own sake, USA Today has

proven that a newspaper can be a visual
medium. USA Today is now the coun-
try's largest general interest newspaper,

with a circulation of 1,800,000.

..VISUALLY 
ENERGETIG"

NEWSPAPERS

The emergence of visuals has changed
forever the way newspapers present
the news. "We're discovering how static
print can be, especially to a younger
generation, so we're actively seeking
ways to make newspapers visually
energetic, as animated as possible,"
said William Dunn, managing editor of
The Orlando (Fla.) Sent'inel.

A visually energetic page contains
elements such as photographs, infor-
mational graphics, facts boxes and special
treatment of type to attract readers.
Note, however, that too many of these
elements can confuse readers and cre-
ate a "visually frenetic" page that lacks

a clear focus or visual direction.
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Wsather: A bull market for clouds. High 85, low 60. Details, page A-2. october 21,1987

IheOdando Sentinel
The best newspepq in Floricla
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A busy New York trader rubs just one eye al a time, while in Wellingrton, New Zealand, a broker's headache rises as prices fall, and London dealers keep notes 
- 

then whewl

Stocks bob up in flood of trading
Companies snap up ' rrr* **r,i iiii t
their bargain shares |fu; i ;.i"''' ":-' :::'"1' "',

iZ,,{:,,l:t"t-'#l
r:

gans on the stck milket T\resday. buying milions 1tq*-1 ;.1 i r I .; t.i ."tl
of shrcs of tleir om stek to reassure investom of : I r ? : : zl
their value.

Ford Motor co.. Hilton Hotets md Quaker oats ;*,5 t1: 
' i i tlr' 

1l
weremongthemmywhofoundthesilverliningtn ; 'i: , |'. i . i'. i,

llil,!'ffil,Lx"ilr*ilH#:i"J*TY:ltiy ?&* , ..i--:rri"r?. , ,1
companiesmd set off aHveofactivitythat found' 1i: : : t i i'. i :l
corporate heavlverghts unouncing new stck buy- ,r*ti*. . .. ."..i. ,.,i,..:,...; ).., . I
backprcgrmsoraeelentingthem. i1*! ;;i.:.' :l

''This was an opportunity for us io acquire assets : 
' 

, : : i I
that. ffi grcssl.v undervalued." said John Ftuee Jr., l,M ' ' .' i ;- i.. '' ': i. . ' ' .,1

president of Centel Corp.. a St.4 bithon telephone' i ; :'. i' tl
company in Chicago. Centel, which convened its di- i i ', i I .l
recton via a conference call. said it would Epurchas" t'W; ' : 'i. ' - ' .l
up to t million shares, or aboul 3.5 percent of,is out- : I 

i ' I
standinB stmk.

''Thrs should send a signal of optimism," Fwe ?'W|ii,il4 
t;f, t ' ' ' 

I
said. "Basically we fel our ompily today is Just 6 ' '. t::*?r. i I

:lHli,:,:l 
was trree monrhs ago' even thoush 'n" , *..ir.: 

.i'i..- :2... :i ,..1. ...:L.....i|
In one of the lsgest repurchase prcBrms author- : ':*ii*"'ei;fi " '"*di--" 

I
tzed'I.uesday.USX'formerlyU.S.Steelcorp''*-*,%)

PrsasgseeCOMPANIES,A-lo'- smffi!.ffiE

Dow makes dent in losses
during struggle against tide

mm, diHtor of milket mal.vsis
for AG. Edmrds & Sons Inc.. 8
national brokerage based in St.
Louis. Tuesday's rise in stock
pries was a natuml reaction to
Monday's sell{ff, he said, but not
an indimtion thst the muket will
rKver fully sy time smn.

About 808 million shms were
traded on the New York Sttrk Ex-
chmge l\esday - exceeding the

nonAnXr *"t"ow/',r,g"
on pr!" 

!1O 
rnlh etd*u

previous record of 604.3 million
set Monday. The glut of buy and
sell orden delqyed the exchilge's
ticker tape by more than three
hours'I\resday.

Stck pries mund the world
fell Tuesday in response to the
Dow's debacle Monday. For em-
ple, stek pries fell sbout 15 per-
cent on the Tokyo Stock Ex-
chsge ud dipped slightly on the
landon Stek Exchange.

Noi all mesures of stmk pries

By Suzy Hagrtrom
G IXE ffNEI S&

-

Stck prics climbed at mrd
increments in heavy tmding T\res-
day but onty dent€d the devstst-
iut losses of Monday's historic
mh.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age smawed wildly Tuesday be-
fore finally risirg 102.27 polnts, or
5.9 percent, its biggest one-day
gain ever.

The stocks declining in price
outnumbered those incresing in
value on the New York Stock Ex-
chmge by l3-tG5. The Dow, which
measures prices of 30 stocks,
closed at 1,8{1.01.

I\resday's advane was dwarfed
by Monday's unprecedented
plunge of 508 points, or 22.6 per-
cent. Widespread panic selling
Monday surpassed the woEt daily
dRlines during 1929's stek mil-
ket cruh.

"The milket classically des m
about-fee aller ay m4or move
up or dom," said Alfred Gold.

But in Hong Kong, shut down lor the week, a trader
has more than plonty ol time lo chat wilh a lrignd.

Jet slams into airport hotel

- 9 killed, 6 hurt in firebal!

- 

employees and il additional,l0 to 50

- 

ffi-li"l|ilo#t conrerenes et the

INDIANAPOLIS 
- A disabled Air Air Porc tehnicims were conduct-

Fore jet clipped the mf of a bank ing the investigation into the crash
and slammed into a crowded hotel mther thm investigators from the Na-
ned the intemational atport Tuesday tional Transportation Safety Board,
afler the pilot failed to make m emer- which prcbes aeidents involving civil-
gency landing and ejmted safely frcm im cral\.
the plane. the Air Forc identified the pilot,

Authoritres said nine people on the the sole Gupilt of the aging, single-
ground were killed as the frcnt of the engine A.? Comir jet, as Mqi. Brue
hotel, a seven.story Ramada Inn, was Teagarden, 35, of Mount Moris, Pa.
engulfed in a fireball. Six other per. He is stationed at tas Vegas'Nellis Air
sons were reported ir{ured 

- 
one cnti- Fom Base.

cally uth severe burns qver most of A militar] spoke8man seid Teegr.
hrs body. den was testing the aircmfl's elmtrcn-

lnvestigators continued to sift ic systems on a night fmm Pittsburgh
through the charred and twisted to Nellis when the engine .,flamed
wreckage of the hotel late Tuesday out" 15 miles south of Indimapolis at
lmking for bodies. but by niShtfall of- m attitude of3I.OOO fet.'Ilre cause of
ficials said the.v did not believe they the power failure hs not been deter-
would find il]' further casualties. mined, the spokesmm seid.

The hotel had registered 103 over-
night guests. md housed another 20 Preaso so€ CRASH, A.a

A genetic mmparison test that experts say may
mmeday alloy investigatorr to identify blmd and se-
men stains with virtually lhe me cerlainty s fin.
Serprints re allwed into evidene in m Omge
County rape trial T\resday.

Believed to be the t€st's first c.ourt application in
the United Stet€s, the ruling by Cimit Judge Rom
Povrell allm the evidenc€, based on comparisons of
DNA molecules, to be pEsented in the trial of multi-
plempe suspect Tommy [e Andws.

"I think you're going to se this beome mong
the most imporlant evidene in rape pmsmtions
within the next ouple of years," said Assistant Statr
Attomey Tim Berry.

Bcny, who ihvestigated ttle test aflsr a fellw prcs-
ecutor told him of 8 story he had rcad about it in a

maSuire, sid the chme of emr with the test hff
been ce.lol8ted 8t I in l0 brllion.

The test ompars the DNA in a suspect's blood
witl DNA *mples taken fmm a crime sene. A mol.
ecule containing a person's specific genetic infoma-
tion, DNA 

- 
short for deoryribonucleic acid 

- 
is

found in virtually wery ell in the body.
Defen* attome]A, who fought to exclude the tst

fmm widene in the Andrem case, sid they are not
convinced the test is all it's supposed to be.

"We have not found any exp€rts who will Say that
this t€st is poppycrck, 80 it appaEntly des have
some scientific validity,' conceded Andffi' attor-
ney, HaI Lrhrig. "But I don't think it's neuly u am.
rate s they would have the jury betieve."

Dr. Michael Baird, a senior scientist for Uf<odes
Corp., a New York reseuch l8b that clnducts the
test, t stilied at a heuing Ttresday moming that the

Prease sea ONA, A€

Senators
finally start
gulf debate
Vote ends filibuster on
use of War Powers Act

-

-

WASHINGTON 
- 

Amid threats
of Etaliation from ban for a U.S.
8tt8ck in the Persian Gulf. the
Senate ended a hlibuster I\reday
and began debating President
Reagan's authority to keep U.S
military forces in the fult

The S€nate voted 67 to 28 to b+
gin fomal disossion of ihe Wu
Powere Act.

Meanwhile, Iran:an leaders
warned of strikes that would
make t}le United Sta-.es regret its
destruction Monday of banian oil
platfoms in the Pereim Gulf.

"This is not a thr€a:, but a Eali-
ty," Speaker Hasheni Rafsardani
of the Imian Pelidnent sid in
Tehran. Iran will retaliate "and
we'u make the U.S. rgrct its 8c.
tion," he said.

Defense Secrctary r:aspar Wein-
berger earlier Tuesday warned
that there ould b€ tunher U.S
mititary strikes if Lan does not
end its "indiscrimixate, unpr$
voked attacks on nr,n-belliSercnt
shipping."

"lf they keep it up, therc will be
additional responles that we hope
ultimatsly will drive the message
home to them," We nberger said
on i television talk show. "This i*
a situation in wNch ,:ither we ca..
ry out principles of freedom of thq
seas or we give up and walk
away."

Presse se€ GULF, A{

cor.,r,"o r.r M*. _____lj I 
-il

C"r"rr*t Ef N*eilffi#lM
rlr^wo.D lffL*,"#T:
cjcct, e-JEKT: verb. [F]om the letin mrd mean- | new coanchor
ing to thrcs.lTo throw out; cast out: e)eel: emit: I lor Chsnnel 6.
dischrge. To drive out: evict. I Pag. E-l

DNA test gets a chance in Orange rape trial
By Roger Roy

Dunn considers television to be

a major force affecting newspaper
visuals today. "Newspapers are one-
dimensional," he said. "They are com-
peting with television, which moves.
We need to find ways to make our
product as engaging in a visual sense
as television.

"We can create the illusion of
movement in the pictures we select
and the graphics we put on our pages,

anything that will build on the time a

reader spends with a newspaper. The
computer people call it 'user-friendly.'
Television is user-friendly; newspapers
really haven't been user-friendly."

Dunn used the roller-coaster action
of the world stock markets on Oct. 20,
L987, to illustrate how a newspaper
can create an illusion of movement.
There were plenty of charts available

that traced the crash and recovery of
the markets, but the charts didn't tell
the entire story. In addition to the
charts, Dunn's paper used photographs
showing the frustrated looks on stock-
brokers' faces (Figure 1.2).The photo-
graphs created excitement in the story
and did a better job of portraying the
news than just the charts, Dunn said.

"fuiything that a newspaper can do to
add to the relatively short time a reader
spends with a newspaper is well worth
the effort:' he added.

CHANGES IN ilEWSROOM GOALS

The increasing use of visuals in news-
papers has put new demands on nearly
everyone in the newsroom. Added to
the daily routine of compiling a news

report that is accurate, balanced, well
written and well researched is the task
of planning and producing a good-look-
ing end product. furd everyone in the

Figure 1.2 The Orlando Sent'inel front page, attempting to create
the illusion of movement
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newsroom-reporter, photographer,
artist and editor-is getting involved
in the visual editing process.

Reporters, while out on assignment,

are gathering statistics for informational
graphics. They also are discovering
that editors may cut five or 10 inches
from their prose if the same facts can
be better presented to readers as a
graphic or other type of visual.

Photographers, used to thinking in
terms of bold action photos captured at

crucial moments, are enjoylng the lux-
ury of taking the time to create attractive
photo illustrations for feature sections.

They also are being called upon to cap-

ture scenes on film that will be used
merely as visual backgrounds for infor-
mational graphics.

Copy editors, the wordsmiths of
the newsroom, are checking graphics
for spelling and style errors and making

sure that the graphic information agrees

with the data in the story. They also

are writing headlines for graphics. They
sometimes are asked to distill a wire
service story into a facts box. They
might write the headlines for Page One
promotions, which highlight inside
stories or packages, or refers, several
words or a sentence displayed inside a

story that guide readers to a related
story on another page.

Artists are learning about the ele-

ments of news in order to draw detailed
graphics to accompany news stories.
Like photographers, they also are

becoming visual reporters who often
go on assignment to create an informa-
tional graphic or illustration for a major
news event.

News editors are giving top consid-

eration to a strong visual presentation

as they choose the final selection of
stories, photographs and other visuals

that will make up the day's news report.

Page designers, the newest jour-
nalists at some newspapers, are blending

all the visual elements and stories on

the pages to create exciting and attrac-
tive page designs, or layouts. At a
growing number of newspapers, the
news editors and/or page designers are
using complex pagination machines that
assemble all the stories and visuals
electronically to produce the finished
pages. (Pagination is discussed in detail
in Chapter 2.)

Graphics editors, a new breed of
manager in the newsroom, are becoming

the liaison between the word journalists
(reporters and editors) and the visual
journalists (photographers, artists
and designers). To do this job effectively,
graphics editors must fully understand
newspaper production. They also need

to be good communicators.

VARIETIES OF VISUALS

The decision to use a visual to help tell
the news is just the first step in this
new editing process. The word visual,
or graphic, is an umbrella term for a
piece of newspaper artwork, of which
there are eight types:

. News or feature photograph. An
image "captured" on film or digitaly
by an electronic camera by a news-
paper photographer either on the
scene of. a news event or during a

prearranged meeting.
. Photo illustration. A type of

photograph that, through its subject
or visual trickery, makes an editorial
point or comment.

. Illustration or sketch. A piece of
artwork created by a newspaper
artist. Often in color.

. Map. A device that shows where
an event has occurred.
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o Table. A list of information, dis-
played in tabular form. A quick and

concise method of comparing a large

body of data. The most common
display of tabular information is the
daily stock market report or sports
box scores and standings.

. Chart. A visual display of quantita-

tive information, such as the track-
ing of data over a period of time.
A line chart shows an up or down
trend with a continuous line. A col-
umn chart displays comparable

statistics with vertical or horizontal
bars.

. Facts box. A summary or outline

that highlights certain points of
a story or gives background
information.

. Diagram or schematic. A drawing

that shows how things work or how
events occurred.

The last five visuals sometimes are

referred to as informational graphics,

and they also may be combined into
one complex visual, sometimes called a
megagraphic.

The demand for accuracy and quality
journalism carries over to these visual

devices. Stylish graphics must provide

complete and accurate information.

Good-looking pages always should help

inform the reader about the day's news.

BIG CHANGES IN A SHORT TIME

In recent years many metropolitan
newspapers have committed themselves

to more and better visuals or graphics

through major design changes. Some

of the changes have been made in
response to competition from other
newspapers; some have been made

because the publisher and/or editor
wanted the newspaper to project another

image to keep and cultivate readers;
many have been made because of
advances in computer technology.

Newspaper design (the overall
appearance of the paper) always has

been limited by the current technology.
In the days of letterpress printing and

manually set lead type, papers found
their "look" and stayed that way be-

cause of the physical limitations of the
machines and the time and labor involved
in operating them. However, since the
1970s, computers and the equipment
they drive, along with the switch to
offset printing, have brought profound

changes to newspapers. Now there is a
much wider variety of ways to display
stories and visuals, and they all can be
produced quickly. (A complete discussion

of newsroom technology is in Chapter
2. ) Computer technology, which still is
evolving rapidly, is indeed the driving
force behind today's explosion of visuals

in newspapers.

Along with the technological changes

have come new jobs and responsibilities.

When the Chicago Tribune named its
first graphics editor in 1974, it became

the first large metropolitan newspaper
to do so. Now, almost all major news-
papers employ someone in such a

position.

Ten years Ego, newspaper pages

were dummipd (latd out) by news editors
who may or may not have had training
in page design. Today, many newspapers

have designers who have been schooled
in the creative presentation of pages.

Although news editors still decide what
goes on which page, designers are
increasingly responsible for laying out
those pages in good-looking and readable

visual units.
Not everything has changed so rap-

idly. The first use of a photographic

halftone in a newspaper is credited to

the New Yorh Daily Graphic on March

4, 1880. The newspaper published a

photograph (black and white, of course)
by Stephen H. Horgan called "Shanty-

town." That photograph led to a
reproduction method in which a contin-
uous image was reduced to a series of
dots of various sizes; the larger the

dot, the darker the image. Although

today's photos look sharper and cleaner
because of technological advances, this
method of reproduction, called a half-
tone, is still used by newspapers today

and is discussed in Chapter 7.

LOSERS AND WINNERS

Although creative newspaper design
has helped modernize newspapers and

draw new readers, it has yet to res-
cue a tailing newspaper. Some well-
designed newspapers-the New York

Herald Tribune, the Philadelphia Bul-
let'in, the Washington Star, the Chicago

Daily News-have failed. Their down-
falls were blamed on changlng economies

and lifestyles of readers, which led to

circulation and advertising declines.
Visuals could not save them.

Chicago Daily News

In the case of the Chicago Daily News,

some observers attributed the paper's

rapid decline in circulation to a redesign

that shocked and dismayed readers. In
fact, the Chicago Daily News most likely
tailed because of a lack of advertising
revenues and the high cost of producing

an afternoon newspaper. But its final
design was daring and modern, with
extensive use of column rules and other

typographical techniques that gave the

newspaper a bold, almost magazine-

like look (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). In some

ways, the redesigned paper looked like
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Figure 1.4 Chicago Daily Neuts front page after design revisions (1977)

its own obituary-heavy black borders
surrounding news and feature stories.
Of course now more than a decade

after the paper folded, the Daily News

design would not be considered
shocking.

Chicago Tribune

More often than not, a newspaper ben-

efits from design changes. A good

example is another Chicago paper, the
Trihtrw. In the early 1970s, the Chicago

Trihtru faced circulation and advertising
competition, not only from other Chicago

and suburban newspapers but also from
other media outlets. Young, affluent
readers, the ones advertisers wanted

to reach, saw the Tribune as old-fash-

ioned, stuffy and hard to read.

Until the early 1970s, the Tribune
had done little to change its appearance,

looking much as it did in the 1930s. A
front page from 1964 (Figure 1.5) had

many of the same design elements as

a front page from 1936 (Figure 1.6).

For example, both papers contained
vertical layout in which stories are

run in long, often single, columns rather
than spread across several shorter col-

urnrls. One- and two-column headlines
dominate the pages. When a story
covers more than one column, the col-

umns are not necessarily squared off.
In addition, in 1936, ?tr editorial

cartoon was the main illustration on Page

One. It still was in 1964, although by

the 1960s the cartoon was smaller and

in color and there also was a netrys photo

on the page. The presence of an edito-

rial cartoon gave some readers the

impression that news stories were

slanted to match the paper's editorial
stand.
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On both pages, columns of type
were separated by thin column rules.
The banner hcadlines (those that stretch
across the top of the page), as well as

most of the other headlines on the
pages, were printed in all-capital letters.
Because of the vertical layout and small

headlines, the pages looked like gray

masses, particularly below the fold (the

bottom half of a page).

One significant change from 1936

was in the Tribune's nameplate on Page

One: By 196a, the word Daily had been

dropped from the title and an American
flag had been added. The slogan "The
World's Greatest Newspaper" remained,
however.

From the 1930s to the 1960s, while
the Tribune's design changed only

slightly, its readers changed greatly.

As surveys conducted by the Tribune

showed, its readership no longer was

made up of persons whose primary
source of news was a daily newspaper.

Those readers had been replaced by an

audience that was used to livelier news
presentations from television and other
sources, 3D audience with less time to
read. Readers in the 1970s wanted a

more lively newspap€r, a newspaper
that better reflected the times.

In 1972, the winds of change started
blowing tlu'ough the Tribune, and at

the suggestion of editors and a design
consultant, the paper made a number
of visual changes (Figure I.7).For one
thing, its all-capitalized headlines were
eliminated-the first step in making
the paper easier to read. Nso, although
the nameplate was the same in 1972
as in 1964, the editorial cartoon was

off Page One. And there were more
photographs.

The display of the stories changed,

too, with the use of more modular layout

and less dogleg layout. In modular
layout, stories are run in short,
squared-off columns or blocks, giving
the stories a more packaged effect, and
three- and four-column headlines are

common. In dogleg layout, irregular
shapes, such as inverted L's, are used.

Today, most newspapers use modular
layout because it is considered easier
to read and design than dogleg layout.

Throughout the 1970s and 1980s,

the Tribune continued to make design
changes until it became one of the
nation's best-looking newspapers. By
1987, the paper's layout was complete-
ly modular (Figure 1.8). Color and

numerous visuals were used on Page

One every day, as were promotions to
guide readers to stories inside the
newspaper. The background of the
nameplate also was in color (blue), and

tu bt rr. r..d ilruEuMd ;
u.rdl&@rdihs !
h@..tdFUlre I j\
dc$llr:xtlqC l i -
sM.^.,.dN!tb. i ]
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Figure 1.7 Chicago Tribune front page after 1972 design revisions
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"The World's Greatest Newspaper"
slogan was history. The American flag
remained.

ELEMENTS OF REDESIGN

The design evolution at the Chicago

Tribune illustrates the major elements
of many newspapers' redesigns in the
past decade:

. Bettcr ffiography, including an easier-

to-read body type and easier-to-
read headlines.

. Modular elements, making it easier

for readers to follow stories or
groups of stories.

. Stronger photo flay, enlivening the
page and inviting the reader to stop
and read the stories or captions.

. More and better graphics, including
maps, charts and other devices to
glve the reader a better under-
standing of events.

. Sect ionalization, or presentation

of information in separate sections
that specialize in one or two areas:

news, entertainment, sports, busi-
ness and food, for example. Within
each section, daily or weekly fea-

tures are anchored (assigned to
specific places within the section)
so that readers can locate them more

easily.

Wcdr6dry, Dc6b.r 13, 1972 Chicqgg,(fribune Sports
Final

,6r---rokrb n-r c i
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Tony Maieri
Creative Director Chicago Tribune

For Tony Majeri, creative director of the
Chicago Tribune and 1988 president
of the Society of Newspaper Design, a

good-looking newspaper is one that is
a "useful creature."

Majeri, who is currently in charge
of the visual presentation of the Tribune,

said: "l am a srncere advocate of useful
things. Newspaper design should serve
the function of the newspaper. The
newspaper should know its role and
what it is trying to accomplish. The
person doing the designing needs to
have an understanding of the function.
For example, if you understand that
you are putting out a sports page, then
you understand that there are certain
things that need to go along with a
sports page. The page needs to be
informative, but it has to present detarls
such as results and statistics. There
also has to be enthusiasm and excite-
ment in the writing and photographsJ'

Majeri said a newspaper runs into

design problems when it quits trying
to be what if is and begins trying to be
what other papers are. "Look how many
newspapers have taken components
of USA Today and put them on thelr
pages. There has been an entire gen-
eration of decorators who have been
born at newspapers, and there has

been sensational pressure on them to
decorate rather than communicate.
People feel pressure to leave their mark
on things. They introduce little triangles,
stars, partlcular rules and whiteouts
for the srmple feeling that they need to
assert their ability to play with things."

The Wall Sfreef Journal is a terrific
example of a paper wlth a direct focus,

said Majeri, who has held various jobs
at the Tribune, including art director,
senior designer, associate sports editor
and assistant editor of special projects.
The Journal's pages "mirror its focus,
which makes its design successful,"
Majeri noted . The Journal's aim is to
present a drgest of daily news and
sound analytical coverage of financial
trends to a national audience. "lts
design creates a focus and direction.
It has a formal feeling to it. lt doesn't
shout. There is a certain intensity that
the page projects.

"USA Today has a different visual
intensity. lt has a whole different role
and function than The Wall Streef
Journal does," he explained. "lt is suc-
cessful because it has defined its market
and its role in that market."

Majeri has helped lhe Tribune fine-
tune its design focus for two decades.
He said: "ln 1970 the Tribune was a
grand, old, 19S0s-looking creature that
was losing circulatron in a very com-
petitive market. At that same time, we
were doing a lot of product research.
The research showed the Tribune was
not responsive to needs of readers.
One thing the research found was that
people didn't like the scattering of
standing features. They wanted them
in the same place every day.

"An outline was produced showing
what the Tribune wanted to do visually.
Several things grew from the outline.
The paper divided itself into a series
of sections aimed at satisfying the
demands of its audience. It added a
food section, a new sports section, a
section on fashion and a special busi-

ness section on Monday Typography
studies also showed that the use of
italic and condensed heads was ham-
pering the communication process.
We elimrnated them to make the news-
paper more accessible and easier to
read."

By the 1980s, the Tribune had
changed more. lt was using more color.
It also had adopted Standard Adver-
tising Units (SAUs), a system of stan-
dardized ad sizes for newspapers, and
had abandoned its old letterpress
printing process for modern offset
printing. "We again had to look at all
the things we do with the newspaper,"
Majeri said. "For example, with offset,
ink lays down differently, and color
availability is impacted. We had to study
how presses work and what implica-
tions the presses have on a newspaper.
We changed our headdress (headline
style) to take advantage of a cleaner
medium that laid down ink differently."

Majeri said the design of lhe Tribune

has been evolutionary rather than rev-

olutionary."This paper is very sensitive
to try to appear that it rs always evolving.
We are still in the midst of redesigning
this newspaper. We want to be closer
to the term visual journalism. We're

constantly re-establishing priorities as

the technology changes. We're re-

examrning the way art directors and
artists are working on the newspaper
every day. We're hiring more graphic
journalists who can make the kind of
judgments a reporter or editor would
make. That takes a more sophistrcated
approach than before."

INSIDE LOOK
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SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. Compare the Page One layout of a
major U. S. newspaper such as The

I{ew York Times, USA Todoy or The

Wall StreetJournal to your local daily.

How are they similar? How do they
differ?

2. Describe some of the visual mes-
sages you see each day in places

other than newspapers. Do they
provide you with more or less

information than newspapers do?

3. What does "visually energetic
newspaper" mean? Can you find
examples in your local newspaper?

4. What are the five types of informa-
tional graphics? Clip two examples

of each from a daily newspaper and

discuss what you like and don't like
about them.

5. Clip examples from a daily newspaper

of the following:
a. Nameplate
b. Banner headline
c. Vertical layout

d. Modular layout

e. Dogleg layout

6. Discuss the Page One layout of the
daily newspaper that serves your

community. Is it modular? Are visuals

used effectively? How would you

improve it?



The Technolodcal
E>plosion

omputers have done more
to change newspapers than
have any other develop-
ment since movable type

was developed by Johannes Guten-
berg in the 1450s in Mainz, Germany.
They have allowed newspapers to do

things never before possible, and the
technological explosion is far from over.

Today, newspapers of all sizes
depend heavily on computers, not only
in the newsroom but in the advertising
and business areas as well. From word
processing to billing, from creating
detailed informational graphics to elec-
tronically outputting a tinished page,

computers play vital roles. For a visual
journalist, a computer is a necessity.

THE ELECTRONIG STORY

By using an important yearly event-
the release of the U. S. president's pro-
posed federal budget-as an example,
it is easy to see the impact computers
have had. The president is required to
present his budget plan to Congress
each January, and traditionally, it is a
big story for newspapers. The wire
services will move many news stories,
sidebars, highlight boxes and other
information about the budget. Many
local newspapers will take that infor-
mation and develop their own stories

about the proposed budget's impact on
their communities.

Irt's start from the beginning, when,
for example, an Associated Press re-
porter in Washington, D.C., receives a

copy of the budget from the White
House. First, she will read and analyze

the proposal and interview government

officials for comments, analyses and
reactions. Then, when she is ready to
write, she will sit at an AP computer
and compose her story. Fewer than
20 years ago, she would have used a
typewriter. When the story was written,
edited and ready to be sent to member
newspapers, a telegrapher would have
retyped the finished story onto a piece

of paper punch tape for eventual trans-
mission over the telephone lines. In
each AP member's newsrooffi, Teletype
machines would capture the story from
the wire and type it onto paper for
editing by the newspaper's staff.

Today's computers, a video display
terminal (VDT) or a personal com-
puter (PC), look much like a television
set with a tlpewriter-style keyboard.
While the reporter sees the letters that
make up the words in a story, the
computer "reads" only electrical impuls-
es that tell it what to display on the
screen. A personal computer at home

converts these same types of impulses
into a display of words, graphics or
games on its screen.

13
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Figure 2.1 Reporter using computer keyboard and video display terminal (VDT)

The reporter's \IDT, as well as other
VDTs in the wire service bureau and

at newspapers, is linked to a powerful
central computer, which often is referred
to as the mainframe. The mainframe
allows each VDT to perform a variety
of functions simultaneously. To com-
prehend the storage power of a main-
frame, consider that the standard
Macintosh II computer is equipped with
a hard disk that usually provides 20 to
80 megabytes of memory. (A Uyte is a
unit of electronic storage that can hold
8 digital bits of information. It usually
takes 8 bytes for each letter or character.
A megabyte contains 1,000,000 bytes.)
A newspaper mainframe computer
might store as much as 1 gigabyte, or
1, 000, 000 megabytes, of information.
The mainframe keeps track of what
each reporter has written and allows
him or her to save or store the data at

any time. This tlpe of computer system
also allows editors to see what report-
ers have written and to edit that copy.

The reporter inputs (types) her
story, using a keyboard that has more
functions than a tlpewriter (Figure 2.1).

These additional functions make it pos-

sible for the reporter to edit her story
as she composes it. The computer uses

a symbol called a cursor-either a

flashing line or square-to indicate the
point in the text of the story where
the reporter is working. By using the
arrow keys, the reporter or editor can
move the cursor to various points in
the story to change a word or delete
or add information.

Some VDTs move the cursor with
the aid of a mouse, a small device
attached by a wire to the terminal. As
the reporter "drags," ot moves, the
mouse across a flat surface next to the
keyboard, the cursor changes position

correspondingly on the VDT screen.

Before reporters worked on com-
puters, they had to retlpe part of a
story to make major changes, or they
had to cut their stories into pieces and
paste them back together. With a com-
puter, they can edit and cut and paste

electronically, which allows them to
turn in neat, easy-to-read copy.

When she is tluough writirg, the
reporter saves, or closes, her sto-
ty, committing it to the mainframe's

memory bank. Now the story can be
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"moved" to her editor, who will check

and edit the story on another VDT
before transmitting it to one of the
regional bureaus in the AP's system for
distribution to newspapers and radio
and television stations. This system
allows the AP to move its copy via sat-

ellite and telephone lines at thousands
of words a minute to hundreds of
newspapers and broadcasters
nationwide.

THE ELECTRONIG NEWSROOM

When the reporter's federal budget story
arrives at a member newspaper, it is
captured, or received, by the newspa-
per's own rnainframe computer. This
computer "reads" the AP's transmissions

and sorts the files or stores them in
an appropriate basket. Note that there
is little standardization in computer
terminology-different systems use

different terms. For example, a basket
also may be called a queue or a dcsh.)

The newspaper's computer captures
not only the AP's federal budget story
but also all the other AP stories being
sent. If the newspaper subscribes to
another wire service, the stories by
that service are captured by the main-
frame computer as well. At some

newspapers, hundreds of stories arrive
in the mainframe every hour. The
mainframe thus is set to automatically
purge, or erase, stories every day or
two to keep its memory banks from
clogging with too much copy.

At the local newspap€r, a reporter
can read the AP's budget story for
background information to help him write
his article on how the federal budget
will affect his community. The local story
likely will run as a sidebar, or supple-
mental story, to the national article.

Slug. Name
of story

Figure 2.3 What an editor sees when looking

By truing a series of commands on
a newsroom VDT, the local reporter
"signs on" to the computer system
(generally using a password to prevent
unauthorized access). He "calls up"
(asks the computer to show him) the
national news basket (Figure 2.2), where
AP's version of the federal budget story
is being stored. When the reporter calls

up the national stories, he sees a menu,
or list of wire stories available for pub-

Basket: Location
of various stories

at a directory

Length: How long
story is rn inches

lication (Figure 2.3). Stories on the
menu include all those sent into the
national basket by the AP and other
wire services.

By giving another set of commands,

the reporter calls up all the stories with
the word budgel in the slug, or guide-
line-a one- or two-word description
of a story (Figure 2.4).With the
exception of information that the news-
paper's computer has put at the top of

Figure 2.2 A directory of stories in national news basket

Guide: lnfo from
wire service or editor
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Figure 2.4 Display of a news story on a VDT

Slug : Name
of story

Basket: Location
of this story

Expires: When the story is
purged f rom editing system,
Publish Date story is
scheduled to run in paper

Figure 2.5 What an editor or reporter sees when looking at a story header

The story would start
under the header

Author. Where the story
came from, either a wire
service or local reporter

is an electronic version of a blank piece

of paper in a typewriter. Only after the
reporter gives the computer a slug and
issues a "save" command does the
computer add his story to its memory
and store it in a basket.

The mainframe can store the local

story in a different basket than the
national story to avoid the confusion
of too many stories in one place. A
medium-sized newspaper might have

hundreds of baskets, including one for
each reporter, editing baskets for each

department, baskets for production

needs and baskets for the library to
use when saving stories for its reference
files.

THE ELECTRONIG COPY EDITOR

When the reporter is finished with his

story, he sends it to a basket used by
the newspaper's city editor or assistant

city editors. While conferring with the
reporter, the city editor reads and edits
the story and then sends it to the copy
desk basket. The copy chief or slot
will assign a copy editor to call up the
story, edit it for accuracy and style,
prepare it for tlpesetting and write a

headline.

The copy desk also will be sent the
AP budget story. Using a computer

with more powerful word processing

and tlpesetting powers, a copy editor
reads the wire story and the local side-

bar. Through a series of editing com-
mands, the copy editor can change

words, move parugraphs, check spelling
and style, adjust hlphenation and even
combine elements from the two sto-
ries. The copy editor, who once used

pencils, scissors and a glue pot to per-

form all of these functions, also prepares

the story for its final stop, the electronic

tlpesetter.

the story in a field called a header
(Figure 2.5), the AP story called up by
the local reporter would be the same

as the one sent from Washington.

After the local reporter has read

the wire story for background informa-
tion, he can make a paper printout-
also called a hard copy-of it on a
high-speed printer, or he can file an

electronic copy of it in his personal

basket or work area.

When he is ready to write his story,

the reporter will call up a "take," which

I
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STYL is the command
that tells the computer
the next piece of information
is typesetting code

a

Figure 2.6 (a) Sample tlpesetting codes;
(b) output resulting from sample codes

At many papers, a news editor
heads the copy desk. This key editor
also may be responsible for story
placement, headline size and design.

News editors and their assistants gen-

erally monitor and edit the daily news

wire report.

ELECTRONIC TYPESETTING

Before newspapers switched to elec-

tronic editing and typesetting systems,
the hard copy was edited and marked
with information that a member of the
composing room stafl a printer, would
use to set the story and its headline
in lead tlpe. With today's computer
technology, the function of setting type
resides with the copy desk.

The copy editor uses codes or
tlpesetting symbols to tell the computer
how to set the story in its final, printed
form (Figure 2.6). The computer can
set the story justified (by adding space

between words or letters so that each

line of the story sets flush right and

flush left) or ragged (by letting the
lines of the story end without adding
space between words or letters to align

the block of tlpe vertically). Stories,

For example, cf means change font,
f 226 means use Franklin Gothic Bold,
1B indicates 1B point type

Figure 2.7 Galley of type being set by a
typesetter

Figure 2.8 Production worker pasting up
type on a makeup sheet

output, or produce, the story on photo-

sensitive paper called "film." The film
is the actual "t5rpe" that will be used in
the production of the finished news
page.

The typesetting equipment is called
the front-end system. The typesetter
translates the computer information
into the black-type images of letters
and characters that make up a sheet of
type, which also is referred to as a
galley (Figure 2.7).A typesetter can
be a basic model that outputs only galleys

or a complex model that can set blocks
of type, including story, headline, art-
work and photographs.

Once the budget story is filmed
(comes out of the typesetter), it is taken
to a layout board where it is pasted to
a full-scale page board according to the
design instructions written on a paper
dummy sheet (Figure 2.8).

OLY-A{PICS'88
PROFILE

or any parts of them, also can be set in
italics (slanted type) or bold face
(heavier, darker type) for emphasis, as

well as medium face (lighter than bold

face but heavier than regular type).
At most newspapers, the copy editor

is responsible for supplyrng the elec-
tronic version of the story with a head-

line, jumpline, byline, subheads, caption

or any other special type treatment.
That means that, along with improving
the writing of a story and checking facts

and spelling, the copy editor must
understand compu terized tlpesetting
codes. This task of coding an electronic
story has sparked debates in a number
of newsrooms over the changlng role
of the copy editor, with some editors
worried that the added production

responsibilities take away from the time
a copy editor needs to edit a story
thoroughly.

Once the budget story is edited and
coded, the copy editor releases the
story to a computer for the complex
process called filming. The computer
reads the story, following the codes

and special information on it, and

instructs the tlpesetter, another
sophisticated piece of equipment, to
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PGS: NEW I{EWSROOM TOOL

The technological explosion in American
newspapers is in its infancy. Much of
what has been described so far will be

obsolete in coming years as advances
in computers continue to change the
way newspapers are produced.

Personal computers, such as those
produced by IBM and Apple, are leading

many of the advances in newspaper
technology. In a 1988 survey of Society
of Newspaper Design members, 92
percent said they use an Apple Macin-
tosh computer at work. Some PCs are
now as powerful as some of the com-
puter systems currently used by news-
papers, and a PC costs signiticantly
less than a VDT connected to a
mainframe.

The Chicago Tribune, which once

had hundreds of VDTs connected to a

mainframe computer, now is using a

combination of VDTs and PCs. The

VDTs are used mostly for copy editing,
while the PCs are used for writing.

The PC can be linked to a mainframe
system for the transfer of stories, but
reporters keep their copies on floppy
disks (data storage devices), thus
avoiding the need for and the expense

of maintaining a great amount of com-
puter memory space.

Personal computers also are being
used by many newspapers to produce

and edit visuals. Here are some of the
USCS:

. Creating informational graphics and
illustrations. Newsroom artists use

such software tools as MacDraw
and Adobe's Illustrator to create
maps, charts, diagrams and other
visuals. Once the visual is finished,
it can be stored on floppy disk or
hard disk for later use or adaptation.

The most popular program used

for creating informational graphics

tr3:HTFgeii,?Jnked
utilizing a 9600-baud circuit
and broadcast directly to
sat dishes located at
newspaper sites. This large
23K graphic reaches a
newspaper in only 30
seconds. Smaller graphics
arrive much faster.

AJIxsft lf,:B'"'xfl sa'i,?ilfl
Macintosh. Graphics are stored
automatically on the hard drive,
without interrupting the artist
working at the Mac.

EI Graphics are stored in a series ofI hierarchical files by date and sender.

is MacDraw. It was the tirst drawing
program released and it remained
the standard drawing software until
its mid-1988 upgrade to MacDraw
II. Although Adobe's Illustrator and
Aldus' FreeHand are more sophisti-
cated, and more difficult to use,

than MacDraw, some artists believe
that both produce higher-quality
graphics.

. Receiaing informational graphics on

a newsroom personal com,puter uia

satellite or telephone. A Macintosh
can be used to access informational
graphics from The Associated
Pres;s, the Knight-Ridder Tribune
News graphics network or other,
similar services. Such services,
which store their graphics on large
mainframe computers, make their
visuals available to personal com-
puters, equipped with a modem, a

device that allows a computer to

Figure 2.9 Sample informational graphics from AP's GraphicsNet service
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Figure 2.lO Macintosh II

transfer information to and from
another computer via telephone
lines. A newsroom artist or editor
uses a Macintosh to edit the infor-
mational graphic for publication. Both

the AP and KRTN produce dozens

of informational graphics daily, cov-
ering breaking news and feature
stories, but the newsroom computer
must be equipped with the same

software as the graphics services
for the artwork to be edited. In
1988, the AP started installing
equipment that allows a newsroom
Macintosh to receive AP informa-
tional graphics automatically via

satellite. This service, called

GraphicsNet (Figure 2.9), uses the
same satellite that sends stories
to the newspaper's mainframe

computer.
. Designing pages. A visual journalist

can use a personal computer-either
a Macintosh or an IBM Pc-with
desktop publishing software to
design news and feature pages. The
personal computer allows the visual
journalist to position visual
elements, headlines and stories on

an "electronic page." The elements
can be moved quickly and easily to
create the most pleasing design by

using such software as Quark
'Xpress, PageMaker and AmperPage.

Many newspapers use either the
Macintosh Plus or Macintosh SE as

standard equipment. Some also use the
Mac II, which was developed in the
late 1980s and is faster and more pow-

erfr:l than its forerunners (Figure 2.L0).

Almost all newspapers output-
print-their Macintosh work on Apple's

laser printers. The printer uses the
same basic technology of copying
machines and produces an image that
has 300 dots per inch (dpi). A higher-
resolution printer, the VT-600 (a 600-

dpi machine made by Varityper), is being
used at some newspapers, but its higher
price has limited its acceptance.

As the personal computer becomes

more powerful and is introduced into
more newsrooms, it will serve even
more functions. In the 1990s, look for
personal computers-especially the
Macintosh-to receive and manipulate
digital photographs, capture and sort
wire service stories, produce color
separations, receive or produce and

place advertisements and output a fin-
ished newspaper page. Even today, some

small newspapers are being produced

entirely on personal computers.

PAGINATIOil: THE FUTURE

GETS CLOSER

Great changes are being made in the
process that occurs after a story is edited
and becomes part of a finished page.

The manual pasteup process involving
paper galleys of type and pasting wax
is being replaced by an electronic layout
process called pagination. In pagina-

tion, all the elements that make up a
newspaper page-stories, photographs,

cutlines, headlines-are assembled

electronically by a highly sophisticated
computer program. When the electronic
page is complete, a complex typesetter
films the page (Figure 2.11), much the
same way as the first typesetter filmed
the budget story. In the future, a type-
setter will be capable of producing a

negative that will be used to create a

plate for the printing press or the
printing plate itseH.

Some newspapers use the term
pagination to describe something less
than full-page makeup. For example, it
may be used to describe a computer-
generated page that contains "holes,"
or space for the placement of photo-
graphs, advertisements and other
graphic elements. Such output is more
aptly named area composition.
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Figure 2.ll Sample filmed page Figure 2.L2 Pagination terminal and display of a page

A complete pagination system,
which can store and display every ele-
ment on a p?ge, is expensive, and this
factor has kept many newspapers fronr
using pagination in its developmental
stages. Those papers now using pagrn-

ation have invested in sophisticated
computers to store massive amounts
of information. (Even a single photo-
graph can take several hundred thousand

bytes of information. ) The pagination

computers must keep track of each story
planned for the newspap€r, all of the
photographs, the other visuals, the
advertisements and even the page folios
(publication date and page numbers at

the top of each page).

There are two ways to paginate a
newspaper-an interactive system and

a passive system.

lnteractive Pagination

The interactive pagination system
allows for both the copy editor and the
person using the pagination computer
terminal (an editor, designer or printer)

to edit or change a story. If a story is
too long, the designer at the pagination

terminal or the copy editor at a VDT
can access the story and edit it to fit
the page design.

Many newspapers believe this sys-

tem allows for the most flexibility;
however, it also means a page could be

changed without editors being informed.

Although safeguards can be established

to prevent a pagtnation terminal operator

from changing copy, the temptation is

still there, particularly when time is
short as a deadline nears. Communica-
tion between the terminal operator and

copy editor is extremely important when
an interactive system is used.

Passive Pagination

I-ess flexible is the passive pagination
system, which really is two separate

computer systems. The passive system
is based on the idea that the newspaper's

front-end systeffi, which sets the type,
can be used to transfer that same "t5pe"
to the pagination computer. Using the
system from Information International
lnc. (Triple I) as an example, this is
how passive pagination works:

The newspaper's front-end system
transfers or films the story into type,
but instead of going to a film processor,

the story is sent to the pagination sys-
tem by way of a computer "translator."
The pagination system gives the story
an identifyrng number or file "name."

When displayed by the pagination

system, the story looks like a galley of
type, exactly how it would have looked
if it had been processed by the type-
setter. The pagination operator takes
the "galley of type" and places it on an

electronic version of a full-size page

board (Figure 2.L2).The operator can

have the type flow or go around photo-

graphs and advertisements. If the

operator needs a change or trim in the

story to fit the layout, the story is sent

back to the copy desk, where an editor
makes the change on the front-end
system and films the revised story to
the pagination system. Once all of the
elements are placed on the electronic
version of the p?g€, the pagination

operator can output the page to a tlpe-
setter, which will produce the complete
newspaper page.

The Arizona Republic in Phoenix
uses a Triple I "passive" pagination

system. The paper was fully paginated

in 1988 and is producing more than
1,000 complete pages a week. The

change has meant a re-examination of
many traditional duties at the paper as

editorial employees take on jobs that
once were reserved for composing room
employees and as lines of job responsi-
bilities within the newsroom shift and

blur.

ELECTROI{ I G PH OTOG RAPHY:

THE NEXT REUOLUTION

There's still more change coming to
newspaper technology beyond PCs and
pagination. Filmless electronic cam-
eras are being developed that record
pictures on a video floppy disk, much
like a computer floppy disk (Figure

2.L3). The electronic camera resembles

a 35mm camera, but it carries no film.
The photographer points the camera

at a subject, and a sensor inside the

camera records the image by electronic

signal. The images then can be viewed
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Figure 2.L3 Filmless electronic camera

on a television monitor and printed out
in color or transmitted via telephone
lines to receiving stations, thus elimi-
nating darkrooffis, chemicals and the
time it takes to process and print film.

Even though the resolution of images

produced by an electronic camera still
does not compare to the resolution of
images on film, more and more news-
papers are experimenting with these
devices. One successful eqperiment was

conducted by AP during the 1989 inau-
guration of President Bush (Figure

2.L4). Using a Nikon electronic camera

system, Etr AP photographer was able

to take and transmit a picture within
40 seconds to member newspapers
worldwide; normally, the procedure

would have taken 30 to 45 minutes.
The Nikon electronic camera system

cost about $20,000 in 1989. fuiother
manufacturer of electronic cameras is
Canon. As the costs of these systems
drop in upcoming years, this tlpe of
photography will play an increasingly
important role in newspapers.

ELECTROilIC HCTURES AND
PICTURE DESKS

Beyond the electronic camera, and close
to reality for many newspapers, are

two pieces of electronic equipment that
involve photographs: the electronic or
digital photo transmitter and the elec-
tronic picture desk or darkroom.

The Electronic Photo Transmitter

The electronic photo transmitter
requires only a negative to send photo-
graphic images from a remote site to
the newspaper's office. Previously, a

photographer needed to make a print
and transmit that "positive" image with
a print transmitter, which took eight
to 10 minutes. By contrast, the elec-
tronic transmitter can send an image in
less than one minute. It can send images

from black and white film, color nega-

tive film (either in black and white or
color) or color transparency film (either

in black and white or color). In addition,

the photographer who is transmitting
the image can correct the photographic

tones and color balances using a built-
in computer system and software.

Currently, most newspapers receive
photographic prints much like the
transmissions from the Associated Press

or United Press International. Eventu-
ally, however, images from the electronic
photo transmitter will go directly into
an electronic newspaper picture desk
or darkroom.

Figure 2.14 AP's transmission print from an electronic camera
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John Walston
Deputy Managing Editor/Graphics and Photography USA Today

John N. Walston, deputy managtng
editor/graphics and photography at
USA Today, enjoys looking into the
future, thinking about where the tech-
nological explosion will lead newspa-
pers in the 1990s.

"We're getting ready to enter a new
worldJ' he said. "lt will be a world where
there will be a personal computer on
every newspaper desk. The reporter
can be writing a story on the screen,
and if he needs background informa-
tion, he can hit a key and up pops onto
a section of the screen the information
he needs. The writer, staying in the
writing mode, can get the information
right away. He can have available on
the PC personal data bases, such as
the World Almanac or biographies of
everyone he's ever interviewed.

"l'm sittlng here looking at a $10
million mainframe system that can't
do any of that. The Apple Macintosh
showed people in the newsroom that
powerful PCs can do things that the
big, expensive machines cannot do.
The PCs can access data bases and
sort data. They can be used to draw
graphics. You can produce camera-
ready graphics and put them in the
newspaper. PCs showed us for the first
time the potential of computers in the
newsroom. We have been working with
computers for '1 5 to 20 years, but none
of them has showed us the potential
that PCs show us."

Walston said as current newsroom
computers wear out, newspapers will
replace them with lower-cost, higher-
power PCs. "Gannett has basically
made the decision that for the future
we will purchase no editorial system

that does not have a PC-based solution
rn its future," he added. "That means
that even though a Gannett paper may
not be purchasing a PC-based system
at this moment, it will have the capability
to do it in the future. We don't believe
you should be out buying a new system
every seven to 10 years because it rs
outdated. We say buy a system that
can keep the mainframe computer and
link computers that can be changed
and modified as new innovations reach
the market.

"What's been going on in the last
five to eight years is we've had these
little nerds sitting with personal com-
puters in garages across the country
inventing incredibly wonderful things.
These things are not being invented in
the laboratories. To keep up with these
advancements, we want a computer
system that can use a better wheel
when someone invents it."

Walston predicted that by the late
1990s, nearly all newspapers will be
PC-based. "The small newspapers will
get them first because its an investment
that offers cheaper solutions. That's
the way we're all going. lt should be
interesting to see how far people will
take what the PC will do for them."

Walston has worked at newspapers
throughout the country as a reporter
and as a visual journalist. He started
at his college paper. He joined USA
Today in 1983.

He said: "By the time I got to USA
Today, graphics were very much a part
of what I did for a living. When I came
here, the paper was looking for some-
one in the graphics department who
also knew news. The graphics we do

are chock full of information. A lot of it
is news or has news value of some
sort."

Newspaper technology is not the
only thing that is changing rapidly,
Walston pointed out. He said that
newspapers wrll have to continue to
change editorially to meet the needs
of their readers. "Until the 1970s,
newspapers were cocky. They gave
readers what they thought they [the
readersl should have. I think we still
should do that, but we have to look at
how people have changed and give
them something that can help them in
their everyday life. I think the people
here care more about their readers.
That is a trend that has come into
newspapers, partly because of us."

That does not mean every news-
paper should try to be USA Today,

Walston added. "Too many newspapers
are doing things because USA Today
does them. They are not looking at
their audience and market and trying
to figure out how to serve the people
in that market area. Carrying short
stories and a lot of color does not nec-
essarily serve every readership.

"Ioo many newspapers look like us
now. I thlnk they have made a mistake.
We created our look to serve our read-
ership. I don't think it is an approach
that works in every community. We were
looking for a part of everybody's market,
not their whole market. I think there are
things about us that everyone can
adopt, but I don't think community
newspapers can serve USA Today's
readers. They need to concentrate on
what makes them unique and differenti'

INSIDE LOOK
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The Electronic Picture
Desk or Darkroom

The electronic picture desk or elec-

tronic darkroom is designed to replace

the conventional method of receiving
wire service photographs. The wire
services currently send positive images

to a receiver, which produces a photo-
graphic print in the newsroom. This
method uses an analog (continuous)

signal, much like the signal a radio station

transmits.
The electronic picture desk will allow

for the digital (non-continuous) trans-
mission of photographs via satellite or
telephone lines at extremely high speeds

directly into a computer. After the
image has been received, an editor will
be able to call up a picture on a monitor
(a televisionlike screen) and consider it
for publication. Before "outputting,"
or printing, the photo, the editor will
be able to crop, size and improve the
quality of the image.

Depending on the amount of com-
puter storage, arl electronic pictr:re desk

will be able to hold 100 to 500 local and

wire photos. The picture editor will
be able to look at the day's photo report
listed on a menu (a visual preview of
eight to 16 reduced-size pictures). After
looking at the images in the system,
the picture editor can save pictures,
purge them or edit them. Once a picture
has been edited, it can be sent to a

wire photo receiver, which allows for a
hard copy (or photographic print), to
be made. Ultimately, the picture editor
will be able to send the photograph

directly to the newspaper's pagination

system, where it will be joined with
tlpe and other elements in the finished
page.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Discuss the computer system being
used at a local newspaper. What
type of video display terminals or
personal computers does the paper
use? How old is the system? What
are the paper's plans for updating
or changlng the system?

2. Define and discuss the following
terms:
a. Mainframe
b. Cursor
c. Basket
d. Purge
e. Sign-on
f. Password
g. Menu
h. Slug

i. Header
j. Hard copy
k. Take
l. Front-end system

m. Galley

3. What is justified tlpe? Ragged

tlpe? Clip examples from newspa-
pers. Which style do you find more
visually pleasing?

4. Is your local newspaper paginated?

If not, does it plan to be in the future?
If so, what type of system is being
used?

5. Compare your college newspaper's
computer system to your community
daily's system. Is either using per-
sonal computers? If so, how are

they being used in the production
of the newspaper? If not, does either
newspaper plan to introduce them?



Design and Newspapers

ne of the greatest benefits
of the technological revo-
lution for newspapers has

been the increased ability
to visually present the news-and to
do it attractively in ways that would
have been unimaginable only a few

decades ago.

The new electronic tools and

machines of today's newspapers have

removed all but a few production limi-
tations-other than the physical size of
the newspaper. With such wide-ranglng
production options available to even
the smallest computerized daily paper,

what's to keep the paper from looking

chaotic and visually out of control from
day to day?

Design. Each newspaper has an

overall design that serves as the
framework on which the ever-changing
menu of news, sports, business and

features is presented to readers each

day. It is this design that gives a conti-
nuity and visual unity to the seemingly
endless combination of words, photo-
graphs, graphics and advertisements
that make up a newspaper.

HOLDII{G IT ALL TOGETHER

There are literally hundreds of elements

that make up a newspaper's design,

but the design itself has only three main

components: organization, pattern and

structure. The design reflects the
organization of the content of the
newspaper-which sections go where,
what features are anchored on which
pages and so on. The design is the
pattern of visual presentation-the
rhythm or consistency of how the pages

look day in and day out. The design is
structure-what kind of type is used

for body copy, which type for headlines,

how many columns of type on a page

and so on.

Choosing a newspaper design forces
everyone involved to focus on what
newspapers should be doing best-
communicating ideas and information
to their readers. The newspaper's design

should encompass the complete and

total awareness of every element that
is published. A visual journalist who
merely designs a page, without under-
standing the elements of the paper's

orgailzation, pattern and structure, tails

as a designer.

DESIGN'S ORGANIZATION

The organtzation of a newspaper involves
how it is physically put together and
presented day after day. One of the major
complaints from readers is that news-
papers, for whatever reason-mechan-
ical or lack of interest-aren't consistent

25
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Type has its points I ,upoints =1llinch

in their presentation of the various parts
of the paper. If sports has its own section
five days a week, why can't it have it
seven days a week? readers ask. This
kind of organization of sections is not
just a design function; it involves the
limitations of a newspaper's production
process. Some newspapers have
pressroom limitations that don't always
allow for the consistent presentation
of sections. A successful design, how-
ever, will attempt to solve many of the
organwational problems of a newspaper.
And tailing that, it will help guide the
reader-with promotion boxes, indexes,
refers-to news of high readership
interest on the days when the newspa-
per's organtzation is different or
confusing.

Organi zation also includes "anchor-
ing" of popular columns and features
within the various sections or pages of
the paper: The editorial pages are always
located on the last two pages of the
first section; "Dear Abby" is always
placed on the page following the comics;
the team standings are always listed
on the fourth page of the sports section.

DESIGN'S PATTERI{

Part of design is the pattern of consistent
presentation. It is visual style used in
presenting the news and feature stories
day in and day oufi it is not the news
per se, but the manner in which stories
and visual elements are gtven to the
reader from headline sizes to the style
of photography. The reader needs to
feel that today's newspaper will present

the news in much the same approach

as the edition he or she read six months
ago. For example, Page One wi[ contain

the most important news of the day

and an index to other news inside the

Figure 3.2 Measuring x-height
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Figure 3.1 Measuring tlpe

Ascender

paper. And the biggest news of the day
will have the biggest headline on Page
One.

One newspaper's pattern of visual
presentation might be to use large color
photographs on each section front.
Another paper might have a pattern of
using mostly news photographs and

very few "soft," or featffe, pictures.

Each newspaper sets the pattern of
presentation for its readers. The task
of the visual journalist is to understand
that pattern and follow it tairly consis-

tently. That doesn't mean that a page

or a paper cannot contain a few
surprises, but such deviations from the
standard presentation should delight
readers, not shock or confuse them.

One of the reasons many readers
become upset when a newspaper radi-

cally changes its design is the loss of
the familiar pattern of presentation.
The readers feel, almost subconsciously,

they can no longer understand how to
get through the paper and find the day's

news.

DESIGJ{'S STRUCTURE

Structure is the most important part of
the design framework, and the most

important part of structure is tlpog-
raphy, the style and arrangement of
tlpe on a page. Tlpography entails more

than the readability of the tlpe on the

x-heig ht

page; it identifies a newspaper's char-
acter, it creates an unspoken link
between the paper and its readers. The
tlpographic dress of a newspaper helps
grve readers a familiar, comfortable
feeling each day.

Typographic Language

Although only a very small percentage

of newspapers today are printed with
the old-fashioned process of lead tlpe,
electronic tlpesetting still employs many

of the universal terms and measure-
ments used by the printing crafts.

Typography includes the size and

character of the body type, the face
or style of tlpe used in everything from
the story text to headlines. Tlpe is
measured two ways. The face of each

letter or character is measured vertically
in points-there are 72 points in an

inch. The width of a line of tlpe (the

horizontal measurement of the column
of tlpe) is generally measured in
picas-12 points equal 1 pica, and 6
picas equal 1 inch (Figure 3.1). There-
fore, a headline set in 36-point type
across an l8-pica column would b. i inch

high and 3 inches wide.
There is another measurement of

tlpe that is important to a designer:

x-he'ight. This term refers to the height

measurement of tlpe without descend-

ers or ascenders. Ascendcrs and dc-

scmders are the vertical parts of certain
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This is Times Roman Bold,

? 
serif face

This is Franklin Gothic Bold,
a sans serif face
b

Figure 3.4 Typeface (a) with serif; (b) sans serif

This is Century School Book

This is Century School Book Italic

This is Century School Book Bold

This is Century Sehool Book Bold ltalie
Figure 3.5 Type family; roman, italic, bold and bold italicFigure 3.3 Sample tlpefaces from a newspaper

lowercase letters such as P or b. The
x-height of tlpe is measured using the
lowercase lettet x, hence the name
(Figure 3.2).

Style ol Type

There are hundreds of tlpefaces news-
papers can use. Some of the more
common faces include Spartan, Times,
Chetmsford, Bodoni, Century, Caslon,

Bookman, Helvetica, Franklin Gothic
and Garamond (Figure 3.3). Some of
these styles are serif faces, in which
there is a fine cross stroke at the top
and bottom of lowercase letters such
as b, d, h, i, j, k, l, m, fl, fr, s and e.

This stroke follows the lettering of
medieval authors who lettered with a

broad pen; others are sans serif,
without the cross strokes (Figure 3.4).

A tlpeface can have different densi-

ties or visual weights: ltght, medium,

bold and extra bold or ultra. The bolder
the t1pe, the thicker each letter. TlDe
may be condensed, where the letters
are thinner and spaced closer together,
or extended, where the letters are

fatter and there is more white space

between each one. Most type is set
rotnan, or unslanted, but it also may

be set italic, with a slight slant (Fig-

ure 3.5).
AII of the tlpe of any one design is

called a family. For example, l2-point
Century Bold, 7?-point Century Italic
and 30-point Century Light all are
members of the Century family. A
complete set of tlpe characters and
spacing in one size and style is known
as a font.

Point Size

The sizes of type used in newspapers
range from 5.5 points (used in some
paper's stock market tables) to g6 points
or larger (used in banner headlines on
section pages). Most newspaper stories
are set in 9-point tlpe on a base of 10

points. That extra space, or "leading"
as it is called, gives a little white space
between each line of tlpe and is more
pleasing in appearance than lines of
tlpe set too close together. Leading
also prevents the ascenders of one line

from running into the descend-

ers of the line above it. Many newspa-
pers are constantly evaluating the size

of their body tlpe in an effort to ensure
that, as the U. S. population gets older,
the paper is as readable as possible.

One newspap€r, the S/. Petersburg
Times, which serves a community with
many retired residents, recently
increased its body type size to 10 points
from 8.5 points, believing that it could

better serve its marketplace with larger
body type. (You are reading Century
Old Style, set 9.5 point. )

In addition to the size of the body
type, the visual journalist must also be
aware of two other readability factors:
the optimum column width and the use
of color t1pe.

Readability studies have shown that
the optimum column width, the
length of a line of tlpe that is most
readable, is about 14 picas. (This para-
graph has been set 13 picas wide; the
columns in most books, because of their
smaller page size, can be wider.) fuid
although other widths in the range of
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Mountqin View
editor wins contest

ism major at Columbia Univer-
sity.

The second-place winner was
Laura Trujillo, 17, of Alhambra
Iligh School in Phoenix.

Her story, "Date Rape," was
published in the Teen Gazette
section of The Phoenix Gazettc.
She won a $25 award.

The judges found Trujillo's
art.icle "compelling" and "well-
researched," calling it "a profes-
sional piece" filled with "a
sense of drama" of her subject.

Trujillo wants to major in
print journalism at l,oyola or
t.he University of Santa Clara.

T\r,o students fronr Cantel-
back lligh School in Phoenix
received honorable mentions.

Donna La May Guy, 18,
received recognition for
"Lights! Camera! Action!" a
Teen Gazette feature story on
students auditioning as hosts
for a locally produced cable
television show.

Krista Boggs, 17, was recog-
nizcd for her analysis piece,
"The Season for Fur: A Status
or Sadist Symbol?" which ran
in the school's B/ade newspa-
per.

"The judges said the ovcrall
quality of entries was so high
they had trouble making their
decisions," said Holly Remy, the
contest's coordinator and a re.
porter for The Arizona Repub-
/lc "This was the first time the
contest. has been held in Phoe-

Figure 3.7 Wide measure tlpeFigure 3.6 Column on left is set too narrow
for easy reading

14 picas (12 picas to 16 picas) are
acceptable, stories set less than 6 picas

or more than 18 picas wide should be
avoided because too-narrow or too-
wide tlpe is hard for the eye to read.

With too-narrow columns, the eye must
dart back and forth (Figure 3.6); with
too-wide columns, the eye grows
tired faster reading the long line (Fig-
ure 3.7).

Special uses of narrow or wide
type-captions, quotes, headlines-
are not a problem because those ele-
ments contain very brief messages and

readability is not affected. Some special

tlpographic treatments can, however,
have a negative effect on readability.
They include:

o Reversed type, generally white
type on a dark or black background.

o Overprinting, in which a black-
and-white or color screen or pattern
is printed over body tlpe or a

headline. This process is sometimes

called an oaerlay.

Both of these treatments hinder the

readers' ability to see and understand

what they are reading. Some studies

have shown that reversed tlpe is at least
20 percent harder to read than normal
type. fuid when using overprinting,
the designer must be careful to select
a light screen or color to minimi ze the
impact on the tlpe's readability.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TYPOGRAPHY

Choosing the tlpeface that a newspaper
will use is an important decision. The
typeface helps a newspaper express its
character or tone; it can glve readers
certain impressions of the content being
displayed. For instance, when The Ari-
zona Rfuublic in Phoenix was redesigned
in 1988, publisher Pat Murphy wanted
a headline face that expressed a con-

servative, classic image. The paper
replaced its Helvetica headline tlpe, a

sans serif face that it had used for nine
years (Figure 3.8), with Times Roman,

a serif face (Figure 3.9).
Sans serif headline faces were

adopted by many newspapers in the
1970s because designers considered
them more modern, a break from the
more traditional newspaper designs of
the 1960s. (Note that the use of sans

serif headline style was nothing new-

fi{ W

tffit l@in t.he l Zre88 lf.*
N a I 7*rW

First-place winner for the
bcst published news story in
English was lMario Mercad6, l?,
fronr IMountain View IIigh
School in I\Lesa.

Mercado,editor of the school's
lriex,point newspaper, won for
his article, "Sophonrore Dies in
PInne Crash," reporting the
inrpact of a schoolmate's death
on her fantil.y.

Judges praised Mercado's
story, sa.f ing he "tackled the
toughest topic that can face a
reporter" and produced a "sen-
sit ive, dignified" article.

schools
have
won
the
top
f o u r

tion al
Associ-
ation
of IIis-
panic
Jour-
nalist.s
rvriting contest.
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Figure 3.9 The Arizona Republic page with serif headline typeface

it was popular in the 1940s. ) Designers
also believed that serifs did not help

the readers scan the words and therefore
served little function. Most newspapers

did continue to use serif body type,
though, and by the late 1980s, some of
the "modernized" newspapers had

switched back to serif headline faces

as well.
Familiarity has much to do with

readability, and because most textbooks
and newspapers use serif type for their
text, readers are used to such a tlpeface
and find it easier to read. Moreover,
many editors and publishers such as

Murphy believe that serif headlines
project a more stable, traditional irnage.

Many visual journalists believe that serifs

add more visual contrast and typograph-

ical excitement to a newspaper page.

When The Republic tested the Times

Roman headline face, it found that the
new headline was perceived as more
professional and more modern, ?s well
as crisper. Like any newspaper that is
redesigned, The Republic was careful

to test its tlpographic changes with
focus groups, carefully selected cross

sections of readers and non-readers,
before they were made.

GOLOR AND READABILITY

The use of color also can affect the
readability of the paper. Color, a rela-

tively new addition to the newspaper

design toolbox, shapes the way the
newspaper presents news and the way

it is perceived by the reader. The most
readable combination of type and color
is black type printed on white newsprint.
And although most newspapers have

neither truly white paper nor truly black

ink, unlike magazines or books, this
combination is still the best.

As mentioned previously, one of the
hardest combinations to read is white
type on black, or reversed background.
Most readers prefer not to read this
combination and, when presented with
type set in this manner, might choose

to skip that element.
In the use of color, the best combi-

nation for readability is black tlpe on

ffilffi
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a yellow tint. This is a combination of a
dark tlpe printed on a light background.
The visual journalist should avoid the
use of a dark type printed on a dark
background (black type on purple, for
example) or a light type on a light
background (yellow t]rye on white).

REDESIGNING FOR A NEW LOOK

Now more than any other time in
newspaper history, the novice entering
the newspaper industry can expect to
find his or her employer embarking on
substantial changes in the content and
visual presentation of the product.
According to a 1987 study by the
Newspaper Advertising Bureau, between
1983 and 1987, more than 82 percent

of the papers surveyed had altered their
design to some degree through ffierent
tlryefaces, new column widths and new
uses of graphics, color and layout.

The decision to try a new look in
the paper reflected more than just a

desire to see what the new machinery
could do. Changing demographics,
economic factors and new sources of
competition all contribute to the decision

to find a new look. There is, however,
a serious caveat to design alterations:
Change the content or the look of the
paper too drastically or too quickly or
without any explanation and readers
will become confused and alienated.

Redesign is a jolting experience for
everyone involved-from the publisher

to the reporters and editors to the
readers-and one that is not accom-
plished successfully without a great deal

of patience, planning, adjustment and

understanding. Any newspaper can

decide to make changes in its design
framework, but few newspapers do it
quickly and without thought. (Remem-

ber, readers like consistency. ) Rede-

sign involves a lot of people-those
who work at the newspaper and those
who read it. Both groups are important
in planning and executing a redesign.

The first step in a redesign is to
set the goals to be achieved by the
changes. The top editors of the news-
paper generally make those decisions,

often with the help of readership surveys

and outside consultants.
The editors ask themselves what

their newspaper's philosophy is, what
they want to achieve with their product:

Will it concentrate on crime and other
sensational stories? Will it be flashy
with a lot of color and big headlines?

Will it have a classic look with small
headlines and black and white photog-
raphy? Scores of such questions must
be answered before the design goals

can be set. Once the editors know what
they want, it generally is up to visual
journalists to make the redesign work
within the boundaries of the newspaper's
philosophy.

For example, when The Arizona
Republic redesigned, it established
specific goals to be met:

. H'icrarclryltoPortiott. Keep the day's

news in proportion with the signifi-
cance of the event. Try to give the
reader a sense that the newspaper
will get excited only when events
are truly important.

. Character. Be understated; be a
quieter newspaper that gives an

order or value to the day's events.
. Classiclhieh-tech potential. Return

to the paper's serif tlpeface, adopt
a quieter headline dress with a design

style that takes advantage of the
paper's pagination equipment, such

as the use of a l2-column grid.

o Heatry traffic. Convey a sense of
movement on the page, not neces-
sarily with more stories, but with
more elements that provide infor-
mation to the reader. Include more
highlight boxes, more graphics and

more refers to other stories.
. Vertical moaernent. Move the reader

down through the page, especially
on the front pages of sections. Make
the paper look easier to read-big
horizontal pieces of type seem

overwhelming to readers.
. ReliabiliU.Keep the paper consistent

from day to day; anchor more fea-

tures; be consistent on headline
sizes and art sizes; be consistent in
design style.

. Elegancelsymmetry. Bring order and

balance to the newspaper. Try to
create a newspaper that is new but
familiar, modern but comfortable.

Some of the results of. The Republic's

new design, ?s compared with its old
design, can be seen in the accompanylng

examples (Figures 3. 10-3. 13).

The Importance ol Readership
Studies

Readers play the critical role in the
design process. To find out what the
readers want, newspapers conduct
readership studies, which can tell them
everything from what tlpefaces are

the most pleasing to which pages in the
newspaper are the most popular. The
studies are especially important to
determine how to package the newspa-

per more effectively. Most readers have

a personal relationship with their news-
paper, and when it chang€s, they may

not like what they see. Those involved
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Figure 3.10 The Arizona Republic Travel section before its redesign
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in redesign must be ready for roses
and thorns, but they can reduce criticism
by listening to what readers are saylng

before they revise the paper.

Readership surveys can answer such

questions as: Do you want more or
less local news? More photographs?

More color? Longer stories? Shorter
stories? Different tlpeface? Bigger
headlines? Here is a sampling of what
such surveys have found:

o Readcrs want consistenq. Many
people follow a set routine when
reading a newspaper, and they want
their favorite features in the same
place each day. They also want a
newspaper to follow a certain

structure. They want the top stories
of the day on Page One, with the
biggest headlines on the most
important stories. Consistency of
placement of stories and features
gives the paper an image of
reliability.

o Readcrs want organization They
look for groupings and packages of
news that provide order and struc-
ture to the presentation. Indexes
and refers are very important reading
aids.

o Readcrs d.on't necessarily read Poge

One first. The sports section is the
tirst place some readers go. The
comics page, editorial page and local

news pages are read first by many

Figure 3. 11 The Arizona Republic Travel section after its redesign

other readers. This means attention
must be paid to the design of every
page and every element in the
newspaper.

o Aduertisements are important to
neu)s\a\er read.ers. What is on sale

is valuable news to readers, too.

How editorial matter is positioned

in relation to advertisements thus is

an important design decision.

Readers don't want to confuse

advertising matter with news stories
because of an ambiguous layout.

In short, such studies have shown that

readers want a paper that is easy to
read and easy to follow, a paper that
meets their need to know.
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The lmportance ol Girculation

How and when the reader will get the
paper also has an impact on the design.
Is most of the paper's circulation through
home delivery or single-copy sales? Is
it a morning newspaper or an afternoon
newspaper? There are different design
considerations for each. For example,

papers sold mainly through vending
machines usually have larger headlines

and photographs to catch the eyes of
readers.

A morning newspaper generally is

a paper of record, offering straightforward
news accounts of what happened in the
world, nation, state and community
overnight or since the last edition.

Afternoon newspapers, on the other

hand, usually are reporting events that
will have occurred after their deadlines.
They do so with comprehensive stories
that offer unique interpretative angles
on the news. In addition, afternoon
newspapers are fighting for a reader's
attention against all of the evening
activities, such as television.

The Importance of Statf Involvement

An effective redesign also needs plenty
of enthusiastic staff members working
on it from the beginning. The process

usually begins when a newspaper sets
up a committee to provide ideas, enthu-
siasm and support. The committee

should make sure that the entire staff

knows of the proposed changes before
they are made.

Changes also need to be shared

with other departments, such as circu-
lation, advertising and production.
Many redesign efforts have difficulty
because editorial didn't tell production

there was going to be a new way of
putting together the newspaper or
because someone forgot the new com-
puter coding for the new tlpeface.

The key is communicating every
step of the redesign to the entire
newspaper. Copy editors should be

involved early and often because they
will have to learn new computer tlpe-
setting coding. Even the people in the
telephone room of the circulation

department need to know about the
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Pat Murphy
Publisher The Arizona Republic and The Phoenix Gazette

"Every publisher, editor or newspaper
owner has to say, 'What kind of news-
paper do I want? What is my market?
What is the mission I am trying to

achieve?"' sald Pat Murphy, publisher
of The Arizona Republic and The

Phoenix Gazette. Murphy's answer to
those questions is simple. He wants
newspapers of distinction and excel-
lence; he wants newspapers that look
good.

"Afternoon newspapers such as
The Gazette are different f rom morning
newspapers," he explained. "An after-
noon paper is an impulse buy rather
than a habit. A morning newspaper
has built-in assets because people have
to start their morning with a newspaper.
The Republic is a morning newspaper.
It should have a dispassionate tone
that says to a reader, 'You look at it and
make a decision on whether or not to
read it.' lt should be global in reach,
informing readers what is going on in
the world, nation and their community.

It should be reserved and consistent.
Its layout should be orderly. There must
be a reason for everything on the page.

"A newspaper with a serious com-
mitment to providing important rnfor-

mation to sophisticated readers can't
be packaged like a fast-food place.
Look al The New York Times and The
Wall Sfreef Journal. They receive peer
approval because they are classic.
They are packaged in a serious way."

Murphy noted that when he became
publisher in 1986 , The Republic was a

newspaper that did not aspire to
excellence. "lt sought mediocrity. There
was no desrgn order. lt didn't look clean
or comfortable. lt was not user-friendly.

"l went to the staff and everyone
mentioned design as the first thing that
needed to be done. Some people
wanted to go to more color, but I don't
think color should be used for color's
sake. The less color a newspaper uses,
the more distinguished it looks. Every-
where you look there is color, on tele-

vision, in magazines, on billboards.
Newspapers can't always do it well. A
newspaper should not use color unless
rt can be done well and with reason."

One thing Murphy did was approve
the change of the headline face ol The

Republic trom Helvetica, a sans serif
face, to Times Roman, a serif face. He

said headlines send signals about a
newspaper and can add to its character
and integrity. "l picked Times Roman

because it has taste, dignity, classiness
and a sophistication about it that imparts
the message that The Republic is trying
to get across," Murphy added. "l think
that newspapers that get away from
sans serif and go to serif will achieve
more if they are trying to send a mes-
sage of classiness. Look at graphics
in television, billboards and automobile
designs. Classic lines are returning
because they are solid, reassuring and
comfortable."

redesign. That way, when a reader calls

to ask or complain about the new look,

the circulation employee won't say, "Gee,

I don't know."
Newspapers are full of people who

want lots of change, but often they do

not want to change themselves. A
redesign means a change in their
newspaper. It is impossible to please

everyone on the staff when the paper

is redesigned, but the changes will be

more readily accepted if staff members

understand what is going on. Review

sessions with the staff are important.
In addition, a timetable should be

set that provides a starting and finishing

point for the redesign. The dates should

be used for planning purposes only,

because often it is difficult to meet those
"magic" dates. And the process should

be given plenti of time, because it's
never any fun getting boxed into fin-
ishing a project under a tight deadline.

Finally, a prototype of. a page, section
or entire paper tells much about the
redesign and whether it is practical.

Some papers print their prototypes;

others have type and visuals pasted up

and then make photocopies of the page.

A prototype allows a newspaper to
experiment and test. It allows visual
journalists to try new ideas and new

designs. The prototype can be shown
to staff members and readers for their
suggestions and to test a new typeface
for readability. Readers should be

encouraged to write letters to comment
on the changes as they are made. Some
newspapers also hire someone to orga-
nize focus groups in which readers are
shown prototypes of a redesigned page

and asked to comment on it. Usually,

these groups include 10 to 15 people

who study and discuss the changes while
the newspaper's executives watch them
through a one-way mirror.

INSIDE LOOK
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SOME SAMPLE REDESIGNS

The Sun News in Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
the Co lorado Sprtngs Gazette Telegraph

in Colorado Springs, Colo., and the
Daily Herald in Arlington Heights, Ill.,
wanted to be more lively and reader
friendly. To do that, these three medium-
sized newspapers went through the
redesign process, as outlined here.

The $un News

This Myrtle Beach, S. C., morning
newspaper has a circulation of.37,000.

Designer Rob Covey was hired as a

consultant in the newspaper's 10-month

redesign project, which was introduced

to readers in March 1988. According

to graphics editor Bryan Monroe, "The
paper was unorganized" before the
redesign. "There was good material,

but it wasn't presented in the right
manner. The new editor, Gil Thelen,
recognized the need to change the vis-
uals of the paper." Monroe said the
goal was to make the paper "lively,
reader friendly, entertaining, colorful
and informative."

Thirty-five percent of. Tlw Sun Nans'

circulation is through street sales, and

it faces competition from nine other
newspapers that are sold alongside it
each day from sidewalk racks. That

means the paper must grab readers
with color above the fold, overlines

referring readers to inside pages and a

high headline count.

"The key [to the redesign] was the
repackaging," Monroe said. "We created

a local section and a cleaner, more mod-
ular look. With the new local section,
readers perceive more local news. Our
new presses allow for more and better
color use.

"There is now a concept behind the
design of the paper. There are now
reasons why we do things" (Figr.res

3.14 and 3.15).

Colondo Springs Gazette Telegraph

This Colorado Springs, Colo., morning
newspaper, with a circulation of L07,000,

hired designer Robert Lockwood as a

consultant in its redesign. The 13-month
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project was introduced to readers in

July 1987.

John Hutchinson, deputy managing

editor, said: "We wanted to make it a
reader-friendly newspaper, exciting and

well organized. We wanted to build
windows of information [a design device
to give pieces of information quicklyl.
We wanted our covers to reflect our
inside coverage, so we went with more

summary or capsule information. we
wanted people to know there was a lot
inside.

"We wanted consistency, but not to
formulate our pages. We wanted to be

consistently flexible. We wanted a design
that would adapt to the news of the
day. We also wanted the look of the
paper to reflect our immediate area,

something that reflected our community,

such as the photo of Pike's Peak [or
other local areasl in the masthead and

the wider column measures to reflect
our wide-open area of the country."
Ragged right type was introduced
ttroughout the newspaper to add to
this "open" feeling.

Hutchinson said the redesign made

the paper more organized. "Readers

can easily find the information they
desire, whether it is hard news or sports
news or soft news," he said. "We've
got a livelier product than before and a

much easier-to-read newspaper" (Fig-

trres 3. 16 and 3.L7).

Daily Herald

This Arlington Heights, Ill., morning
paper has a circulation of more than

90,000. It hired designer Rolfe Rehe

as a consultant in its six-month redesign

project, which was introduced to readers

in January 1987.
"The last time we redesigned the

paper it was only a touch-up," said

graphics editor Robert Finch. "We were
pretty much out of date. The Paper
was switching from letterpress to offset.

We were going to use a lot more color

and we wanted to make the PaPer more

interesting looking. We wanted to

reorganize the paper's content so the
reader could go through the paPer

easier."
Finch said a highlight of the redesign
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Figure 3.19 The Daily Heraldfront page after its redesign

was the new nameplate and headline
type. "We spent more than three weeks
looking at type fonts. Italic headlines

are gone. In the old paper we had six
headline faces. Now we have just two.
We use one headline face for news sto-
ries and a lighter version for columns
and drop headlines.

"We have everything labeled-
everfihing from brief boxes to obits-
with reversed bars out of gray.The
orgailzation of the paper is better. We

don't use any odd measure of tlpe in
the news pages. Only in a graphic or a

feature front can tlpe wider than one

column be used. Every section, every
p?g€, except the feature fronts, is for-
matted the same way. We use more
packages. And any type in a box is

set ragged right" (Figures 3. 18 and

3. 19).

THE UARIED LOOK
OF NEWSPAPERS

This growing emphasis on newspaper

design has some industry critics com-
plaining that all newspapers are starting
to look alike. They charge that when

one newspaper goes through a successful

redesign, other papers copy it in the
hopes of also copying the success. This
monkey-see, monkey-do mentality is

homogenizing the look of the industry.

Phil Nesbitt, a design consultant

who has worked on the Sun-Times in
Chicago and on the Record in Bergen

County, N.J., disagrees with them. In

an article in The Bulletin of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors, Nesbitt
comments on the design possibilities

computers offer as a dawning of a new
age of individuality for newspapers:

All newspapers use gpe . almost all
newspapers use a photograph or tu)o, or
graphics and infographics. Most use

lagos and s'igratures, //t/tny use color. . .

Yes, from this point of uiew, American
newsfafers beor a family resemblance.

We are limited in the tools and dcuices

we haue in our magic boxes to attract
and, more impornnily, cofitntunicatc with

the reader.

We can make the same analogt that
all cars look the same-thq haue hoods,

trunks, fendcrs, wheels, tires, sl6.-sv
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Figure 3.22 The Prouidcnce Journal

and Tlte Sun in Baltimore (Figure 3.25).

All of these newspapers report the news,

some better than others. They all have

sports pages, comics, editorials and

obituaries. But each is an individual
because of its design.

THB CINCN}IAfl EI{AURER --

may go
4 days

Figure 3.24 The Cincinnati Enquirer

that all houses look the same-they haue

dnors, windows, roollts, roofs, etc. But
few people mistake a Rolls-Royce for a
Chetry Noua, and when was the last time
you mistook your neighbor's house for
yours?

The Anchorage Daib News (Figure 3.20)

is unique. So are the Richmond (Va.)

Times-Dispatch (Figure 3.21), The

Proaidcnce Journal (Figure 3.22), the
Fort Worth Star-Telcgram (Figure 3.23),

The Cincinnati Enquirer (Figure 3.24)
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Edmund C. Arnold
Design Consultant

Edmund C. Arnold, author, professor
emeritus and a design consultant well
known around the world, has been
involved in the design of scores of
newspapers, but he's still bothered
about the way newspapers look.

"ln the last 10 years newspaper
design has swung around in a circle,"
he said. "ln the 1950s and '60s the big
thrust was simplification, making it easy
for the reader to get information real
fast without distractions. Now we're
coming back to things that were bad,
and they are still bad. We're coming
back to column rules and overlines
(headlines over photographs), rules
over pictures. Those overlines are so
bad. The eye goes immediately to a
photo on a page. The eye either refuses

to read the overfine or is irritated by it

in the process of going to the overline
first and then back to the picture.

"One of the things we have to
remember is that the reader has a fixed
amount of time to devote to reading a
newspaper. When the time ts used up,

bang, that's the end of reading the
newspaper. lf the eye is spent on wild-
goose chases, it's a waste of time."

There are more things that trouble
Arnold. He said: "One of the things
that bugs me now is the huge amount
of type set ragged right. That's another
irritation to the eye. When we have to
do a job over and over again, the only
way we can do it is rhythmically. Justified
type makes that process easier. The

eye does not have to adjust to a different
sweep on each line. Now we have

people who think ragged right type is

the greatest invention since the zipper."

Although Arnold has retired from
the classroom, he continues to travel
and consult. "Retirement is only a figure

of speech," the outspoken and some-
times controversial designer said.

For more than 30 years, newspapers
throughout the world have sought his
advice. "l was involved in redesigning
The Christian Scien ce Monifor when
it went to a five-column broadsheet in

about 1963. ln about the same year I

designed the two Louisville papers.
They were the first regular metropolitans
to use a six-column format. Before that
there were a couple of papers that used
slx columns on the front page, but they

used eight columns inside. Louisville
was the first to use six columns
throughoutl'

Arnold noted the 1960s and 1970s
were a "heyday for consultants." He
added: "ln those days you didn't have
anything Iike a graphics editor. I worked
in Toronto, Boston, Kansas City, St.

Louis and Chicago. Little by little,
however, the metropolitans brought rn

their own people, and they didn't need
me as much."

Still, Arnold keeps plenty busy. "l
just had an interesting assignment in
San Juan, Puerto Rico," he said. He

also has written more than two dozen
books, including "Functional Newspaper
Design," "Profitable Newspaper Adver-
tising," "The Student Journalist," "lnk

on Paper," "Modern Newspaper Design"

and "Designing the Total Newspaperl'
ln his books Arnold wrote that the

first step in designing a front page was
to put a stron g attention compeller, an

attention-grabbing element, in the pn-
mary optical area, the upper left corner
where people naturally begin reading
the page. He stated that the attention
compeller may be a picture, a strong
or interesting headline or a box. He
warned against putting a one-column

headline in the primary optical area
because the eye would jump across it.

Arnold said the path of the reading
eye is from top left to lower right. He
labeled the lower right corner the ter-
minal area, the last area readers nor-
mally look at before moving to another
page. The upper right corner and the
lower left corner were called fallow
corners, areas outside of the normal
reading diagonal from upper left to
lower right. Arnold said strong optical
magnets were needed in the fallow
corners to draw readers to them.

"That will be the way people read
newspapers until God redesigns our
optical system and we abandon the
Latin alphabet," Arnold said. "We will
always read from left to right and top
to bottom. The top of the page is the
most important. The left side of the
page is where you start.

"lt bothers me that people some-
times ask me when my research was
done on reading habits. We don't need
to have a research project every five
years to know you can't feed kids saw-
dust and call it cereal. We can't feed
our readers sawdust. The way the eye

works with the Latin alphabet isn't going
to change. We don't need research to
make reading from left to right, top to
bottom, valid. lt's a givenJ'

Arnold said his philosophy of design
is basic: Every element on a page
should convey information as pleasantly
and conveniently as possible. He

added: "To convey information we have

to get people to read. When we use

bait, such as headlines or pictures,

they have to be functional. They have

to fit together. I am disturbed by papers

that mix typefaces for headlines. I am

disturbed by USA Today, for instance,
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which mixes serrfs and sans serif
headlines."

Arnold also criticized newspapers
that mix headline werghts on a page.
"They will use the same face, but mix
the weights. They will use bold Univers
as their basic headline. Then they will
drop in one-line decks in Univers Light.
The light heads fade into the woodwork
when they get on the page.

"My formula has been to use the
same weight of headlines on a page.
That maintains graphic consistency.
You get variety by using roman and
italic type and different headlrne forms.
You can get variety by varying the
number of lines and using kickers,
hammers, wickets and tripods." [A
wicket is a headline with two short
lines of small type on the left of a
single, larger line . A tripod is a head-
line with a single line of large type
on the left of two lines of smaller type.
Kickers and hammers are discussed in

Chapter 4.)

Arnold hopes that in the 1990s the
newspaper design pendulum will swing
back from color-splashed lazzy pages
to more traditional pages. "Newspapers

have become too superficial. They're
erther going to turn into USA Today or
People magazine, or they're going to
shape up and become rrewspapers
again. Readers don't want daily maga-
zines. They don't want dessert. They
want the meat and potatoes. They want
a newspaper, not a television news

story, where if there is no live footage,
we'll wait until tomorrow to report the
start of World War lll. Some newspapers
won't do anything unless they have
graphics first. lf they don't have graphics,
they play down the story. That will be
suicidal."

Arnold said newspaper managers
are interested in two things: new equip-
ment and design. "We're engrossed
with the mechanical concept. We're
enthralled with new typesetting
machines, scanners and other new
equipment. Design also is a new play-

thing, which we will play with for a while.

But design will get relegated to a lower
position. fhings will get jazzier and

lazzier tor a while until someone realizes

they aren't working."
He added that the basic function

of a newspaper still is to convey news.
"We've got to have all this sugar coating
now to make the newspaper more desir-
able to readers, but our basic function
is to be a newspaper. For example,
we run color because it is color. Some
of it is excellent; a lot of it is bad. I've

seen color that is so far off regrster that
it looks like a surrealistic poster."

USA Today's color is nearly perfect,
Arnold said, because its management
has demanded it. "Equipment is not
the deciding factor," he added. "Many

presses turn out crap because the
people running them don't give a hoot.
It depends on how nit-picking the boss
is. Generally, I see better color in small
newspapers than in metropolitans."

He recommended that when color
is used on a front page, it should not
be used in more than three areas. "That

includes process color and spot color
of any type. They can be three huge
areas, but the reader's eyes get jerked

around if you use any more color.
"USA Today wastes color. The color

graphics in the lower left corner of each
front page are a huge waste of color
and space. They are often interesting,
but more often than not the statistics
in them can be used in a few sentences.

And USA Today uses them in a three-
inch box."

Despite his criticisms of USA Today,

Arnold said the paper is fine for the
casual reader. He explained: "l read it
frequently when l'm traveling. I like it

because there are at least two items in

it each day about the three states I'm
interested in, Michigan, Virginta and
New York. I can pick up the Chicago
Tribune every day, and in two weeks
Virginra won't be in there once.

"Another big contribution USA Today

has made is its fact boxes, which
present tiny nuggets of information real
fast. Still, I think the people who
designed USA Today designed a camel
when they were supposed to design a
horse. I think that, typographically, it

is an abortion, not in terms of esthetics
but from the point of view of not serving
the reader well.

"The only way to fix USA Today's
design is to start all over again."
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Look at the design of your local

daily and try to determine the
newspaper's mission. Is the paper

flashy or conservative? Does it
emphasize visuals? Does it empha-

size local or international news?

How much color is used? Are the
headlines serif or sans serif?

2. Compare your local daily to USA
Today and Tht Nal Yorh Times. How
is its design similar to and different
from those two newspapers?

3. Critique Page One of your local daily.

How do you feel about its design?

If you could redesign it, what would
you do?

4. Do the same for an inside section
front page as you did in exercise 3.

5. Examine the typography of your
local daily. Is it consistent in all
sections?



Making Design \ lork

Ithough all newspapers
try to be unique in their
design, visual journalists

must follow some basic
guidelines. The guidelines are not
ironclad rules; they often are changed

and stretched, but they help visual
journalists prepare readable pages.

A newspaper's design framework is
articulated in its layout, an editing
process in which headlines, stories,
photographs and graphics are placed

on a page. Each day, visual journalists
try to construct pages that:

r' Follow the design goals of the paper.

There is room for creativity in page

layout, but it is important that visual
journalists live within their paper's

design framework. Those who make

radical design changes without
authori zation probably won't keep

their jobs for long.

r' Foilow the basic rules of layout.
Readers are comfortable and likely
to spend time with easy-to-read
pages; they are uncomfortable with
jumbled, confusing pages.

/ Make the fafer unique. All newspa-
pers look the same in some ways.

All like to be unique in some ways.

It is good to surprise the reader-
pleasantly-every day.

In Chapter 3 we discussed the role of
design in daily newspapers and how
newspapers set their design framework.
In this chapter we will discuss the basic

rules of layout and how they are used

to make a newspaper page consistent
yet unique. Our goal is to show how
visual journalists can make their pages

road maps, moving readers from point

A to point B without detours or road-
blocks.

THE LANGUAGE OF LAYOUT

Page One is the main news page, the
lead page, the window to the rest of
the newspaper. Behind Page One, and

the section it introduces, are other
sections-local news, features, sports,
business, entertainment. Every section

begins with a main page, or section
front, which contains the top stories
of that section and guides readers to
its insidc fages. Although each of the
sections may look distinct from the
others, each has to fit into the overall
design framework of the newspaper.

At a growing number of newspapers,
pages are laid out electronically on a

computer screen. Recall that this
process is called pagination, which allows

a page designer or another editor to
view and produce an entire page as a

4L

CHAPTER FOUR
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single unit. At other newspapers, the
pages are laid out on a piece of paper
known as a durnmy, z miniversion of
the page that acts as a layout guide or
instruction sheet for a composing room
r,r,orker (Figure 4.1).

With a dummy, the visual journalist
tras to conceptualize how the page will
look when it is produced and then draw
a detailed and precise plan of that page.
'fhe production of a dummied page takes
place in a composing room, where a

composing room employee pastes up
sheets of type and visuals on a full-size
board according to the layout drawn on
the dummy.

TI.!E PAGE AS A UNIT

Visuali ze a newspaper page as a single
unit of space about 13 inches wide by
21 inches deep (for full-sized newspa-
pers), tlowing from top to bottom. It
has a top half, a bottom haH, four corners
and a middle, all of which have to fit
together in a neat, simple, clean package

of type and visuals. Sometimes the page

is open, which means it contains no

advertisements; sometimes it contains
advertisements.

Unity is an important concept in
layout because it brings harmony to a

newspaper page. Each story and visual
on the page is a subunit in itself, but
the stories and visuals should fit into
the design of the entire page. Such

unity should draw readers to the page

and keep them there longer than would
a helter-skelter layout where holes

simply are tilled with anything that fits.

TFIE TOP HALF AND ITS CORNERS

1-he top haH of. a newspaper front page

is calle d aboue the fold. Newspapers

Figure 4.1 Six-column page dummy form;
numbers indicate depth in inches

traditionally are folded in half when the
reader first sees them. If they are
hawked on a street corner, sold from a

vending machine or delivered to a

doorstep, they are folded to reveal the
paper's top, where the best stories and
photographs are placed. The above-

the-fold area of every other page in the
newspaper also is important because

readers tend to look at pages from top
to bottom.

One element that has to be above

the fold of a front page each day is the
nurmeplate, the name of the newspaper

or section, which usually runs across

the top of the page. The top story and

visual, having the greatest importance,
also should be above the fold. On a
front page, the top story traditionally
has been put in the upper right corner
and the top visual in the left (Figure

4.2). However, there is no rule against
putting the top visual in the right corner
and the top story in the left (Figure

4.3) or even putting the top visual in
the center (Figure 4.4). The visual
journalist needs to follow the design

style of the newspaper.

Houston Chronicle

Figure 4.2 Front page with top story in
upper right corner and top visual in upper left
corner

Other constant items that may be

used on a page each day are an indcx to
material on other pages, a weather
forecast or a standing feature such as a

syndicated column. Once the constant
items are placed on the p?ge, the
remaining space can be filled. The layout

should not look the same every day,

nor should it be so different that the
newspaper lacks consistency.

lnside Pages

The same guidelines can be applied to
inside pages. The largest headline
(tpe that indicates story or informational
graphic subject matter) on the page

should be over the top story. It might
be a banner headline, which stretches
across the page (Figure 4.5), or it might

cover less space. Banner heads usually
fill one line, but sometimes they fill
two; other headlines might even run to
three lines. Headlines generally are

set in roman type and in regular weight,

although they can be set italic, bold or
extra bold depending on the newspaper's

design style.

--- Dukakis tells
Jackson to be
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Media ban on Gazar 'W'. Bank
mitted across the two Jordan River
bridges normally.used by Palestin-
ians living on the East and West
Bankg.

These and other stringent mea-
Bures announced by a military
epokesman were aimed at prevent-
ing the Palestinians from etaging
demongtrations in tandem with Is-
tael's Arab citizens to mark the
annual "Land Day."

Scheduled for tomorrow, "Land
Day" is the Israeli Arabs'pUtlet for
mass proteBts charging expropri-
ation of land by Jewish settlers or
developers.

"Land Day" is commemorated in
memory of six demonstrators who
were killed in 1976 prot€sting the
conligcation of Arab lands in north-
ern Israel.

To cope with potential trouble,

their hornes. but wou.ld not be per- cause of the impact it will heve on
mitted lo roam around the occu- commerce, on visits with famity
pied sectors, members and the prcss."

A military spokesman said for- In his speech, Shamir devoted a
eign correspondents could apply for significant seBment t9 unprec.
permission to enter the occupied edented criticis.m of U.S. Secretary
zones. Escort officers assigned by of State George P. Shultz's week-
the military command will escort end meeting with two prominent
journalists, he said. Palestinian.Americans: Ibrahim

The unprecedented clo6ure will Abu-Lughod, a Northwestern Uni.
keep nearly 100,000 Palestinian in. versity professor, and Edward W.
dustrial and agricultural workers Said, a Columbia University profes-
away from their jobs in Israel for at eor. They are members of the Pal-
least four days. estine National Council, which has

"The closure could be extended," ties to the Palestine Liberation Or-
an Israeli state television report ganization.
eaid. "We tak€ a gravo view of the

In Washington, the StatB De. American attempb to esablish
partment criticized the decision to contacts with [PLO] membera,"
eeal off the occupied tcrritories. Shamir suid. ". . . The PNC is the
Spokesman Charleg E. Redman highest institution of the terrorist
eaid, "lVe regret the decision be- organizstion."

Glasses lead
to teens'arrest
in rail joyride
By Art Petacque and Larry FinleY

An anonymous tip, I pair of glasses, and
an eyewitniss desciiption led to the rapid
arresi of two young railroad buffs Monday
for the joyride theft of a 120'ton Chicago &
North lVest€rn Ry. engine.

After a brief 50-m.p.h. run, the trsiIr
jumped the track. duirrg 8n estimat€d
$f00,000 damase.

Arrested Monday were Jrrmes Schrobel, 20,
of 5(X3 W. Grace, a studcnt at the University
of lllinois at Chicago, and Eric Hoyen, 17, of
5225 W. Wellington. s student at Lane Tech'
nical High School.

Both ire facing chargcs of burglary and
felony criminal damage to property, said
Police Sgt. Frank Gremo of Area 5 Property
Crimes unit.

Schrobel was arrcsted after receiving tteat-
ment for cuts and brttises at .John F. Kenne-

Area post ofiices
predict return of
some services

By Jim Quinlan

While the U.S. Postal Service struggles with budgetar)'
problems in other cities, Chicago and suburban divisions
are optimigtically predicting e return of gome services
recentlv trimmed because of federal cutbacks.

Repdrte of post offices in Detroit, Cincinnati and
Philadelphia closing on Saturdays were met with a chorus
of "no way" ftom-postal authoritieg here' Officisls said
that rathei than close the 8torr, they are looking forward
to returning to the service of a few months ago'

Officialg of the Chicago division, responsible for making
a t2.72 million cu! as its part of the federal budget
reductions, eaid its budgetary. diet has been effective.
Clooing on traditionElly busy Salurdays-never was congid-
ered, iaid Darrow Airdrews, cbmmunications manoger.
Instcad, the division choge shorter hours and reduced
serviceg where it rpould cause the least inconvenience.

Figure 4.5 Banner headline on inside pageFigure 4.3 Front page with top visual in
upper right corner and top story in upper left
corner

Figure 4.4 Front page with top visual in
center

Advertisements, which are laid out
on the page from the bottom up, will
spill over to the top half of some inside
pages. Each inside page has a folio line,

a line of type at the top that provides

the page number and date. The name

of the newspaper and volume and num-

ber also may be in the folio line.

Progression ol
Headline Sizes

Readers expect to look at the top of
the page and find the top stories,
including the largest headlines. Tradi-
tionally, there is a progression of head-

line sizes on a newspaper page, starting
at the top. That does not mean that a
72-point head (short for headline) should
be on the top, over a 60-point head,
which is over a 48-point head and so

on down to an l8-point head. It does

mean that headlines grade the news

for readers. If the mayor dies in a car
accident, the story should carry a 96-
point or larger head and be placed on

Page One. If the mayor speaks at a high
school graduation, the story may

deserve a 30-point headline on an inside
page.

The largest, heaviest head should

be on the most important story, normally
at the top or near the top of the page.

The second most important story should

be topped with the second largest and

second heaviest head and so on. Two
stories of equal importance may be

placed in different spots on the page

and carry the same size headlines.

Special Headlines

Special headlines, including decks,

hammers and kickers, also can be used

above the fold or elsewhere on the page.

A deck is a supplemental headline that
runs under a main headline (Figure
4.6).The days of. a main head followed
by two or three decks are gone because
editors do not consider decks modern
and recognize that such headline treat-
ment delays readers from reading the
story. Some editors also argue that
decks occupy space that is better filled
with body type and that it takes too
much copy desk time to write additional
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Metro

By Rrnco Tlwa
The R€glster

lenge in coun the initiative that
rvould blmk Arnel Developmenl

pmject.
And the council delayed until

May 2 a vote on whether thc city-
wide slow-grcwth referendum will
be placed before voters in Novem-
ber.

The council, whrch is decidedly
prgrcfih, dealt a blow ro thc
slow-gmwth proponents, who had
lobbied the council to place all
lhre dcvelopment-rclated mea.
sur€s on the November ballor.

Slow.grcs'th backers sid coun-
cil candidates would be forced to
address devclopment issues in the
city if all thm measures werc on
the balloi. They said it would be
easier for slow-grcwth forces to

concenarate their ener8ies toward
issucs on one big ballot rather than
threc separate ones.

City Attorney Tom Wood told rhe
council Monday night that he be-
lieves the group's petitions for a
refercndum on the Amel develop
ment are illegal.

Earlier this month, the county
rcgistrar of voters cenified that
Costa Mesa Residents For Respon-
sible Gmwth had qualified the
measurc for the ballot. The troup
had submitted enough signatures

- 
l0 percent of the city's regis-

lered voters 
- 

to put before the

vrrcrs r\rncl l)cvcI)pment Co.'s only corer leglslative decisrons
Nlciru It,lnlc |hasc : projuct, and not administrative ones. teg-
rvhrch rncludcs l:', slx- and four- islative decrsions set grlicy whift
st(rry offlcc butldings lcrcss frem administrativc ones implement
South Coasl l)laza, weit of [3ear policy.
St reet.

ni",.tn:1,q1"o"',.,*r'r;il1^rxljfl#rll,},*m:i:
Ranch ppposal. havc been the f0 l;si;Lffi uiiiiir',ii,'wilii'J *iocal points 0[ thc city's slow-gm$1
movemenr. " ll 

ttry"t'.:' th€ colncil appmved

wfrid recomrncndcd the cltr 
thc proJect's flnal development

councrr ask oransc counry t,*{ liii ;,[T?|,:,Tf]i ffi ff i:-or cuurt for a rulinB on rhe referen- -Eri 
s".i" wiiriliiri,l-ri#'i., 

"rdunr's legality.
lVmd satd refercndums may please see GROWT'U'

Criminal charyes
@nsidered today
in lVhrine's death
Mayor criticizes
NY congressman
over @mments lil:
By Larry Wrlbom
and Oonna O.Yl!
The Eegrsler

Senior prcsecutors in the Orange
County District Attomey's Office
will met today to review the Ful-
lenon Police Depanment's inves-
tigation into the April 7 bearing
death of Marine Staff Sgr. Richard
William BotUer.

Chief Deputy Districr Anorney
James Enri8hr sid his sraff will
evaluate the potential court testi-
mony of every wimess in the case
to detcrmine whether charges
should be filed against two Califor.
nia State University, Fullenon,
football players who fou8ht with
the Marine.

AI$ on Monday, Fullenon May,
or Richard Ackerman denounced
the New York ongressman who
has promised to Iaunch a federa.l
investigation into Botr,jer's death.

Fullerton Police Chief Philip

Erright
said.

"The key will probably be the
repon frcm the pathologist," he
said. "We will be focusing in on the
cause of the fata.l idury."

Bonjer md a fellow El Tom IUa-
rine foutht with two other men aI-
ter an argument inside Baxtcr's
Restaurant in Fullenon during a

Plsase se€ OEATT{/6

Costa Mesa slow-growth group dealt a blow
Council to challenge 1 initiative,
delays setting election on 2 others

Co.'s plans to construct an office
CoSTA MESA 

- Slow-grcwlh prcject near South Coast Plaa.
advocates 1ost the first Nma Mon. The council. by thc same vote,
day night in their campaiSn to 8et decided to delay placing on the bal'
the City Council to plaie ihree ae- lot the initiative that would pr€vent
velopmcnt-related initiatives sn C.J. S€gerstrom & sons' from de
thc November ballot. veloping tle 9$acre Home Ranch

Amnes$ applicants

Jonny Dum! o, Wodd Rcll.t ltglllzltlon @nlc., rlght, rrplrlnr sppllcstlon proccdurs to Mlgucl GuilGrrz and hls wlt , Mad! Lulla,

The dead mm's father, Ralph
Bonjer, has criticized police for
the pace of their investigation and

d a prcscutorof making rt-
defending "the people who

I decision we
to bc criti-

Mondsy. "It's
Lo maner how

what
Boint
r said

Figure 4.6 Section front page with decks running below main headlines

Davis to quit
as chancellor
of education
I Sources say that the
leader of Oregon's colleges
and universities will resign
his post in June
By SARAH B. AMES
of The Oregonian staff

Chancellor William E. "Bud" Davis,
head of Oregon's higher education system,
will announce Tuesday that he is leaving
his job in June, sources said Monday.

Davis has called a
meeting of the presi-
dents of the state's
eight colleges and
universities Tues-
day and scheduled a
news conference
after the meeting.
He said he would
make a "signif,rcant
,rIlIlOU[Cemgnt" at
lhe news conference
rut would not say
whether he planned
to leave his job. DAVIS

Figure 4.7 Decks used to "summmtze"
story

headlines. There are exceptions to
the no-deck rule, however. Some

newspapers, notably The New York Times

and The Wall Street Journal, have always

used decks as part of their layout style.
Other newspapers are using decks to
provide additional information or a

quicker "read" of a story. An unusual
deck style is found in the recently
redesigned Oregon'ian of. Portland, Ore.,
which uses decks to provide a "sum-
mary" of a story. The decks are written
not in a headline style, but more in a
story style (Figure 4.7).

A hammer is a one- or two-word
reference to a story that runs above or
next to a main head and is set in larger
and often heavier type (Figure 4.8).
Hammers are strong descriptions of
the story, such as "Victory," "Riot" or
"Home Again."

A kicker is a two- or three-word
summary of the story that also runs
above the main head, but it usually is
set half the size of the main head (Figure

4.9). Kickers, once very popular, sel-

dom are used in newspapers nowadays.

As with decks, some designers don't

GASP! Searing heat could last until Wednesday, forecasters say

How hot we got
Here are lhe hollesl days in
San Jo* since r6ord-keping
began rn l9O5

D.ic T.mp.

L July t4. 1972 108
2. July 17, lS8 'llJ?

Figure 4.8 Hammer headline, set larger than main headline and used for emphasis

ProtestUC Son Froncisco

Arrests ot Animol Rights Rolly
Bg Edward lunca

Chrunie.le Easl Bay Bureou

Seven people were arrested
yesterday at the University of
California at San Franeiseo as

animal rights advoeates launeh-
ed protests aeross the nation to
mark the start of "Animal Lib-
eration Week."

Campus police arrested the

demonstrators as they tried to hand
out leaflets at the Medical Sciences
Building on Parnassus Avenue, said
Chief Bob Reisig of the UC San
Francisco police.

Figure 4.9 Kicker, set above main headline

ffi
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storrns troubled
Wind.- sutept inferno de s troy s
Redondo restaurants, sbops

Figure 4.tO Dominant visual, a news photo,
placed above the fold on Page One

consider them modern, and editors are
reluctant to have the copy desk spend
time writing additional headlines that
sometirnes confuse readers.

THE DOMINANT UISUAL ELEMENT

Photographs, informational graphics

and illustrations on a newspaper page

are easily reco gruzable, and readers
enjoy looking at them. Anytime a strong
visual is used in a corner above the
fold, it becomes the dominant element
on the page. Readers naturally scan

the top half of the page first; they will
go to the visual first because it is human

nature to look at visual elements before
reading tlpe. The visual becomes a

magnet, pulling in readers. Visual jour-
nalists are well aware of the importance
of the dominant visual, and they try to
place the best one above the fold on
Page One each day. Usually, the best
visual is a news photograph, used large

enough to dominate the page (Figure

4. 10). Feature photographs or other
visuals also can be used effectively as

dominant elements (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.Ll Dominant visual, a feature
photo, placed above the fold on Page One

Every page should contain a domi-
nant visual element set above the fold
and large enough so that readers can
recogttiz,e its images. Once readers have

looked at the dominant visual, their eyes

tend to continue downward to other
stories and other visuals on the page.

Some researchers believe that readers'
eyes follow an invisible S pattern on
the page, with the top of the S being
the upper right corner of the page. Other
researchers suggest the eye follows a
Z movement from the upper left to the
upper right and then down to the lower
corners. With this movement, the
reader generally is following a banner
headline across the top of the page

before moving lower. If the dominant
visual is put low on the p?ge, it will
draw readers, but they probably will
not return to other elements above the
fold.

More than one visual element should

be used on a psg€, but only one should

be dominant. If the dominant visual
element is horizontal, a vertical visual
should be used elsewhere on the page

for balance and contrast. Visuals are

Figure 4.12 Front page with more than
one visual

Figure 4.L3 Inside page with more than
one visual

like type; they should be used in various

sizes and shapes (Figures 4. 12 and
4. 13).
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that visual journalists use color on the
page because of its content and quality
rrather than its drawing power.

T'he Bottom Hall

T he layout of the bottom half of a
newspaper page is critical. Readers
naturally go to the top; they must be

drawn to the bottom half. Visuals,
headlines and other magnets must be
placed in key spots to bring readers
below the fold (Figure 4.L4).

On inside pages, the area below the
fold may be filled with advertisements,
which means a visual journalist will have

a more difficult job of layout. On those
pages, the bottom corners might
already be filled with advertisements,
so the visual journalist must pay careful
attention to the balance on the page

and select strong elements for the top.

BALANGING A PAGE

Traditionally, visual journalists and
designers have talked about the need

to balance a page, but rarely is a news-
paper page so formally balanced that
everything on the left side is repeated
on the right side. Instead, a page should
contain an informal balance so that
readers are attracted to the entire page

and not pulled away from top or bottom
by an unbalanced design.

Layouts

Scores of terms have been used ttrough
the years to define the patterns of layout

on a p?ge, though many of the terms
and the styles they describe are now
old-fashioned or out of date. In balanced

layout, as the term suggests, elements

on a page are carefully balanced, one

against another. In brace layout, one

main story dominates and contains the
strongest headline on the page, with
other elements focusing attention on
this element. In quadrant layout, the
page is divided into quarters, with each
quadrant containing a dominant element
but none of the quadrants dominating
the page.In circus layour, anything goes:

different typefaces and fonts, bold,

screaming headlines, big boxes, lots of
color. In modular layout, a modern and
popular style, rectangular rather than
doglegged or ragged shapes are used.

The drawback to both traditional and
pure modular layout is that the page

tends to have too many elements of
the same shape and seems dull or
boring.

Until the 1950s, stories usually were
laid out in irregular shapes such as

inverted L's, or doglegged tlpe. Most
newspapers' front pages also were laid
out vertically, with long columns of tlpe
running from the top to the bottom of
a page. One- and two-column headlines
filled the page. Some newspapers, such

as The New Yorh Times and The Wall
Street Journal, still use uertical layout
on Page One to retain their traditional
look. The Times and Journal do use
easier-to-read modular and horizontal

layouts on front pages of their major
inside sections, however. Today's well-
designed newspapers use a variation
of modular layout, but with more vertical
elements used on the page for variety.

Whatever style is used, layout should

bring some order and balance to the
page. The reader should not be con-

fused. The page should flow from top
to bottom so the reader can move easily

from above the fold into the corners

below the fold and into the middle.

Figure 4.14 Effective use of visual below
the fold

A large headline or a special treat-
ment of tlpe also can be an effective
magnet. Spot color, the use of one

color on headlines or rules, or a screen,
a gray tint used as a background, can
also serve as magnets.

Golor

A color photograph is a very strong
magnet, although black-and-white photos

and graphics also draw readers to a
page. Many newspapers use a color
photo on Page One each day. Surveys
by the Poynter Institute for Media
Studies in St. Petersburg, Fla., have

shown that even a weak color photo-
graph is a stronger magnet than a black-

and-white photo and that color attracts
readers. However, color does not appear

to sell newspapers, because most single-

copy buyers already have made the
decision to purchase a paper before
arrivin g at the news rack. Once there,
color will aid the reader in the choice

of. whbh newspaper to purchase: Buyers

choose color over a similar black-and-
white product. It is hoped, however,
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"Both sylnmetrical and asytnmetrical
layouts can work," said Tony Majeri,
creative director of the Chi,cago Trifunz.
"Both are useful tools; it's just under-

standing when to use them."
Majeri, who is responsible for the

visual presentation of the Tribune,

explained that in a symmetrical layout,

a newspaper page is divided into equal

parts. "Take a piece of paper and draw
a vertical line down the middle; draw

a horizontal line down the middle. Now
you have four equal quadrants. It is
symmetrical. In symmetrical layout in
a newspaper a page is divided the way

you divided that paper. It can be divided

into two parts, four parts or six parts.

Nothing is highlighted. It's balanced

and it's easy to access (Figure 4. 15).

"It's also monochromatic; it's boring.

Nothing dominates anything else. If. a
picture is used in the upper left quadrant,

one is used in the lower right quadrant.

The same size headlines are used in
each quadrant. Some pages should be

laid out like that, but others need to be

asymmetrical."
fui asymmetrical page is not divided

into equal parts. "Take the same piece

of paper," Majeri said. "Move the ver-
tical center rule 3 inches to the left and

the horrzontal center line 3 inches up.

Now you have created a different crea-

ture. Now there is a focal point where
one element is more dominant than the
other elements. You can promote hier-
archy on the page" (Figure 4. 16).

Majeri suggested most front pages

should be asymmetrical because that is
what readers expect. "Readers want

the news prioritized. They want to know

what is the most important element on

the page, the second most important
and so on. There should be some sense

Figure 4.L5 Symmetrical layout grid on
page dummy form

of editing on the page that the reader

feels."

Golumn Widths

Most newspaper front pages are five
or six columns wide, with each column
12 to 15 picas wide. Between the col-
umns is a gutter or white space or a
column rule that serves to separate

columns from each other. If white space

is used for the gutter, the space is often
1 pica or slightly less.

Inside pages may contain more col-
unms in narrower widths, and the news

hole is determined by the amount of
advertising on the page. Base column
widths are only a starting point, how-
ever. Stories and art can and should

be set in different widths to give variety
to the page's design (Figure 4.17).
Often, a rule will separate editorial
matter and advertising.

The optimum reading width of a
line of type is about L4 picas. Type set
wider than 18 picas tires the reader's
eyes because of the longer distance
they must travel across the colulrut.

Type set narrower than 10 picas also

will tire the reader's eyes because they
have to keep flicking back and forth.

Figure 4.16 Asymmetrical layout grid on
page dummy form

Andersonf4flepqndent ri,tgif , ^.

Figure 4.LZ Front page with varyrng column
widths
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Figure 4.18 Creative use of white space on
inside page

Wide-measure tlpe in itseH helps
to break the grayness of a page. For
example, if a story is to be laid out in a
four-column rectangular space, the type
can be set in ttree equal legs of t1rye.

On a six-column page with L2.10 columns
(that means each column is 12 picas,

10 points wide) a four-column space

would be 51.4 picas wide. The tlpe for
the story would be set 16.4 picas wide,
leaving slightly more than 1 pica of white
space between the columns. It is best,
however, to limit such usages.

White Space

White space (an area on the page where
there is no tlpe) can gtve a newspaper
page an airy, uncluttered look. It is
pleasing to readers because it gives

them a break from gray tlpe. White
space should not be something that
merely is left over on a page after all

of the elements are laid out, however;

visual journalists should plan so that
the white space helps balance the page.

Tpography tlut makes use of white

space becomes a visual element in
itseH. For example, decks, hammers

Figure 4.Lg Section front page with
"trapped" white space

and other special headlines can be used

to create white space around stories
to set them apart from other elements
on a page (Figure 4. 18). Photographs

and other visuals can be used in odd

shapes so that white space is created
around them. Modular layout also adds

white space, as does the elimination
of rules between columns of t)rye. In
addition, white space separates stories
and pictures, and advertisements and

editorial matter, horizontally on the page.

White space is used most effectively

on the outside edges of a page in unequal

concentrations. It generally should be

avoided in the center of the page, where

it is "trapped," because it tends to push

away the elements on the page and

distract the readers' eyes from important
news elements (Figure 4.19). Here are

some tips for avoiding being "trapped"
by white space:

r' Plan Treat white space like any

other element on the page. Place it
where it can be used most effec-

tively. Sometimes that means placing

white space in the corners or outside

areas of a page.

y' Don't clutter a page with too many
small elemenfs. The page should not
look like a decorated Christmas tree
with little pockets of white space

spread ttroughout.
y' Don't u,se postnge stmnp-sized uisuals.

Spread photographs, other pieces

of art and headlines over two or
more columns. Multicolumn visuals
draw readers into a page. They also
provide opportunities to use white
space on their outside edges.

y' Vary shapes. If a horizontal photo-
graph is used above the fold, try to
use a vertical one below the fold.
Use various headline widths and

depths. Set tlpe in squares, hori-
zontal rectangles and vertical rec-
tangles. Think about how white
space can be used with the modules

in unequal concentrations on the
page.

PAGKAGIilG STORIES
AilD UISUALS

A major news event seldom is covered
in a single story. Several stories will
be written; photographs will be taken;
graphics will be created. A visual jour-

nalist should try to lay out as many of
these various items as possible on one

page or neighboring pages. Such pack-

agrng makes newspaper reading more
convenient. For instanc€, il record cold
grips the city, the visual journalist might

want to package a news story on the

local weather, a feature on feeding the
homeless who have sought relief from
the cold at a local shelter and a wire
story on the arctic blast in other cities.

There also might be a photograph of a

frustrated tow truck driver looking at a

string of stranded cars, a facts box on

staying warm and avoiding the dangers

SPORTS

Leonard Leaves
Olympic Staff
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Figure 4.2L Actual Milwru.kpeJoumal front
page

21

20

19

18

of cold weather and an informational
graphic on the cold temperatures com-
pared with other cities or on how a low
pressure area is creating the abnormal
weather. The visual journalist must think
not only about designing or laying out
a page but also about gathering all the
appropriate elements needed to present
the most informative and pleasing
package to the readers.

How Many ol Each?

There is no ironclad rule on how many
stories and visual elements should be

on a newspaper page. An open page

might contain three photographs, a

graphic and five stories. fuiother might
have four stories and two photographs.
fui entertainment section front page

might contain a single photograph and

two stories, while a sports page might
have a photograph, a graphic and three
stories. An inside page might contain
a single visual or story.

A general guideline is to use at least
two multicolumn pieces of art on an

open page, one above the fold and one
below, and four stories, but that is only
a guideline. Variety is important. There
is no need to give readers the same

thing each day. Experiment. Let the
news of the day dictate.

How to Do It?

How does a visual journalist actually
put together a newspaper page?

Every visual journalist does it slightly
differently, Even at the same paper,

no two editors will work the same way
in selecting and laytng out elements
for a page. However, there are some

universal "hints" for doing a page layout.

Remember, nuuly of these steps happen

simultaneously.

Figure 4.2O The Milwaukee Journal (a) blank and (b) marked-up front page dummy

Layout begins with a close look at

the space available on the page; usually,

a page dummy (a miniversion of the
page) will show if there are ads on the
page and where such ads will run. The
editor briefly visualizes the actual size

of the page and amount of space avail-

able. The accompanyrng figr.rres illustrate
how the visual journalist plans the layout

of a page (Figure 4.20) and show the
final result of that process (Figure 4.21).

Because the amount of space avail-

able is fixed, depending on whether it
is an open page or a page with adver-
tising, the editor counts the number of
stories planned for the page. How many
inches are there for words? Which sto-
ries will lead the page?

The visual elements are placed on

the page first. The photos are cropped
and sized for optimum effectiveness.
Many pictures can be used slightly
smaller or slightly larger; these "flex"
pieces can help make the page work
more easily. If informational graphics
are planned for the page, the visual
journalist must keep in mind that
graphics have far less "flex" than pho-

tographs have. Next, the number of
inches the visuals will need is totaled.
For example, a two-column by S-inch
photograph will take 10 inches; a three-
column UV $-inch graphic will take
1$ inches.
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Ditka doctors hopeful

Figure 4.22 Chicago Sun-Times front page

Having established the space
requirements for all the stories, photo-
graphs and graphics, the visual journal-

ist now measures the amount of space
on the page: How many inches are

available on the page? Even an open
page has a fixed amount of space, usually

126 inches. Next, the editor subtracts
any "furniture" needed for the p?ge,

such as nameplate or page header or
column logo. These elements are fixed
and can't be dropped. How much space

is left?
The remaining space is divided: a

portion for words and a portion for vis-
uals. Although there is no set formula,
some visual journalists try to maintain
a ratio of 40 percent to 60 percent.

This might mean on some pages, about

half the space would be used for photo-
graphs and graphics. If that sounds like

a great deal, consider that a four-column
by S-inch photograph uses 16 percent

of the page; so does a Z}-inch story.
By knowing what stories and visuals

are most important and which can be

trimmed or dropped or moved to another
p?g€, the editor begins placing elements

on the page. Some visual journalists

like to start at the top and work down;
others first place the most important
photograph (the one they don't want to
crop or trim) and then work around

that element with the most important

Figure 4.23 Tabloid section of the broadsheet
Orange County Register

story; others will do the reverse-first
the most important story and then the
visuals.

One other element can't be forgot-
ten-headlines. Headlines can take
anywhere from 10 to 15 percent of a
page's space. Not only does the head

have its own space needs (a 7?-point
headline takes 1 inch per column) but
there also must be space above and
below the headline, usually * to I inch.

And then there are little elements like
captions for photographs, which can
take another inch of space. Although
that might not seem like much, a four-
column caption that is 1 inch deep will
total 4 inches of space, plus a little more

for the space above and below the t1pe.

This complex judgment process is
repeated hundreds of times a week,
and the visual journalist soon learns to
do some of these steps automatically
and to be able to size photographs,

roughly, in his or her head. Sometimes,
it is difficult to get the visual journalist

even to explain the process because

it has become so "second nature." With
practice and experience, it usually does.

TABLOIDS

Although only a handful of daily news-
papers are printed in the tabloid size,

many weekly and college newspapers
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ffi
Figure 4.24 Newsday front page

are. A tabloid page is approximately
one-half the depth of a standard or
broadsheet newspaper page, which
tpically measures 13 inches wide by
Zl|inches deep. Most tabloids measure

11 inches wide by 13 inches deep, the
smaller size making the tabloid easier
to hold, much like a magazine. The
Chicago Sun-Times is an example of a
newspaper in a tabloid format (Figure

4.22). Many broadsheet newspapers
do, however, also print tabloid sections,

ranging from television listings and

entertainment guides to special news

reports (Figure 4.23).

A Unique Design Opportunity

A tabloid page offers a unique design
challenge and opportunity. Even though

a tabloid page is designed using many
of the same principles as a full-size
p?g€, the designer must think ffierently
when working in this smaller format.

For example, it takes less material
to fill a tabloid page. While that may

seem obvious, ffiffiy tabloid pages suffer
because they look like a shrunken
broadsheet. fui example of this form of
tabloid presentation is The Christian
Science Monitor. Although its design is

clean and orderly, it does not take

advantage of its unique size.

Another problem in designing tabloid

pages involves the use of visuals. For

Figure 4.25 New York Daily News front
page

instance, a four-column photograph,

a three-column photograph and a one-

column informational graphic can be

used in harmony with the other elements

on a broadsheet page. On a tabloid page,

however, the use of a four-column photo,

a three-column photo and a one-column
graphic would leave little room for any-
thing else, and the visuals would fight
each other for the reader's attention.
On the other hand, the tabloid designer
cannot simply shrink those visuals by
half and put them on the half-size tabloid

page because they would be too small
and the readers would not have a dom-
inant visual element.

Tabloid Front Pages

The typical tabloid front page is a window
to the inside of the paper. Like a mag-

azine cover, the front page often features

only a photograph and/or headlines

referring to stories and features inside.
Many tabloids developed this technique
because much of their circulation was

based on street sales, and they needed

to push each day's paper as something
new.

For example, Newsday on New York's

Long Island makes excellent use of its

size. Its front page looks much like a

news magazine, with the combination

of a color photograph, color background

screen and a strong one-word headline

clearly providing a dominant visual ele-

ment (Figure 4.24). fud although some

traditional newspaper designers might
argue against overprinting the "Panic"
headline into the photograph, it is a

technique typical of magazine design.

By contrast, another New York tabloid,

the Daily News, uses a more traditional
format, but it still uses its front page

as a way to attract buyers and move
readers inside the paper (Figure 4.25).

TRACKING WHAT READERS SEE

Despite time-honored rules and regula-

tions on newspaper design, a new form
of research shows readers' habits are

difficult to predict. Eye-Trac Research

studies by the Gallup Applied Science

Partnership have been used to provide

an objective record of a reader's actual

eye movement over a newspaper page.

The research allows scientists to ana-

lyze what the readers actually look at

rather than preferences or recollections

of what they did. Dominant entry points,

direction of eye movement and duration
of viewing can be determined.

In the 1988 issue of "The Chroni-
cles," published by the Society of
Newspaper Design, findings of Eye-
Trac Research were summarized in an

article by Wendy Govier of Knight-Rid-
der Tribune News graphics network.
They included:

. In a broadsheet, readers scan the
top half and bottom half of section
fronts without unfolding the page.

. In papers they are familiar with,
readers tend to process more head-

lines than photos; in unfamiliar
papers, they tend to process equal

amounts.
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Figure 4.24 Newsday front page

are. A tabloid page is approximately
one-half the depth of a standard or
broadsheet newspaper page, which
tlpically measures 13 inches wide by
zl|inches deep. Most tabloids measure

11 inches wide by 13 inches deep, the

smaller size making the tabloid easier
to hold, much like a magazine. The

Chicago Sun-Times is an example of a
newspaper in a tabloid format (Figure

4.22). Many broadsheet newspapers
do, however, also print tabloid sections,
ranging from television listings and

entertainment guides to special news

reports (Figure 4.23).

A Unique Design 0pportunity

A tabloid page offers a unique design
challenge and opportunity. Even though

a tabloid page is designed using many
of the same principles as a full-size
p?ge, the designer must think ffierently
when working in this smaller format.

For example, it takes less material
to fill a tabloid page. While that may

seem obvious, ffiily tabloid pages suffer
because they look like a shrunken
broadsheet. An example of this form of
tabloid presentation is The Christian
Sc'ience Monitor. Although its design is
clean and orderly, it does not take
advantage of its unique size.

furother problem in designing tabloid

pages involves the use of visuals. For

Figure 4.25 New York Daily News front
page

instance, a four-column photograph,

a three-column photograph and a one-

column informational graphic can be
used in harmony with the other elements

on a broadsheet page. On a tabloid p?B€,

however, the use of. a four-column photo,

a three-column photo and a one-column
graphic would leave little room for any-
thing else, and the visuals would fight
each other for the reader's attention.
On the other hand, the tabloid designer
cannot simply shrink those visuals by
haH and put them on the half-size tabloid
page because they would be too small
and the readers would not have a dom-
inant visual element.

Tabloid Front Pages

The typical tabloid front page is a window
to the inside of the paper. Like a mag-

aztne cover, the front page often features

only a photograph and/or headlines
referring to stories and features inside.

Many tabloids developed this technique
because much of their circulation was

based on street sales, and they needed

to push each day's paper as something
new.

For example, Nansday on New York's

Long Island makes excellent use of its
size. Its front page looks much like a
news magazine, with the combination

of a color photograph, color background

screen and a strong one-word headline

clearly providing a dominant visual ele-
ment (Figure 4.24).furd although some

traditional newspaper designers might
argue against overprinting the "Panic"
headline into the photograph, it is a
technique typical of magazine design.

By contrast, another New York tabloid,

the Daily News, uses a more traditional
format, but it still uses its front page

as a way to attract buyers and move
readers inside the paper (Figure 4.25).

TRACKING WHAT READERS SEE

Despite time-honored rules and regula-
tions on newspaper design, a new form
of research shows readers' habits are

difficult to predict. Eye-Trac Research

studies by the Gallup Applied Science

Partnership have been used to provide

an objective record of a reader's actual

eye movement over a newspaper page.

The research allows scientists to ana-

lyze what the readers actually look at

rather than preferences or recollections

of what they did. Dominant entry points,

direction of eye movement and duration
of viewing can be determined.

In the 1988 issue of "The Chroni-
cles," published by the Society of
Newspaper Design, findings of Eye-
Trac Research were summarized in an

article by Wendy Govier of Knight-Rid-
der Tribune News graphics network.
They included:

. In a broadsheet, readers scan the
top half and bottom half of section
fronts without unfolding the page.

. In papers they are familiar with,
readers tend to process more head-

lines than photos; in unfamiliar
papers, they tend to process equal

amounts.
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. Readers tlpically process a page

from left to right.
. Inside facing pages are tpically

viewed as one unit.
. Readers make note of about haH of

all section-front photographs and
one-fourth of inside-page photo-
graphs.

. Banner headlines continue to be

the most likely entry point.
. Regular readers appear to ignore

promotion boxes more than do

readers who have never seen the
paper before.

In the same issue of the Society of
Newspaper Design's "Chronicles," Jim
Smith, manager of research for the Fort
Laudcrdnle (Fla.) News I Sun-S entinel
commented on Eye-Trac. "One of the
conventions that has been upheld since

I was in high school journalism is that
people read in a clockwise pattern from
the upper left," he said. "Eye-Trac
Research is showing this might not be

true."
Roger Black, one of the country's

leading designers and former art director
of. The New Yorh Timcs, was quoted as

saying: "Market research is like astrol-
ogy. It's fun, but don't take it too seri-
ously. The good news is that there is
no permanent damage to the reader."

Robert Loclcwood
Design Consultant

For Robert Lockwood, a painter and
sculptor turned newspaper designer,
there are no set rules for page design.
"l feel strongly that you can't
straightjacket journalists. My idea is

that I can do anything I want as long
as I do it well and lt rs well crafted," he
said. "There has to be a reason for
doing lt. lf type set ragged right rein-
forces the notion of casualness, why
not use it?

"There is nothing written in anyones
Blble that says the rules of page design
can't be violated. Rules may have
applied at one time, when newspapers
needed to funnel people into one way
of thinking. But now we have the tech-
nology to do anything we want. We

don't need to be bound by rules. We

must find out what we need to do, and
then get the tools to do that. Our pages
must be well crafted, but they must
give us flexibility to change with the
news."

Lockwood's design philosophy is

linked to his background as an artist.
Taught by artists from the Bauhaus
school, which promoted the adaptation
of science and technology to architec-
ture, Lockwood is driven by art and
its relationship to technology. "We never
separated words and picturesl' he said.
"We always communicated something.
I always have taken a structural
approach to information and how to
communicate it."

Lockwood was teaching design at

the Philadelphia College of Art in the
1970s when Ed Miller, editor of The

Morning Call in Allentown, Pa., hired
him to redesign the paper for the 1980s.
Lockwood commented: "Ed Miller was
interested in a paper driven by editors
who thought about the needs of the

readers and how to best give a daily
report that was visual. He had a con-
viction that most newspapers were dull
and boring and readers would not stay
with them.

"We started with a long examination
of the entire newspaper. We established
editorial intentions, which then became
our goals. The redesign required a
reorganization of the paper and the
newsroom. We wanted content to
determine the design of the page, and
we wanted to gather journalists who
were capable of doing that, journalists

who could change quickly and graphi-
cally. lf a big story occurred, such as
the attempt on the pope's life, we would
clear everything and have that as the
story of the day. On another day we
might run all photos on the front page,
with windows to the inside. Then we
would have a second page. We truly
let the mix of news determine what we
did.

"The Allentown redesign got some
attention because people weren't talking
a lot then about letting the content
determine the design of the page. lt
was fun. We did some interesting pages.
Still, in a profession where rules are
cherished it caused some consternation
among journalists."

Since Allentown, Lockwood has

helped redesrgn three dozen newspa-
pers. He enjoyed talking about his
project at the blorado Spnngs Gazette
Telegraph, a paper that he helped
design for the 1990s.

"ln Colorado Springs we used some
things that were begun at The Call,"
Lockwood said. "Tom Mullen, the editol
started with the long process of review
and analyzation to determine what type
of paper we envisioned for the future.
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Then we clearly defined the editorial
goals.

"The process involved everyone in
the newsroom, in production and in

other departments. We reviewed the
beats and the way reporters covered
them. We looked at the structure of the
newsrooffi, how we could rearrange
the chairs to help us produce the type
of paper we wanted. We looked at the
city in a different way to try to determine
exactly what type of community it was."

Lockwood added that the Ga zette
Telegraph became a newspaper built
around communities of interest. "Colo-

rado Springs is an area that has grown
so rapidly," he said. "lt is vast tracts of

suburbia ringing a little village with Pike's

Peak behind it. But there are commu-
nities of interest in the city, such as the
military, medical and education. We

looked at the newspaper in terms of
those larger communities of interest."

By introducing labels in the paper-
military, education and medicine, for
example-Lockwood said stories cou ld

be better targeted to specific readers.
"The labels gave us an avenue to the
reader."

To reflect the wide-open spaces of
the West and Colorado, the Gazette
Telegraph changed from a six-column
format to a three-column format. "lt

can be broken into six or 12, but it

begins with three," Lockwood noted.
"Everything is larger from the start. We

went to ragged right columns to reflect
a more casual, Western feeling. We

put a moving picture nameplate on the
top of Page One. The picture of Pike's
Peak changes as the weather changesJ'

Lockwood said that like the Gazette
Telegraph, every newspaper has traits
that make it different from any other.

He added: "There are different goals,
different publishing strategies at each
newspaper. I believe in indigenous
design, where design springs from the
special things about the community
and its newspaper. The paper itself
has a tradition that should be continued
in a redesign.

"The nation is filled with origrnal
newspapers that are not like each other.

Newspapers are like storytellers. Two

people can tell the same story. One
can tell it so that it is interesting and
exciting. The other can tell it and it is
boring.

"Newspapers tell stories well when
they put them on the page and give
them impact for the reader. One paper
can present a story, with a wire photo,
and make it interesting. Another paper
can take the same story and make rt

boring. The one bonng the reader is
the one that has preconceived ideas
of how the job should be done. While
one will run the picture a certain size
because it has to be that size, the other
will break down the page and restruc-
ture it to fit the story and picture. The

excrting page may turn up the volume
even more by doing a graphicJ'

Lockwood said the design of a
newspaper page is much more than
mechanics, where everything has to
be placed or sized according to rules.

"My approach is more organic," he
said. "When I design, I discover the
content of a newspaper. That's not just

the news content. lt's the nature of the
place, the skills of the journalists, the
internal configurations, all of that. I try
to ask the right questions that will allow
the newspaper to come up with a
design that fits its needs.

"Too many designers take the

mechanical approach: Head sizes are
always a certain size; the type always
is justified; hairline rules are used only
at certain times; headlines never bump.

"l don't know why people worry so
much about simple things like bumping
headlines. When I look at a page, if a
head is next to another and it is con-
fusing, I know not to do that. But rf one
head is next to another and it is not
confusing, why not do it? lf a one-line
bold head is next to a three-line medium
head, no one in the world is going to
confuse them. The issue isn't bumping
headlines, it's clarity.

"We have built our newspapers with
preordained structure. lt should be the
other way around. As content changes,
so should desrgn. An editor should
have a range of headlines faces, for
example, so he can turn the volume
up or down according to the news."

Lockwood predicts that newspaper
design will continue to evolve in the
1990s. "l want to continue growing and
striving for improvement," he added.
"As I expand my vocabulary I will con-
tinue trying to discover the essentials
of communicating rnformation by
examining journalists and how they do
their jobs.

"We will continue bringing more
into the design process. We don't want
to bore or tire readers. We want to make
a newspaper more interesting. We're
still in a transitlonal stage because
people have not fully understood the
impact of the information age. We're

still hunting and gathering. We haven't
seen the renaissance yet."
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Reproduce the front page of your
daily newspaper to scale on a dummy
sheet. Mark the sizes of all heads,
photographs and graphics. Also mark
column widths.

2. Draw a dummy of a front page. After
you have completed it, clip stories
and art from a newspaper and paste

up a page that fits your dummy.

Compare yours to others.

3. Evaluate the design of two front
pages from a local daily newspaper.
Do all of the elements on the page

fit together in a neat package? Are
the corners anchored? Is there any
trapped white space? How would
you improve pages?

4. Evaluate the white space on two
front pages and two inside pages.

How does it fit into the design of
the pages? Is it used effectively? If
there is trapped white space, how
would you eliminate it?

5. Evaluate the progression of head-

line sizes on a front page and an

inside page. Do the heads effectively
grade the news?

6. Evaluate two front pages and two
inside pages for dominant visual
elements. Where are they on the
pages? Why are they dominant?

What changes would you suggest?

7. Evaluate the bottom halves of two
front pages. Are readers effectively
drawn below the fold of each page?

How would you improve the pages?

8. Find an example of a newspaper
page that is symmetrical in quad-

rants. Find one symmetrical in six
or eight parts. What do you like and

dislike about the pages? Find an

example of an asymmetrical page

and explain why it is asymmetrical.
What do you like and dislike about

the page?



From Idea to Page One

ne of the best ways to
study newspaper design
and its effects on page

layout is to examine
newspaper pages. This chapter offers
30 front pages from the same day to
show how the design elements discussed

in Chapter 4 are put to practice on an

average news day. The examples, all
from June 21, 1985, come from every
geographic section of the country, from
large metros to small community
newspapers. It was a tlpical news day

with a normal mix of international,
national, state and local stories. Editors
had to choose what stories to put on
Page One and what photographs and
graphics to accompany those stories.

The biggest international and national

stories of the day dealt with worldwide
terrorism. One came from Beirut, where
five American hostages under guard at

a press conference urged President
Ronald Reagan not to attempt a rescue.
The other was from Washington, where
Reagan offered extra military aid to El
Salvador to track down and punish the
killers of six Americans and to battle
leftist guerrillas.

THE PERSONALITY
OF A ilEWSPAPER

Newspapers have personalities. They
don't all look alike. In fact, they are as

different as the journalists who work
for them and the people who read them.
The collection of 30 front pages in this
chapter shows both the diversity of
design and the commonality of news
judgments that editors across the
country made on one news date. These
pages illustrate the great differences
in story play (which stories will have

the lead headlines) and art play (the

mix of photographs and informational
graphics and maps) among various
papers. Some of the pages have similar

design elements; far more follow their
own path.

Before we look at the differences in
the front pages, however, it is neces-

sary to discuss the most common ele-

ments a journalist must consider when
layrng out a front page, including the
nameplate, promotional devices, color
and design, column widths, number of
stories, photographs and informational
graphics (Figure 5. 1).

The Nameplate

A newspaper rarely changes its name-
plate, because many publishers and

editors consider the nameplate essential

to the paper's identity, a link to its past.

While other elements may change on

Page One, the nameplate usually remains

constant and reflects the style of
tlpography used in past decades. When
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Overline or promo line
(sometimes called sky boxes)

Elements in this area
called "ear"

Nameplate or flag

Date or dateline

Main story or lead
story; sometimes
banner story

Reader or feature
story with feature
treatment

Refer or promo
box; refers to
inside stories

Dateline
for story
location

Figure 5.1 Elements of a front page

the nameplate is changed, or at least
modernized, it is because the newspaper

is going through a redesign to change
its image.

As discussed in Chapter 1, one
newspaper that has changed its name-
plate several times since the 1930s is

the Chicago Trihtne, which wanted to
become a more lively and colorful
newspaper (Figure 5.2). In 1936, the
nameplate of the Chicago Daily Trihtne
(as it was called then) was rather ornate
(Figtrre 5.2a). Ears in the left and right
corners note the price of the paper and

the edition number; ears also can tell
the weather or even sell advertising.
(The most famous ear of all is found
each day nTlw New Yorh Timcs. It says,

"AIl the News That's Fit to Print.")

Second play

Logo or bug

Photo caption
and cred it

Byline and
credit lines

Promo or
refer box

I ndex

Under the nameplate, separated by
rules, is the dateline, which gives the
volume number, day and date of publi-
cation and the daily cost of the paper.

By 1964, the Tribune nameplate
had changed radically (Figure 5.2b).
Not only had the name of the newspaper

changed (the word Daily was removed)
but the tlrye also had been cleaned up
by removing some of the serifs on rumy
of the letters. The ear announcing the
cost of the paper had been replaced
by an American flag with the saying
"An American Paper for Americans."
The edition ear also had been reduced
in size, and much of the dateline infor-
mation had been eliminated, producing

a cleaner look.

In 1972, the tlpeface used for the
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Figure 5.2 Nameplates of the Chicago Tribune from 1936 to 1987

Reprinted by permission of the Chicago Tribune.

paper's name was made still cleaner

and more modern by removing the

strokes on the C and T (Figure 5.2c).
The rest of the letters in the nameplate

also were made bolder. The slogan

under the American flag was removed,
and the edition ear was given new
treatment. One of the rules used to

separate the dateline information was

removed, gtving the nameplate a more

open, airy feeling.
By 1981, still more changes had

occurred (Figrre 5.2d). The slogan "The
World's Greatest Newspaper" was

removed, and the ears and the American
flag were gven a new treatment. The
price of the paper and other dateline
information were placed under the rule
while the publication date remained

above it. The Tribune also began using

overlines (or skyboxes or promo

boxes), promotional devices that tell
readers what is inside the paper or that
summarize major news stories, in the
top part of the nameplate.

The most radical change in the
newspaper's nameplate came later in
the 1980s (Figure 5.2e). In 1983, the
t)rye was reaersed-made white on a
blue background. The rule under the
nameplate was colored red, and the
dateline information was reversed out
of a blue background. The flag was cut
into the blue background and the over-
lines were gtven a more modern treat-
ment. fuid in 1987, another design
change removed the overlines as part
of the nameplate design (Figure 5.2f).

Promotional Devices
Promotional devices such as overlines,

indexes and summary boxes call atten-
tion to the unique stories and features
inside the newspaper that day, especially

in other sections such as sports or
business. Generally, these devices run
above the newspaper nameplate,

although they can run at the bottom of
a page or along the side.

Overline devices can be treated in
various ways. The Sun News of Myrtle
Beach, S. C., uses lines of tlpe for its
"live" news promotion (Figure 5.3).
Such a device allows the editors to
quickly change one of the lines to pro-

mote a different or more timely story.
By contrast, the Zos Angeles Herald
Examinels overline is more rigtd in its

BIHTHT}AY
HHGO
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uses of color throughout its format
(Figure 5.4). While the black tlpe in
The Sun News is easily changed, the
Herald Eraminey's color bar, which has

white tlpe reversed out of a blue back-
ground, takes longer to change and set
up on the presses; therefore, it
promotes only features or nonbreaking
news stories and columns.

Page One almost always carries an

index that tells readers where they can

find daily features and columns inside

the paper. Some newspapers also

have a summary box, or briefing
column, which gives a brief description
of the content of stories in each section
of the paper.

The Today element on Page One

of. The Daily Report in Ontario, Calif.
(Figure 5.5), and the lnside element of
the Fort Laudcrdnle (Fla.) Sun-Sent'inel
(Figure 5.6) are two examples of the
standard use of summary boxes. These

elements are anchored or fixed on the
left side of the page, which reserves
the right side, the dominant focal point
of the psg€, for the major news stories
and art of the day. One newspaper that
breaks tradition and puts its summary

box on the right side is the San Antnnio
(Texas) Ltght, which was redesigned

by Robert Lockwood in 1984 (Figure

5.7). Other papers run their summaries
across the bottom on Page One.

Wherever the index or summary
box is placed, it should guide readers
into the paper. It also can be used as a

visual element, but it should not take

up so much room and be tilled with so

many rules, halftones and other graphic

ornamentation that it adds to page

clutter.

Golor and Design

The use of color in newspapers, along

with the increased emphasis on graphics,

is one of the more significant changes

in newspaper design in the past decade.

Studies by the Poynter Institute for
Media Studies in St. Petersb*g, Fla.,
show that more than half of the daily
newspapers in the United States use

color in some form; two-thirds of all
newspapers with circulation under 75,000

use color on a regular basis. Newspapers

use color in full-color photographs or
in full one- or two-color illustrations.
They also use it in tint blocks, a color
screen style. This use of one color is
called spot color.

Color affects the way visual journal-
ists approach their jobs because its use

requires more planning time and preci-

sion in printing than does black-and-
white publication. It means earlier
deadlines because it takes longer to
position on the presses. Color also locks

in a page's design somewhat because

it is placed on the page first and the
other elements positioned around it.

Despite the extra effort color entails,

studies by Mario R. Garcia and Don
Fry for the Poynter Institute have shown

that readers like color and that they
prefer a full-color page to a black-and-

white page. Still, as Garcia and Fry
note, several of the top-rated newspa-
pers in the country-The New York

Timcs, The Wall Street Journal, The

Washington Post-do not use color on
their news pages.

One important rule to remember

about color use is: If you can't take the
time to do it well, don't do it. Readers

Figure 5.8 Front page with both rurrow-
and wide-measure columns

like color that looks good, that is
reproduced well, on the newspaper page.

Golumn Widths

Today's newspapers generally use about

the same column widths when setting
their stories-LZ picas or 2 inches wide.

The l2-pica column comes close to the

desired or optimum visual width (14

picas) that the human eye can most easily

read. On some newspapers, L4 or 15

picas is the standard single-column
width. Although newspapers vary their
column widths, they try to keep them
near the optimum visual width.

For instance, the basic column width

in the six-column Register-Guard,
Eugene, Ore. , is 12.3 picas (12 picas,

3 points) wide, but only one story on

the page is set in that measure (Figure

5.8). The top story on the page is set
about 15 picas wide, near the optimum.
However, the story in the lower right-
hand corner is set about 18 picas wide,

which is more difficult for the eye to

read.
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ilumber ol Stories

Editors always are concerned about
placing the correct number of stories
on Page One (or any page for that mat-
ter). They do not want too many stories
and visuals, which makes the page look
jumbled, or too few stories and visuals,
which makes the page unattractive to
readers. Generally, they strive for a
balance of stories and visuals on Page

One. Although sizes and rurnbers change

each day depending on the news, ustully
there are four to six stories on the page

and at least two visuals.
Page One philosophies also play an

important role in the story-visual mix.
Some newspapers require that Page

One contain at least one local story,
and perhaps one local photo, each day.

Others reserve Page One for national
and international stories and photos
unless a major local story breaks. Still
others require that one light-feature
element appear on Page One every day.

Photographs

Almost all newspapers in the country,
with the notable exception of. The Wall
Street Journal, use photographs on
Page One. There are several reasons
why: Readers like to look at photo-
graphs; photographs help illustrate or
expand upon the day's news events;
photographs prevent a newspaper page

from looking massive and uninviting.
Pictures also can help a newspaper
change "pace." For exrmple, a feature
photograph can help brighten a page

filled with news of disaster or
destruction.

Newspapers have benefited from
technological improvements that have

brought more and better photographs

from everywhere in the world. Cameras

have become lighter and faster; film
has become more flexible; offset printing
has allowed for better reproduction. In
addition to more photo wire services,
newspapers in the past 20 years have
increased the number of their own staff
photographers. At the same time, pho-
tography and the photojournalist have
become increasingly important.

Still, not everything is rosy. Photo-
graphs are finding increasing competi-
tion for space on the page from a desire
for a higher story count and from
graphics and illustrations. This compe-
tition often means fewer and/or smaller
photographs on the page.

lnformational Graphics

Informational graphics often are used
on Page One. The growth in informa-
tional graphics comes mainly from a

recognition that these devices help
readers to better understand a compli-
cated story. Technology also has allowed
newspapers with limited artistic
resources to generate their own graphics

on computers or to receive graphics
electronically from a news service or
syndicate. Informational graphics should
not, however, be used solely for their
visual value, just a piece of art for a
page. There should be a compelling
reason to present information to readers

in a graphic format that will help them
understand the news quickly and easily.

FROilT PAGES OF JUilE 21 , 1985

The following is a collection of front
pages published on Friday, June 21,
1985. These pages indicate the variety
in newspaper design and show the dif-
ferent approaches editors take to present

the news and attract readers. The pages

represent different geographic areas,

circulation sizes and design approaches.

It is important not to look at the pages

as being right or wrong in their
approaches, simply because designs
are as individual as the newspapers
themselves. Although there are certain
design "rules" all newspapers follow,
remember that the primary function of
the design is to serve the reader.
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Albuquerque Journal

This morning newspaper (circulation 105, L82) in New Mexico
has a modular format (Figure 5.9). It uses spot color (blue)

as an accent under its nameplate and at the top of the promotion
box (Inside). The two stories at the top of the page are related
and are packaged with an umbrella banner headline. Smaller
and lighter headlines "read out" from the banner headline.
The stand-alone photo at the bottom is boxed and refers to a

story inside. Note that the Jour"nal uses a different approach

to jump lines, the lines that indicate a story is continued on

another page: Its jump lines are ruled on the top and bottom.

The Morning Call

Page One of the Bethlehem edition of this morning newspaper
(circulation 132,806) in Allentown, Pa., is exciting (Figure

5.10). It uses photos, rules and boxes to create graphic elements

that enliven the news presentation. The design makes it seem

that there are more than four stories on the page. The Inside
promotion box on the left side of the page makes use of
headlines and photographs to tell the reader about news inside
the paper. In the lead story on IJ. S. hostages, a refer box

alerts readers to related stories inside.
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Anarillo Globe-Times

This afternoon daily (circulation 26,906) in Texas uses a vertical

desrgn approach (Figure 5.11). The Bug hppers cartoon gives

the pages a feature-page look. The only photograph on the
page is a feature, stand-alone picture. A problem with vertical
design can be seen on the bottom third of the page-six col-

umns of gray tlpe.

The Asbury Park Press

This evening paper (circulation 139,585) in New Jersey has a

modern, colorftrl-looking presentation (Figure 5.L2). It contains

an unusual element: classitied-style advertisements on the
bottom of the page. Two stories at the top of the page are

packaged in a modular format with the photo. The "shore

sunmer fun" photograph is a stand-alone element, although

at first glance it appears related to the story below; such

devices are best boxed or ruled off to avoid any possible

confusion.

-
Gonsrru
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Figure 5.14 Billings Gazettc

The $lun

Page One of this morning paper (circulation22L,941) in Balti-
more has a high story count (eight) (Figure 5.13). Neither of
the two photographs is dominant; they seem to fight each

other for attention. Both are virtually square, a shape that is
less appealing visually than a rcctangle. The bottom photo

is in color, however, which will draw readers quicker than will
the black-and-white picture on top. The hijacking refer box
in the upper right has a spot blue screen over it, which also

draws the reader's attention.

Billings Gazette

This morning paper (circulation 57,620) in Montana has a

feature-t)rye design, with an "artistic" headline rather than a

traditional headline over the hostage story (Figure 5.14). In

addition to the bullet holes, the headline is printed in red ink,

another feature-tlpe design approach to a news story. A pro-

motional box is in the upper right corner, and the lead story,

about grasshoppers, is on the left. It also is unusual for a

newspaper to put two different stories above the nameplate,

which the Gazette did on this day.
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Butler Eagle

This afternoon paper (circulation 30,955) in Pennsylvania uses
a design more tpical of newspapers in the early 1900s (Figrre
5.15). Its high story count, vertical makeup and unbalanced
use of visuals produce a large gray area in the middle of the
page. In addition, nine different tlpefaces and t)rye styles are
used on the p?g€, which can cause visual confusion. The only
visual above the fold is a small graphic from the Associated
Press about a shuttle laser e)periment.

Sun-Times

The Sun-Times, one of Chicago's two major morning newspa-
pers (circulation 612,686), is a tlpical tabloid that uses large
headlines and photographs to sell the paper (Figure 5.16).
As part of that effort, a strong promotion box over the name-
plate refers readers to a feature section of the paper.

llKe till your uder tq weelcend fun
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Sense of persecution fuels Shiite resurgence
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Chicago Tiihune

The Trihtru (circulationTM,g69) is the dominant newspaper

in the Chicago -area market (Figure 5.17). The morning paper

presents a high story count (six) and a long promotional box

running down the left side of the page. The promotional box

refers to sports stories, inside news stories and features. The
page is a combination of modular and vertical elements; the

main headline has two stories, one on each side, reading out

of it. The layout on this page may cause some visual confusion

because the story of the Marine deaths is placed under the

hostage photo. Like the other two stories, it does deal with
terrorisfn, but is not connected with the two Mideast stories.

The Christian Science Monitor

This nationally circulated morning newspaper (circulation

150,807) takes a different approach to covering the day's events,

using a major news event as an opportunity to present the

"why" and "how" of.a story (Figure 5.18). This behind-the-

scenes approach is illustrated on the paper's front page. The

photos are more illustrative than news oriented. The paper's

tlpography is quiet and suMued and lends a sense of authority.
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Concord Monitor

This afternoon newspaper (circulation2l,479) in New Hampshire
emphasizes local news-of the five stories on Page One, four
deal with local or state issues (Figure 5. 19). The main photo-
graph is used to refer to a local column, which is not a tlpical
newspaper design approach.
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The Dallas Morning llews

This morning paper (circulation 390,987) offers a solid, tradi-
tional Page One (Figure 5.20). The main story is at top right,
with a related story, or s'idebar, on the left. The main photo-
graph on the page is in color. Color also is used as a background
to the "Americans Slain in El Salvador" box in the middle of
the page and in the map in the lower right.
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Figure 5.22 The Fresno Bee

Erie Daily Times

This afternoon paper (circulation 42,264) in Pennsylvania has

a most unusual front page treatment (Figure 5.21). There are

only two news stories on the page, although one has a sidebar.

The four photographs have seH-contained captions and are

used as roundups for news and feature stories. Under the

nameplate is a promotion box to inside stories, and at the

bottom of the page is an index to features. Death notices also

are placed at the bottom of the Psg€, but they do not refer

to obituaries inside the PaPer.

The Fresno Bee

This morning daily (circulation 139,689) in California offers a

combination of horizontal and modular elements on its front

page (Figure 5.22).All of the headlines on the page, except

the banner head, are about the same visual weight, giving the

page an unemphatic look.
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The Ledger

This morning paper (circulation 67,953) in Lakeland, Fla.,
offers a lively, active front page, with a strong combination of
typographical elements, photographs and graphics (Figure

5.23).Although most of the tlpe on the page is set in a wide

measure, none of the blocks is overly long or visually imposing

to the reader. AIso of interest is the use of a facts box graphic

on the left side of the page detailing the previous week's events.

Lawrence Eag I e -Tri b u ne

Every element on Page One of this Massachusetts afternoon
paper (circulation 58, L74), with the exception of the lead story,

is in a box, a most unusual layout (Figure 5.24). The Eagle-

Tribune also is unusual in that it does not have the usual pro-

motional devices across the top of the page to enhance street
sales. The Eagle-Tribu,ne's promotional devices look more

like a morning paper's. Note the "This Weekend" feature,

which promotes an upcoming community event and is not a

news or feature story.
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Figure 5.26 Los Angeles Times

Press-Telegram

Although this morning paper (circulation 124,488) in Long

Beach, Calif., has a strong promotional device at the top of

Page One, the most dominant visual image is the news pho-

tograph in the center (Figure 5.25). Using the photograph in

this manner gives the page a design focus. Note the use of

the refer box: Hijack ordeal: day 8.

Los Angeles Times

This morning paper (circulation 1,086,383) rarely uses visual

elements at the bottom of the P?ge, which often makes its

makeup gray (Figure 5.26). The Times uses a style of design

sometimes referred to as brace (layout that stresses just one

story as the major news item and the unquestionably dominant

visual element of the page). This typicd,Time.s front page also

has a high story count (eight).
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The Miani Herald

This front page in the morning Herald (circulation 433,027) is
laid out modularly with a high story count (Figure 5.27). One
interesting treatment is the placement of the refers before
the lead of the main news story. Some editors may argue that
this treatment delays the reader's entry into the story and is

another design "roadblock." The coverage of the American
hostages in Beimt and the coverage of terrorism in El Salvador
are presented near each other but in their own visual packages.

The Miami News

Page One of this afternoon paper (circulation 57,035) is unlike
almost any other in the country that day with its artistic mag-
azine-like treatment of the terrorism headline (Figure 5.28).
Note the informational graphic as part of the package. Note:
The News folded in 1988. )
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froanoke Tines & World-News

This afternoon paper (circulation M,779) in Virginia has a

modular Page One with a tlryical left-side promotion device
(Figure 5.33). Notice how the headlines go from large to small

as stories are played from top to bottom. The informational
graphic at the bottom of the page adds another strong visual

element.

Times-Union

The front page of this Rochester, N. Y. , afternoon paper (cir-

culation 99,500) looks more like a morning newspaper with

its understated layout (Figure 5.34). The lead is not on the

traditional right side, but instead is a package of two stories

boxed with a briefs column on the left side of the page. The

index, a color promotion box and another news story are

played at the top of the page. Every story or related package

of stories is in a box.
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.Sf. Petersburg Times

This morning paper (circulation 2gl,Z02) in Florida was one
of the pioneers in the use of newspaper graphics. The Times
always has packaged stories effectively, as in this front page
(Figure 5.35). Not only are the two stories on the hostages
together but a box also ties in two other terrorism stories.
The graphic element in the upper left ties all the elements
together and also refers to other stories inside the paper.

Figure 5.3G San Jose Mercury Neuts

$an Jose Mercury News

Advance planning often produces a graphic element superior
to the day's wire service photo report, as is shown on this
front page from the fuIercury News, a northern California
morning paper (circuration 264,492) (Figure s.s6). It took
days to plan and execute this graphic, and it could have run
at any time while the hostagelterrorism stories were prominent.
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USA Today

This front page is typical of this national morning paper (cir-

culation 1.8 million); there are numy elements and numy stories
(Figure 5.37). Given its excellent reproduction, USA Today

is able to use multiple images on the hostages story. The

news sunrmary treatment along the left side of the page is

constant, ?s is the color tint box on the lower right, which

usually is where a soft news or feature story is placed.

The Washington Post

The Post, a morning paper (circulation 748,019), uses type

widths and a rule at almost midpoint on the page to package

five terrorism-related stories (Figure 5.38). The layout of the

two stories at the top of the page gives readers the impression

that they are of equal news value. Notice the rules between

columns, which help reduce the effect of the bumped headlines

at the bottom of the page.
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SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. What are the elements common to
most front pages? Can you find
examples of each in your local

newspaper?

2. Clip from the front pages of daily
newspapers two examples of the
following elements:
a. Ear
b. Dateline
c. Overline
d. lndex
e. Summary box
f. Tint block
g. Spot color

3. What are the advantages and disad-

vantages of varying column widths?
What is the optimum column width
for newspapers?

4. Compare five to 10 newspaper front
pages from the same date. Try to
find newspapers from all geographic

areas of the country. Discuss the
similarities and differences in the
following areas:

a. Story selection and placement

on the page

b. The use of visual elements
c. The use of color
d. The use of promotional devices

such as overlines and indexes
Also discuss how regional and cir-
culation differences affect the pages.



Inside Pages

ayrng out a well-designed
inside page is more difficult
than it appears at first
glance. Unlike the wide-

open front page that provides an

opportunity for lively and balanced dis-
play, inside pages often offer small

shelaes and sleeues of space for news.

This means inside pages present their
own special challenges to visual jour-

nalists. To begin with, there is always

a much greater selection of stories,
photos and graphics than there is space

for them on the inside pages. fuid the
visual journalist also must take into
consideration the presence of adver-
tisements on those pages. Two types
of ads (short for advertisements) run
in newspapers: display ads, which
generally combine visuals and words

and appear throughout the paper; and

classified ads, which generally do not

contain visuals, ile run in a smaller
type size and appear in a separate

section.

THE MIX OF EDITORIAL
MATTER AND ADS

Revenue from the advertisements in a
newspaper pays the bills, which means

that both the number and the positioning

of advertisements in a paper are

important. Many newspapers try to

present a daily mix of 60 percent
advertising and 40 percent editorial
matter on their pages. Few newspapers,

however, place advertising on front
pages. The ads go on inside pages, some

of which are filled with ads and others
of which contain a mix of ads and editorial
matter.

There is indeed competition for space

between the advertising and editorial
departments. Advertisers, who are
paylng precious dollars to the newspaper

to place their advertisements in conve-
nient spots for readers, want good play

in the paper; some advertisers even
pay a premium for special placement.

At the same time, editors want to
position their stories and visuals in spots
where readers can find and read them
easily.

This competition for space does not
mean that the news and advertising
departments must battle each day. It
simply means that there should be a

balance between the ads and editorial
matter. Not every page can be open,
but there should be a mix of inside open
news pages and ad pages and partial
ad and news pages. People read the
paper for news; they also like to read
advertisements. How the editorial
matter and ads are positioned on inside
pages can help make the paper user-
friendly.

77
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3 government panels will probe
paper written by Nobel laureate
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Playboy plans new Chicago offices

Figure 6.1 Modular layout of ads

ADVERTISIilG LAYOUT

Advertisements are placed on a page

by the ad department before the page

goes to the editorial department for
the placement of news and features.
Stories, headlines, photographs and
graphics must be positioned in what
space is left on the page in what is known
as the news hole. Because the tlpe
and visuals used in the advertisements
serve as magnets, visual journalists
must use the remaining news holes to
lay out inviting inside pages that draw
readers to the editorial content.

The most common layout of adver-
tisements in newspapers today is mod-
ular, in which the square and rectangr.rlar

ads are squared off on each page. This
enables the editorial matter to be laid

out in a modular format as well (Figure

6. 1). Two other ad layout styles are:

o Pyramid. The largest ads are placed

at the bottom of the page, with
smaller ads stacked on top to imitate
a stair step.

. Well. Ads are stacked on each side

of the page. A "well" is space

reserved for news material on the

page. Very little design can be done
with such space.

Most newspaper advertising is sold in
standard adaertising units (SAUI, which
were created to standardize the sale

and placement of newspaper ads. A
broadsheet page is divided into 56

advertising units, and a tabloid page is

divided into 33. SAUs eliminate the
cost of extra production work by allowing
advertisers to create a single-size ad

that will fit the column specifications at

almost any newspaper. For example,

a two-column by 4-inch ad created by
an advertising agency in New York City
can be sent to newspapers throughout
the country and placed on pages without
modification. Before SAUs, advertise-
ments had to be modified for almost
every newspaper in which they ran.

Designing an Ad

As with anything in the newspaper, ads

are created to draw the reader's atten-
tion. An advertisement should contain
four basic elements:

. Berufit hcad,lirw. The headline needs

to talk to, to "benefit," readers in
some way. For example, if the
advertisement is targeting college

students, the headline might say,

"For College Students Only" or "Are

You in Colle ge?" The headline must
talk the prospective buyers'
language. If it is trying to sell jeans

to students, the headline might say,

"Don't Just Be Smart . . . Look
Smart, Too." If the ad is selling jeans

to the students' parents, the head-

line might say, "These Jeans Will
Wear Out Before They Go Out of
Style."

. Domirwnt mt. A photograph or some

other visual element should show
prospective customers what is being
offered. For instance, il the ad is

targeting women who buy cars, a

photograph showing a wonum driving
a car can be used.

. Informatiue body cW.The body copy

of an ad should get the readers
involved by telling them what the
product or service will do for them.
Often, the selling points are high-
lighted by using typographical tech-
niques such as bullets or bold face.

. A clear display of adaertiser's narne.

If the potential customers don't know
who is selling the product, then the
advertisement has been wasted.

Dummying the Ad

The ad dummies showing the place-

ment of ads on the page are prepared
by the ad department from a runsheet,
a daily list that contains the names of
advertisers and the sizes of their ads

but generally not the content or design.
Most advertisers don't want to be on

the same page or even facing pages

with their competition, but ads generally

are grouped. Male-oriented ads such

as those for automotive goods or hunting
and fishing supplies often are dummied
in the sports section; restaurant and
movie ads usually are placed in the
entertainment section.

Because the runsheet does not show

ad content or design, it is possible that
very similar ads will be laid out next
to each other. It also means that a visual
journalist possibly could lay out editorial
matter that clashes or blends with a

neighboring ad. For instance, no one

wants to lay out an airline crash story
next to an ad for reduced summer air

tu ,.' 
,

Penn State sit-in
ends when police
arrest 91 students
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Figure 6.2 News photo "blended in"
with ad

fares to Florida. No one wants to lay

out a head shot of a speaker next to an

ad for the speech that contains a head

shot of the speaker. Luckily, these foul-

ups can be caught and changed before
the newspaper is printed. After the ad

dummies are completed, a copy goes

to the newsroom and a duplicate to the

composing room, where the ads are

created and placed on page boards in

advance of the stories and visuals.

News and Aduertising Photos

Strong pieces of art are as important
in an advertisement as they are in a

news layout. That means there always

is a possibility of a news photo blending
in with an advertising photo.

When the ad dummies are prepared,

the layouts sftould show placement of
photographs, but that seldom is done

at most newspapers. The editorial
department normally is given dummies
with squares or rectangles drawn in to
show where the ads are to run and how
much space they will occupy on the
page. Of course, the advertisements in
a newspaper are generally ruled apart

a r* Flr, rI 2' .-

*";'JiNloney

Figure 6.4 Inside page devoted to specific
topic-business

and graphic material is available with
every major news story. Editors want-
and readers deserve-related stories
packaged along with photographs and

informational graphics about the main

news story of the day. This packaging

of the news means a greater need for
open pages.

PAGKAGING INSIDE PAGES

Inside stories and visuals should be

packaged in categories. For example,

the inside pages in the first section of
the newspaper may be reserved for
stories about international and national

news; inside pages in the second section

may contain only local stories and art.
In a single-section paper, Pages 2

and 3 may contain international and

national stories; Page 4 might be
reserved for local news; Page 5, the
editorial page; Pages 6 and 7, sports;
and so on. Such packaging helps readers
find categories of news stories each
duy; they don't have to search through
the paper to find out what is happening

in their area of interest (Figure 6.3 and

6.4).

Figure 6.3 Inside page devoted to specific
topic-community affairs

or boxed, but if these two elements
run side by side, one in a news space

and the other in advertising space,

readers are likely to be confused at

first glance (Figure 6.2).
There are two ways to avoid this

problem. The first is to not lay out a

photograph next to an ad, which is not

always possible but which can be done

most of the time. The second is for the

editorial department to establish a good

working relationship with the advertising
department and to persuade it to mark
the placement of photographs in the
advertising layouts.

The Benelit ol Open Pages

It is important for the ad department
to mix open and tight space inside the
newspaper. Open pages allow visual
journalists to best display the available

editorial matter.
Today's news report is very different

from that of.20 or even 10 years ago.

Technology has allowed the wire ser-

vices to use high-speed transmissions
to send hundreds of stories and visuals

daily. An increasing amount of sidebar
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Figure 6.6 Example of Page 3 treatment

Figure 6.7 Lively inside page with good
photo use

Page 3, The "Second Front Page"

Page 3, the page that readers see first
when they open a section, is the second
most important page in any section.
Some newspapers use Page 3 as a
"second front pag€," filled with editorial
matter and devoid of advertisements
(Figures 6.5 and 6.6). Most papers,

however, must mix news, features

and visuals with advertisements on

Page 3 because the advertisers know
the high readership of the page.

Again, a balance of editorial matter
and advertising is important-whatever
is on the page will affect a reader's
reaction to the entire newspaper. Visual
journalists usually put strong visuals
and stories on Pag€ 3, particularly in
the upper half. At some newspapers,

advertisers also are charged a premium

to be positioned on Page 3.

Some newspaper redesigns have

put an extra emphasis on Page 3,

recognizing its unique position. For
example, a newspaper may use it for
the top national and foreign stories and
pictures that did not make Page One;

a summary of all the stories and features

in the paper; ot a "people" column of
light, short items about show business
and other celebrities.

Avoiding Gray Pages

When packagrng major and often lengthy
stories-wire or local-care must be

taken to make the display as lively and

interesting as possible (Figure 6.7).
The visual journalist should avoid using
large, unbroken blocks of tlpe that add

to the grayness of a page and make it
less appealing visually (Figure 6.8). A
gray page can be enlivened by using
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Figure 6.8 Uninviting, gray inside page
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Figure 6.9 The use of subheads in a story

a combination of horizontal and vertical
modules of tlpe, boxes, photographs

and graphics.

Sometimes, the visual journalist can

suggest that parts of a long story be

trimmed out and used as sidebars. The

more visual elements in a major pack-

?g€, the more interesting the page will
appear to the reader. Instead of pub-

lishing a 60-inch story, the visual jour-

nalist will work with the reporter and

develop perhaps a 30-inch main story
and three sidebars, each 10 inches long.

In this way, readers can select only
those elements of the presentation they
are interested in reading.

In addition to photographs and
graphics, other devices can be used to
break up large stories:

. Subheads in long stories can serve
as additional "miniheadlines" and

provide a new point of entry (Figure

6.9).
. Highlights or key points boxes

can summarize the major points in
the story (Figure 6. 10).

o Quotes from key people in the story
can emphasize key points (Figure

6. 11).
o Series highlights can be placed

in a box if the story is part of a

series.
o Background boxes can outline

what is being discussed in the story
or who the key people in the story
are (Figure 6.LZ).

Figure 6.L2 Inside page enlivened by background box
Reprinted by permission of the Chicago Tribune.

Figure 6.10 Inside page enlivened by higtrlights box

A 6 The Seattle Times

Space program lacks focus,
say critics and friends of NASA

ors as the cMtry moves into the
2lsl cenNry.

At lhe same time, space ageD
cy olficials are sensitive, and
sometimes defensive, about prc
posals ihst would offer private
enterpris€ a lootiold in the govenF
ment's space effon.

Ilte last year, Congress apprc
priated ,5 million tor NASA to
detemine how ii might lease_ a
private, much smaller and far l(ss
e)g€nsive space station prcposed
by Space Industries Inc. of Houg
ton.

The company says its Industri-
al Spsce Facility (lSF) would cost
between t5fl) million and r/m
million, 8nd it wants a lederal
comEitment to l6se it over [ive
years beSinnin8 in l9gl, thus mal-
ing the pmjftt timcially viable.
Prognnents say the ISF isn't meant
to replace ihe larger station but to
gve tie Unlted States a facility
mtil NASA'S project is ready.

"We donl care for the idea; it
ls a lhrat lo the sIEce station,"

IemOdel ql tttck! The Astronauts Momorlal Foundation has raised E4 million to build its
m€morial to tho 14 pooplo who haye lost ihoir lives in lho U.S. spaca program. The "Space Mirror"
to be er€cied al the Ksnnsdy Spec€ Center toaluros a tramework ol granite lhat will track the sun.
The nam6s ot tho 14, cut through lho granile, will eppsar to "lloal in tho sky."

by RobGri Gcttlln
N6whouse News S€rvice

WASHINGTON 
- 

Two years
after the shunle Challenger acci.
dent, the U.S. space program
remains stalled amid budget bat-
tl6, shuttlshardwarc problems
and confusion over what the nation
is tryin8 to achieve in s?ace.

The string ol lrustrating
glitches that has hampered the
redesiSn ol Ue shurtle slid rekei
boosteE is the most visible sign of
a deep€r distress in the space
prcgram, members of Con8r€ss
and independeni exp€rts say.

At the National Aemnautics
md Space Administration, they
say, morale is much hi8her than it
vs during the investigstion ol
Challen8er, which exploded two
)ears ato today, killing seven
astronauts. And resumption of
shuttle nights, now rescheduled tor
Aug. 4. is exp€cied to give a bo6t
to sag8ing public interest in space
explora t i on.

'The president's
leadership and back-

ing are needed.'
Bep. Blll llolro, D-Flr.

dy, argues that in a period of
msive budget delicits, ir will b€
difficult to pump srbstantially
more money into space policy. But
he ild others also say NASA'S
"toot dragging" and conflicting
a8endas ol bueaucrats heading
spsce prognms at the Commerce
ud TraEponation depsrtmenls
make matters woEe.

"Nobody sits dom to deter-
mine what are ou Etional objE-
tives in sIEce, cenainly not at the
pEidentral level," says Acheson,
a lawyer who is involved in a
private effort to revamp policy-
making on space. "NASA can't set

Figure 6.11 Inside page enlivened by quote

City/suburbs

Falcolur adapt to high-rise lifestyle
Endangeredbirds of prey feeling right at home amongloop skyscrapers

By Stevenson Swanson
Envkonmenl wrilor

Most young couplcs with
newborns look for a homc in thc
suburbs. Plcnty of spacc, Bood
schools, rhat son of rhing. Nor
only has onc )ounB couplc chosn
to live in thc Loop, bur rhc)'also
havc extravagantly spread out
their living quarlers ovcr thrcc
buildings.

A narrow ledgc on lhc 34th
floor of rhc Nonhcm TrusI Build-
ing at 125 S. lVacker Dr. has
bccn lhc ncst, or bcdroom, for a
pair of pcrcgrinc falcons this
spring. Morc imponant, ii has
been the nurscry for two falcon
chicks, the first.pcregriacs to bc

th{r Uraq. TlNy strtnlh
Ahca m{, tfs lndao

DDT weakened its cgg shclls to
the point that thc cBBs werc
crushcd whcn thcy wcrc incu-
bstcd.

Relees of captive-bred falcons
havc lakcn placc in thc ChicaSo
arca sine l9t6 md clwhcrc in
the country sincc the mid-1970s.
Thc fathcr of thc loop flcdglings
is from thc lirst Chicago relcasc,
and $c mother probably is from
a Minncapolis rclcsc.

More birds arc to bc rclcascd at
Ft. Sheridan this summcr, but
mmkind can do only so much to
rcpair thc damagc it has cau*d.
At somc point, naturc hu to.talc
ovcr,

"Rcleasing birds isn't saving
rhcm." said Sprcvcr. dircctor of

cliff, which is whcrc thcy livc.in
rhc wild," mid Sprcycr, 31, wbo
hu fcarlcsly clambcrcd ovcr the
tops of many skyscrapcrs to
scrccn off chimncy slacls snd
watcr tanks whcrc thc birds might
comc to grief. "Thcy can find
pcrchcs to sun thcmrclvc or rst
in thc shadc, thcy havc no
problcms with naturd prcdators
likc grcat horncd owls or wcascls,
and thcy havc plcnty of food."

Falcon food is not brcad
crumbs and corn kcmels. Thcy,
likc stockbrokcrs and lawycrs. arc
prcdatory, snd rhey calch rhcir
food on thc wing. Thcy arc somc
of the most skillful flien in thc
skyi in a divc-tcchnically known
as a "stooD"-thcy can reach
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Such treatments are especially important
with the group of readers who do not
spend much time with the newspaper.

These readers quickly "scan" through
the paper looking for items that interest
them. The more pieces of information-
headlines, subheads, labels-the better
the chance the newspaper can attract
them into a story. Although newspapers

may never glve up the long story, they
must realize that solid blocks of type
do not invite the reader.

Head Shots and Portraits

Readers like looking at pictures of people

in the news; therefore, photographs
should be used liberally on inside pages.

Often, the holes on inside pages are

not big enough for multicolumn pieces

of art, but a head shot, or mug shot,
which shows a person's face, will work
fine (Figure 6. 13). A head shot draws
readers visually to stories and also

breaks columns of type or headlines. It
normally is used in a one-column hole,

2 to 3 inches deep, but it can be used

smaller or slightly larger.
A head shot should not be confused

with a portrait. A head shot simply
records aface. Readers look at the image

and can decide if the person is old,

young, white, Asian, whatever. A 0or-
trait is more than a face-it attempts
to show the personality or character of
a person. For example, face and hands

or face and clothing tell much about

personality, as does the environment
in which a person is posed. A portrait
can be used in a one-column hole, but
it is used most effectively in two columns

or more. A portrait is an excellent visual

element and often tells a story as well
as words can.

Figure 6.13 Head, or mug, shot

It always is best to use a head shot
in which the person is animated. For
example, a picture of a newsmaker
smiling or frowning or not looking at

the camera provides variety and avoids

a posed look. Head shots also can be

cropped out of a multicolumn picture,

although such cropping probably will
not make the photographer happy and

may be a waste of a picture.
A head shot should not be played

too big, especially if the image in the
photograph is not animated. A multi-
column hole should be a portrait
opportunity rather than space for a large
head shot. Sometimes, through careful
picture editing, a visual journalist can

use a portion of a photograph to produce

a head shot for a trght inside news page.

(A complete discussion of cropping is

in Chapter 17.)

The 0ptimum Size
of a Photograph

Although it is important to use photo-

graphs inside the newspaper both to
present the day's news visually and to

break up long columns of tlpe, a pho-
tograph should not be forced into the
paper, especially when it means extreme
cropping or sizing of the photo.

Photos have an optimum size, much
like type. If they are too small, they
are impossible to see or "read" (Figure

6.14). Small pictures need to be simple
in form, showing something like a face

or a close-up of one thing. Groups and

complicated subjects should be avoided

in small pictures. If pictures are too
large, they are out of scale with the
presentation of the news. The compo-
sition of large photographs can be more
complex or complicated than that of
small pictures. Even close-ups, however,

can be powerful when they are played

large, such as the portrait of the newly
elected president.

Photographs on inside pages should

be given their appropriate value, and

pages that have room for photographs

or graphics should have a dominant
visual element. A visual journalist should
play every photograph well so that the
special ones, played even better, will
have a greater value to the reader.
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Graphics on the Inside

Because informational graphics do not
have the same flexibility in sizing as

photographs have-they cannot be

enlarged or reduced more than 10 to
15 percent without greatly affecting their
tlpe size and artwork-the visual
journalist must work closely with other
editors to make certain there is room
for graphics on inside pages. And
although it is not always possible to
quickly redraw a major graphic on

deadline, the news editor or section
editor and graphics editor can go through

the dummies to reserve certain pages

as potential places for inside informa-
tional graphics.

If there is not sufficient room to
run the graphic at an appropriate size,
the graphic probably should not run.
By running a graphic too small, the
visual journalist only teases the reader
and gives the "hint of information"
(Figure 6. 15). Type that is too small is
difticult, if not impossible, to read. One

of the primary rules for informational
graphics is to make them readable, with
a pleasing tlpe size, somewhere
between 8 and 10 points.

Graphics also should not be placed

next to an ad or be designed to look
like an ad, because the reader might
miss the graphic at first glance if he or
she thinks it is an advertisement (Figsre

6. 16).

STORIES THAT GOilTIiIUE

The Jump Page

If the most important stories are on

Page One, then care must be taken in
the handling and display of those stories

when they continue inside the paper.

Those continuations are often known
as jumps. Although readers generally

do not like to follow stories when they
jump from one page to another, jumps

are a necessity if a newspaper's front
page is to offer in-depth news coverage
in a lively page design with a number
of stories and visuals.

Newspapers handle jumps in several

Figure 6.L4 News photo that is too small

Why lt's Black Tie at White House
BY BARBARA GAMAREKIAN

Special lo The New York Times

WASHINGTON, Dec. I - In tough
bargaining for next week's summit
meeting, Mikhail S. Gorbachev has al-
ready had to make one concession to
President Reagan - the state dinner at
the White House Tuesday will be black
tie, not business dress as the Russians
requested.

Mr. Gorbachev may come in street
attire anyway, but President and Mrs.
Reagan have made a concession in re-
turn. They will attend the dinner given
by Mr. Gorbachev at the Soviet Em-
bassy the next evening, although tradi-
tionally they would have let Vice Presi-
dent Bush represent them.

"Both the dinners will be early din-
ners, at 7 o'clock," said Selwa Roose-
velt, the State Department's Chief of
Protocol, whose staff of 60 has been
working on myriad details, ranging'
from the choice of the state gifts that
will be given to Mr. Gorbachev, to the
bathrooms his wife, Raisa, may visit.
Mrs. Gorbachev is expected to be tak-
ing in the capital's museums and his-
toric sites while her husband attends to
affairs of state.

A Soviet advance team of 50 arrived
here the day after Thanksgiving. Mem-
bers have visited such places as the
National Capital Children's Museum,

The New York Times/Dec.2. 1987

The Soviet Embassy is five
blocks north of the White House.

the National Air and Space Museum,
the National Gallery of Art and the Li-
brary of Congress.

The State Department's Protocol Of-
fice has worked out possible visits by
Mrs. Gorbachev to each of those spots

- as well as many others. But as of
Tuesday afternoon the Russians had
not confirmed on any of them.

The White House has sent out 126 in-
vitations for Tuesday's state dinner,
Those invited include the conductor
and cellist Mstislav Rostropovich, who
left the Soviet Union in the 1970's.

Mr. Shultz and his wife, Helena, have
invited 234 people to a WednesdaY
lunch for the Gorbachevs.

Except for the ranking Soviet party,
expected to number from 12 to 14 peo-
ple, guest lists for the two events -wtrich are not expected to be released
until shortly before they begin - will
be different. A cross-section of Amer-
ica has been invited to the luncheon at
the State Department, including repre-
sentatives of the business and aca-
demic communities as well as govern-
ment officials and Russian scholars.

Cliburn to Entertaln
But no Washington social occasion

can outdo a White House state dlnner
with its pomp and circumstance - and
black tie formalitY. On TuesdaY
evening the after-dinner entertainment
will be provided by the pianist Van Cli-
burn, who in 1958 became the first
American to win the TchaikovskY
Competition in Moscow.

Although the Russians have sard that
the Gorbachevs do not plan to wear for-
maldress to the state dinner, the White
House invitations still specify black tie.
It was Nancy Reagan who insisted on

Figure 6.15 Informational graphic that is too small
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Figure 6.18 Complete jump headlines

Figure 6.16 Informational graphic poorly
placed, next to ad

Jobless-:.'^,-:. , ,*"",,
. :.: :. :. : - ,nro 1988,.."':-' ..

; t:.-' ...' .,::.

Figure 6.17 One-word jump headlines
packaged on single page

ways. Some package them on a single
psg€, sometimes the back page of the
front section or an inside page. This
regular placement is more convenient
for the reader and is easy to do on slow
news days when there is little need to
package sidebars and related stories
with the jumps. Jumps also can be placed

on a number of different inside pages
in any convenient news hole in the
section. This approach makes layout
more flexible for editors, but it is more
scattered for the reader.

One caution: Almost all newspapers
avoid jumping from one section of the
newspaper to another because readers
usually read one section of the news-
paper at a time; jumping sections may
confuse readers.

Jump Headlines

Headlines for jump stories are handled

in one of two ways:

o A one- or key-word treatment
o A completely new head on the inside

page

The one-word jump helps signal that a
story is a jump and is especially useful
in alerting the reader looking to finish
that story. A major drawback to such

an approach is the key word often does

not explain the story to readers who
may have read the story and head on
Page One. For example, for a bank
robbery story, a key jump word of
"Bank" is not specific and might not
draw a reader into the story. Such

headlines also are weak design elements

on a page filled with jumped stories
(Figure 6.LT).

One way to avoid this problem is to
use complete headlines on jump stories
(Figure 6. 18). Although the use of
complete headlines makes more work
for the copy editor, who now has to
write two headlines instead of one, a

reader who is scanning through the
paper has a greater chance of being
drawn into a story.

HEADLINES ON IilSIDE PAGES

Headlines grade the news on inside
pages as they do on front pages. Because

readers expect the top stories to carry
the largest headlines, the biggest
headline on an inside page should be at
the top. Unlike an open front p?ge,

however, an inside page may have a

news hole too small for large headlines.

Some inside pages will have room for
only a single headline and story. Thus,
although the headlines on inside pages

should be large enough to draw readers,
they should not be so large or heary
that the page looks out of balance (Figure

6. 19).

Normally, the largest headline used

on an inside page with a limited news

hole is 36 points; on a page that is open
or nearly open, the headline sizes can

be larger. Inside heads also should be

used in a progression of sizes. Small

heads, such as 18 points, can be used

on inside pages, but they should be

reserved for small one-column holes

below the fold and should contain two
or three lines.
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Standing Headlines

Standing headlines, which introduce

columns or pages that appear in the
newspaper each day, are useful in
packaging the news but should be

reserved for inside pages. There are

scores of standing heads that may be

used inside the newspaper, including

world news, national briefs, editorials,
comics, news summary and weather
(Fignre 6.20). Such heads may be placed

on top of the page as an umbrella for
the entire page, or they may be placed

in a section of the page to introduce a

package of related stories. Standing
heads also top daily syndicated and local

columns.

Standing heads and the stories or
columns they introduce should be located

in about the same place in the paper
each day, so readers don't have to hunt
for their favorite pages or columns.

Raw-wraps

A headline should stretch across the
same number of columns as the related

story under it. In other words, a four-
column headline should have four col-

umns of tlpe under it or two columns

of tlpe and two columns of related art.
Tlpe should not, however, run next
to it in column five or six. This raw-
wrapping of t1pe, also called gray-
wrapping or dutch-wrapping, should

be avoided because readers will tend
to link the uncovered tpe with the story
above it. Sometimes, raw-wraps are

used on the tops of inside pages where
there are no stories above the raw-
wrapped t1pe, but readers still may be

confused (Figure 6.2L).

Figure 6.19 Too-large inside headlines

Dallas Times Herald

PAGE 2
AtMAilAC

Today rs Sunday, Oct. 18, the
29lst day ot 1987. There are 74
days En rn the year.

Today s brnhdays:. Former Cana.
dran Prime Mrnrster Plcra Elllott
Trudeau rs 68. Sen. JctB Hclmr,
R-N.C., rs 66. Rock 'n' roll star
Chuck Bary rs 61. Actor Gcoigo
G. Scott rs 60. Spon$aster Xallh
,ackton rs 59. Natronal Secunty
AdYrser F?anl Crrluccl rs 57. Ac.
lress Pln DaxD!, rs 36 lennrs
siar ihrtlna lllytrtllova ts 3l. Ac.
tress Edn Horan rs 25.

On lhrs date:
Iln 1767, the boundary belween
Maryland and Pennsylvanra, the
Masn.Drroo lrne, was agreed up-
on.
lln 1873. representalrves of Co-
lumbr6. Pflnceton. Rutgers and Yale
unrve6rires drew up the first rules
for intercolleBrate fmtball.
lln 1931. rnventor Thomlr Alv!
EdlH died rn West Orange. N.J..
at age 84.
lln 1944, Sovret troops rnvaded

Cztrhoslovakra during Wotld War ll.
I ln 1950. Connlr illck, the
"Grand Old Man' ot malor league

baseball. announced he would re-

trre as manager ot the Phrladelphra
Athletrcs.
!ln 1968. the t,.s. olympic com.
mrttee suspended two bla:k ath.
letes. Toirmlc Smlth and John
Gerlor, tor gvro8, a -black powet-

salute as a protest dunng therr vrc.
tory ceremony in Mer[o Crty.
I ln 1969, ihe tederal Sovemment
baoned use ol the artillcral sweet-
eners known as cyclamates be-
cause o, evrdence they caused
cancer rn laboratory rats.

Powodul stutt
Woody Culhrie's dam songs
are gorng into the National Ar-
chryes. Those are the tunes
he wrote rn [941. when the
IJonneville Power Administm-
tion hrred him to write music
for a film about how the Bon-
nevrlle Dam complex was built
in the Pacrlic Northwest. Two
of the better knorvn ue 'Roll
On, Columbra' and 'Pstures
of Plenty.' He's appreciated
now. but he w6n't then 

-at le6t rn the power adminis-
tmtion building. Guthrie kept
beating out rh!'thms on his
desli, so the boses told him
to go wnte his dm songs in
the b6ement.

Moro muglcal nota!
He didn't sing to himelf and
he didn t eat his own cake.
so what good was Lucluo Pevr-
rotli's birthday? The dieting
gentleman turned 52 lut wek
rn Verona. . . . Ital-v hm awuded
its'Golden Viotti" violin prize
to American-born l'ehudi Menu-
hin in rtrognltion of 60 yeam
of fine l'iddhn'. . . . Not to b€
outstrung. Italian LriSi Albcilo
Birnchi won a four-minute ova-
tion in lnndon lut wek on
his Stradivarius.

It'! sbout tlme
Idi Amin's wrfe wants a divorce.
Smh Kyohbr Amin,32, ngured
out back in 1984 she didn't
want to be mmied to ldi, who

ffiWffiffi
Woody Guthrie ldi Amin Lucieno Pavarotti Evcl Xnievel

appilently deided he would sued Dick Tmcy's author ild takewmd Fomt Prcduc-ts'
still be a dictator even if Ugan, syndicatoE for allegedly por- plant in Hibbing, Nlinn., is mak-
da didn't wmt hrm. Smh's tmying them s mobsteB. Kni- ing chopsticks to send to the
making thangs oflicial now. evel hr $5 million worth of Japanes. He ts Karppinen
Idi didn't slrow for a courl heil. tax troubles: the govemment's says Japan uses about 130 mil.
ing lct wek: he's believed suing to collect. lion a day md is running out
to be rn Saudi Ambia. He had r-_^- -^.-,^-.. ofgood enough wood to make
thre other wives (yes. simulla- Namee nowceu

neoust-v1, whom he left 1yes, Here's what some folks are !H:.:i:Hli:#3'"'lf
simultaneously) in 197{. He doing in the n-ever-end.ing quest binnebro, Nev., is telling lies.
is belreved to be the dad of to become a Name and Face: He won the second annu-al Na-
some 25 children. Ahn Tigry of Montclair, N.J., tional Liu's Hall of Fame Con-

rrrarsandt,rbura*on. i'""fl[tJ:jTitr';J:,?,$il'il :r:ifi,,Ir]"ll#if,,ltr
Dicl Tncy and Errl Knievel one cop5'ofeach one. He has sw a lawyer with h-is hands
got sued this wek. Crrl and 3,000 so far aad sys that's in his owri pockes.
lrrrcnm Rmenbrum. who oper- about halfwhat he needs. ...
ate a chain of record stors. Scon Xrrppinen, manager of mlrlcd by |tebn B.yont

It{F0Rt}lED

SOURCE

B€twen ? md l0 p.m. 
-that's when people inclined to

cry about something or other
are most likely to do so. Or so
re*mh indicate. Exhaustioh.
Hunger. Liquor. Family com.
bat. [.t a things cil make ? to
l0 p.m. u emotional time.

I
No mimal known can see in-

ftared light. Fel ils heet may-
be. But not se it.

r
Q. What would it cost me.

surgery and all, to get m artifi-
cial um?

A. About $25,000.
I

The bridge betwen the two
halves of the human bmin is
called the corpus callosum. It's
bigger in female bnim thu in
male. Some medical thorists
think the size of this thing is
what lets females make deci-
sions more swiftly thm males.

I

Q. ln throwing a knife, are
you supposed to throw from the
blade or frcm the handle?

A. If it's blade-heavy, from
the handle. lf it's handle-heav-v,
from the blade. Balance it on
your finger. If it balances an
inch fmm the tang on the blade
side, it's blade heavy. If an inch
from the tang on the handle
side, it's handle heavy.

!
Australia's Liberal Party rs

conservative. Argentina's Radi.
cal Partv is modemte.

I
You'll not be surprised, I

guess, that Americans spend
more money on chewing gum
than on boks. With gum you
know pretty much what you're
Eoing to get before you get it.

_t.M. Boyd,
O@n Syndicatc trc.

A t read in your ctlumn of how Midcy L I keep rcadin8 sbot t Mlchct Jtctlo
I I nort. psrd his dues with odd jobs while I I and all his plastic surgery. Is he all for
Y studying acting. Any other ac-tom with Y himmlf, or does be believe etreryone

! srmrla tackgrcunds? 
- 

G.N. - should make themselves over? 
- 

H.B.

I Many, mmy. As jut one enmple, Brlu I Michrel Jrkaon hes dorrc dl he m to

ll &il.:il,;$L'#*,'ffiffi,.T ;m A Hffi "TTfl,"# ffi,:,IH *;
he mede All City High School fmtbdl tackle after her to lce wciSht, and also suSgestad a
while playing tlE title role in his *hool play, face lin. MtE. Jrkson. whom Michml adores,
'Macbeth." Aicr a Vietnam tour, Dennehy is a sensiblc, dorr.n-tcerth worm who si,Ir-
mmied md bcgln raisurg a family, grabbing ply i8nor6 her sn's suggstions.
work as e truck driver and bert€nder, before 

-RoDln 
A..nr Slru

landing off-Brcadyay pens. All the ti-me, he scndq160cto;1r!F!.tcrytcd!.
pursued his acting lessons. It all paid off. zas t. rsu sr.,,m vorr, r.y. i@tr

for sornething else this liear.
''I've madc up my mrnd,' he
said thrs wek. "I just haven't

The cagey
gu) s-vs he's been witing,
lawyering and investing sine
he drd not
in the 1983

Figure 6.20 Standing headlines

A-2 il Sunday, October 18, 1987 s .32,

-l
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Machesney admittance to policy committee delayed
"We want to b€ otr tbere becauac then you

have e voice over shat ie happening in the
whole community as well ar what ie happen-
ing in your own comuity," Bauer uid.

lavs PrL Transit Syst n bus run
thrcuth th€ vi.llago and everel rcade link
Macheney Puk with Lovs Puk, Rmkfond
and tho couty.

"If we were a member, we'd be able to do
mmo rud prcjectg which we m not able to
do now," Bauer raid.

lova Puk Mayor Jocopb Sinliawic mid
he had no objctiom to admittinS Macho-
ney PUL to the gmup.

"We hope this will b. worhcd out in tlrc
nert Eonth," he uid. "Right now therc an
a few hang-upr. They are baatd on m equ.l
votint.t!,pc thi!S."

By Steve Newton Howcvar, RmUord City Adninistmtor RATS, it would tale four vores ro ovenide a
Th.R.o6risrd CharleaBoraaidheandothercityofrrciah reconmen&tion of the group'! trhnical

LOVES pARK 
- A olan to adrit Ma. feeredaMachaneyParL-laveaParLblocof staff on allocation of fe-deril aid-urban

"h;;F.;i-i;-rh 
niftfrA f*-tiii- votcc could oeu lru-fedenl aid ud urbao Bruts. lt now tale a aiople ujority to

oortatilon Studv (MTS) polis CoEEitte hEhwey con8l,ructron tu[dt lor tlDclfot(L ovemde.
hit . 

"m 
Wednidav 

-d 
."ti'oo*- *i_ ,,We havc no rcal obitrtiom to Machenw Bauer uid Rmkford olEcials are upaet bc-

poned for-onc month.' 
- Puk being adoitr:{- but them are aomi caw widening of Nort-h Alpine ud Hrlem

RATS ig m oEmization made uo of m- thingr we liavo to wori out hnt," Bor uid rmds will take nearly the area's entire feder-

r.ffii;i;;i;;*-hTl[il,iiil[if#u'"% Bor md Machesney park vila*e prcsi- !--rynt 
monev allmtion for the nert five

County, t v6 PuL md the Itiinoia Oepaft- dent Franl Batrer uid negotiationibetwin veflt-ni"i',irr-^rrp"'t"i ;#iil;-,";;;;i;-*;t;'i-ii;[-*Tti;ffi 
^.1_..:* 

o'lese have asreed to-waitror mv

. Il-rl:llrh,r9.,i!1 p"d,: b.e rrytas d]1iil il;+.3';iiL'"".li,ii;'ffii&:- i":t'1;?Pffi*%"ffl"';"#:'Ii"t:f
rEprDvcmcntaudil?onrmpmv€Ecnt!. lt ttowovor, llluoE U€paftment.o.I'l'rtnr- Bauersidofthedeby,
aleo mkg stet€ and federal granta for pro. ponrtioD DFtrict Z Engi4eer.Willi"n ftt - 

Xe'mia he has be-n tryinr for morc thsrjets. obiectcd to. the isuc not being diacusacd at a s*o ,i.- i" ffioil'.- 
" 

;:;L;;i-fi; ;.-
A vote by thc comnittcc on whethcr to puDllc Ecetmg. Eittre. Fomer Pmident Charlca Beutcll

almjt Mecheney Park.wu ochcdulod for Rnckfod.irproposinSthltwh€n Machea. also tri€d to get Machmney PuI on the
t{cdnaa&y in Lavcr ParL. noy Parl bedode tho fifth nembsr of committec.

By Rick Pearson Spcating at a r€crption at the Burpc Center of Rmk-
tu Bryr, sE fod College, Flemning alrc nid the rcrld's litenry om-

l n St i t U t g *,T',s,[",ilji,t'fl,htr1:is:}i"',*:"rxi:ffi ,fi:Hffi fi ffi.'#; eniire,y isnom, or
Cultw," Wedneaday night mid wmi4r that education whst thc sp€cislist dom the hall ir rorking on md m

c e I g b r at g s ;#-ffiffi-"&;#Ti#.$,.mfo1"Jr,ilnfi ;'"ffi :f*' :ht;;-: -:
. r t:l1T:ll-"9:' Fqid rho-"' Flggrmir-rg, editor of,th€ dr*Eit;a;pidity thrt *t the convemition of hrit-

magazine's ffiHs"S#'liltfftrJf,:"y*lrlfl,r*"""i,,3,1i,T lruml*,-"tlou*idetheiromna"o*areaor

t Ot tr y e a r L'Jitt;I$:i,[HiiliHir,##:li4l#i 
#&$"riirs;ffi 

ifii,:;$J'H
and elinlilng uder the watrhnrl eves oiitato rtiooi"ffi formance," a colhtion of 8bort 8toris8.
cenandthefsderalgovemment,"heeaid' The Rockford lutitute ir a eelf-styled conserativc

Ilg-ming raid the education establishment ha! not rssesfth organization that lists its aiu 18 nbuilding m
frrfilcd its prcmiam of acadeoic efficiency and erctl- "American ethical comnsu rooted in the fun,{"mentrl
lenm, idm of Westara civilization."

HAlyAIIAN PINEAPPII
Large Ready to Eat

eacn 99C lsom.e'l
\VASHIIUGTOAI REO
oEucrous APPES

t9 crirptb l3C
aor rB or I t tlt

SEEOLESSGRAPES ro 99c
HrolrcA{ APPtEs 3 b'./193
XnY, BERRIES .*n 29'
8IG €AJF, iIAVEL ORAiIGES

J/111)r eo,sc tlu
IIC FLORIDA NAVEL

ORANGES
6/n Box6a .r)t

RED oT GREEN
CAEBAGE
taeaatrt93

Comblmtlon
CoDy I mnrsry J.d( Ch.ct

|b rt6t
GPEEJU PE'PEIS

ntc uag 993

crorsslrni lltlte
JhYr$m!IfAD zru roar tl29

FRUIT BASKETS
t4tbr. rl trt

X-Lg Shrtmp 3 tbs. ,25et

HOMEMADE S\YEOISH
COOKING SAUSAGE

b. rt{e

32O Store
320 N. Court

965-2313

Figure 6.21 Raw-wrap on inside page

Figure 6.22 Boxes used to package related
elements and separate stories
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Bumping Headlines

When headlines are placed side by side

on a p?g€, they bump. If headlines in
the same tlpeface and type size are

placed side by side, they are called

tombstone headlines. Tombstone
headlines should be avoided because

they confuse readers, who see the two
headlines as one. The best way to sep-

arate headlines is with a visual element.
If two stories must be laid out side by
side, one should be boxed to lessen the
impact of the bump, and the headlines

should not be set in the same weight
and size. Sometimes, a multicolumn
headline can bump against a single-col-
umn headline so long as there is a great

difference in their sizes or weights.

RULES AND GUTTERS

The most effective use of rules on a
newspaper page is as a border for boxes.

they often are used because they pack-

age related elements or help separate

stories. Normally, boxes take l- or 2-
point rules and square corners (Figure

6.22). Traditionally, newspapers have
used thicker rules around the obituary
of. a major news figure, but too many
heavy rules on a newspaper page can
make it look overly solemn.

The space between elements on a
page is known as the gutter. Normally,
rules are not used in the gutters that
separate columns of tlpe; therefore,
gutters contribute to a more "open"
feeling on a page. Gutters that run the
length of an open page should be avoided

because they pull the reader's eye away

from the page's top elements. A full-
length gutter also tends to divide a page

into two syrnmetrical parts. A visual
journalist can eliminate a full-length

gutter simply by rearranging the layout
on a page and placing a mix of honzontal
and vertical elements on the page.

THE EDITORIAL PAGE

The editorial page plays a unique role
in a newspaper: Not only does it carry
opinionated material, which is different
from what's on other pages, but it also
often differs in its design.

The design of an editorial page,

which generally is an open inside page,

is both a comfort and a challenge for a
visual journalist. It is a comfort because

it is filled with fixed elements each day,

which convey a sense of consistency
for the person layrng it out and for the
reader who by habit looks for certain
things on the page. It is a challenge
because the visual journalist probably
does not want it to look like a dull gray
mass of type that barely changes visually
from day to day.

From a design standpoint, the edi-
torial page should be distinguishable
visually from the rest of the newspaper.
A distinct design also clearly identifies
the page and the unique role it plays in
the newspaper (Figure 6.23).

Gutting the Editorial Page Gray

An editorial page does not have to be
made up of five or six columns of gray
tlpe. AII of the fixed elements on the
page guarantee its layout will follow
a pattern, but there are ways it can be
made visually exciting:

. Bodl type sizes can uary. At some

newspapers, editorials may be set
in lO-point tlpe, whereas the body
type on the rest of the page may be
9 points, the same size as the type

Editorials

Figure 6.23 Editorial page

on other pages in the newspaper.

The larger type size sets the edito-
rials apart from other items in the
newspaper, as they should be, and
also makes the editorial page more
interesting visually.

. Editorials can be set w'ifur than otlrcr

items on the fage. Setting the edito-
rials in a measure wider than the
rest of the items on the page gives

them a distinctive look and also offers
readers visual variety.

. Editorial cartoons con run in dffirent
sizes. An editorial cartoon should
not run so small that it fails to give
readers an immediate visual mes-

sage, nor should it run so large that
it overpowers the page.

o Letters to the editor can be organized

and easy to read. Letters to the
editor are widely read items and
should not merely be stacked one

on top of another. Small headlines
over each letter, as well as extra
white space above each headline,

will make them more visually pleas-

ing. They also can be set in a dif-
ferent measure than other items on
the page.
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JACI(SON AIID THE BLACXSOU(EErc

;ffits dxr

Figure 6.24 Op-ed page using boxes, rules
and photos for visual interest

The 0p-Ed Page

At many newspapers, the page facing
or following the editorial page is used
for columns that offer readers additional
or opposing viewpoints from those on

the editorial page. That page is called

the opposite-editorial, or op-ed, page
(Figtrre 6.24).

Editorial cartoons, other visuals and

letters to the editor, along with syndi-
cated and local columns, may be used
on the op-ed page. Like the editorial
page, the op-ed page will have a standard
format, but there should be some room
for flexibility in how the tlpe and visuals

are displayed. The toughest task the
visual journalist faces is layrng out in a
visually pleasing way a certain number
of columns that generally are about the

same length and that often aren't
accompanied by illustrations or photo-
graphs. The same guidelines that apply

to making an editorial page exciting
can be followed on the op-ed page.

Figure 6.25 Example of strong feature
section front with exciting, not excessive,
design

SECTION FROilTS

Section fronts are a special category.
While they are neither inside pages nor
the front page of the newspaper, they
provide both special opportunities and

obstacles for the visual journalist.

Although not every newspaper has firmly
entrenched sections for each depart-
ment of the newspaper, most offer their
readers many different sections during
the course of a week. These sections,
while offering opportunities for the
designer to experiment and have "fun,"
still should maintain the overall design
and tlpographic style of the
newspaper.

Readers look for and appreciate
consistency in their newspapers. This
means body tlpe and overall headline
tlpography should be the same, or at

least from the same family, ttroughout
the paper. This does not mean, however,

that the visual journalist must avoid

experimentation, including the use of
special headline faces, poster-size pho-

tographs or illustrations and other visual

lrf,nffioY

Meanwhile, Back At The Ranch
SrurhcmCrhlrmra r tanrcJ lnrnc Ranrh Frrmcn
lllarltcr hnngr un*rlc rn"rn 'hrrpprng to lnrnp

fEDIAIY

[emon
Iov

The English have
a good thing going
in lemon curd 

-a sweet, Iuxurious
spread of lemon,

eggs and bumer. It's
even berrer whipped

with cream and
made inro a

rich mousse.

Page 7

OOIIE
@

A
Howline
Succesi

Chef Mark Miller
packs 'em in at his

Col'ote Cafe in
Santa Fe. [n

February, Dallas
gets a taste oi his

Neu Mexican
cuisinc at a special

cooking schml.

Page 7

f,t "rhe ffi rnntic and n*" 
"ilri,n]trOfUm rruuro:*:::

.IUSTIGE AT LO]IO IAST?
&l&ffi

Food ssryleD,
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SPorts Iobitrorien 'l c

Back ^
rfiffi

Figure 6.27 A sports page design

business stories have photographs, the
visual presentation of the multitude of
statistical information is best served by
tables, charts and other informational
graphics. The visual journalist should

not, however, grve up on getting good

photographs. Photographers should be

encouraged to study weekly business
fi:mrgazines to see how to make corporate
photographs more exciting.

The section's informational graphics
should be among the best in the paper,

because the business section readers
will be among the paper's most critical
(Figure 6.26). Many of these readers
work with statistics on their jobs and

are aware of when a story runs with an
incomplete ctrart. In addition, the visual
jotunalist should avoid the temptation
to make the informational graphic too
cute or cartoonlike; the readers of
business sections want information first,
cuteness second if at all. fui often
overlooked technique is the use of
"company at a glance" boxes that high-
light the fiscal aftairs of a corporation.

Figure 6.26 Business section page with
informational graphics

touches on section fronts to attract
readers.

Here is a look at some of the con-

siderations in and pitfalls of working on

different section fronts.

Feature Sections

"Features" in a newspaper can be single
pages or various sections, such as

Home, Style, Food or Entertainment.
Each presents different challenges to
the visual journalist in both creative
and journalistic ways. The biggest
challenge is making the feature material
look exciting and different each day

without making the section or page

appear out of place in the newspaper.

There is a fine line between
experimentation and design excess
(Figure 6.25).

Business Sections

The skills of the informational graphics

artist can be best used in a business
or financial news section. Although numy

Figure 6.28 Sports page using table to
present information

Sports Sections

Apart from satisfying sports fans' desire
for photographs of sports action, the
visual journalist should be aware of their
hunger for statistical information (Fig-

ure 6.27). Many sports sections could

be enhanced by the use of more tables

and other graphic devices that present

statistics and similar information (Figure

6.28). The visual journalist should,
however, also watch for the opportunity
to present a "how it happens" or "how
it works" informational graphic in an

effort to attract the less knowledgeable
reader to the section; many sports
sections tend to cater to the "expert"
and forget the average or less than
average sports reader.
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. What is the editorial news hole?

How is it created? Clip five inside
pages and explain how the editorial
news hole on each page differs.

2. Find two examples of well-packaged
inside pages. What makes them
visually pleasing?

3. Clip Page 3 from two dilferent
newspapers. How are the two pages

similar? How are they dilferent?
How would you improve them?

4. Are the jump heads in your local

daily single words or full heads? Do
they add to the total design of the
paper? Which type of headline do
you prefer and why?

5. Clip examples of the following ele-
ments from inside pages of
newspapers:

a. Highlights box
b. Quote box
c. Series highlights box
d. Background box

6. Clip four informational graphics

from inside pages of a daily news-
paper. Are they used effectively?
What do you like and dislike about
them? How would you improve
them?

7. Compare and contrast the use of
head shots and portraits in newspa-
per stories. When should just the
face be used? When should a portrait
be used? When does a head shot
become a portrait?

8. Find an open newspaper page with
a full-length gutter. Redesign the
page to eliminate the gutter.

9. Fnalyze the editorial page and op-

ed page of a metropolitan daily
serving your area. Are the pages

visually exciting or are they drab

and boring? How would you improve
them?



Reproduction
and Color

ewspaper production is

complex and changing.

Few newspapers are
produc ed exoctly ahke;

there are many types of equipment and
production methods. Still, to do his or
her job effectively, a visual journalist
must understand the production
processes that photographs and infor-
mational graphics go through before
they are presented to readers on the
printed page.

The purpose of this chapter is to
provide a broad understanding of the
various processes performed in the
production of newspaper visuals, from
prepress work (the work needed to pre-
pare material to be printed) to the press

run (the printing of the paper). Many
of the processes discussed here have

been touched on in previous chapters;
here they are examined in some detail.

THE TYPE

Almost all daily newspapers use an

electronic form of. typesetting or photo-
composition in which light-sensitive,
specially coated paper is exposed with
the images of the letters and symbols
of the tlpe being "set" by the newspa-
per's computer. Once the paper has

been exposed, it is processed and dried
in large, automatic equipment in much

the same manner as a photographic
print. The machine that processes this
type-stories, captions, classified
advertisements and so on-is called a

typesetter.

Depending on the model and com-
plexity of the typesetter, a newspaper
can set a single column of type, called

a galley, or almost an entire page with
all of the typeset elements in place, in
a process known as areo comPosition.

fuea composition is one step away fronr
paginotion, the computerized creation
and output of a complete newspaper
page with all of its elements, including
photographs and advertisements.

Whether a newspaper typesetter
produces a galley or partially complete
pages, the next step is page pasteufu in
which a printer assembles the typeset
elements on a Poge board, which is the
actual size of the finished page. The
process is called "pasteup" because the
elements are glued to the page with a
waxy paste. (Witn a pagination system,
page "pasteup" is done in the newsroom
electronically. )

Printers have seen their craft evolve

from a hot metal process, in which
individual lines of type were composed

in a metal form, to cold type, in which
rolls of coated, photographic paper are
pasted on a cardboard sheet, but they
still are involved in producing the pages

91
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Figure 7.1 Camera department employee
checking page negative

Blanket cylinder

Plate cylinder

oo
lnking rollers

2nd impression

readers see in the newspaper. The
printer, generally using a layout or
dummy provided by the editorial
department, needs to place all the nec-

essary elements on the page, making
sure stories, headlines, captions and

visuals are cut and placed on the page

straight and in the correct order. Even
the advertising must be checked to
ensure that the right ad is placed on

the page.

When the printer is done, the page

generally is taken to the plate-making
department where a camera system
will produce a full-page photographic

negative of the completed page (Figure

7.L). From that photographic negative,
a printing plate-either metal or
plastic, depending on the tlpe of printing
process the newspaper uses-will be

made and sent to the newspaper's
pressroom.

THE PRINTING PROCESS

There are ttree major tlpes of printing
processes used by newspapers today:

letterpress, offset and flexography.

Letterpress

Letterpress, a "relief" method of
printing, is the oldest of the newspaper

Direct
polymer
plate

oo
lnking rollers

'1st impression

printing systems. This process uses a
printing plate with raised, reversed
images of tlpe and other page elements.

The plate is coated with a thin layer of
ink and rolled against paper, leaving an

impression of the page in ink on the
paper (Figure 7.2). The layer of ink is
very fine, so only the top of the plate

is covered before its image is transferred
to paper, and areas on the plate-such
as white space-do not collect ink.
Where the letterpress method of printing
once used heavy, rigtd metal plates that
were cast in molten lead, now it uses

flexible plastic plates.

0llset

The popularity of offset printing of
newspapers has grown tremendously

in the past 20 years and currently is

the standard for high-quality color
printing. The offset printing process

is based on the principle that oil and

water do not mix. A thin metal plate is
treated so as to be photosensitive, and

the image of the newspaper page is
exposed on the plate using the negative

of the page. The plate's printing
images-type, visuals and advertise-

ments- are made "oil receptive," while

its non-printing areas-the white space

on the page-are made "water recep-

Plate cylinder

Blanket cylinder

_o
o
3
L

o
o-
(U

o-

Figure 7.2 Diagram of rotary letterpress system; in this system, paper is given an impression
directly from the plate cylinder

ff
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To folder

Blanket cylinder

Plate cylinder

Blanket cylinder

Plate cylinder

_o
o)
B
t-

c)
o_
(0

o_ Prints both
sides at onceoo

lnking rollers lnking rollers

Figure 7.3 Diagram of offset printing system; in this system, the page's image is transferred via
a blanket cylinder

the ink and then comes in contact with
the paper (Figure 7.3).

Newspaper editors generally prefer
offset over letterpress because it pro-
duces clearer images and its color
reproduction is far superior (Figrre 7.4).

Flerography

Flexography is the newest method of
newspaper printing, although it is not a
new method of printing. In flexography
a raised, flexible printing surface using
water-based inks delivered by an

engraved cylinder known as an anilox
roller picks up ink and applies it directly
to the printing plate.

Flexography is used on everything
from cereal boxes to toilet paper because

of its simplicity-it uses only one
printing plate and fast-drying, fluid inks.
One reason that newspapers are con-
sidering flexography is that it is cheaper

than offset printing. Because the ink
is water based, it will not rub off on
readers' hands as much as the oil-based
inks of offset printing do. In addition,
the flexo inks can be cleaned by water,
which means newspapers can avoid the
use of toxic solvents.

However, there are still questions

about the suitability of flexography for
printing newspapers. In some early uses

of newspaper flexography, black-and-
white photographs tended to be muddy

or splotchy, although color photography

was brilliant or bright.
Among the newspapers printing

pages by flexography are Tlu Proaidcrrce
(R.I.) Journal-Bulletin and The Miarui
Herald.

REPRODUCII{G PHOTOGRAPHS

Familiarity with the major forms of
printing is important in understanding
the various methods of producing a

photograph, a most important visual

element on the printed page.

As we discussed earlier, the tlpe-
setter produces the tlpe for a page

electronically on photosensitive paper.

The reproduction of this tlpe is relatively

easy-there is black (the shape of the
letters) or white (the absence of any
tlpe). The reproduction of something
in between-gray-is much more diffi-
cult. fuid because most photographs

have blacks, whites and grays, some-

thing of a printing "trick" or "illusion"
is needed to reproduce the grays.

Halftone Screens

The press process is "fooled" when
printing a photograph's grays because

of the use of a halftone screen This
method takes the origtnal photograph

or continuous tone print and rephoto-
graphs it with a process camerd, z

special camera that uses a transparent
screen to alter the light reflected back

from images during exposure to a high-
intensity light beamed on the photo-

graph. This light is transmitted through

the transparent screen, which repro-
duces the photographic image in the
form of thousands of tiny dots. In the

final halftone print (some systems go

through an intermediate step where a

oo

Figure 7.4 Offset printing press

tive." On the press, the plate comes in
contact with rollers of water and ink.
The offset ink, which is made primarily
of oil, will not mix with the water but
rather adheres to the images of the
plate that will be printed. The water
prevents the ink from going into non-
printing areas.

Offset is so named because of the
next step: The ink-covered plate is offset
against (makes an impression on) a
blanket, a rubber cylinder that picks up
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negative is made), the larger the dot,

the darker the image; the smaller the
dot, the lighter the image (Figure 7.5).
Note that the actual dots throughout
the halftone photograph are black-it
is the absence of dots that produces

the whites and a smaller number of dots

that produce the grays. Thousands of
dots are needed to create a pattern that
will reproduce the photograph's tones
and images (Figure 7.6).

The size of screen used for creating
the halftone is rated by number of lines
per inch. Most letterpress-printed
newspapers use a 65-line screen. Offset
newspapers generally use a finer 85-
line screen. Some newspapers use an

even finer screen, such as 100 lines.
Prccess camera work normally is

done in a newspaper's engraving
department, so named because at one

time the engraving department took
the screened negatives it produced and

made metal plates from them by etching
the dots on to the metal with an acid
solution. (At many newspapers the name

of the engraving department has been

changed to the camera department. )
Today, a photographic paper process is
used to produce a halftone print. The
halftone, which is developed either
automatically or manually, is sometimes
called a velox or PMT, a photo

mechanical transfer. The velox is pasted

on a page along with the stories, head-

lines and ads. When the printing plate

is made, the varying sizes of black dots
on the velox are recorded along with
the blacks that make up the type.

In the future, paginated newspapers

will use scanncrs that electronically scan

photographs as halftones and process

thcse screens along with the type when

assembling the page for output to the

typesetter.
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Figure 7.6 Photo progressively enlarged to show various-sized dots in halftone screen
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HOW AZt WOnf,SHOW AZr WOnf,s

Figure 7.7 Graphic with acetate flap for screen: (a) original graphic, (b) flap, (c) graphic with
screen

REPRODUCIilG GRAPHIGS

When a map, chart or other informational
graphic uses only black images or type,
its reproduction is similar to the story
type on a page. Those black images

will be produced on the printing plate,

and the reader will see a black box,

line or image. Sometimes, however, an

artist wishes to create a graphic that
has gray in it. There are two main
methods for the creation of gray tones
in graphics:

o I Computer-generated image, which
creates its own grays through dot
patterns

o I screened image, which is created
in the engraving or camera depart-
ment at the newspaper

To create those screens mechanically,

an artist either indicates on a piece of

paper where the gray pattern should

be placed or cuts an acetate or plastic
film oaerlay (flap) in the exact position

of the desired screen. When the artist
cuts an overlay, the engraving depart-
ment will make a separate negative of
that pattern using a screen over the
processing camera's lens. The graphic

without the screen will be photographed

as a solid black image. Then, the two
negatives-the gray-tone screen and

the black image-will be sandwiched

together, and a velox will be made for
placement on the page (Figure 7.7).

The gray screens can be used in a
variety of intensities or tints and patterns
(solid, crosshatch). Most newspapers
use only a limited number of patterns,
generally screens from a light 20 percent
to a dark 80 percent (Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8 Sample gray screen patterns

Reversed text, 16 pt.
Reversed text, 10 pt.
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THE BASIGS OF COLOR

Color, partly as a result of the techno-
logical success of USA Today, has burst
into the newspaper scene much like
spring wildflowers. With the increased
use of color has come additional pres-
sures on the production and editorial
departments.

Newspaper color, defined as a

design tool that adds anything from a

full-color photo to spot color to a

newspaper page, is not new. The Chicago
Tribuna was making extensive use of
color in the 1930s for both editorial and

advertising purposes. As circulation
grew, however, demands for faster let-
terpress output increased, making it
more difficult to produce quality color.
Not until the introduction of the high-
speed, higher-quality offset printing
method did the pendulum swing back

to newspaper color.
With the introduction of USA Today

in 1982, many publishers realized color
could be produced daily on a high-quality
basis (Color Plate 1). USA Today,

because it prints at more than 30 sites
across the country (and two sites in
Europe and Asia), established rigld
quality-control standards for printing
color to ensure consistency no matter
where the paper was printed. That high

standard showed many publishers and

visual journalists it was possible to
achieve quality color on a regular basis.

Although USA Today has been a

leader in the use of color, it certainly
was not the first newspaper to establish
consistently high-quality color. A num-
ber of newspapers were printing excel-
lent color years before USA Today hrt
the newsstands, including the Sf.

Petersburg Times, the Chicago Tribune,

the Sf. Louis Post-Dispatch and The

Milwaukee J ournol. Many newspapers,

however, looked at the success of color
in those papers and, without under-
standing the need for higher production

standards, began running color without
regard to either editorial value or quality
(Color Plates 2 tlvough 7).

In the next 20 years, according to
the National Advertising Bureau, almost
all U. S. daily newspapers will be offering
high-quality color. This infusion of color
will come at the behest not only of edi-
tors but also of the advertising com-
munity. Advertisers see color as an

effective way to attract shoppers to the
hundreds of products displayed in a
typical newspaper. And running more
full-color advertisements will force
publishers to establish strict quality
standards that will benefit both the editor
and the reader. How important is color
to advertisers? A survey by the News-
paper Advertising Bureau found that
the body copy of color ads is read 50

to 80 percent more than copy in black-

and-white ads. The number of color
advertisements in the weekly news

magazines is evidence that advertisers
and readers prefer color.

The Ghallenge ol Golor

Color presents more challenges than
does black and white for the visual
journalist. It simply takes longer to
produce high-quality color graphics and
photographs than it does to produce

black and white, and there is more room
for error. In addition, the pressroom

has more trouble running color because
the problems with color registratian (the

alignment of all the color plates), ink
mix and press capacity. The more color

a newspaper runs, the fewer pages it
can produce and the more newsprint

(paper) it wastes as it attempts to pro-
duce quality color.

A non-color newspaper need only
concern itself with one plate per page

and one color of ink-black-whereas
a newspaper that runs color has four
plates per page and four different inks.
To run a color photograph, a nerwspaper

press needs yellow, magenta (a red-
like color), cyan (a blue-like color) and

black plates and the ink for each one.

Printing Primary Colors

The human eye has three different tlpes
of. receptors, each sensitive to a third
of the uisible light spectruTn-1sfl, blue
and green. When a person views a color
scene, the receptors are activated by
the colors to which they are sensitive,
and those impulses are relayed to the
brain, which re-creates the scene. Light,
such as that from the sun, illuminates
these colors. When there is no light,
the eye sees "black" (Color Plates 8

and 9). The "accuracy" of the colors in
the scene depends on the condition of
the receptors-a defective receptor
can cause color blindness. The three
colors-red, blue and green-are called
additive primaries because, when
added together, they produce white
(Color Plate 10). (Note: The three fri-
mary colors of printing differ from an

artist's primary colors of yellow, red
and blue. )

What people see when they view a
color object is not just the color of the
object itseH, but rather the object as

it absorbs some colors and reflects
others. A red apple reflects red light
and absorbs the other colors, so the
brain, using the eyes' receptors, per-

ceives the apple as red.
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Golor Separations

The process newspapers use for color

on the printed page involves subtrac-
tive primary colors, which are created

by the use of filters that subtract one

color from the primary additive colors
(Color Plate 11). The filters produce

the printing plate images that will be

used to create a faithful reproduction of
the origrnal. For example, placing a

green filter over a photograph will sub-

tract all of the green in the photograph,

leaving only the red and blue of the
original. The printing plate negative
made from this filter is called the
"magenta printer." A red filter is used
to get a negative recording of all red
and leave the blue and green. This
process produces a printing plate nega-

tive called the "cyan printer." A blue

filter removes the blue and leaves only
red and green, which when combined
produce the "yellow printer."

These three color negatives-
each negative contains only those
specific colors and is called a color
separation-are used to create printing
plates that, when used with their
corresponding inks, produce the
reproduction seen in a newspaper.

The inks used to produce color are called
process inks.

Sometimes, depending on the
printing process, a fourth color plate is
made-the black plate-which sharpens

a photograph's grays and shadows. Many
offset newspapers use the fourth, or
black, printer; most letterpress news-
papers do not.

The majority of newspapers use a
camera to make the color separations.
However, a newer technology-using
an electronic light beam or laser light
to scan the original 

-allows 
for greater

Figure 7.9 Operator at color scanner

flexibility and speed in producing color.
The light beam that scans the original
is split into three beams, each going to
a filter that makes the proper separation
for that color, generally in a negative
form. The advantage of an electronic
scanner for color is that it uses a com-
puter to control variables such as inks,
paper and tonal range. It also allows
an operator to make adjustments based

on the quality of the original photograph
(Figure 7.9).

This scanned image-now in digital
form that can be read by a computer

-also 
can be manipulated by other

equipment before the photograph is
printed. Such prepress equipment,
known as a digital imaging system,
allows for anything from subtle adjust-
ment of skin tone to the changing of
a model's dress color from red to blue.
Scitex is a well-known maker of digital
imaging systems, which often are

referred to as Scitex systems in the
same way a cola drink is called a Coke.

The primary advantage of a digital
imaging system is speed. More color
photographs can be handled using a

Scitex-type system than can be done
manually at most newspapers, which
saves labor and dollars.
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MANIPULATION OF PHOTO.

GRAPHIC IMAGES

The growing use of digital imaging
systems also has sparked a debate over
the manipulation of photographic

images.

The highly sophisticated and expen-
sive computer equipment of a digital
imagtng system uses a scanner to break

a photograph into pixels, its tiniest
components. A pixel-short for picture

elemenf-is the basic rectangular unit
that, in combinations, forms the images

on a screen. There are about fotrr million
pixels in a frame of 35mm film (the

standard film for professional photog-

raphers). Because each pixel is a small
unit of the picture, portions of the pho-

tograph can be manipulated or re-cre-
ated without the reader being aware

that the photograph has been altered.
One example of such alteration occurred
when the authors of a photography

book, 'A Day in the Life of America,"
manipulated the cover photograph of a
cowboy, moving the cowboy closer to
a tree and making the moon bigger in
order to create what they said was a

more pleasing and attractive cover.
However, some visual journalists

objected to this "unreal" photograph,

claiming that, because it did not reflect
the actual image captured by the pho-

tographer, it was not a true photograph.

Another example of such manipula-

tion, although less noticeable, occurred

when several newspapers changed the

color of the sky in the photograph

showing the IJ. S. space shuttle Chal-

lenger exploding shortly after takeoff.

The editors who changed the color from
its original purple hue to a truer blue

argued that the photograph was "inac-

curate" and they were merely adjusting
its color balance.

As more newspapers buy equipment

capable of such manipulation, the
temptation to "edit" an average photo-
graphic image and make it "perfect"
will increase. Many editors want to have

such equipment in the newsroom, saylng

that they need total control. No matter
who runs the machine, digital photo-
graphs can be both a blessing and a

danger to the visual journalist. (Further
discussion of the ethics of photo mani-
pulation can be found in Chapter 8.)

TYPES OF NEWSPAPER COLOR

A complete understanding of newspaper

color requires an understanding of the
different tlpes of color possible,

including spot color, mechanical color
and reflective or process color.

Spot Golor

Spot color is the simplest form of
newspaper color. Generally, it refers
to the use of one (hence the word s|ot)
of the three subtractive primary
colors-cyan, magenta or yellow. The
color can run in varying tints or screens

from light-lO percent screen-to
dark-9O percent screen. Research has

shown that readers are attracted to any

tlpe of color, even a single color, which
makes spot color popular in newspapers.

It dresses up boxes, rules, screens and

even headlines. And it requires only
one additional plate (Color Plates L2

and 13).

Spot color has some disadvantages

though. Because choices are limited
to the three subtractive colors, there

can be less creative use of color. In
addition, the magenta used by American
newspapers has a pink look and is not
always attractive when displayed over
large areas on a page. Also the yellow
is too weak a color to run in the lighter
screens (it will wash out or disappear)

and is not a dominant color in the heavier
screens. The cyan, probably the most
attractive spot color, is able to hold
almost all ranges of screens and look
true blue.

If it is possible to mix one of the
spot colors with black (tlpe or other
screen tones), the creative possibilities

a:e increased. Black tlpe will not
reproduce over heary tones of either
cyan or magenta, however. That means

the visual journalist must take care that
percentage of color screen does not
overpower the readability of the tlpe.

Mechanical Golor

Mechanical color is similar to spot
color although the range of colors is far
greater. This tlpe of color is also called

flat or flapped color because of the way
it is created by an artist for use with
informational graphics and other similar
devices. An artist must cut individual
acetate flaps for each color or color
combination, hence the flapped color.
Mechanical colors sometimes are called

flat because they are used on one-

dimensional objects.
Mechanical color is a full-color

process that refers more to how the
color is created than to the tlpe of color.

Mechanical color takes advantage of
cyan, magenta, yellow and black to
create other colors. By mixing 20 per-

cent yellow with 10 percent magenta,

for example, an artist can create a third
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color, in this case a sandy or flesh color
(Color Plate 14).

Care must be taken when using
mechanical color to create pleasing color
combinations. Readers (and editors)
have "memory colors"; they expect blue

skies, green grass and red fre engines.
(If you have ever been in a city where
there are yellow or lime fire engines,
you may remember how shocking it
was the first time you saw them. That's
because your memory color for fire
engines is red. )

fui artist tells the engraving or
camera departrnent what colors to create

by noting them on a piece of paper or
tissue or by cutting acetate flaps over
the artwork. The engraving or camera

department will photograph each flap
or combination of flaps through a process

camera with the proper screen or tint.
Using the negative from that process,

the engraving department will either
make a paper print (velox) of each color
or hold the color negatives until they
can be combined with the finished page

negative. The negatives are used to
create the proper printing plates.

Mechanical colors are generally very
bright or pure colors. They allow the
visual journalist to add color easily to
black and white graphics. By flapping
an existing graphic, the newspaper can

run color. If for some reason the color
were unavailable, the flaps could be
removed and the graphic could run in
black and white, perhaps with some
gray tone (Color Plate 15).

Rellective or Process Golor

Reflective color refers to color pho-

tographs or color artwork, such as

paintings (Color Plate 16). Although

photographs and paintings are created
differently, their reproduction in a
newspaper is handled in much the same
manner. The color artwork and the
color photography are either photo-
graphed by the engraving department's
process camera (with its screens) or
placed on the drum of. a color scan-

ner, which offers increased speed and

accuracy. The scanner's high-intensity,
or laser, light source then "reads"
the photograph or artwork. The im-
age is digitized via color filters and con-

verted into individual color separation
negatives.

With either the process camera or
a scanner, the color negatives (three

colors and perhaps a black printer,
depending on the tlpe of printing
process) are used to make the color
printing plates in the same manner as

mechanical color and spot color.

HOW MUGH COLOR !S IOO MUCH?

Color has brought great excitement to
newspapers, but with its increased
popularity comes a need for standards
regarding its effective use. Few pub-
lishers, editors or readers want to see

a paper that resembles a gaudy, exces-
sive rainbow.

So how much color should a news-
paper run? That is a question being
debated in newsrooms across the
country. Certainly, not every paper
should, or can, look like USA Today,

with its multiple use of color photo-
graphs, graphics, bars and screens (and

that's just on the front page). At the
other extreme, a single rule or a small
piece of artwork in one color generally

isn't effective. The use of color must

be "designed" as part of the overall
page design and not just as an after-
thought. Striking the proper balance

between too little color and too much

color is a difficult task.

Few newspapers- USA Todny is a
successful exception-understand the
proper relationship of color elements
on a page. Too often, a visual journalist

will add 'Just one more piece" of color
to a page design, enough to make the
page into a helter-skelter pattern of
colors. Color can attract readers, but
too much of it, like a plaid necktie with
a Hawaiian shirt, also can turn observers
off (Color Plate LT).

While some newspapers are rushing
headlong into more color use, others
are watching and waiting for improved
technology to overcome one of the dis-
advantages of color -the time it takes
to produce it. fuid because color takes

longer to produce-sometimes five
times longer than black and white-it
is difficult to use it on breaking news

stories, either photographically or in an

informational graphic.

GUIDELINES FOR HAl{DL!ilG COLOR

The use of color never should make it
more difficult for a reader to see, read

or understand printed material. Visual
journalists need to understand color
before it can be used effectively. For
instance, some colors, such as red,
have important psychological meanings.
Red "says" hot or danger and is exciting.
Blue, on the other hand, "says" ice or
cold and is more calming than red.
Examples of the effect color has on

emotions can be seen on the walls of a
dental clinic, where gradations of blue
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Warren Skipper
Production Manager, Seminole Production Center The Orlando Sentinel

are used to ease patients' fears, or on

the walls of a fast food restaurant, which
are painted orange to stimulate the
appetite. Understanding the relationship

of color to emotions can greatly im-
prove the use of color in the news-
paper.

An example of an improper choice

of color would be the use of blue and
green in a graphic about fireworks. More
appropriate colors would be red and

orange-"[o[" and "exciting" colors
(Color Plate 18).

Sometimes, a newspaper will use

color to help project an image. By lim-
iting the use of certain colors, the
paper can "tell" readers that it is a
"calm" or "exciting" publication.

Pleasing colors, such as a combina-

tion of light red and light yellow to pro-

duce sand or a combination of blue and

red to produce purple, are preferable.

Readers should not be repelled by odd

or unusual combinations of color unless

the story specifically calls for them
(punk hairdos, for example).

When color elements such as pho-

tographs or illustrations are combined
with color tlpe, the visual journalist

needs to be aware of what the primary
colors are in each element. Sometimes,
the most attractive pages are created

by "picking up" a color from a photo-
graph or illustration and using it in a

color screen. A color in the primary
piece of art or a complementary color
may be used. If too many color elements

are used, however, the result may be

a page that is too intense (Color

Plate 19).

Care also should be taken to ensure
good quality in color photographs. A

Warren Skipper, production manager
of the Seminole Production Center of
The Orlando Sentine/, said rt takes "total

company commitment" to produce a

consistently good newspaper.
He said The Orlando Sentinel

became a leader in quality reproduction
and the use of color because every
department at the newspaper was
committed to improving the product.
"Top management said, 'Let's buy the
equipment and let's train the people."'

Skipper added: "Once you have com-
mitment from top management, you

can begin to break down barriers that
make it difficult for editorial people and
production personnel to work together
on problems.

"We purchased a lot of new equip-
ment, such as a color scanner and
high-speed offset presses. We wanted
to know the potential and limitations
of this new equipment. fhrough meet-
ings and constant analysis we were
able to improve the paper. We reached
a level of sophistication that allowed
us to produce a product, with daily
color, that few other newspapers could
produce."

Skipper, who has overall responsi-
bility for the products, property and
employees in one of The Oilando Sen-

tinel's two printing plants, did not start
out in production. He was director of
photography of The Sentinel until 1982

when he transferred to the production

side of the paper as one of the two
people assigned to quality assurance.

The other person in quality assur-
ance was Bob Crandall. He and Skipper
were given the job of working with all
divisions of the newspaper to produce
standards that would allow The Sentinel
to publish consistently good color.

"My strength at the beginning was
photography and layout," Skipper said.
"His was production. Between the two
of us we could evaluate and correct
the problems that prevented the
newspaper from achieving a higher
level of excellence.

"ln the early 1980s, we set up a
qualrty-control committee that started
weekly meetings, which still continue,
to bring together representatives of
various divrsions of the newspaper to
discuss different quality problems.
Departments like advertising, editorial
and production talk about problem
solving in a no-holds-barred meeting
where no one gets wounded. lt is an
educational process. We have discov-
ered how little we understand about
the process various departments have
to go through to produce a daily
productJ'

Throughout the early 1980s, Skipper
and Crandall worked hard to bring
together the departments at The Sen-

tineland to gradually improve the quality

of the paper. When the position of pro-

duction manager of the Seminole Pro-

INSIDE LOOK
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duction Center opened tn May 1987,

Skipper said he "wanted the challenge
and they threw me at it."

He said along with a commitment
for excellence must come standard-
ization of the production process. He
noted: "To maximize the equipment,
everyone has to do things to a standard.
You have to standardize the process

and make it predictable. You must

establish a norm, and once you have

mastered that on a consistent basis,
you can rise to the next level. You raise
your standard slowly from a given ref-

erence point, and you can begin to
improve the process."

He added that a newspaper can
produce a high-quality product without
spending huge amounts of money on

the latest equipment. "The best you

can do in the production of a newspa-
per, from the photographer on the street
to the kid on a bike delivering the paper,
is maximtze the process.

"You can take a standard automobile
straight from the showroom floor, and
if you neglect it by not paying attention
to details, you'll only get so much
mileage and it will only go so fast. But

if you work wlth it every day, use the
right oil and gas, keep it cleaned and
lubed, the same car will run better and
faster longer.

"Newspaper reproduction and color
is the same. lt will be better quality
over a period of tlme because people

paid attention to it. Our equipment is

falrly standard. Our presses and scan-
ner are several years old and are not

state of the art anymore. We have a

standard mix of photographers, some
just getting in the industry, some who
have been around for a long time. They

use standard equipment. There is

nothing extraordinary, nothing'Star
Wars' about the equipment we use.

We don't have Scitex or pagination.
"But the commitment and the com-

munication between departments are

still there. All the shared information
over the years has raised the level of
awareness and quality in all areas of
the newspaper. lt has allowed us to
find problems quickly and go in and
correct them."

Throwing megabucks at the latest
equrpment will not solve any problems,

Skipper added. "lt will just give you

mega-headaches," he said. "lnstead

of spendlng time looking at and talking
about equipment, the newspaper
industry needs to spend more time
training the people who run the equip-
ment. The world's greatest camera with

all the bells and whistles will not make

a good photojournalist. Good equip-
ment coupled with the proper training
and experience make a good photo-
jou rnalist."

Skipper said he does not see any
great technologic advances in the
1 990s at The Sentinel. "We're doing

real well now. I don't see us making
any major breakthroughs or changes
in the foreseeable future in terms of

what the product looks like. I do see

constant improvement. But there won't
be major improvements like in the early
1980s when we went f rom letterpress
to offset and changed our color sepa-
rations. That's when we went from not

too good to pretty darn good.
"What I see in the industry in the

1990s is more newspapers getting

better. There seems to be a stronger
commitment now to improve the prod-

uct. That will make newspapers look,

read and reproduce better than 'l 0

years ago. ln 1978 there were few good-

looking newspapers. In '1 988 there were

a bunch. fhere will be more tn the 1990s

as the difference between newspapers'
production methods becomes smaller
and smaller. We are beginning to look

more and more alike. Computers will

continue to make reproduction and color
more consistent in the 1990s. They will
give better controls to those newspapers
that look good one day but bad the

next."
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picture should not be used simply
because it is in color -a bad color pho-
tograph will detract from the good ones

on the page.

In a speech to the American News-
paper Publishers Association, Craig C.

Standen, president of the Newspaper
Advertising Bureau in New York, said
three factors contribute to the effective
use of color.

rz Rigorous standards
y' Proper training of editorial and pro-

duction people

/ A commitment from the publisher

to pi:oduce quality color

More than anything else in a newspaper's
production cycle, color requires attention
to many details. By payrng attention
to even the smallest of those details, a

visual journalist can create successful
color pages (Color Plate 20).

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Define the following terms:
a. Tlpesetter
b. Galley
c. Area composition
d. Pagination

e. Hot metal
f. Cold type
g. Velox

h. Overlay
i. Pixel

2. Explain the following printing
processes:

a. Letterpress
b. Offset
c. Flexography

3. Explain the process in which a half-

tone screen is made.

4. What are the primary colors? How
are they processed for reproduction
on a newspaper page?

5. What is spot color? Mechanical color?

Process color? Clip examples of
each from a daily newspaper.

6. Critique two front pages that con-

tain color. Is it used effectively? Is
there too much color on the pages?

How would you improve the pages?



How Various Newspapers Use Color

Color is playing an ever-increasing role
in U.S. newspapers. It can be both a

design and a content tool. As a design
tool, color can help direct a reader's
eye through a page. Or color can help
sharpen or define the content of a story
or a page. Newspaper readers like color
that is reproduced well; they do not like
color elements that cannot be reproduced
and instead prefer a good-looking black-
and-white page to a poorly printed
color page.
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Color Plate I USA Tbday prototype front page. The style of USA Todayhad

a profound effect on newspapers across the United States.
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Color Plate 2 Chicago
Tiibune fashion section
front, which makes a
bold design statement,
much like a poster.

Color Plate 4 Dallas Times Herald, another
poster-like treatment with a striking color
photograph.

Color Plate 3 St. Petersburg Times, an early
pioneer in the use of color in daily newspapers.
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Color Plate 5 The Sun, Baltimore, Maryland, uses two color news
photographs on an otherwise traditional front page layout.

Color Plate 6 The color at the top of
a Dallas Times Herald front page is
"picked up" at the bottom of the page,

helping to unify the page's design.

Color Plate 7 Color photography
and informational graphics are used
on the front page of the St. Petersburg
Times to help tell the story of a
powerful hurricane.
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An apple appears red because it absorbs most the light
waves reaching it, but reflects those waves in the red part
of the spectrum. The light from an incandescent bulb
includes all parts of the specbr'.rm-reds, greens and blues.

fui eggshell looks white because it reflects all the
wavelengths of color that reach it.

Color Plate 8 Basic color theory

Color Plate 9 Basic color theory for printing

RED

BLU

YELLOW

Green

Color Plate L1 Subtractive primary colors

\

Yellow

Cyan

Color Plate 10 Additive prim ary colors

white light
SOU TCE

white light
source

white light
SOU TCE

white light
SOUTCE

Black ink absorbs all colors of white light and reflects none.
The white newsprint absorbs none of the colors of the white
light and reflects all (which combine to produce white).

\;\.;fiM_\ -
Newspaper's special color inks subtract or absorb the
wavelengths of the unwanted colors, reflecting back only
the wavelengths that combine to produce a wanted color.

Black

MAGENTA
GREEN
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Color Plate 12 An example of spot (or single)
color use as part of a graphic's design.

Color Plate 13 An example of spot color use as
part of a front page's design.
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Color Plate 14 "Mechanical" color combines the primary printing colors of
cyan, magenta and yellow to create different colors.
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Color Plate 15 An informational graphic using
"mechanical" color. This type of color is generally created
by an artist or production worker cutting acetate (plastic)

flaps that areused by the camera department to produce

various screens or tones of color.

Color Plate 16 Reflective color refers to such material
as a color photograph.
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SPORTS: Red Sox wallop lndiars, clinch tie for AL, Easf. IC.
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Legd and Ethical Issues

ll journalists, whether they
handle visuals or words,
must be familiar with the
legal and ethical framework

within which they work. Neither the
court of public opinion nor the U. S.

legal system distinguishes between
"visual" and "written" material in
newspapers; that is, pictures and
graphics, as well as words, that defame
can be ruled libelous.

Even though the First Amendment
to the U. S. Constitution says Congress
shall make no law abridging freedom of
speech or of the press, there are limi-
tations placed on journalists. Quite
simply, the courts decide, on a case-
by-case basis, whether actions taken
by journalists are legally permissible.
That means journalists must be knowl-
edgeable about significant decisions.

Although the ethical problems that
journalists encounter might not mean

an expensive lawsuit, an outcry of public

opinion against a newspaper sometimes
can be more damaging than a courtroom
drama. Newspapers do not exist in a
vacuum. fuiy publication that continually
disregards community standards of
good taste and obscenity is headed for
problems caused by loss of trust, read-
ership and advertising support.

The visual journalist is confronted
with numy of the s:Lme issues that affect

reporters and editors in the newsroom:
libel, privacy and copyright.

LIBEL

Three requirements must be met before

a person can sue for libel and win:

. The information must be communi-
cated to a third party. If a visual is
published in a newspaper, it is com-

municated to a third party.
. Ident'ification. The person being

defamed must be clearly identified,
though not necessarily by name.

. Harmful ffict. The person being
defamed has to be held up to public
hatred, ridicule or scorn.

Most libel suits do not grow from
aggressive news reporting, but rather
result from carelessness. For example,

an informational graphic on drug abuse

among teenagers probably would present

no problem. But what happens if, in an

effort to use a photograph inside the
graphic, a visual journalist goes to the
photo file and pulls a picture of a teen-
ager sitting on a street curb who turns
out to be a member of a prominent
family in town, never has used drugs
and is easily identified in the graphic.

The visual journalist and the newspaper
could face a lawsuit.
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Like the reporter or editor, the visual
journalist always must be careful with
the meaning of words. Every cutline
and every informational graphic should

be checked to make certain the words
they contain do not damage a person's

reputation.

0uotes

A newspaper is responsible for every
statement that it prints, even if the
statement is a quote from a source.

Consider a photographer taking pictures
at an accident scene. While getting
cutline information, the photographer

is told by a police officer, "I'm happy

that no-good thief was in a wreck. Now
he'll be off the street for a while and

won't be able to burglartze homes in
the neighborhood." Because in the

United States a person is presumed

innocent until proven guilty, it could be

libelous to call a person a thief. The
fact that a police officer made the
statement does not reduce the newspa-
per's level of liability. Just because a

source says something does not neces-

sarily make it correct or libel-proof.
Other statements beside those that

imply the commission of a criminal
offense are potentially libelous as well.
A statement that suggests infection with
a communicable disease could have a
harmful effect. So could statements
that impute inability to perform the
duties of office or employment or
statements that prejudice a person in
his or her profession or trade. [n truth,
every sentence is potentially libelous.

So is every visual. That should not make
journalists afraid to do their jobs, but

it should help them realve how important

it is to have a basic understanding of
libel la\ry.

Libel Delenses

A number of defenses can be used if a
libel suit is filed. Conditional defenses
are viable if certain conditions or quali-

fications are meU absolute defenses
have no conditions or qualitications.

The conditional defense most often
used by reporters is the privilege of
reporting. This defense flows from
tair and accurate reporting of official
proceedings and tair and accurate

reporting of information from official
documents and court records. Privilege
of reporting allows journalists to cover
state legislative sessions, court trials,
congressional hearings and other official
proceedings. But it is limited to tair
and accurate reporting; extraneous
libelous matter cannot be used. If. a
school board member accuses the

superintendent at a board meeting of
embezzling district funds, a photo gra-
pher can take the superintendent's pic-

ture and repeat the charge in the cut-
line. However, any interpretation of
the board member's charge would not
necessarily be protected.

Another conditional defense is known

as fair comment and criticism. This
defense covers journalists who write
or illustrate opinions about matters of
public concern. In these cases it must

be clear that the allegedly libelous

statement or illustration is an opinion,
not an expression of fact. The defense

does not protect erroneous factual
reporting.

There are several absolute defenses,

the most ironclad being the statute
of limitations. A libel suit must be

filed within a specified period set by

state law; normally, the period is one,

two or three years. In most states,

truth is an absolute defense. (In a few
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states, truth is a conditional defense;

the statements must have been published

for justifiable ends and with good

motives. ) Another conditional defense,

known as consent or authorization,
can be used if a journalist obtains a

source's permission before making a

libelous statement about the source.

If conditional or absolute defenses

cannot be used successfully, the defen-
dant probably will be assessed damages.

However, the defendant can cite partial
defenses, which may help mitigate the
damages. Partial defenses include pub-

lication of. a retraction, which clearly
admits erroneous reporting, or the
introduction of facts showing that even

though the defendant erred, there was

no gross negligence or ill will.

The New YorR Times Rule

Common and state laws do provide
journalists with defenses against libel
suits. A federal rule, commonly called

the actual malice defense is a con-

stitutional defense first articulated by
the U. S. Supreme Court in the 1964

New York Times Co. u. Sulliaan case.

In its ruling, the court nationalized the
law of libel to provide a constitutional
defense when public officials are the
plaintiffs.

Suit was filed after The Times pub-

lished an advertisement in 1960 that
said, in essence, that certain Southern
officials were meeting the civil rights
movement in the South with a wave of
aggression. L. B. Sullivan, ? Montgom-
ery, Ala., commissioner, filed the suit.
The Alabama courts awarded Sullivan

$500,000 in damages for the false por-

tions of the advertisement. Subse-

quently, however, the U. S. Supreme

Court reversed the decision, ruling that

to collect damages, a public official,
such as Sullivan, would have to prove

the defendant acted with actual malice,

that is, with knowledge that the infor-
mation was false or with reckless dis-
regard of whether it was false or not.

The Sullivan ruling gave the media
protection against suits brought by public

officials, even when the statements in
question were false, as long as the
statements were not published with
actual malice. Even though the Sullivan
ruling has been modified over the years,
journalists are still well-protected if the
plaintiff is a public person. They need

to be careful, however, when dealing
with private people.

PRIVACY

Although the visual journalist deals with
the issue of privacy mainly from an

ethical point of view, he or she also must
pay attention to the legal issues of pri-
vacy. According to the Reporters

Committee for Freedom of the Press,

the major areas of privacy affecting the
visual journalist are unreasonable

intrusion, placing a person in a false

light and misappropriation of a name or
likeness.

Unreasonable Intrusion

Photographers must acknowledge that
not all events or people can be nor want
to be photographed and that the press

must avoid intrusion into a person's
privacy. Generally, if the event or person

is in a public place and there is not an

unreasonable intrusion on privacy,

the photographer has the right to take
pictures. For example, a photograph

of a drunken football fan is not an

intrusion, the courts have ruled. How-

ever, a photo of a woman with her dress

unexpectedly blown up in an amusement
park fun house was found to be intrusive.

In semipublic places such as restau-
rants, the photographer needs to secure

permission of the owners to avoid

trespassing charges. In places where a
person has a reasonable right of privzcy,

such as a private hospital room, per-

mission must be given by the person

before pictures can be taken. Consent
must be obtained from someone who
can grant it validly. A child cannot glve

consent for a photographer to enter
the family home and take pictures;

likewise, renters can glve a photographer

consent to take pictures only of the
portion of the building they are renting.

Placing a Person in a False Light

If a photographer knowingly places a

subject's image in a false light or in
an untrue setting or situation, the pho-

tographer may face a lawsuit. The

courts have ruled, however, that such

"false light" must cause injury and must

be offensive to a "reasonable" person.

Most often, it is not a photograph

that puts a false light on a subject, but
the caption or accompanying story. For
instance, running a photograph of an

honest taxi driver in a story about dis-

honest ones is actionable. Likewise,
using a photograph of a group of young

men on a street corner in an informa-
tional graphic about the unemployed
might be a dangerous practice 

-perhapsthe men were on a lunch break.
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Misappropriation ol
a Name or Likeness

A photographer does not need permis-

sion to photograph a crowd of people

at a public event, so long as the material
is used only for news stories. When
an image is used for commercial pur-
poses without permission, however,
the photographer (and his or her news-
paper) can be held accountable for
misappropriation of a name or
likeness, that is for the appropriation
of that person's image. For example,

a photographer takes a striking photo-
graph of. a child at a parade. The image

is so beautiful that the photographer
has a poster made of the picture. Sale

of the poster without the consent of
the child's parents would be considered
an appropriation of a person's likeness.

COPYRIGHT

In simple terms, copyright represents
a claim to ownership. Generally, a

newspaper owns the material its
employees produce. Most newspapers

have a copyright notice on their front
pag€, which means that another company

or individual has no right to copy and

distribute the material in the newspaper

without permission.

When the visual journalist is seeking

material to illustrate stories, he or she

must pay careful attention to the proper
use of copyrighted material. Someone

else's work cannot be used without
permission from the copyright holder.
It would be a copyright uiolation, then,
to reproduce photographs from a book

to illustrate a news or feature story on

the same topic. Wthout permission

from the copyright owner-either the

book publisher or the photographer-

the newspaper could be held responsi-
ble for the "theft" of the material. In
addition, an informational graphic from
another newspaper cannot be used

without permission to duplicate it.
Copyrng such a graphic would be similar
to plagi arizing written material-both
unethical and illegal.

Material from a wire service or
syndicate is handled differently, however.

That material is purchased by the sub-

scribing newspaper, which may use the
material as it sees fit. That allows a

visual journalist to combine material from

an Associated Press or syndicate graphic

with a locally generated graphic, as long

as the newspaper is a member of the
Associated Press or subscribes to the
syndicate. Subscribers to a syndicate

cannot sell the material, however,
because the resale could be a violation
of copyright ownership.

When gathering statistics for infor-
mational graphics, the visual journalist

should be aware of any copyright
restrictions on the source material. Some

surveys, for example, are done for a

company, and permission must be

obtained for their use. Generally, the
surveys are available for use if proper
credit is given the company that owns
the copyright.

Information that is not, and cannot
be, copyrighted includes material
obtained from the U. S. government.

All of the statistics and other information
generated by the hundreds of govern-

ment agencies are available without
copyright restrictions.

CAMERAS IN THE COURTROOM

It is against the law to take pictures in
courtrooms in some states and in federal

courts. And although most of the states

do allow some form of photographic

coverage in a courtroom, certain
guidelines, usually set by the presiding
judge, must be followed.

For example, zjudge may allow one

silent television camera and one still
camera, ds long as the shutter cannot
be heard and flash is not used. The
photographers must remain in one
location. In this case, the cameras

become pool cameras, and their pic-

tures are shared with all of the media.

By permitting a limited number of
cameras, the judge can maintain the
decorum of the courtroom.

Obviously, a photojournalist does
not want to break the law. Therefore,
he or she should check the rules in the
courtrooms in his or her state regarding
the use of cameras. Most courts have
public information officers who can
provide details on courtroom cameras.

ETHIGAL GONGERNS

Society calls for journalistic accounta-

bility. Although there is no law mandating

that journalists be responsible or ethical,
journalists should feel bound to certain
standards of behavior. Wth this in mind,

many newspapers have established

codes of behavior; others follow the
Code of Ethics published by the Society
of Professional Journalists. Visual and

word journalists who violate these codes

risk losing their readers and, perhaps,

their jobs.

In his book on journalistic ethics,
"The Imperative of Freedom," Professor

John Merrill of Louisiana State Univer-
sity outlines some of the ethical concerns

faced by journalists:
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It has always been difficult to discuss

this; law is much eosier, for what is legal

is a matter of law. What is ethical tran-
scends law, for many actions are legal,

but not ethical. And there are no "ethical

codebooks" to consult in ordcr to settle

ethical disputes. Ethics is primarily fer-
sonal; law is primarily social. . fi
b well to establish that ethics dcals with
uoluntary actions. If a journalist has no

control oaer his dccisians or act'ions, th,en

there is no need to talk of ethics. What
are aoluntary actions? Those uthich a
journalist could haue dant dffirently ha.d

he wished. Sometimes journalists, like
others, try to etccuse their u)rong actions

by saying that these actions were not
personally chosen but assigned to them-
or otherwise forced on them-by editors

or other superiors. Such coercion may

indeed occur in some situations (such as

a dictatorial press system) where the

consequences to the journalist gotng

against an order may be dire. But for
an American journalist not to be able to
"u)ill" his journalistic actions-at least

at the present time-is unthinkoble; if
he says that he is not able and that he

" has to" d0 this-or-that, he is only
exhibiting his ethical weaknesses and
inauthenticity. The journalist who is
concerned with ethics-utith the quality

of his actions-is, of course, one who
wishes to be uirtuous.

The visual journalist must be concerned

about two major ethical issues:

r' Taste. Is the material acceptable to
the wide range of readers of the
newspaper?

y' Priuacy. Does the public's right to
know outweigh the news subject's
right to privacy?

A MATTER OF TASTE

What constitutes good taste has been

discussed, argued and shouted about in
countless newsrooms. First, journalists,

always anxious to grab readers with
stories and visuals, ffiay be more open

or liberal in their treatment of sensitive
material than their readers would be.

Second, it is difficult to get a clear

understanding of a community's stan-

dards because one group's vocal repre-

sentation may not accurately reflect
the majority's opinion. Third, tastes
vary from community to community
and country to country. What is
acceptable in one corrrmunity or country
may not be in another; what is acceptable

to one group of readers may not be to
another.

Many of the mass-circulation papers

in England, for example, are tabloids

that run pictures of women naked from
the waist up. The photos often run on

Page 3 and are used solely as sales
gimmicks; they have no news value. No

daily newspaper publisher in the United
States has yet dared to use the same
grmmick to sell newspapers. Of course,

tastes do change-what was unaccept-
able five years ago might be accepted

five years from today. Nevertheless, it
appears unlikely that American news-
papers will follow the lead of some of
the racy tabloids in England. lnstead,
the issue of taste will involve more subtle

material, and it will continue to be

decided on a case-by-case and newspa-
per-by-newspaper basis.

When dealing with material of
questionable taste, the visual journalist

must weigh both the public's right to
know and the news or educational value

of the material. The journalist's role is
not to play censor with either words or

pictures. However, a visual journalist

is one of the ethical gatekeepers at a
newspap€r, and a picture of questionable

taste and little value should not be

allowed through the gates.

When visual journalists talk about

taste and acceptability, they often are

referring to photographs. Among the
major types of images that stir readers

are extremely violent photographs, those

that depict the moment of death or that
show bodies; photographs of grief or
private moments in public places; and
photographs of nudity or sexual behavior

that go beyond some citizens' sense of
good taste.

Extremely Violent Photographs

Although striking images of violence

are becoming more commonplace, many

editors debate the appropriateness of
them, insisting that sensitivity take
precedence over censorship. Even
though newspaper readers-and tele-
vision viewers-today see more graphic

images of death than they did 10 or 20

years 2go, graphically violent photo-
graphs are still shocking. The world is
not necessarily any more violent now
than it was 20 years ago, but the media's

ability to bring back news and images

is much greater than ever before.
Since the Vietnam War, newspapers

have had to deal with the question of
how to show death and violence. Viet-
nam was no more violent than any other
wil, but it was reported and photo-
graphed unlike any other. During World
War II, because of censorship, primi-
tive technology for transmitting photo-
graphs and a different sense of what
was tasteful, the more graphic photo-
graphs never were published.
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Figure 8.1 Eddie Adams's photo showing execution of Viet Cong prisoner in Saigon

When former Pennsylvania Trea-
surer R. Budd Dwyer called a press
conference onJan. 22, L987, journalists
expected him to resign because of his
conviction in a kickback scandal. Instead,

he pulled out a gun from an envelope
and killed himseH in front of reporters
and photographers (Figure 8.2).

Dwyer's public suicide presented a

news judgment dilemma: How important
were the explicit photographs and how
much play should they receive? Except
in Pennsylvania and nearby communities,
there was little notice of Dwyer's con-

viction. Most newspapers in the United
States ignored the conviction of a rela-
tively minor state official. However,
when Dwyer killed himseH in front of
the cameras, he became a national story.
The sequence of photographs recording
the event included several gruesome

images. Editors faced two challenges:

Where and how to play the story and

what picture or pictures to run or not
run.

Few IJ.S. ne\Mspapers used the most
violent and graphic photographs; most
used only the photograph showing
Dwyer holding the gun and waving off
journalists (Figures' 8. 3-8. 7). Editors
said that their readers did not need
to see the more graphic pictures to
understand the brutal and shocking
nature of the story.

Most editors and visual journalists,

and many readers, would agree that it
is appropriate to use a violent photograph

accompanyrng a majol news story. But
what of a story that becomes major
only because of the violent photographs

taken at the event? ln an unscientific
survey done for a report presented to
the Associated Press Managng Editors'
convention in 1987, 2L percent of the

editors questioned received strong

The Vietnam War was different.
Technology and changing tastes and

standards enabled Americans to see

the war on television nightly and in
magazines and neryspapers. One of the
most graphic photographs from that
bloody conflict was taken by Associated
Press photographer Eddie Adams on

Feb. 1, 1968. His photograph, which
won a Pulitzer Prize, showed the exe-
cution of. a Viet Cong prisoner by a

South Vietnamese police chief in the
middle of a Saigon street (Figure 8.1).
The photo shocked and horrified readers

around the world. fuid it presented a

dilemma for newspapers: Was it too
graphic?

Some editors argued that such a
photograph accurately depicted a major

news event and reflected the brutality
of war. Others said it was too brutal
and hence too shocking for readers to
see. Many editors applied what is known
as the breakfast standard: How
shocking will the picture be to people

as they read the newspaper over the
brealdast table?

While Adams' photograph is still
powerful and shocking today, and its
news value is still clear, it has been

followed over the years with other
events and other shocking photographs.
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Figure 8.2 Sequence of photos showing R. Budd Dwyer committing suicide at press conference
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NATION/WORLD

Figure 8.6 Dwyer photo in the Gloucester
(Mass. ) Daily Tirnes

Protest erupts
into blood bath
in Philippines
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Figure 8.7 Dwyer photo inThe Bakersfield
Califurnian

objections from their readers after
running photos of Dwyer's suicide.

Twenty-ttree percent said they received
modest objections, and 48 percent said

they received no calls or letters.

Photographs ol Grief
or Private Moments

Sometimes, a national story can have a
devastating impact on a family. When
Mount St. Helens erupted in 1980 in
Washington, a San tose Mercury News
photographer, George Weddirg, pho-
tographed the body of an "unidentified"
young boy lnng in the back of a pickup,

a testament to the volcano's violence
(Figrre 8.8). The photograph, shot from
a helicopter, was one of the first visual
reports showing the death and destruc-
tion caused by the volcano. It would be

followed by scores of pictures and sto-
ries as the world's eyes focused on this
northwest corner of the United States.

When the Mercury News published

the photograph, the boy's family did
not know if he was alive or dead; they
learned of the tragedy from the photo.

Speaking at a seminar on privacy and

the press in 1986, Wedding said he

believes the public's right to know out-
weighed the family's right to privacy.

The Mount St. Helens photograph
was of significant national news impor-
tance, but what about photos with only
local interest? They can stir up problems.

In 1985, The Bakersfield CaWrnian
ran a photograph by John Harte on the
bottom of Page One that showed a
drowned boy and grieving members of
the boy's family (Figure 8.9). Readers
protested the publication of the photo-
graph so vociferously that the paper

now has a strong policy against taking
photographs of deceased persons. The

Californ'ian ong;nally ran the photograph

because it believed that it might help

prevent further deaths in the community
by alerting readers to a rise in drown-
ings. But the storm of anger from the
community that followed the publication

of the picture highlighted a major ethical

concern of editors: How close is too
close when showing death?

When dealing with photographs that
show violence or death, editors must
consider proximity, the closeness of
the event to the newspaper's readers.
The closer to home an event occurs,

the more likely readers will be upset
over the use of graphic news photo-
graphs of the event. Photographs of
dead Iranians are probably less shocking

to American readers than are photo-
graphs of American solders killed in a
rescue attempt of U. S. hostages (Fig-

ure 8. 10). And those photos are less

shocking than one in a community
newspaper showing a drowning in town.

The standard of proximity to deter-
mine story and visual play always has

been used by newspapers. They gen-

erally present news that relates to their
readers; the number of deaths or injuries
may not be as important. That's why
a public suicide in India or a ferry boat

sinking in Thailand would get little play

in U. S. newspapers. A photograph and

story of a local car accident would take
precedence. Such devotion to local

coverage can be a double-edged sword,
however. Readers are interested in
coverage of their community, but when
local events such as accidents are cov-
ered, numy readers will know the victims
and may protest the use of photos
showing grief and private moments.
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Figure g.8 Photo of young boy killed by Mount St. Helens eruption Figure g.lO photo of American soldier killed in hostage rescue attempt

Figure 8.9
members

Sensitivity Toward Uictims
and Readers

Visual journalists must realize that run-

ning a particularly violent or graphic

photograph may uPset many members

of the community. The decision to use

or not use a Picture must be made on

a case-by-case basis. Factors in the

decision include:

y' Proximity. Is the event relevant

locally?

r' Timeliness. Is the development old

or new?

r' Conflict. Is the event unresolved?

Does anyone care?

y' Prontinm,ce. Are newsworthy people

involved?
y' Consequence. What imPact will

there be on readers?
Photo of drowned boy and grieving family
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y' Hunmn interest. Are there unique,

interesting elements?

A visual journalist should be aware that

a visual has the potential to do more

harm than good and can cause more
pain than enlightenment. An increasing

number of readers-and some editors-
are expressing concern over the news

media's occasional disregard of an indi-

vidual's or a family's right to privzcy,
especially during a time of grief.
Although television often is blamed for
being more intrusive than newspapers,

newspaper photographers also must

be sensitive to the issue.

Newspapers are concerned about
the rights of victims. Some are issuing
guidelines to staff members on how
to deal with family members during
moments of grief. Often, those guide-

lines place strict limits on intrusion by
staff members. Some editors, however,

strongly believe that not publishing a

photograph of a news event represents
a form of self-censorship and a tailure
to live up to the responsibility of the
media to accurately and tairly portray
events in the town, city or area they
cover. There must be a balance then
between covering the news and self-
censorship based on sensitivity toward
members of the community.

Visually, one of the more difficult
events to deal with is a funeral. Often,
family and friends (and readers) view
photographs taken at a funeral as an

invasion of privacy. But what happens
when the newspaper believes the
deceased person was important enough

to warrant coverage of his or her
funeral?

There is no easy answer, ?S editors
and photographers at the San Frarrcisco

Chronicle learned. While covering the

Figure 8.11 Photo of grieving daughter holding picture of murdered
mother

funeral of a local couple who were mur-
dered, Chronicle photographer Eric
Luse photographed the daughter holding
a picture of her slain mother (Figure

8. 11). The news editor on duty when
Luse turned in his photograph saw the
picture as an invasion of the family's
privacy and did not run it. The photo-
graph eventually ran with a follow-up
story, but the impact of a breaking news

story was lost. Who was right? Unfor-
tunately, there is no ethical codebook
that gives the answer.

Photographs ol iludity
or Sexual Behavior

Each photo must be judged on its news

and its photographic merits. fud visual
journalists must encourage the news-

paper's photographers to select the
most appropriate image. For instance,
when former Vice President Nelson
Rockefeller gave the "finger" to a group
of hecklers at a New York rally in 1976,

editors had to weigh the newsworthi-
ness of the photograph against the shock

value of the gesture (Figure 8.12).
Many newspapers ran the photograph,

believing that the news value of the
vice president getting that angry and

expressing himself in a "normal" manner

outweighed the bad taste shown in the
gesture.

But where do the editor and visual
journalist draw the line? When does

news value become shock value? When

Jessica Hahn, a former church secretary,
brought down the television ministry
of Jim Bakker in 1987, she became
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genuinely newsworthy. However, when
Hahn posed for Playboy magazine and

the Associated Press moved a photo-
graph (from Playboy) of her in a see-

through outfit, the visual journalist had

to apply standards of good taste along

with standards of newsworthiness
(Figure 8. 13). Would the publication of
such a photograph add anything to the
story? Would it offend many readers?

fuid what about bare bottoms? Few

newspapers would print a picture of

them, no matter how newsworthy. Two
examples, one from Agence France-
Presse during an anti-nuclear demon-

stration (Figure 8. 14) and the other
from a celebration honoring the Golden

Gate Bridge in San Francisco (Figure

8. 15) probably would offend too many
readers for the little news or information
they contain. With these type of photos,

the visual journalist must ask How much

is too much?

Figure 8.13 Photo of Jessica Halm inPlayboy
magazine as sent by the Associated Press

Figure 8.15 Photo of revellers "mooning"
the camera

Figure 8.L2 Photo of Nelson Rockefeller grving the "finger" to hecklers

Figure 8.14 Photo of protesters "mooning" the camera

ffi
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George Wedding
Director of Photography The Sacramento Bee

ln 1980, George M. Wedding, then a
photographer at the San Jose (Calif.)

Mercury News, made a photo that he,

and the world, never will forget.
It was a picture of Andy. But no one

knew the boy's name when his picture
was taken. To the world, he was merely
an "unrdentified" boy lying dead tn the
back of a pickup after the May 18, 1980,

eruption of Mount St. Helens in Wash-

ington. fhe dead child had his hands
on his stomach, in a wrenchingly
peaceful pose.

Wedding was in a helicopter when
he took the picture of Andy, who along
with his father and brother had gone
camping and were asphyxiated by
volcanic ash that blanketed their

campsilr- af, mlles from the mountain.
Wedding had no way of knowing who
the boy was. His photo was distributed
worldwide by the Associated Press

even before Andy's mother had known
her son's fate.

Why didn't Wedding's ethics prevent
him from taking the photograph of

Andy? Did the public's right to know
overshadow a family's right to privacy

at a tragic moment? Wedding said he

has asked himself these questions in
the years since Mount St. Helens and
he's still convinced he did the right
thing.

"There certainly was a collision of

two principles of the public's right to
know versus privacy," Wedding said.
"As a journalist on the scene seeing
all of the devastation, I felt overwhelmed.
As I look back on it, the feeling of being
awed by the mountain is still with me.

"l felt at the time that I had made
an important picture. I knew that if I

got back to the wire service office on

time, and we got the picture transmitted,

editors would have to make a difficult

decision whether to print the picture or
not. As a photographer you try to make
pictures as they happen, and then you

make decisions after the fact on
whether they should be used or not."

Wedding said he could not quit
thinking about the picture after he made
it. "l thought about it driving back to
the AP office and while I was developing
and printing the photo. I decided it

was the most vivid scene that I had
been exposed to. lt communicated the
type of feeling that I was experiencing.
I made my decision when I decided
to print it and show it to editors. Nearly
10 years later, I still feel I made the
right decision."

After the photo was transmitted,
newspapers throughout the world used

it. A relative of Andy saw the plcture
and informed Andy's mother. According
to Wedding: "The mother did not look
at the picture for a long time. She didn't
ask to see it."

Wedding said that months after the
eruption, Andy's mother contacted him

after tracing the source of the photo-
graph. "We met on the campus of

Stanford University and took a two- or
three-hour walk. She expressed concern
about how the media make decisions.
She was articulate and sensitive. She
was trying to work through what hap-
pened. She was a sweet, sweet person
who didn't express anger or resentment.

"She asked a lot of guestions that
you would expect any reader to ask,

like why it was necessary to publish a

picture like that. We talked about the
reasons, and I think she finally under-
stood that there was a different point

of view. ln her last gesture to me, she

opened an envelope and pulled out a
family portrait of her husband and two
children. She told me that she didn't

want me to carry that awful image of
her son with me the rest of my life. The
faces were sweet and lovely. lt was a
moving, touching gesture. lt really
affected me. I remember that moment
to this day."

Wedding noted that a photog-
rapher's ethics are personal, and
they play a role in every picture he or
she takes. "When you are out in the
field, you have to bring with you a
sense of journalrstic ethics and trarning
and all of those things that make up
who you are. You use all of that back-
ground when you decide what to make
pictures of. lt's not an easy task to go
out into the world and make a picture
that tells a story. You have to make

subjective decisrons.
"l think photographers should think

about self-censorship. Editors will not

like this, and I am an editor now, but
as a photographer I never showed an
editor a picture that I didn't want pub-
lished. lf I saw something that I ques-
tioned in my mind and arrived at the
conclusion that it shouldn't be pub-
lished, I simply never showed it to an

editor. Photographers with a strong
sense of purpose probably do a lot

more editing in the camera than people
realize. That probably would horrify
many editors, who believe a photogra-
pher should shoot everything and
decide later, or let the editors decide
what to publish. My ethics drive me on
whether or not to show a photograph
to an editor."

He added that he does not shoot a

photograph if "in my subjective opinion
it does not communtcate the ideas that
I think are important to telling a story.
At times that may be pictures that horrify
people. lt also may be images more

bntinued

INSIDE LOOK
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simple than that, such as pictures that
don't tell the story that I think needs
to be told. Reporters and photographers
make these subjectrve decislons all
the time.

"Part of the artrstry involved and
part of the challenge is to make a
photograph that communicates what
an event felt like. But it must be done
so that people will be touched and will
be aware of what happened. The goal
is not to make readers turn thelr eyes
away and forget about the picture. The
goal is to communicate in an effective
way. Many photos fail because they
communicate only the horror or the
sensational part of an event. They fail
to give an insight into what we are
seeing."

After a photographer has made a
subjective decrsion on what pictures
to shoot and print, an editor makes
subjective decisions on how to use the
pictures. Today's computer technology
allows an edrtor to crop, size and even
manipulate the rmage. Once again,
ethics come rnto play.

"l'm a great believer in techno-
logy," Wedding said. "Computers and
digitized images are changing the
technology of photography, but the
technology can be used ethically. The
very real danger is that this editing
power of digitizing photos and altering
them is coming to personal computers.
When it gets into that realm and out of
the realm of $350,000 machines, then

a whole new level of people have power
that only photographers previously had.
Those people may not have training
or exposure to traditional values of
documentary photography. We're going
to have all these people faced with the
decision whether or not to manipulate
pictures. Aunt Emma will be able to
pixel out Uncle John after the divorce
so that she can still have her wedding
picture in the album.

"Photo manipulation has the poten-
tial to erode the power of a photograph
as a document of fact. And with a digital
image, we don't even have a negative
to go back to. There's no more 'photo-
graphic proof.'"

Wedding also criticized the use of
i I I ustrative photojou r nal ism (posed
photographs) in newspapers, if rt is
used to trick readers. lllustrative or
conceptual photographs usually are
perfectly executed in terms of lighting,
detailing, propprng and composition.
They often are taken in a controlled
studio environment, using models. They
may or may not represent fact. Although
such photographs have been used for
years in advertising and are now being
used in more and more newspapers,
Wedding said they are dangerous if

the reader doesn't know that they are
not real moments in real life. Wedding
added that although "there are a lot of

excrtrng images created by studio
photographers and advertising pho-
tographers, there is not much good

illustrative photography created by
photojournalists. Many are trying to do
with a shoestring budget what has been
pioneered with big bucks, and they're
trying to do it in too little time."

He said The Sacramento 8ee is
trying to work out a policy on docu-
mentary and illustrative photo-
graphs. "ln 1988 we don't have a
policy on what we will or won't do in
terms of manipulating pictures. A news
publication's credibility is tts most
rmportant asset. We recognize the value
and need for rllustrations, but the
readers need to know. Rather than pose
the picture and pretend it's real, we
need to be honest. All newspapers and
magazines need to develop policies
on how to handle manipulation in illus-
trations and digital images to head off
future problems. Digital capabilities
necessitate this.

"The technology for digital picture
editing also should remain in the hands
of photographers and picture editors
and not on news desks and rn art
departments. lt is the best way to ensure
consistency in approach.

"Photog raphers should inject whimsy
and fantasy into their illustrations so
readers do not confuse them with
documentary photojournalism. Those
who make illustrations too real are
compromising the traditional values of
photojournalism-truth, fai rness,
accurate reporting with a camera and
objectivity whenever possible."

!NSIDE LOOK
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SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. What three requirements must be

met before a person has grounds

to sue for libel?

2. What are conditional libel defenses?

Explain each one.

3. What are absolute libel defenses?

Explain each one.

4. Discuss the actual malice defense.

When was it frst articulated? What
protections does it give to
journalists?

5. What is unreasonable intrusion?
Give an example of what you would
consider unreasonable intrusion.

6. What is false light? Cite an example.

7. What is misappropriation of a name

or likeness? Give an example.

8. You see an informational graphic
in another newspaper that you want
to use for a story in your newspa-
per. Describe the procedures you

must follow so that you do not
violate copyright laws.

9. What is the "breakfast standard"?
Can you find at least two examples
of photos that you think violate
the standard?

10. What are the factors that should

be used to weigh a visual for
newsworthiness?

11. After S. Brian Willson was run
over by a Navy train during a

demonstration at the Naval Weapons

Figure 8.16 Graphic photo of S. Brian Willson after being run over by train

Station in Concord, Calif., the
Associated Press ran four photo-
graphs, three from The (Oakland)

Tribune and one from The (San

Francisco) Examiner. Willson, of
San Rafael, Calif., had been leading

a protest opposing alleged arms
shipments from the Navy facility
to Central America. He was injured
critically when he was hit by the
train while kneeling on the tracks
after a press conference. The pho-
tos were graphic; the cutlines on

them warned editors that they may

be objectionable to some readers.
In the photo showing the train,
Willson's severed foot inside his

shoe can be seen next to the track
(Figure 8. 16). Look at the photo
carefully. Would you use or not use
it and why?

L2. A photographer takes a picture of
a dramatic rescue of a 2-year-old
boy submerged nearly 30 minutes
in an icy lake. The picture shows
a firefighter holding the boy and
grving him mouth-to-mouth resus-
citation. At the point the picture

is taken the boy is still alive,

although in critical condition. An
hour later, an editor has the picture
in hand, she's right on deadline
and she still does not know if the
boy is going to live. If you were
this editor, would you use the
photograph? What legal and ethical
considerations would weigh on your
decision?
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Figure 9.18 Effective graphic treatment in the Chicago
Tribune on inflation (1974)

Figure 9.17 Effective graphic treatment in the Minneapolis
Star on inflation (1974)

the war in maps and graphics. An un-

usual presentation of such information
is found in the chart showing gains and

losses in the Pacific Ocean by both sides
(Figure 9. 15).

MODERil NEWSPAPER
INFORMATIONAL G RAPHIGS

Newspapers continued to use informa-
tional graphics in the years after World
War II, but it was not until the 1970s

that they realized the full and exciting
potential of presenting information in a
visual form. American newspapers that
were pioneers in the use of informa-

tional graphics included the St. Peters-

burg Times, The Christian Science

Monitor, the Chicogo Tribune and The

New Yorh Times. They showed other
newspapers that informational graphics

could delight and inform readers (Figure

9. 16). An excellent example of how

two papers, the Minneapolis Star and

the Chicago Tribune, used charts and

text to try to explain the Consumer
Price Index and the cost of living in
1974 can be seen in the accompanylng
illustrations (Figures 9. LT and 9. 18).

In 1974, the Chicago Tribune created

a new position in the newsroom-
graphics editor. This editor, one of the
country's first full-time visual journal-

ists, worked with the reporters and

editors in the newsroom and the artists
in the art department. Maxwell
McCrohon, then managing editor of
the Trihtru, satd the role of the graphics

editor was to bridge the gap between
two different worlds. The readers, who
would be presented more information

in an easier-to-read form, would benefit.

Prior to the creation of the graphics

editor job at the Tribune, informational
graphics were handled by almost any

type of editor-news editor, sports
editor, features editor, picture editor,
makeup editor. (BV 1988, however,
more than 17 percent of the 2,000
members of the Society of Newspaper
Design listed their job as either graphics

editor or graphics coordinator. )
By the late 1970s and early 1980s,

more and more newspapers were using
informational graphics effectively. A
second wave of leaders emerged,
including the Allentown (Pa.) Call
Chronicle, Thc Seattle Timcs, The Orange

County (Calil. ) Register, the San Jose
(Calif. ) Mercury lr{als, Nalsdny (on Long
Island) , The Orlando (Fla. ) Sentinel,

The Louisaille (Ky.) C ourier-J ournal,
and the now-defunct Baltimore News

Amcrban, the Philadelbhin Bullet'in and

the Washington Star.
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GRAPHIGS !N THE 1980s

The early 1980s provided newspaper
editors with some unique stories that
were helped greatly by informational
graphics and that stimulated even more
use of the devices. Some of these sto-
ries included the space shuttle, the
eruption of Mount St. Helens in Wash-
ington, the tailed attempt to rescue
IJ. S. hostages in Iran and the attempted
assassination of President Ronald Rea-
gan. A look at two efforts to describe
the bullet wounds Reagan suffered
reveals the roots of today's graphic
treatments. Even though these infor-
mational graphics-from The Sun (Bal-

timore, Md. ) (Figure 9. 19) and The

WashfuWtan Post (Figrre 9.20)-are less

than a decade old, they're nothing like
today's complex and detailed graphics

being created on deadline.

On the heels of the big news events
of the early 1980s came USA Today,

which was born on Sept. 15, 1982, and
which forever changed the newspaper
industry and its use of informational
graphics and color. Whether newspaper

editors liked or disliked USA Today's

treatment of the news and its visual
impact, they could not dismiss the con-

cept of a newspaper devoting so much

attention to informational graphics. USA

Todny does not use informational
graphics out of some design whim or
fancy but rather in response to what it
perceives as its readers' needs for more
information presented in an easier-to-
grasp manner. Although not all of the
paper's graphics succeed-some are

too trivial, some are too simple-they
have helped change the way the rest of
the industry looks at informational
graphics. They have evolved from big-

city luxury to journalistic necessity.

Figure 9. 19 Informational graphic in The Sun (Baltimore Md. ) on Reagan assassination attempt

Figure 9.2O Informational graphic inThe Washington Post on Reagan assassination attempt
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Today, graphics editors and coordi-
nators are common in newspaper
newsrooms. Working with computers
and with other visual journalists, they
are a far cry from the artists who not
long ago hand-lettered maps and charts.
Despite the massive changes, today's

visual journalists should not lose sight
of what William Playfair wrote more
than 200 years ago about his new method
of presentation: "On inspecting any one
of these charts attentively, a sufficiently
distinct impression will be made, to
remain unimpaired for a considerable
time, and the idea which does remain
will be simple and complete."

The goal of complete understanding
based on visual presentation of infor-
mation is now more than ever in sight.
Even the smallest daily can produce

visual packages that inform and delight.
Playtair would be amazed.

Frank Peters
Artist Sf. Pefers burg Times

Frank Peters, a staff artist at the St.

Petersburg Times, has witnessed the
development of informational graphics
from the "pioneer" days of the 1960s
to the high-tech era of the '1 990s. He
started at the Times in 1958 as a copy
boy but became a graphic artist shortly
afterwards through a summer intern
program in the paper's advertising
department.

He said lhe Times began to change
graphically in 1959 when Don Baldwin
became editor. "One thing he did was
fire the entire news art staff. They did
only photo retouching and cartoons,
and Baldwin was looking for something
different. His approach to illustrating
newspapers had more finesse. He was
looking at the hard news side rather
than the features side."

Peters was one of the advertising
artists who moved into the newly formed
news art department. He sard Baldwin
had informational graphics in mind for
the newspaper.

"l had been doing some informa-
tional graphics as a part-time thing,"
Peters explained. "ln those days, when
an editor wanted a map, he would ask
an advertising artist to do it. The only
artists available were advertising
artists."

Baldwin began to emphasize infor-
mational graphics in the news sections
of the paper, Peters recalled. The paper
was divided into four sections: A for
national and international news, B for
local and state news, C for sports and
D for features. "We worked with editors,
primarily doing graphics in the A and
B sections," Peters said. "And Baldwin
wanted them in color."

The artist said that even though
lhe Times was printed letterpress, "We

were doing a remarkably good job of

printing color. ln late 1950s and all
through the '60s, there was color on
the section fronts every day. There was
a responsibility on those of us, the
editors and artists, who had to carry
out Baldwin's wishes. lt made us stop
and think about the use of color and
informational graphics.

"lt was a time of experimentation.
There was no format for it because no
one really tried to use graphics and
color like this before. lt was a great
deal of fun and a hell of a challenge.
The way Baldwin pressed us to do it,

we did a lot of innovation and
pioneering."

Peters said newspaper graphics
have changed greatly over the years,

not only at the Sf. Petersburg Times

but also throughout the country. "For

so long newspapers didn't give infor-
mational graphics serious consideration.
They were nothing more than one-col-
umn cartoons used to brighten up a
page or fill a hole. Newspapers didn't
see graphics as useful tools to help
readers understand complex issues or
subjects I think that's entirely different
now. Finally, newspapers have recog-
nized how important graphics are.
Newspaper artists no longer are thought
of as people who do one-column car-
toons and retouch pictures. We now
think of ourselves as visual journalists.
The professionalism that has come to
newspaper art is very gratifying to see."

Peters credited USA Today with
helping change newspaper graphics.
He said: "The St. Petersburg Times
has had some impact because it was
one of the first to do them. But because
the Times is a regional newspaper it
has not had the wide-ranging effect

Continued

INSIDE LOOK
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that USA Today has had on both
graphics and color."

The way graphics are presented
has changed in the past decade, Peters
noted. "ln general, newspapers want
to make graphics more srmple to read.
lf you look at The New York Times ot
10 or 15 years ago, its maps were ter-
ribly cluttered. There was lots of detail.
What we're trying to do with a news
graphic now is give the reader a quick
understanding of where something is.
We don't need an oil company road
map to do that. The srmplest approach
is often the best approach."

Peters suggested artists also should
avord trying to be too clever in how
they present factual information to
readers. He used as an example a line
chart on dental care and hygiene in
which the graphic was drawn into a
set of teeth. "lt was imaginative, but
when a graphic lacks sophistication, it

looks like it is out of a high school
publication," he said. "l see too much
of that. Sometimes, our focus becomes
too much on the cleverness and not
on the information itself and how best
to present rt to the reader."

One of the best tools that has come
to newspaper art has been the com-
puter, and Peters said it has helped
him in his work. "The main thing a
computer does is give us another tool

that we can use in our creativity. lt is
not a replacement for the artist. lts
biggest asset is the speed it grves us
when we make our changes in art.

"On my desk noq I have an

assignment to do a map on landslides
in Turkey. Before, I had to call the library,

which has an extensive file of maps
we have done, and ask for the file on
Turkey. When I got the file, I'd look
through it for a map that would best fit

this story. I'd try to find a map that
already has been drawn."

lf Peters could not find a map he
could use, he would have to draw one.
Then he would have to set new type,
wait for it to be sent from the composing
room, cut it out, wax it and paste it on
the map. Finally, he would send the
map to the desk that requested it.

Now if he wants to make changes,
he can call a map up on the computer
and simply make changes in the type.
"There's no typesetting, no waxing, no
pasting up on a boardi' he said. "l don't
have to work with it by handl'

He added that the storage capability
of computers is another big asset. "We

can call things up instantly instead of
going through the extensive library filing
system, which requires a lot of space.
The computer gives us an easy way to
go through files and do changes easily.

That really helps when you are fighting
deadlines."

Peters said the evolution of news-
paper graphics will continue into the
1990s. "Computers will open up a lot
of creativity. We're also going to be
using color in more sophisticated ways.
There will be more sophistication in

the use of art, both in ideas and in
execution."

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Look through microfilms to find a
graphic in your local newspaper that
is more than 50 years old. Compare

and contrast it to a graphic you see

in today's paper.

2. Look through microfitns of The New
Yorh Times to tind a map that is at
least 25 years old. Compare and
contrast it to a map in a recent issue
of. The Times.

3. Find two newspaper graphics on

the same subject, such as the
weather or the economy. Which one

does a better job of telling the story
and why?

4. Study the graphics in a recent issue

of USA Today. Do they do a good
job of presenting information? Are
they too clever? How would you
improve them?

5. Discuss the use of graphics in your
local daily newspaper. Does it use
graphics? How about color? Are the
visuals in the paper used effectively?

INSIDE LOOK



How Graphics
Editors [lork

f all the jobs created in
the newspaper industry
in the past 100 years, the
graphics editor is perhaps

the most innovative and daring. Here
is an editor who moves between words
and visuals and has become a vital part
of the newsroom of the 1990s.

Just as no two newspapers look
exactly alike, no two graphics editors
operate exactly the same. Each has a
unique set of responsibilities, based on

the needs of the newspaper and the
editor's experience. The role of the
graphics editor has expanded and

changed along with the increased use
of informational graphics. Only a few
years z9o, the graphics editor was

responsible for a small portion of the
newspaper's presentation; now, he or
she may be responsible for the total
presentation and packaging of news and

features.
At many newspapers, the graphics

editor oversees part or all of a news-
paper's informational graphics. At some
papers, the art director, picture editor
or news editor performs this function.
In this chapter, w€ discuss the role of
informational graphics regardless of
who is responsible for their creation.

HOW TO SUCGEED IN GRAPHIGS

The graphics editor must be a journalist

first-not a word journalist or a visual
journalist, but a newspaper journalist

who cares about the reader. Too often,
the battle for space pits word and visual
journalists against each other, with the
graphics editor stuck in the middle.
While in that "stuck" position, the
graphics editor needs to think about
the reader.

Thinking about the reader means

understanding what is and isn't news.

Graphics projects must have news value,

and they must be of interest to readers.

In some ways, the graphics editor applies
the skills of a news editor, picking and

choosing the most newsworthy items.
Instead of selecting the stories to go

on Page One, however, the graphics

editor identifies the stories that will be

served best by an informational graphic.

The graphics editor also must guard

against the creation of informational
graphics that are overly complex or
busy-the more complicated the graphic,

the more likely the reader will skip over
the material or be confused. Because

no rules dictate, for instance, that 12

arrows are too many or that a graphic

that looks like Carmen Miranda's tropical

131
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Despite Setbacks and Pessimism, Search Goes On for New Elements
The quest could help physicists
unravel the mysteries of the
structure of the atomic nucleus.

By MALCOLM Tr. BROWNE

In the last lew ycars. ,f," qr"r, ,u,f,*u", n-o* 
"f"-menls and new vanants of known elements has become

increastngly dtlft(!lt. Bur reccnl developments have
rcised hope rhar desprtc rcmrtntng obslacles. lhc pace ol
drscovery may qutckcn

The motive for sccktnll new "superhcavy" elements,
whose atoms contarn much heavicr nuclei than any
known to exrst tn nulure. rs not merely to add entnes to
naturc's catalogue of chcmtcal butldtn8 bltrks. The
study of as-yct-undlscovcred elemPnls wtth supErheavy
nuclei could help phystcrsts unravel the many mysteriei
lhat shroud the dctatled st ructure of the atomtc nucleus.

The sear(h for [ew elcments heavier than lho*
nalurally present on carth has bcen compared to the
search by astronomers lor new planets: thc more that
have been lound. thc lewer therc urc le[I to bc dlscov.
ered. Some th@nsts bcleve that physrctsts hove already
created as many new elenlents as can ever be made. anit
thal lurther erroils wtl! i{ truttless.

Bul pcssrmlsm about thc possrbthlres oi nuclear
physrcs has often proved to be unlounded. Until 1940, no
alom heavicr thnn urunrum. No. 92 on the peflodic table
of elemenls. was knoen. But from l9{0 to lglil screntisls
assGrated wilh lhe Cnhlornra rnslrlullon now called rhe
Lawrcnce Berkeley Lahoratory created ll new ele-
ments. The brst kno$n o[ thcse was plutonrum, the nu-
clear explosrve rn lhe bomb that destroyed NaS,asakr. An-
other of the new transuranrum elements. amcricium. has
become ubrqurtous in home smoke detectors.

Since the I 961 drscovery of elcmcnt 103, lasrencrum.
pro8rcss has been Slacrally slow, and clarms to drscov-
eries havc orten been refuted. The most recent clalm to

tarn at least tcnlatrve acceptance sas made in 1982 by
the Instrtute lor Heav! lon Rcscarch in Darmstadt, wesi
Germany. The laboralory reported havln8 created and
detected one lone atom orelement 109. an atom so unsta-
ble that rt sur!rved foronly ftve one-thousandths of a sec-
ond betore llyinS apart.

The intnnsic inslabllrty of very heavy atoms has so
l8r thwarted proBress iryond element 109, althou8h
scientists at the Joint lnslitute for Nuclear Rescarch in
Dubna, in the Soviet Union, madc a strll-unconlirmed
claim two years aEo that they had creared element I 10.

Despite lhe apparent odds a8arnst success, the dis.
covery or creation of one or more new elements beyond
element ll0 would benelrt sciencc so sa8nrlicanlly that
major research rnstitutions rn thc Unrted States, the
Soviet Union and West Germany have remarned strongly
commiiled to the erfofl.

ln the course of therr work. thcsc instrtutrons have

been discoverin8 as many as a half{ozen new irotopes,
or nuclear variants, ol known elements each year. This
achievement rn il*lf has treaaly enriched fte theories
underlyinB nuclear physics.

AlthouSh the overall structure of the arom has been
understmd since early in this century, so litile is Inown

about ihe detarled architecture of the alomic nucleus
that experimenlers otten use (nalandrrror techniques
in their research. While theory suggesrs that as many as
8,000 nuclear combinations may be posstble. only about
2,000 are knosn,6nd rhe search to ttll in the blanks be.
comes increasinSly dilf iculr.

One problem h8mpering re*arch ts a shortage of
raw material for experiments. notably the man,made
element einsteinium-

The creation of new elements has often b('cn
achteved using special accelerators that shool thc nucler

Cotrrtnued on PoE? 15

Figure 10.1 A very complicated graphic

fruit hat may be overdoing it, the visual
journalist must use common sense. In
addition, he or she must plan ahead and

understand what the readers'needs are.

Preparing lor the News

The graphics editor must anticipate the
news. He or she needs to know what
scheduled events are coming up and
must prepare to cover them graphically.

Some stories are indeed spot news,
that is, breaking events such as earth-
quakes or traffic accidents that are
reported on as they are occurring or
shortly afterward. Few stories, however,

are unexpected. The graphics editor
can plan for the release of the federal
budget or for an election or for the
Super Bowl because these events are
set months or years in advance. Even
some "one-time" events, such as a major
policy announcement or the release of
monthly financial statistics, are scheduled

in advance.

The graphics editor must know not
only what as happening but also what

will happen. It is not always possible

to anticipate a major news story that
will need accompanying informational
graphics, but the graphics editor can at

least plan for major events. Although

specific news events do not repeat
themselves, types of events do. fut
example of such repeating news might

be hurricanes in the South. If not this
yer, then sometime, there will be a
major, destructive hurricane in the
South. Planning for the event means
paylng attention to weather forecasts
and collecting information (visual and

written) about hurricanes that can be
used in informational graphics. Note,
however, that a major informational
graphics package on hurricanes might
be inappropriate at a newspaper in South

Dakota, though it would certainly be

important to a newspaper in Florida.

Knowing the Reader

The successful graphics editor needs

to think of the reader, continually asking

the same questions a reader might,
such as how to protect a home from a

hurricane. The graphics editor also must
look at information much like a reader

who is seeing it for the first time would.

Too often, an informational graphic is

overly complicated and assumes

knowledge on the part of the reader
(Figure 10.1). Conversely, some

graphics give the reader too little
information (Figure 10.2).

fuiticipating and planning for the
news, as well as asking questions that
a reader might, are elements that a

graphics editor can control. He or she

cannot control the unexpected news

happenitrgs, which occur frequently, but
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Figure lO.2 A very simplistic graphic

by developing skills in the areas he or
she can control, the graphics editor
will be much better prepared when big

stories break.

CREATIilG IN FORMATIONAL
GRAPHIGS

The process of creating an informational
graphic begins with information. The
graphics editor gets information for the
graphic from a variety of sources, but
the two most common are staff reporters
and the wire services (either in story
form or in an already created graphic).

Getting Help
lrom Reporters

Ideally, a reporter who is developing a

story will reahze that the story could

be helped by an informational graphic

and will turn to the graphics editor for
assistance. Many reporters understand
how graphics can enhance stories and

thus result in their stories getting better
play in the newspaper.

Reporters who take the time to
research graphic information-such as

annual statistics-also gain a greater
appreciation of the scope and depth of

the stories they are reporting. Even

stories about the latest developments
will benefit from a "look back in history."
A reporter working on a story about
bank failures in the United States, for
example, might have three or four years

of information that show a trend. With
more research, however, the reporter
might find 20 or 30 years of information

that point to a more significant trend
and could be turned into a graphic.

Ultimately, both the reporter and the
reader will gain a better understanding
of the story.

Gathering data for an informational
graphic also can uncover additional
facts for the story and help the reporter
to avoid making statements based on

too little knowledge.

Editing the lnformation

Once the information has been gathered

and turned over to the graphics editor
or coordinator, it should go through
the same editing process that a news

story goes through when it is given to

a city editor. The graphics editor must

ask:

rz Is there enough information to make

a graphic, or should the data be

incorporated into the text of the
story?

r' Is this graphic needed only to add

visual relief to the page?

r' Is the information complete? Are
there missing years or explanations?

rz Is the information clear enough that
an artist can create a graphic readers

will understand?

If there are "holes" in the information,
the graphics editor should work with
the reporter or city editor to fill them.
Incomplete information in a graphic can

be much more obvious, and embar-
rassing, than incomplete information in
a story.

The graphics editor must look at

the information for a graphic in much

the same way readers might see it when

they open the paper. It is safe to assume

that readers don't bring any background

knowledge or inside understanding of a
graphic before they look at it. Therefore,
what is understood by or apparent to
the reporter or even the graphics editor
might not be so clear to the reader.
Even graphics on simple topics like the
tluee-point range on a basketball court
need complete information so the reader

doesn't have to guess at what is being

shown (Figures 10.3-10. 5).

Filling Out the
Art Request Form

Once the decision has been made that
there is enough information for an

informational graphic, the graphics edi-

tor, working with either the art director

or an artist, needs to decide on the

type of graphic device that will best

display the information. It might be a

table, a chart, a diagram, a facts box
or a ffiEp, or a combination of several.
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Figure 1O.3 Three-pointer graphic inThe (Glens Falls, N.Y.) Post-Star

Figure 1o.4 Three-pointer graphic rn The (Nyack, N.Y. ) Journal-News

Figure lO.5 Three-pointer graphic in the Fort Lauderdale Sun'-Sentinel
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D FULL COLOR
O SPOTCOLOR
D BLACK & WHITE

D INFORMATION ATTACHED
O PLEASE SEE ME

(Each type will be discussed in detail
in the next three chapters. )

At this point, either the reporter
or the graphics editor requests that a
graphic be made. The use of a graphic
request form (or art request form) facil-

itates comrnunication between all parties

and helps avoid misunderstandings
(Figure 10.6). The type of information
that should be on the request form
includes when the graphic is needed
(what day or edition), what section is

running the graphic and how big the
graphic will be (this information should

be filled out by the graphics editor or
the art director and discussed with either
the section editor or news editor). The
headline and source line for the graphic
also are noted on the form. The form
may include information as to where
the story that will run with the graphic
can be found in the newspaper's com-
puter system.

It is important for those who fill out
request forms to understand that as

much information as possible should be

included. And although it is not neces-

sary for the form to tell an artist how

to draw the graphic, the artist needs

to have all of the available data.

Working with an Artist

The next step involves the graphics

editor and the artist. Together, they

should decide on the possible direction,
size and nature of the graphic. The
artist should ask questions if any points

are unclear. If the graphics editor can't
answer those questions, the reporter
should be brought into the discussion.

Sometimes, on more complex
informational graphics, the artist and

reporter will work as a team, discussing

and tailoring the information for the

a

Figure 10.6 (a) Blank and (b) filled-in art request forms

graphic until both are satisfied. The
graphics editor would be part of this
process as well, making sure the graphic

meets standards set by the newspaper
and also satisfies the needs of the reader.

While the graphic is being drawn,

the graphics editor should be aware of
its progress and be available to answer
any questions from the artist. Such
questions could range from a concern
about the placement of information to
confusion over data in the graphic. The
graphics editor must be prepared to
answer questions quickly by checking
with the reporter or other sources of
information.

During this process, the graphics
editor also needs to communicate with
either the news editor, if the graphic is
planned for news pages, or the editor
of the section where the graphic will
run. Information that must be commu-
nicated includes what type of graphic,

how big a graphic and whether or not it
is in color.

Ghecking lor Accuracy

When the artist is finished with the
graphic, the graphics editor should check

it for accuracy. He or she also should

examine the graphic's overall visual
approach. Although there shouldn't be

any change in the approach of the
graphic if the artist and the graphics
editor communicated earlier, it is still a

good practice to double-check.

Here is another chance for the
graphics editor to look at the material
as an editor and also as a reader. The
graphic must "make sense"-it must
stand on its own merits. Few graphics
should need a story as support; each
one should tell its own story with its
own headline. It should communicate
information clearly.

In addition to checking the "concept,"

the graphics editor must do "fact"
checking, asking the following questions:

/ Arre all the words spelled correctly?
r' F're all of the months in a chart in

the correct order?
r' Are the oceans labeled properly in

a map (the Pacific and Atlantic
sometimes get flopped)?

r' Do all of the figures add up? Some-

times, errors are caught when
addition or subtraction is double-

checked.

r' Is the chronology correct?
y' Does information in the graphic

agree with information in the story?
For exampl€, il a graphic shows the
number of people injured in
accidents, the story should use the
same numbers.
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In other words, even minor details
should not be overlooked. If any element
is incorrect in an informational graphic,
the credibility of the graphic in particular
and the newspaper in general is called
into question.

Even the reporter can help check
the information. It is generally a good

practice to glve the reporter a copy of
the graphic. The copy editor working
on the story also should have a copy of
the graphic as the story is being edited.
Both the reporter and copy editor can
provide additional sets of eyes to help
prevent errors in the graphic.

..VISUAL 
REPORTING"

Often, the graphics editor will do his

or her own research for a graphic. In
these cases, the graphics editor
becomes a graphics reporter, seeking
specific information to create a visual
report. At many newspapers, an in-
house library-at one time known as a

morgue and now more commonly
called a reference center-offers
materials and assistance in research
projects. Like any good reporter, the
graphics editor also maintains a personal

file of sources, including:

. The person who keeps state unem-
ployment statistics

o A good contact at the local office of
the National Weather Service

. Librarians at public and university
libraries who can research specific
topics

. Public aftairs officers and other
officials of trade associations

r Contacts at other newspapers who

might provide information (or even
graphics) during a big story

In addition, the graphics editor can
consult scores of reference books. There
are far too many newsroom sources to
try to list all of them here, but the major
ones include:

. Clippings. Previous stories and
graphics provide a wealth of
information.

o Encyclopedias. They do indeed
provide information from A to Z.

. World Almanac and Information
Please Almanac. These reference
books contain a little bit of
everything.

. Jane's All the World's Aircraft. This
reference book describes aircraft
throughout the world.

. Jane's Fighting Ships. This volume
is a major reference on military ships

throughout the world.
. Lloyd's Register of Shipping. This

reference book describes non-mili-
tary ships.

. Military Balance. This annual, pub-

lished by the International Institute
for Strategic Studies in London,
provides information about the mili-
tary forces of various countries.

. State directories. These state "blue

books" include information on the
executive, legislative and judicial

branches of state government. They
grve official rosters of elected and

appointed officials, their salaries

and other data, as well as maps of
legislative and judicial districts.

. Biographies. The list of Who's Who
books seems endless. It includes
Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities, Who's Who in
Communist China, Who's Who in

American Politics, The International

Who's Who, Who's Who in the

United Nations and Who's Who in

the World. Current Biography is
published monthly, except August,
and is available in many newsrooms.
The Dictionary of American Biog-
raphy contains information on

deceased distinguished Americans.
There's also The New York Times
Biographical Edition, Obituaries on

File and Biography Index.
. Facts on File. This reference, pub-

lished weekly, summarizes and

indexes the news. There is infor-
mation on national and foreign news

events, deaths, science, medicine,
sports, crime books, plays and much

more.

Public or university libraries also

contain scores of reference books that
reporters can consult. Many provide

comput enzed reference services that
can access material almost instantly.
Other sources include, but are not lim-
ited to:

. Newspaper indexes. The New York

Times, the los Angeles Times, The

Wall Street Journal, The Washington

Post and other newspapers index

their stories and publish them in
bound volumes.

. American Statistical Index (ASD and

Statistical Reference Index (SRI).

ASI lists, by subject, areas in which
there are federal government sta-

tistics. SRI lists statistics gathered

by organizations, university research

centers and state governments.
o Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government

Publications. This catalog can help

in the search for specific information.
. Statistical Abstract of the United

States. Statistical data collected by

the U. S. government and a variety

of private agencies are listed.
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cunent as of July 25, 1988 at
l0:00 a.m. Many fires are still

very active and growing

o Gallup Opinion Index. This monthly
index provides analytical and statis-
tical data.

o The Address Book. This volume
provides information on how to locate

more than 3,000 celebrities, VIPs
and corporate executives.

o Congressional Quarterly. This pub-

lication is a useful reference on

national politics and legislation.

GRAPHICS SERVICES

The wire services and syndicated
informational graphics services are major

sources of graphics. They are commer-

cial ventures, charging fees that run
from $10 to several hundred dollars a

week and offering completed informa-
tional graphics in different formats and

delivery methods. The major graphics

suppliers are The Associated Press,
Knight-Ridder Tribune News graphics

network, Infographics and the Chicago

Tribune Graphic Service.

The Associated Press

The AP serves a broad base of news-
paper members as part of its cooperative

mission. It sends graphics to its member
newspaper two ways-via its l,aserphoto

network and via satellite delivery direct
to a newspaper's Macintosh computer.

The Laserphoto delivery method
works much like the first transmissions
of informational graphics in 1935 when
an AP artist created a diagram of plays

during the Rose Bowl game between
Alabama and Stanford. A copy of the
graphic is placed on a drum for trans-

mission via phone lines or satellite. The
finished graphic is produced at the

member newspaper's office in a
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Date filed: 7125188 2 tutumns:4ll4'
Story slug: 3 columns:G 7/16'

Page setlp: 75/" tor size: 2 col. SAU x 6 5/8" 4 columns: 8 t8'
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AP Access file name:SUBICCLARK
Artist: Pat Lyons
Dale:7126188
For use: Spot
Page Setup: 75o/o lor size: 2c x 2 7 18"

b

Figure 1O.8 AP GraphicsNet graphics

its headquarters in New York to news-
papers receiving GraphicsNet service.

The AP graphics can be modified,

changed or even cut apart and combined

with other graphics so long as the
newspaper uses the same type of soft-
ware-a program that tells the com-
puter what to do-as the AP artist
used to create the graphic (Figure 10.8).

AP's Macintosh graphics are mostly
created with a software drawing program

called MacDraw II.
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Figure lO.7 AP Laserphoto graphics

processing machine. The newspaper

can make a velox from the graphic and

use it as is, or it can use information
in the graphic as a reference for another
piece of work (Figure 10.7).

In 1988, AP established GraphbsNet,

a service that delivers graphics by sat-

ellite automatically to newspapers with
Macintosh computers and satellite
receiving dishes. With this high-speed

delivery method, it takes AP about 15

to 30 seconds to send a graphic from
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PAUL SOUTAR / Knight-Ridder Graphics Network

BULLETIN BOABD: Today's Graphics
SUBJECT: Yellowstone, forest fires in western states
ABTIST/ORIGIN: Paul Soutar, KRGN
RECOMMENDED WIDTH: 1 column (25% reduction)
ENTERED: 07t25188

@ Copyright 1988, Knight-Ridder Graphics Network lnc.
Reprint with permission only.

NOTE: This graphic was designed to be printed al25%' To create a
headline larger than the 25% printing allows, either use the program
Font Sizer to specify a larger hed or print a headline separately (for
example, a 36-point hed printed at 50%) and strip it onto the
graphic.

Figure 1O.9 Knight-Ridder Tribune News
(KRTN) graphic on Yellowstone fires

Knight-Ridder Tribune
News Graphics Network

fuiother Macintosh-based graphics
service, the Knight-Ridder Tribune
News graphics network, creates infor-
mational graphics from its Washington,

D. C., offices for distribution ttrough
a central computer system. Newspapers

call a local phone number and then are
linked, ttrough a computer service,
to the KRTN service. In addition to
the graphics created by staff artists at

KRTN, informational graphics from
Ifuight-Ridder newspapers, Tribune
Co. newspapers such as the Chicago

Tribune and others are submitted to
the service for distribution over the
network.

KRTN uses MacDraw II and another
drawing program called Illustrator to
create most of its graphics, Newspaper
clients also might use different pro-
grams to draw graphics that are shared
via the network (Figure 10.9).

lnfographics

Graphics from this syndicated service
are distributed by mail or express
delivery service or satellite to a
Macintosh. Subscribing newspapers
receive several slick or glossy printed
sheets that can be used as original
graphics. Infographics is a service of
North American Syndicate and King
Features.

Chicago Tribune
Graphics Service

The Trihnw service, the first syndicated

graphics service in the world, was

launched in 1981. Graphics from this

service, which are sent to clients twice
a week, ffe based on work done for
the Chicago Tribune. In addition, the
Tribune distributes its Macintosh
graphics via the KRTN graphics

network.

0ther Graphics Sources

Besides the major sources of syndicated
graphics, there are several smaller
sources. The Newspaper Enterprise
Association sends a graphics package

to its members, mainly small newspa-
pers. The syndicated Gallup Poll also

offers a graphics packsg€, and several
financial news syndicated services pro-
vide graphics as well.

Maintaining 0uality in
Wire Seruice Graphics

Wire services do make errors, and some

of the graphics they send are outdated.

That means the burden falls on news-
papers to make certain the graphics

they receive from wire services are

checked and double-checked for factual
accuracy before they are used. The
use of computers has helped newspapers

maintain quality. For instanc€, o graphic

drawn by a Ikright-Ridder artist in
Washington, D. C., otr a Macintosh can

be handled, modified, adapted and

updated as if its artist were working
for the newspaper.

ONE GRAPHIC, SEUERAL
TREATME].ITS

After Lf. S. warships attacked Iranian

ships in the Persian Gulf in 1988, the

wire services sent graphics along with
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Figure 10.11 KRTN graphic as adapted by one newspaper

zuLIETN DAHD: Todqft Glaph'rcs
SUBJECT: Pesian Gulf: M+ cf U.S.-hania Etrlirg
ARTISTORGN:Goqe fulU( PaulSorrtt and Fbtrard
irtfrrne'XrcN
RE@tvil/ENDED WDTH: 3 cobrnn PsPl" rd'dbn)
ENTEFED:oll18188

@ Cofrydghl 1988, Knight-Ri#er Gr+hbs Nenroft lrE
ffiint wlh permissirn only.

Figure 10.10 KRTN graphic on clash in Persian GuH

scores of stories. One of the graphics

sent by the KRTN graphics network
showed the military action that took
place between the United States and

Iran and the tlpes of weapons the United
States used (Figure 10. 10). How the
graphic was modified by various news-
papers illustrates the editing process
performed on many wire service
graphics. Some merely adjusted the
graphic's tlpe to their own style; others

made major changes. The (Providence,

R. I. ) Journal, for example, electronically
"clipped" part of another Macintosh
graphic from the KRTN service and

added it to the graphic it titled "Combat

in the Gulf," a process that probably

took no longer than five minutes (Figure

10. 11). Other newspapers changed the
headline of the graphic to match their
own style (Figures 10. 12 and 10.13).

flhq#rfiiilmrThutttnl
GasEcro{s/la rAcas i ctxrs, tr-rrr rtttx lycmn
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Figure 10.12 KRTN graphic as used by the Dayton Daily Narc
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Figure lO.13 KRTN graphic as used by the San Antonio Light

SUGGESTED EXERCISES 3. Look up an American battleship in
Jane's FMting Ships. Describe the

1. Critique four graphics from a com- battleship and e:rplain how you would
munity daily in your area. They don't produce a graphic t}rat informs
all have to be from the same day. readers about it. What would you

Are there any holes? Is the infor- say on your graphics request form?
mation clear? Complete? Is there , r :_L t:_-^ _-^_L:-_ .L^a --^
news value? 4. List five graphics that you would

plan for upcoming events in your

2. Use the World Almanac to gather community or school. Where would

information for a sports graphic. For you obtain the information that
example, you could look up home- would be contained in the graphics?

run leaders or teams with the best

win records. You pick the subject,

but it has to be about sports, and

the information has to come from
the World Almanac.
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Tebbs and Charts

hoosing the right informa-
tional graphic for a story
is just as important as

choosing the correct writ-
ing approach. A reporter picks a writing
style based on the nature of an event

and available information; a graphics

editor picks a type of informational
graphic based on the same two factors.

Each type of informational graphic-
table, chart, ffi?p, facts box and

diagram-has particular strengths and

weaknesses. That means the visual
journalist must have a good working
knowledge of the various graphic forms
in order to select the best way of pre-

senting the information.

TABLES

The purpose of tables is to display data

in an orderly and visually pleasing form.
A newspaper runs many tables each

day, including temperatures around the
state, country and world; horse racing
handicaps; baseball averages; basket-
ball and football scores; and stock market
prices (Figure 11.1). These tables pro-
vide specific pieces of information that
are important to readers. For example,

an investor may want to read a story
about the general trend of his or her
investments, but he or she also will

want to look up opening and closing
bids on particular stocks or bonds.

Information in a table must be orga-

nized so that it can be viewed quickly

and easily. The type must be readable.

The columns of type should run in equal

lengths, with enough space between
them to separate the information but
without so much space that it is difficult
to follow the rows. If the information
is to be presented horizontally in wide
columns, rules (lines) between each

five or 10 lines may help a reader's eyes

travel across the table (Figure 1L.2).

Gray or color bands can be overlaid to

achieve the same result.
Each table should have a headline

telling readers what information is being

displayed. Any explanatory information
should be at the top of the table. A
source line can run at the top or the
bottom to tell the reader where the
paper obtained the information.

LINE GHARTS

Line charts, which also are called feuer
charts, are corrrmon in newspapers. They
are technically referred to as rectilinear
coordinate chorts, which means that the
information in them is plotted from two
intersecting lines- a honzontal 6) axis

t4L
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Figure I-I..z Tables broken up by horizontal rules to aid

comprehension

J F M A M J J A S O N D Aug. Sept.Oct. Nov. Dec'

r98Z 1987

NoTf,: The percentages indicata the deviation ofdaily changes fron tie average

percentage change for each Period.

PRODUCER PRICE INDEX

The PPI measures $fiolesale prices lor gooG lhd will nol undergo furlher p(ocessirE ard are

ready lor sale lo final users. I'hl seasonalty adjL6led.
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Figure 1 1.5 Line chart that does not use
zero basing

and a vertical (Y) axis (Figure 11.3).

fui artist plots the graphic information

from the points on the X and Y axes.

Line charts are most effective when

they are used to display information

that has changed markedly over a period

of time, such as a two-line chart com-

paring medical costs and premiums from

1983 to 1987 (Figure 11.4). In such a

chart, each of the five years is indicated

on the X axis, with each year at an

equal distance from the other years to

make the time unit consistent. The Y

axis, which indicates the yearly percent

change, starts at zero to avoid a visual

distortion of the information. The scale

on the Y axis should be marked in con-

secutive numbers (0 to 10, for instance),

in fives (0, 5, 10, 15, etc. ), in 10s (0,

10, 20, 30, etc. ) or in some other
combination (3, 6, 9, etc. ). The Y axis

scale generally is on the left side of the
graphic because the information is read

from left to right.
There are some types of information

that do not lend themselves to zero
basing (starting the vertical scale at

zero). For example, in a line chart
showing the Producer Price Index, a

year, 1982, equals 100. In this case,

the vertical axis would show the index
point, or 100, and the chart would not

begin at zero (Figure 11.5).

There is more to a line chart, how-

ever, than the vertical and horizontal

axes; line charts also may contain

headlines, scale type and source line

information. And like the axes, each of

these elements must be consistent and

accurate.

Headline

The headline should summarize the
information in the chart. It can be written

as a news headline, with subject and

verb, as in "Plane crashes increase in

U. S. since 1980," or it can be a label

head, as in "LJ. S. plane crashes since

1980." Most charts carry label heads,

particularly if they are displayed next

to a story, to eliminate the possibility

[Th" Str;k M"rL"t'. G*"t""
I Volatility Since the Crash

Changes in the Dow Jones Industrial Average
have fluctuated more since October than
they did before the crash

Figure 11.3 Simple line, or fever, chart

tedlcal Coets
Vs. Premlums
Yaarly percent increase ot
medical care cost comparod
with lhat of typical group
health insurance pr€miurn.

't3rr u/'Es'$ruc't5ru7'a7ru'
'Esllmalo ot promlum incroaBe lor
'88 lrom Hoahh lnlurancs
Asgociltlon ot Amcrlca

Swtcc: Hay-Hugglns

The Ncs York Tlmes/J.n. 12, lgtt

INSURANCE RATES

T'OR HEAI,TH CARE

INCREASI SHARPTY

JAN, I JUMP STUNS MANY

Premiums Rise 10-7070, With

Medicare Up by 38.570 -
Setback Seen on Costs

ByGLENN KRAMON

A surge in health insurance ple-
nriunls that reflects an unexpectcd fail-
ure to bring rising medical cosls more
undcr conlrol is slunning thousands of
employers and millions of workers na-
tionwide.

The premium incleascs - many of
which took cffect Jan. I - were espe-
cially startling, because many insurcrs
and employers were optimislic only a
year aBo that lhc explosivc inflation in

Figure ll.4 Two-line chart
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NEW EVER GHART STYLE SATIPI.E

GRAPHICS

Outslde
bor

lnslde
box

Value
lndlcators

lndlcator
llne

Graph area
box

Basellne

0.1 line
white filled

12 pl. Franklin Gothic
Heavy All Caps

9.5/9.5 Times Roman

I or 9 pt. Helvetica
Narrow

.5 line
5% Black Body copy

Value type

0line

A 3 pt. line with
rounded joins

A white filled 0
stroked box

.5 line

2 pt. line or box, inset
4 pts. on each side Category type I or 9 pt. Helvetica

Narrow Bold

7 pt. Helvetica
6 pts. right, left
and bottom.
Text has 4 pts.
top and bottom

Balloons 10 pt. Franklin

W2$H[i"?fl,n"oo,n
2 pts. otfset

Formats will be created,
and saved as a locked
document on Applesauce.
When creating a chart,
using one of these will
keep you from having to
figure out allthe specs.

Format sample

Old style

HEART TRAilSPtAilTS
Figures represent number of heart
transplants in the United States.

Tho Arizona Republic Type styles will change
to Helvetica Condensed
when the type arrives.

Heart transplants

Figures represenl number of heart
transplants in the United States.

1,500

1,250

1,000

750

500

250

0

1981 ',92 '83 ',gf '95 '96 '97

Source: United Networt lor Ogan Shaing

The Arizona Republic

Figure 11.6 Sample type specifications for line chart

of the chart's headline repeating the

wording of the story's headline.

The headline should be larger and/

or bolder than other elements in the
line chart. Normally, the headline is set
in 14- to 18-point type while the rest
of the chart's tlpe is set in 9- to 10-

point type.

Scale Type

It is not necessary to label each point

on the X or Y scales; an excess of type
will confuse readers. Instead, only the
major points should be marked. Flor

example, if the Y scale has 20 marks

on it, from 0 to 20, it is best to mark

only selected increments, such as 0, 5,

10, 15 and 20. The size of type used

for scales should be the same on the
horizontal and vertical axes.

Source Line lnformation

As in a news story, information in a
graphic needs to be attributed to a

source through the use of a source
line. Telling readers the source of
information adds to a graphic's credibility.
Generally, the source line is in the bot-
tom right corner of a graphic and is
set in smaller tlpe than the rest of the
graphic's t1pe. If the regular type is 9
point, for instance, the source line can

be set in 6-point agate. Here are several

examples of source lines:

Source: U. S. Census Bureau
Source: Commerce Department
Source: The Associated Press
Source: News reports

Graphics editors also need to know the

source of information for the graphics

they receive over the wire or in the
mail. That way, if they want to gather

additional information, they'll know
where to start.

The accompanying diagram of a line
chart explains all of its potential

elements (Figure 11.6). This diagram

is used as a style sheet for artists at

The Arizona Republic. It shows type
sizes that would be used when a chart
is made up on a Macintosh computer,
before it is reduced to fit into a one-

column space.

BAR AND COLUMN CHARTS

Like line charts, bar and column charts
are used to display statistical informa-

tion. A bar chart is a horizontal display

of information, with the vertical axis

on the left side of the chart serving as

the baseline (Figr:re LL.7). In a column
chart, the bars are based on the hori-
zontal axis at the bottom of the chart.

Bar and column charts are useful in

comparing size or totals over a period

of time. An example is the percentage

change in wholesale prices. The IJ. S.

government releases this information
monthly detailing the amount the index
has changed from the previous month.
A column chart, unlike a line chart,
could show the current month's specific
growth rate while comparing it to the
rates of the previous months (Figure

11.8).

HEART TRAilSPLAilTS
Figures represent number of heart
transplants in the United States.

19fi 'm '8l '94 15 '96 '97

1,500

1,250

1,000
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s00

250

0

19fi ta 'gg t{ '96 '96 '97
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Percent drange in Producer Price lndex,
adjusted for seasonal cfrange, indicating
cost changes tor finished goods.

- w L

)

r

illr.IIll.'l
FMAMJ JASONDJ

nbnthly changp
by category (adiusted)

Consumer goods +0.4/"
lntermediate materials +0.370
Crude materials -1 .1%
Gasoline -8.4%
SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics

Figure ll.7 Bar chart on auto company
employment

Knight-Ridder Graphics Network

Figure 11.8 Wholesale prices column chart
(with negative numbers)

Bar and column charts also are used

to compare two or more items with
each other against a time frame, such

as the average income of farm workers
versus the average income of urban
workers during the past 10 years. A
bar or column chart showing multiple
items often is called a grouped-column
or grouped-bar chart (Figure 11.9).

If only two items are being compared

over a period of time, there is little
research indicating which is easier to
read-a grouped-bar chart or a grouped-

column chart. If three or four items
are being compared, howevet, z column

chart with a legend explaining what
each column represents probably is

easier to read. The bars' lengths quickly
tell readers how much larger one cate-
gory is than others. Generally, the
largest category is shown in the top
bar and the smallest in the bottom bar.

More complex, and hence more dil-
ficult to read, is a bar chart with subdi-
vided bars. This type of graphic shows
each bar's total at 100 percent and var-
ious subdivided amounts (Figure 11.10).

Because this type of bar chart is difticult
to follow, it should be avoided.

Sometimes, items in a bar chart
that shows comparisons are listed
alphabetically, which enables readers
to quickly identify those items of primary

interest. For instance, in a bar chart
ranking all 50 states in some category,

an alphabetical listing would allow a

reader to quickly see how his or her
state ranked.

As in other graphics, the scale on a
bar or column chart should be based

on zero so that the chart will not give

the wrong visual impression. If there is
a big jump from the low figure to the

high, the zero based scale may be bro-

,2OO'

Breaking new ground
Hmda Motor Co. announced Thursday a major expansion of its U.S. manufac-
turing operations. The dan calls for l-londa to become ine first Japanese
manulacturer to export cars frmr the U.S. to Japan. Highlights of the phn:

I Erportt: Honda will export cars from its Ohio facilities to European and
Asian counlries, including Japan. The exports will begin in small
numbers next year, wilh annual export volumes reaching 70,000 by
1991.

I New plant The automaker will build a second U.S. auto assembly plant
at a cosl of $380 million, to be located near its plant at Marysville, Ohio.
The new plant is scheduled to open in August 1989 with produciion of
150,000 cars and 1,800 employees. lt will invest another $150 million to
expand engine production at its Anna, Ohio plant.

I P!il! operaton: Honda witt undertake a major 
";;;o, 

f;it.G
parts operation, wilh a goal of reaching 75 percent local content in its
cars by 1991. The 1988 models have a domestic content of 60 percent.

I Englneerlng and rcrearch: Honda plans to expand its engineering and
research activities in the United States as part of an effort to make ils
Honda Norlh America subsidiary a'sdlf-contained motor vehicle compa-
ny.'

Sqr6: Ho(ra

Honda will export
70,000 cars a year
Aim: to expand
presencr in US
Associated Press and Reuter

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Honda Motor
Co. eaid Thursday it plane to export up to
70,000 cars ma$ in the UnitBd States to
Japan and other countries by 1991, a
major step in its bid to expand its
American presence.

STARTING nert year, Honda will
erport to Japan motorcycles and cars
made in Ohio, aaid Tetsuo Chino, preei-
dentof Honda North America.

"In 1988, an initial progam will con-
gist of 500 motorryclee and 3,0fi) auUo-
mobiles. In 1991, we intend to erport
?0,000 cars p€r year from Ohio to Japan
and other countries," he said.

Chryeler Corp. and Ford Motor Co.
recently announced plane to s€ll North
American-built vehicleg in Europe, also a
targ, eted. market of Honda.

Dospits ths initial success of Beta
videocassstte recordsrs, VHS recorders
widely dominatod ths VCR market for the
last seven years. Shown: Shipments to
dealors in the U.S,, in millions of units.

Figure 11.9 Grouped-column chart

Wholesale

Jan.
1 988

Jan.'88
'89

l0
ll

gout : llotdl t
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ken, but some visual indication must
alert readers that the chart is not to
scale.

Bar and column charts do allow for
the use of negative numbers, numbers

below zero. This is particularly useful

when depicting the profit and loss figures

of companies or the percent change of
a group or category. For example, if
XYZ Corporation showed three periods
of profit and two periods of loss, the
column chart could show the wide swing

of the numbers by using a scale that
contains both the plus and the negative

side of. zero.

It is also possible to combine a line

and colunms on a single chart when
showing items on different scales (Figure

11.11). One disadvantage of these
charts is that they are difficult to com-
prehend quickly, which defeats a major
goal of an informational graphic: show-
ing readers useful information at a
glance.

PIE CHARTS

A pie chart shows the relationship of
various items to a total. An example of
this relationship to a total can be seen

when using a polling question that has

three answers. In a pie chart, each

answer, or sector of the pie, would be

in relation to the other two pieces. By
using two or more pies and keeping
the visual relationship the same for all
of the sectors (for instance, "yes is
portrayed by black in all the pies"),

attitudes can be portrayed visually
(Figure ll.l2). Pie charts also are used

to depict changes or relationships
between different groups, such as age

or income groups (Figure 11.13).
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Charts with subdivided columns (a) incorrectly drawn and (b) correctly drawn
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Figure 1 1. 1 1 Lines and columns combined in single chart
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uEwS 01{ YAtrRAilS
Asked of 374 Maricopa County registcrcd votcrs.

Figure L7-.l2 Sample of pie chart

How High Housing Costs Drive People From S.F.
f,tom PrSe I

S prrtern ro unusurl isr clrtillde procc8s
call€d Sentritlcatloo - ln whlch weslthhr
r6ldeni! move lnio nelghborhoods, IrIr.

mgve th€ bulldlngr rnd brlng ln new bulF
prses. The usual rtrult Uvlng culs are
aElvcn up and poorer re.ldent! rre ,orced
crt

ln any other clty, lhc poor rrr[ld move
!9 rnorher pdrt ot the clty. 8ut Stn [t ncl}
eellrr no n€lghborhod lorlourly deterlG
ralln8. elther phFlcrlly or cconomlcrlly,
.Id elth no pl.cc to 80. gentrlllcrtbn h
squgezln8 out not only msny ol the clty'r
loior<lals r€.ldmu but .lso mgny mld.
6lotlss people.

For ex.mple, ln Bryvlev.Hunters
PQlrt, the clde3t the ctty com€. to a ghetio,
rE ld€nt Phlllp Woodvonh !.ys he c8n s€o

irenelghborhood ch.nglnS block by block.
Ar new resldents mov€ l,I houle! ar€ llxed
tg and yerd! are landsaped"

In the Hatghi.Aehbury, the averrge vrl.
ue of a home lncrer6€d by d?9 percent be
tw€€n 1g,0 and 19ff). morc than tvlce uhrt
B.y Area ln(latlon alone would have
bp6i€d the value.

. ln lgm, the medlan home value ln the
Hrhht sa! gn,60q nolr lt b dllftcult to llnd
{home there lor IGs! than t250,m.

The rls€ pui Ssn FrancEc! s€cond ln
[ome valuee among mrror US. cttl€r, bG
hlnd Honolulu. AlthouSh Hrlghr.Arhbury
home! Jumped 430 percent, homc v.lue!
Drtionally lncre$ed only l?8 percenl

In Plcirlc Helghts, the lnctme ol new.
comerr har pulhed up the neighborhood'!
bvcrall sealrh. Household lncome there
ihowed an lncredlble m percent Jump ln
rhe l97G 

- 
alm6r rhree tlm€r rhe lntlatlon

that lified incomB narlonally by 08 per.
cenl.

Tte newcomert b€hind all thF chan8e
rre the $eu.paid white protessionals and
lnkldle+las Aslan! who hrve b€€n movlng
tntO th€ clty ln lncrerslng numben during
the part 15 years.

WIIERI PIOP]: GO WllIX THIY 1EAYI SAX FRAXCISCO

Solorc ,

Soio Clso

lolol nQroriot to *h covnly
hom kaFroxixoach For,

It't Nt dtl lia niddlG chs *4p mn ovt
ol ho frmixo to thc wbutbr. Abut 10
pcrccot ol thon hovig thc cily lor othcr
$ot Ata <mtia rchc hss thoa S I 0,A00
orAL r----------\

Figure 11.13 Pie charts depicting movement of various ethnic groups

Figure Ll.l4 Pictograph using symbols instead of bars to display information

The pie chart, however, does have
its limitations. It should not be used
with information that has numerous
categories because the pie would be
divided into so many pieces that com-
prehension would be hindered. A pie

chart also cannot be used to display
information over a long period of time,
such as with a polling question that was
asked monthly for a year. Other types
of graphics, such as line or bar charts,
are better suited to display such
information.

One warning about pie charts: Avoid
letting an artist add too much visual
depth or dimension to a pie chart, which
can distort the information and deceive
the reader.

PIGTOGRAPHICS

The pictograph, or pictographic,
only recently has made an impact on
newspaper pages. Visual journalists are

using pictographics to display informa-
tion because these charts have unique
artistic qualities.

There are three types of picto-
graphics. In one, symbols are used
instead of basic bars or lines to display

information (Figure 11.14). This type
of pictographic has been used for years,

primarily in books and encyclopedias.

Wlll yAp tupDort ltu upcomhg hanCt dccdon?
Aslted tlgy 3, t98g Aslod June 10, lg8g

ru&
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Home building increqses by 30%
'87 pace ahead
of '85 by 95%

By Cboryl Mettk the town of Elkton which issues
shtgsr,frwtla.r its orn permlts, has isrued l8

Building permits issued by residenUal permitr, 3{ permltr
C€cil County lor the first sir lor apsrtments or townhome!,
months of 1907 hdlcate I 30 per- one permlt for a motcl and onr
cent lncreas€ over the flrst helf p€rnlt for a f75 mlluon lrDan-
of lest y.ar and the fourth con- slonofTcrurnoMcdlcelCorp.
lecutlve ycar of contlnued "It look! UIe t00? wlll ba oui
growth. fourth rccord year ln a row,"

A total of 35E relidentlrl per- reld Mlchael R. Pugh, county
mlts were ilsued through June dlrector of phnnlng and
$ by the couty, compsred wlth economlc dcvelopment.
t75 for the first hslf of 1986 8nd Pugh is happy sbout the
lB{ in the flrst sir monthg of strong economy end the growth
1985. but has concerns about how it

These figures r€flect I 95 pcr- teke3 pl,ece. il"s chief of the coun-,
cent increase in housing starts ty's plannlng department, Pugh
lnthelasttwoyears. has the rob of cmrdineting 8nd'

If growth in 1987 continues at property plannlng all growth ln'
the current rate, I total of 716 the county - residentlsl, com-

Figure 11.15 Pictograph using symbols as scale-based units of measurement
Another type of pictographic uses

symbols as units of measurement (Figure

11.15). The symbols are based on a

scale, with each unit having a specific
value. The symbols then change size

to represent an increase or decrease.

For example, one house might be used

to depict 100 houses sold; to show 200

houses sold, the artist would double

the size of the house. Nigel Holmes,
art director of Time magazine, is
credited with making this form of pic-

tographic popular among newspaper
artists, and it sometimes is known as a

"Nigel Hohnes graphic."

This type of pictographic is the
toughest to produce because the
graphics editor and artist are using
three-dimensional figures to illustrate
one-dimensional numbers. When the
one-dimensional data change, the three-
dimensional size of the symbol used

in the graphic must change corre-
spondingly. It is not enough merely to
adjust the height and width of the sym-
bol. In fact, the new size of the symbol
must be calculated mathematically as

if it were a three-dimensional drawing.
For example, in the pictographic

in Figure 11.15 showing the rise in
building permits in Cecil County, the
number of permits increased to 358 in
1987 from 184 in 1984. A mathematical

formula based on volume is used to find
the correct size of the symbols each

time they change. Here is how it is done:

First, divide the larger number being
shown (358) by the smaller number
(184). That equals 1.95, which can be

rounded off to 2. Next, take the cube
root of.2, which is 1.26. The height

and width of the smaller figure then are

multiplied by the cube root to find the

correct dimensions of the larger figure.

The smallest house is 8 picas deep and

11 picas wide. Eight multiplied by L.26

is equal to 10.08 picas; 11 multiplied
by 1.26 is 13.86. That means the largest

house should be 10 picas by 14 picas,

not 14 by 20 as it was in the graphic

shown in Figure 11.15.

The third type of pictographic takes

the most liberties with the information
being presented. It uses objects, such

as freight cars, to form sections of a
pie chart (Figure 11.16), or it forces
objects, such as exhaust from a jet,
into the curve of a line chart (Figure

11.17). These types of charts tend to
be the most misused. They often rep-
resent cartoons that serve to break up

columns of type rather than graphic
presentations of statistical information.
For example, the use of the jet in Figure
IL.LT is an inappropriate symbol for
conveying information about Medicare
spending. #*,{ftffifrsf flffis

Figure LL.l7 Inappropriate symbol in a
pictograph

U.S. rail freight car fleet
What it consists of
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Figure 11.16 Pictograph using objects to convey information
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Bill Dunn
Graphics Editor The Orange County Register

Bill Dunn, graphrcs editor of The Orange
County (Calif.) Register, said that when
he evaluates a story for an informational
graphic, he looks to see "if there is a
way to go beyond the common number
presentation, if there is a way we can
incorporate visuals or spice it up to
make it more entertaining wtthout dis-
torting the numbers. I might introduce
an element of art that signifies the story.

Let's say we are doing a story on pro
football salaries. I might introduce the
NFL logo or a football helmet or dollar
bills to go with the chart, just to make
it stand apart from other information
on the page and get readers rnto the
information quicker.

"Sometimes we go overboard, where
we try to get too cute for our own good.
I think most newspapers are guilty of
this. They try to be so slick that they
forget the basic job, which is to present
information."

Dunn said his decision on whether
or not to do a graphic for a story is

based on the article's importance. "We

have to sort out the bigger stories from
the smaller stories. We can't do graphics
on the smaller stories. lf we are talking
about something that will affect peoples
pocketbooks-and rn Orange County
that's real important-l do a quick
sketch, either in a fever or line chart or
in a bar chart. I might brainstorm with
the editor or I may just go right back
to the artist to discuss the information."

He added that his biggest challenge
each day is getting the information to
do a graphic and then completing it

on time. "On breaking news stories
you scramble to do what you can do.

Sometimes, you eliminate any vlsual
enhancement and create a bare-bones
chart or map. You just have to strip it

to its basic information. lf it is on a

deadline situation, you have to think
about juggling other projects in the art
department. lf there are major compo-
nents in a graphic, you might split the
assignment among three artists, with
one person responsible for a different
element of the graphic.

"For example, on a plane crash, we
might have one artist doing an overall
locater map, a second artist doing a
detailed locater map and a third artist
doing a graphic on the airplane
involved. These would all be packaged
together."

When Dunn is given an assignment
for a graphic, he passes the information
to an artist, who is responsible for cre-
ating the graphic The artist is able to
call up information for the graphic from
a computer terminal. Dunn sard: "lt is
important that the artist checks the

electronic copy to see if there are any
notes from me or an editor. The artist
then has a period of time to reflect on
the information before he leaps into
the assignment. I try to check the
assignment during its progress. And
then I'll see it at the end, when we start
the proof process."

Two copies of each graphic are
prepared, Dunn explained. One is given
to the assigning editor and one is given
to the copy desk of the department
using the graphic. The graphics are

corrected, initialed by the reading copy
editor and returned to the artist, who
makes the corrections and then makes
another set of proofs.

"Then we go through the process
again, where the proofs are reviewed,
initialed and returned to the artistj' Dunn

said. "We continue this process until

everyone signs off on the graphic.
Sometimes it takes three or four passes;

sometimes it only takes one."

SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. Clip two examples of tables from
a local newspaper and critique them.

What do you like and dislike about
them? How would you improve
them?

2. Do the same for two line charts.

3. Do the same for two bar charts.

4. Do the same for two column charts.

5. Do the same for two grouped-bar
charts.

6. Do the same for two pie charts.

7. Clip from newspapers two examples

of each of the types of pictographs.

What do you like and dislike about
them? How would you improve

them?

INSIDE LOOI(



Diryrams and Facts Boxes

ables and charts display

statistical information,
but there also are informa-
tional graphics used daily in

newspapers that display non-statistical
information. These non-statistical
informational graphics can be classified
into two categories: Diagrams or sche-

motics, which explain how something
works or why or how an event occurred;

and facts boxes, which distill important
points of. a story or event. Facts boxes

also can include visual representations
to make it easier for readers to absorb

the information.

DIAGRAMS/SCHEMATIGS

Diagrams and schematics reduce com-
plicated events or mechanical things
to simplified, but not simple, one-

dimensional drawings. They often pro-

vide the visual what, where, when, why
and how of events and are among the
most striking and powerful of graphics.

The explosion of the space shuttle
Challenger on Jan. 29, 1986, is a good

illustration of how diagrams can be
used effectively. While a reporter might
go into great detail to explain how the
space shuttle's "O-rings" failed and

caused the tragic explosion, the visual
journalist could create a diagram graphic

on the same subject and almost instantly

grve the reader specific visual information
about the disaster.

When the shuttle exploded 73 sec-

onds after liftoff, killing the seven crew
members aboard, television recorded
the event in graphic color and ran the
video over and over. Television also

offered graphics to explain the tragedy,

but they were fleeting images on a
screen. Only newspapers were able to
glve readers detailed information about
the complex rocket systems that were
operating aboard the Challenger. The
diagrams that appeared in papers pro-

vided information that could be studied
and restudied (Figures l2.l and 12.2).

The Challenger disaster diagram
should not have been difficult to create.
The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration published a number of
lengthy briefing books for reporters
about every part of the shuttle program.

From one of these briefing books, the
visual journalist could find background
information about the rocket booster
system, in addition to diagrams of the
rockets and related systems (Figure

12.3). Working from such diagrams, an

artist was able to diagram the rocket
system and create a graphic that would
show not only where the shuttle was

when it exploded but also the degree
of separation among the rocket
elements.
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Figure L2.2 Diagrams showing details of Challenger disaster

A UISUAL FRAME OF REFERENCE

Many of the complex stories newspapers
report involve things and places about

which most readers have little under-
standing. Few newspaper readers have

seen a space shuttle; even fewer have

witnessed its launch. A diagram graphic

can grve them a "visual frame of
referen ce."

Such a visual frame of reference is

important in everyday life. For exilmple,

a computer manual may use dozens of
words to describe a new piece of
equipment, but until the consumer sees

a diagram or a picttrre, he or she cannot

accurately visualize what the new
invention looks like. In much the same
manner, a good diagram graphic can
glve readers a visual frame of reference

on the faraway events of the world or
even of their own town. Diagram
graphics show what the story is

reporting or where, when, u)lry and how

the event occurred.

The Ghernobyl Disaster

When a fire erupted in a reactor at the
Soviet Union's nuclear power plant at

Chernobyl in April 1986, American
journalists had to respond quickly with
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news reports based only on sketchy
information. To make matters worse
the Soviet Union at first refused to
release photographs of the nuclear
accident site. Thus, diagram graphics

of the event helped newspaper readers
clanfy the mental pictures they had

made based on written reports; they
gave readers a frame of reference on
the plant, its size and its various
elements.

A San Francisco Chronicle diagram
provided both graphic and pictorial
information (Figure 12.4). The Chronblc
graphic, taken from an International

Atomic Enerry Agency book, was

combined with a L982 Tass (the Soviet
news and photo agency) photo to show
readers the reactor's core and how such

a reactor works. The Chronicle was
able to produce the diagram because

one of its science reporters remembered
reading about Soviet nuclear power
plants in a reference book.

Having such information is critical
to creating accurate and complete dia-
gram graphics. A reporter's copy can
present a vague, general idea of a loca-

tion or event, but a newspaper artist
needs specific, detailed information to

create such diagrams. Source material
can come from reporters, the wire
services, the newspaper library or a

university or public library. (A complete

discussion of source materials and

reference works can be found in
Chapter 10. )
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148 feared dead
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Figure L2.5 Early map in The Detroit News
showing airplane crash location

Figure L2.6 Map in later edition of. The
Detroit News showing airplane crash location

Figure 12.8 Diagram of airplane that crashed
in Detroit

An Airliner Grash
in Detroit

The Aug. 16, 1987, crash of an airliner
taking off from Detroit Metropolitan
Airport, in which 158 persons were
killed, illustrates how diagram graphics
can help explain the where and how of
a major news story. The diagrams played

an important role in giving newspaper
readers information that may have been

difficult to grasp in the initial print and

broadcast reports.
When Northwest Airlines Flight 255

crashed, the first graphic information
available concerned the location of the
crash. By using reference materials
showing Detroit's arport and its runway
system, ztr artist could draw a detailed
and accurate map, which also could be

used in later diagrams (Figures 12.5
and 12.6).

Another piece of information readily
available after the crash was a diagram
of the plane, a MD-80 made by McDon-
nell Douglas Corp. This tlpe of infor-
mation is found in Jane's All the World's

Aircraft. Again, atr artist could take

this information and create a diagram

showing readers where passengers and

crew were on the plane when they fell

Hr* TheDetrcitl\hws ----!-,s

l54die atl\fietro
in airliner crash

Tragedy: Northrvrst
jet burns on takeoff,
slams.buiHing, I-94
ttub
:Dh
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THE CRAS}I OF FUGHT 2!'5
A special report

Tagedyat Metro:
How it h*nea
tl6Gm thodgmnb0[lE6

Airliner crash kills at least 117
Impact caruses fireball
near Detroit's airport

FrffiWk. R.Wrtt
ROMULUS, Micb. - A Norli-

rcat AirliD€s plane rith ll7 p€ople
aboard crashed Sunday niSht in a
lireball on tekeoft lrom Detroit
MetropolitaD Airport, spparently
kiUirS 8ll aboard, authortties sald.

Wayo€ County Erecutive Ed
McNamara said at e mss c.onler.
ence Sunday niSht thst there 8D-
peared to be no survivors and that
at leest five people rere irjured o
tte ground.

"Th€re's a great deal of bed-
lam," McNamara said. "Burning
met8l. BlsDkeB crverinS Pbat ap
pesr to be the rcmeins lt's just tG
tsl destruction. It Just loohs like a

lsrSe bomb fell."
A temporary mor8ue Pas set up

at tbe airport, McNamera 88id.
FBI agents were sent to the

scene becruse of I report thrt there
might heve been .n erplcion b+
fore the crash, sald John Anlhoay,
spolesman for the FBI in Detmil

"We 8re iovestigating the possi-

bility thet there Ess a bomb on
board," ADthony said. "It is only
spcculation, but we are invBtigat-
iDg it."

Thrce Athens
women slain;
zuspect heldTha Aitocr.lld Prcat

Emergency offlclds exanbe e plece ol fuselage from a Norlh- Airport iD Romulus, Mleh. Tte trreckage rests on ht€rstete 9{,
wcst AIrliDe3 Jet lhat crasbcd SuDday et Detrolt Metropolitu mrth of the drport. All l{6 people oD the Jet apperertly dled.

Figure 12.7 Map in out-of-town paper showing airplane crash location
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Figure 12.9 Early diagram illustrating possible causes of airplane crash
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ses of airplane crash Figure L2.lO Subsequent diagram illustrating possible cause of
airplane crash

The Detroit News and the Detroit
Free Press presented diagram graphics

that showed not only the runway but
also the plane's attempt to take off and
its path of destruction (Figure L2.8).
In the days after the disaster, speculation
on the cause of the crash centered on
the winds at the time of takeoff and the
setting of the plane's wing flaps. Each
time a new development occurred, the
graphics staffs at the two Detroit papers

responded with detailed and thorough
informational graphics (Figures 12. 9

and 12. 10). The graphics provided
specific information about what investi-
gators were working on and background
data that helped make the news stories
more understandable.

to their deaths. The diagram also could

show where the lone survivor of the
crash, a 4-year-old girl, was seated.

For the newspapers in Detroit,
diagram information as well as photo-
graphs were essential to illustrate the
disaster. Out-of-town newspapers had
to rely on wire service reports to show
readers where the crash occurred.
Some newspapers used only a location
map of Detroit, without showing where
the airport is situated in the city (Frgure

12.7). Some editors would argue, how-
ever, that such a map is too simplistic
and that Detroit's location relative to
Michigan or the United States is
unnecessary in understanding the plane

crash story.
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Figure 12.1L Diagram showing how cable car works

Figure 12.12 Diagram about Fourth of July celebrations

Non-Disaster Diagrams

Diagrams aren't used solely with disaster
stories. They can explain common
occurrences, such as how the San
Francisco cable cars work (Figure

L2.I1), how to view Fourth of July cel-
ebrations (Figure L2.12), what's under
a city street (Figure I2.L3) or how a
magician does his tricks (Figure LZ.L4).

The secret to creating these dia-
grams is finding the information for an
artist to use. The information can come
from reference books or through inter-
views with experts. When creating
complicated diagrams, the artist must
pay careful attention to taking technical
jargon and putting it in language readers
can understand. Visual journalists never
should assume that readers are experts
on the subject being diagrammed.

FACTS BOXES

A facts box is the simplest tlpe of
informational graphic from an artist's
point of view; however, care must be
taken when deciding on the information
for the graphic.

By highlighting important aspects
of a major story, facts boxes provide
information to readers who have limited
time to spend with the newspaper but
who want to stay well-informed. Facts
boxes allow a reader to skim the vital
facts of a story, such as an income tax
increase or a nuclear arms treaty,

.sffic*r.GI
FFr-itr.GhJ.H
,ilhmEafr.a..ahkd.s-h
!.aaatrWtaFi-th
G@rL.6&xB
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Figure 12.13 Diagram revealing what's under a city street
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without having to read the entire report.
Many editors believe a good facts box
can help draw readers into the story
because their curiosity may be aroused
by something they read in the facts

box.

There are several types of facts

boxes from which the visual journalist

or artist may choose.

Story Summary Facts Box

The story sutnrnary facts box lnghlights,
as concisely as possible, key points in
a story (Figtue 12.15). Based on the

information in the box, the reader can

decide to read the accompanylng story

or move on to another. Such graphics

are particularly helpful in lengthy
investigative or in-depth articles or

series.

eriatric centers train
health-care specialists
- G[mlInG, from page 24

estimates that nationwide, the elderly
may b€ taking 25 percent more
medication than is necessary.

Stratton said the program actually
may cut medications by as much as 50
pcrcent. He said many medications
that are assigned on an as-needed

basis are never given, even though
they are included in patients'records.

"In the elderly, the tendency to
prescribe is there," Stratton said. "In
the past two decades, we have had an

explosion in the number of drugs
available, and we in this country have
adopted the erroneous philosophy that
there is a drug for everything.

"Many patients and many doctors
see the writing of a prescription as the
consummation of the doctor-patient
relationship. And we are backward in
doing that.

"Improved awareness of drug utili-
zation in the elderly is a major part of
our program and is a part of the
cducational preparation of students
and of practicing professionals
through continuing education."

The center has taken its message to'
every corner of the siate.

A conference in January drew 419
nurses, doctors, pharmaciss and nun'
ing and medical students from around

Illinois woman who was treated
through the New Mexico program.

Dorothy, not her real name, was

brought June 30, 1987, to Las Palmas
Nursing Home, the other teaching
nursing home served by the university
program. Her son, who is in the Air
Force and stationed in Albuquerque,
literally brought her there to die.

"She was completely bedbound, she

couldn't feed or dress herself, she had
tongue-thrusting movements and shF

didn't know where she was most of
the time," said nurse practitioner
Jeanette Kelley, who managed Do-
rothy's case.

Nurse practitioners have completed
courses beyond those required for a
registered nurse's degree.

"She came in with a diagnosis of
Parkinson's disease, hypertension and
dementia," Kelley said.

As with all patients, the frrst thing
Kelley did was to review Dorothy's
medications. She found the patient
was on 13 separate drugs for an

unspecified "nervous condition."
Kelley knew something was drasti-

cally wrong when she noticed the
rvoman was simultaneously taking
three extremely powerful psychotro-
pics, Thorazine, Mellaril and Haldol.

With the help of the center's team,
Kelley diagnosed Dorothy as sufTering
from drug-induced tardive dyskinesia,

Key polnts
1. To combar rhe wideqp,rcad bk
of formal education and raining
in geriarics, Ure fdeal govern-
mcnt in recent yeus has frndcd 3l
geriatric-edrication ccnters at
medical schools acros the com-
ry.
2. The Albr4ueque gaiatric-
cducation center at the University
of,New Mexico tus reduced 6e
number of medications used on is
elderly patiens on an average of
30 to 50 p€rcent and improved
their health in the process.

3. It[any patiens ard doctcs
have developod lhe "backnard"
view that thcir medical relation-
ship must be cmsummatcd with a
pescription drug.

4. An elderly, bed-ridden Illinois
wqnsn was on 13 modicatiots,
including tluee difierent antipsy-
chotics, whcn she was tatcn ino
the New Mexico pogiam. Tlrc
&ugs werc rEductd o utly two,
and scvenl montlu latcr, shr rc-
urnedoancrid lifc.

Figure 12.15 Story summary facts box
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Event summary facts

Eeitier arranqes a crib before tour of new housins oroiect in
llbllywood. S-he has made housing one of her priorities.'

Eoitier expectd
b fill top role
0 county board

Poitier's priorities shen she
eame to ttre commirgion tro yearr

Broward County
Commissioner, District
2, Deerfield Beach.

ffi
EDUCATIOI* Graduated trom
old Blanche Ely High School in
Pompano Beach. Attended Mi-
ami-Dade Communlty College
and BethuneCoo*man College.

ffi
ty commissioner and owner ol
Deerlield Cleaners and Laundry.

ffi
member ol the Deerlield Beach
City Commission lrom 1974 un-
til 1985, serving as mayor lor
two years and vice mayor tor an-
other lour years. B€sides partici-
pating in numerous community
and church groups in the city
where she has lived since birth,
she has served on the county's
Metropolitan Planning. OrganF
zation and iis Weter Resources
Advisory Board, which selected
her as vice chairwoman;ihe
Community Services Council;
and in Specialized Urban Minis-
teries.

@
up blighted areas in the unincor-
porated areas continue to head
her agenda.

ffi
any such thing as paying your
dues, I have paid them and am
Still paying lhem."

^e Proposed

@ xlrT""ntransit

Chir:go Tdbufle Graphlc; Source: Cticago Trihlne news rBporis

Figure 12.17 Event sunrnury facts box with illustrations
Reprinted by permission of the Chicago Tibune.

For suburban riders:
! A l0-percent fare cut for rail
commuters effec'tive Feb. 1

I Elimination of universal hans-
fer and loter fares for bus riders
fl !,lew $85 rmtnry pass good
lor unlimited rides on sr,rburban
feeder and CTA shuttle buses
[] New @rty sewice behreen 6'
and 8 p.m. for Chicago & tlorth
WeStem commuters
fJ Elimination of 17 conmuter
rail stations and som€ lightly
used suburban bus routes
fl Extension of Mihraukee
Road's west line to Alrnora
I Use collar counties' surplus
fund for general operating
expenses

Figure 12.18 Background facts box on
person in news

Event Summ ary Facts Bor

The eaent surnmary facts Dor shows
major changes that occurred or will occur
in the wake of a news event, such as a
major decision by a government agency
(Figure L2.16).It alerts readers quickly

to changes that might affect them (Fig-

ure 12.17).

Background Facts Bor

The bachground facts bor provides the
reader with necess ary history about
a story or person in the news (Figure
12. 18). Because it details background
information, the background graphic
allows a reporter to focus on current
events and helps keep the writing of
the main story lively. This graphic

that "I will al-
be the.first black eommis-

er ... and tie black comnis-
ur, because I'm the ooly oue."
newest member of the com-

SYLYIA
POITIER
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er case
later
fit the description given by the wit-
nels.

Deputies were minutes from sav-
ing Patricia Greenfield's life.

"Everythirg went well" for Mar-
tin, Andemen said. "And every-
thing went bad for Patti."

At the landfill, Martin took
Greenfield out of the car and took
her down an embankment. He tried
to strangle her, but she did not be-
come uneonscious. He then took a
five-inch filet knife and stabbed her
once in the left side of the throat.

"I think I asked him if there was
any other way to get around it. And
he said that he had to kill hqr. Ttere
was no other way," Forbes said.

Two days later, George Green-
field said, he knew his daughter
was dead. Sitting in a prayer meet-
ing with Mary by his side, his
daughter spoke to him, he said.

"In my spirit I heard Patti,,'
George Greenfield said. "She said,
'Don't cry, I'm OK.'When I turned
over that to [Mary] Monday night
we knew she was in heaven *itn fne
Lord."

Greenfield's body was found four
days later. Deep down, Andersen
knew it would happen. But the
glimmer of hope he had that Green-
field was still alive vanished when
he saw her body that diry.

"I hurt and I felt bad," Andersen
said. "I was driving north on [Inter-
statel95 and started to cry. And it
was the only time I had really
prayed."

Andersen said he felt as if he
knew Greenfield as well as anyone.
He went through her room, looked
at letters, talked to friends and
family.

"I usually try to find out as much
as I can about the victim." Ander-

sen said. "When I went into her
room I could really see the penrcn.
There was a lot of good there."

Martin and Forbes were arrest-
ed l0 days after the murder when a
prostitute - tied. raped and
threatened at knifepoint by Martin
- escaped his apartment and
called police.

Anderron said it didn't take him
long to know who the killer was.

"After 20 minutes of talking to
Nollie, I knew tbat he had killed
her," Andersen said. "He was
mean."

Forbes, on the other hand, was
scared and sorry. He told detec-
tives the whole story. And he
begged thenr not to let Martin near
him or his family.

Martin, he said, "told me one
time he'd like to see how many peo-
ple he could kill without being
caught."

"It's been bothering me," GarY
Forbes said on the daY he was ar-
rested. "He can do something like
that and don't care. Just like a nor'
mal routine for him. Just like get"

ting up in the morning. And I can't
take ttrat."

CHR,ONOTOGY

I JUI{E E, lg|l - Convenienc&store clork Patrlcia Ann Greenlield is
abducted during a robbery by Nollle Lee Marlin and his cousin Gary
Forbes. The woman is taken to Martin's house, where she is raped. Mar-
tin and Forbes then take hEr to a dump we€t ol Lantana, and Martin
stabs her.

f JUIIE D,1ln - Patricia Greenfield's body is discovered by a worker
at ihe Lantana Landtill.

IJULY a, 1gn - Martin is arrested aftei he is identified by a prostitute he
abducted and raped. Forbes conlesses to abducting Greenlield and
tells police Martin killed her.

I llOV. 13, 19rl - Martin is sontenced to death by Palm Beach County
Circuit Judge Marvin Mounts.

f AUG. q l$a - Gov. Bob Graham slgns a death warrarrt scheduling
Martin to die in the electric chair on Sept. 6.

I SEPT. q 1S'l - The 1 1ih U.S. Gircuit Court ol Appeal in Allanta grents
Martin I stay ol execution.

I AEPT.23' fIS - Martin attempts to commit suicide by sleshing his
rYrisis in hls deaih row lail cell.

I OCT.21, tS - Gov. Bob Graham signs Martin's second death war-
ranl. He is scheduled to die ln the electric chair on Nov. 18, the same
day as serial killer Ted Bundy.

! XOY. 14, lSC - Marlin's execution is once again stayed after his attor-
neys argue that Martin is insane. Common law and constitutional law
prohibit the executioh ol insane inmates.

I,OCT 1! 1lIlI1 - Gov. Bob Martinez signs Mqrtin's third death warranl.
He is scheduled to be executed on Nov. 5.

I OCT D, ltril - The Florida Supreme Court gives Marlin a temporary
siay of execution, ruling the stale must lirst determine whether he is
sane.

f l{OY.5, 1tr7 - Martin wins a temporary stay until a circuit court judge
and the stale Supreme Court rule on his competency.

I XOY. 11, 1S7 - The Supreme Court declares Marlin competent and
the stale schedules the execution for 7:01 a.m., Nov. 11. But U.S. Dis-
trict Judge James Lawrence King issues a permanenl stay, saying there
is not enough time for him lo review the competency issue on appeal.

Figure 12.19 Ctronology facts box

Niearagua

PiOPIl.AT()il:3 million
AIEA: 57,0OO sq. mi., .bout ttn rir! ol low..
CAPITAL: Managua.

IISTOBY: Sincc gaining ind.pfd.nc! ftm Sprin in
1821, Nio*sgt! hss b..n lought ovd by vrrious
tstionr. Thc U.S. Muinos inrrEnad tlvrll $mrg
ltly in this mtry to rostdr cdor m bchall of re
dmcs triandly to th. Unitcd Stairs. U.S. occuparion
r.r& in 1932 !ftd ! fiEyrr war rgainrr r gw-
rilh rmv lad by Gcn. Augusto C. Srntlino. Thc Se
mo2r farlily 

- 
tsrtu rnd two 3on6 

- 
rulcd rlm6r

arcluiwly la 43 ycas. Tho Sandinasta Natimsl Ub-
tratim Frmt, namod ld tho martyrcd Slndino, ow-
thrsw drctats Anasrasio Somozs Oobaylo in July
r 979.

But Nictlgur's civil wr did mt md. Wthin two
y.ils. Nacsaguans dstltrtod by the Sandinistas'
incrosingly mti-dlmdatic regme tqmcd armod
giqJps ir Hmdtrls. Thc Sandinislas clllcd lh.
rmd bmds "cotra," I Splnish .bbrvirriff lq
@nttrrovolulimeba.

Al tirsl lh€ conEas wtrs train€d by right-wing Ar-
gmiinG milirry officaals. ln Deeombtr 1981, Prosi-
deor Roag6n ddcrod rho CIA to sid thr csBrs *
qelly.

Wrh iha aid, tha cmirrs' rar*s g[aw lrm a law
hundod ,ightEs ro svtral trousd. ln 1983. 8n in-
qdsingly stoprical Congresi cappGd rhr CIA ! con-
t a assistena ar $24 millim. And in 1984, afir dle
closwoE th.t rhr CIA had minGd I Nieraguan pqt.
Cmgress cut ott 8ll srd 8nd prohibrtod U.S. rntollF
gsn@ agoncEs trom assistrng rhe contas.

ln Junc 1985. Congrass approwd $27 million in
humanrttian ard to the coniras. ln Seprembr 1986,
ir rnsa&d tho supptrt to S10O millis. includrng
mrlrtary ard. Tho CIA resumsd supavisrng thr c@-
lras.

A ca*ada ol ewnts in 1986 and 1987. culminat-
ing in drslcura of the lrsn{ontrs ilms deals, drs-
closd tho artonl lo whrch Reagan gdmrnistratim of-
llcials had crcumvont€d cmgr€ssional restrEtlona
on U.S. aid, including the drversion ol at lsast $3.2
millon in proftts trom U.S. arms salas to lran.

LANGUAGES: Oficial language rs Spanish.

GOVERI{MENT: Ropublic. All stste tunctions. mili-
tary lccas, police. key indusrries and much o, the
news madia aro conrrollsd by th€ lottrst Sandrnistas.

HEAD OF STATE: DsnEl Orlega Saavo&a. on€ ol
tha nrm Sandinrsts commanders, was el&tad prasr-
(hnr in 1984.
II{DUSTRY: Metc erptrts a.o cotld. cotton. suga.
bananas, bel and gold.

BELlGloll: Roman C8rholic, 85 pd@nr.

A DC-3, the rebels'lifeline, drops supplies of foo4 weaPonE and cash.

Sandinistas by surprise, lhey failed to achieve
what a State Department official called their
major military objeclive - destroying a bridge
near Muelle de los Bueyes that would have cul
rhe highway.

A conlra demolition team was killed trying to
blow up lhe bridge. Two days later, the hiSh-
way was reopened.

The Rama Road sltack failed on another
score as well - the contras managed to alien-
ate some poteDtial sympathizers.

The conlrEs burned the Eunicipal building
at San Pedro de lovago, which had coDtained a
jail and offices for the locsl Eilitia 8nd the
SaDdlBista plrry. But it had also housed the

He said I "psychosis of war" has paralyzed
lhe town residenls, who have wihessed five
contra anacks itr receDl years.

"Nobody wants it to get dark now because the
attacks have been in the tright," he said. "So
wheD night falls, everybody gels nervous."

a

U.S. officials said the Rama Road attack
showed that tbe reb€ls could pull off a major
coordinated nilitary action, without killing or
iDjuring many civilians.

But a subsequeDt attack on a small farm
coop€rative at El Juste, jusl off the Rama Road
and about l0 Eiles west of San Pedro de [+
vago. indicated that the cotrlras' tactic of at-

Figure 12.20 Location facts box with map

sometimes is used as a sidebar to the

main story and is given special treafinent
by an artist or graphics editor.

Ghronology Facts Box

The chronolog facts box provides key

dates in the history of an event (Figure

12.19). Because it is not written in story
form, the chronology graphic can allow
for a more visual treatment of the
information through photographs and

drawings.

Location Facts Box

The location facts box explains basic

facts about a country, state or city
(Figure 12.20). It is useful with inter-
national news stories and often contains
a map showing where the country is

located. The information used in this
facts box can be found in reference
books from the U. S. State Department
or Central Intelligence Agency.
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BUYING ELECTRO}IIGALLY
Point-of-sale network
set to plug into stores
in first statewide system

H#"s
I lorida will be leading the way toward
F ttre future "plaetic iashless-societ/'r when the first statewide point-of-sale
network in the nation begins operation
Sept. l.

Instead of palring for a purchase with
cash, a check or a credit card, customers
ueing the POS network will electronically
transfer funds from their own bank ac-
counts to those of the retailers.

Automatic teller machine access cards
isrued by any of the 303 Florida financial
institutions belonging to the Honor System
ATM network can be used at the POS
terminals.

Honor System member financial institu-
tions have an estimated 85 percent of de-
posits within Florida. Electronic trans-
fer of funds already has gained popularity
with banks, thrifte and credit unions be-
cause each paper transaction, such as a
check, costs about ?5 cents to handle while
the same transaction costs about one-third
of that if done electronically.

In the initial stages of the POS network,
there will be relatively few terminals scat-
tered around the state.

"We want to begin slowly because we
want to have time to work the bugs out of
the system," said Michael Strada, presi.
dent of the Florida Interchange Group Inc.,
which owns and operates the Honor Sys.
tem.

On Sept. I, the POS terminals in Florida
will be operating at 200 Mobil gas stations,
six Publix Super Markets in the Lakeland

Please sea COVER STORY, 12

Figure 12.21 How-it-works facts box

How-!t-Works
Facts Bor

The how-it-worhs fact Dor uses visuals
and words to explain a complex process.

For example, this tpe of facts box might
explain how purchases are made elec-
tronically (Figure L2.21) or how pro-
cessors in a supercomputer "pipeline"
function (Figure 12.22). Of course, that
information could have been written in
story form, but a facts box with plenty
of visual elements does a better job of
erplaining the process.

PIPELIilIilG EXPIAIilED

f| rre wa! of accelerating Eocossors is to change the
\l way they work on problems. Pipelining the
processor uses an assembly line approach, having the
processor components each rvork on a piece of the

problern and pass the rest down the line. This greatly
rcduces the time it takes tlrc processor to complete
the problem by having the components work in a more
efficient manner.

I With pipelining, the proctssor
compon€nts lunction like worke6
on an assembly line. Each
compon€nt completes a certain
computational task and passes

the .est o, the ptoblem to the
nen component on the line. The
keakdo{vn of tas*s l€eps the
components busy on small
computatkms that can be done
quickly, greatly increasin8 outpt t
and eflichtcy from the ptooesso.'

I ln processoE without
pipelinir6, compofle.rt lunctions
are carried out s€quonti.lly. One
component executes ib task whih
the othe.s are Uh, miting in lirrc
to perform their task. Onty one
probl€m can be work€d on at a
time, contrasted to tipctaning
where s€veral probbms are
passed down the ds€mbly line
simultaneously.

The Struggle for Speedier Supercomputers
Desigrcrs Striae to Find Neut Ways to Malrc Thcir hducts Faster ard Better

It b one of ttrce intriguing poblems that with this drdlenge. They can at leaet
hich shool scierre classes have been mull- breathe easy that Ensteir's theory plays no

Third of lou ailicla slow as the rnarch of a squd of legionnaires
acrm the Sahara.

Fiw mailr companies in the sorld-two
American, thrce Japaoese-are grappling

before too loog he or she mrt sit dotvn d a

terminal linked to a sopercomputer and lcy
in the basics to s if [tc *tea mrts" In thb
way, new circuit s!.stents are ahrays bein3

.simulate4 tested and nodifud be{ce hing
buill tt iE thc onty tay to rernain o the ott-

By John &rrgess

Figure L2.22 How-it-works facts box

,tmrEr-naH|lslilicl
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Pegie Stark
Graphics Editor The Detroif News

When Northwest Airlines Flight 255
crashed after takeoff from Detrott Met-
ropolitan Alrport on Aug. 16, 1987, The

Detroit News graphics staff knew it had

plenty of work to do. Pegie Stark, a
graphics editor and researcher at the
newspaper, was part of the team that
covered the crash graphically. She

works mostly on special projects, but
when a story as big as the Northwest
crash happens, she makes the late-

breaking story her priority.

Stark said the first thing the graphics

department did was construct a step-
by-step 3-D map indicating the path

of the plane on the airport runway. The

map showed the way the plane hit a
car rental building and ended up on

the highway late on a Sunday night.
The map files ln the graphics depart-
ment provided the artist with a base
map from which to trace the path of

the plane.

The first map/graphic was done as
reporters worked on breaking stories
on the tragedy. A graphics coordinator
read the stories as they were being
written, reconstructing the scene with
the reporters. Stark explained: "During

the night, an artist at USA Today was
helping provide part of the graphic-
the drawing of the plane-while our
people provided the breaking news
part of the graphic." (USA Today, like

The Detroit News, is a Gannett news-
paper, and they often share graphics
or parts of graphics.) All of the crash
graphics were created on a Macintosh
computer and sent out on Gannett
Graphics Network.

The next day, as officials worked to

establish the second-by-second path

of the plane, a more detailed map of
the airport runways was needed.
Although the airport people wouldn't
cooperate by providing one, Stark said,

"Someone in the newsroom remem-
bered that our advertising or PR

department had done something on

the airport and had a very good map.
After some phone calls and persuadtng,

the advertislng department came
through with a detailed map-the
blueprints for the airport. lt was exactly
what we needed."

A day after the crash, the graphics
staff of The News was working on visuals

for the paper's second-day package.
"At this point, the officials thought it

was wind shear that caused the crash,"

Stark said. "We decided we could put

together a very informative graphic on

wind shear. We also ran a more detailed
map/graphic, again with updated
informatron, showing exact times of

the events. We decided to show a

detailed cutaway of the plane and to
give its history, so we got a reporter to
track the plane's day before it crashedl'

At that time, the plane's black box
was being discussed as well. "ln that
second-day package we included a

cutaway of the black box and an

explanation of what's in it," Stark noted.
"lt is really orange and becomes black
when charred by fire. And it is really
two boxes, a voice recorder and data
recorder."

Stark said the staff 's next step was
to start calling people at McDonnell
Douglas to establtsh contacts who could
provide detailed information on the
plane as the story developed over the
following weeks.

"Every day some new theory
developed as to the cause of the crash,
so we tried to get on hand as much
technical information as we could to

antrcipate describing graphically each
theory," she satd. "One of the reasons
graphics worked so well was that pho-

tographs were only showing the total

devastation of the plane and the victims.

There was absolutely nothing left at

the crash site. So, when we wanted to
explain the inside of the plane or the

engine or to create the scene, graphics

were the ideal visual explanation."
Stark said the graphics department

kept digging for information. "We called
the airline and manufacturer of the plane

to get more and more details. Using
Jane's All the World's Aircraft, we got a
cutaway of the engine. Then McDonnell
Douglas [the manufacturer] sent us

[via facsimile machine] detailed dia-
grams of the flaps, slat, controls, cockpit
and other equipment."

Stark wrote a sequence of events
of what a pilot does right before and
when he or she enters the cockpit of
the plane and then had McDonnell
Douglas check that information. She
explained: "We couldn't find a photo of
the cockpit, so we took a blueprint from

McDonnell Douglas and a drawing of

a general cockpit that we found in a
magazine and drew a graphic from
that information. Once we had it

together, we faxed it to McDonnell
Douglas to check it for accuracy. As
the story developed, the cockpit graphic
was used over and over to put the
reader inside the cockpit. We provided
an explanation of what is needed to
get the plane up and flying."

Stark said much of her job involves
asking reporters and sources "visual"

questions. "l gather visual information
and written descriptions that an artist
can draw from. For example, someone
might say, the pilot flrps a switch and
flaps go to the right position. My job is
to dig for more, to ask: 'Where is the
switch? How does it work? How do the
flaps work? How are they different from

the slats? How big are they?"'

INSIDE LOOK
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES 5. Do the same for an event summary
facts box.

1. Find two examples of diagrams in a

newspaper ana c.itique fre;:-wil 6' Do the same for a background facts

do you like and dislike about them? box'

How would you improve them? 7. Do the same for a chronology fucts

2. Clipa diagram from a local newspa- box'

per and discuss how it explains 8. Do the same for a location facts
what, where, when, why and how. box.

3. Discuss "visual frame of reference." 9. Do the same for a how-it-works
Clip a diagram from a newspaper facts box.
that can be used as an example.

4. Find an example of a story summary
fucts box in a newspaper and critique
it. What do you like and dislike about
it? How would you improve it?



Maps

aps are the oldest form
of graphic communica-

tion-even before
there was paper, clay

tablets were used to record information
about the location of places and things
within those places.

The oldest known ffi?p, drawn by
Sumerians, has been dated to approxi-
mately 3800 B. C. and shows an estate
in Mesopotamia. The Eglptians made

maps in the 14th century B. C. that
showed boundaries of property. The
Greeks laid the foundation for modern
mapmaking in about the 6th century
B. C. when they developed the system
of latitude and longitude, which is used

today to map coordinates of locations
in the world. For centuries, people have

used geographic maps to tell others
about places.

MAPS IN NEWSPAPERS

Maps were among the first tlpes of
graphics used by newspapers more than
a century ago. In its coverage of the
Civil War, for example, Tht Philadehhia
Inquirer included a map to help tell the
story of the 1862 battle of Antietam
(Figure 13.1). fuiother example of early
newspaper maps is a 1934 hand-drawn
map that gave newspaper readers a

better understanding of the violence
that erupted between striking long-
shoremen and San Francisco police
(Figure 13.2).

Even though maps have been used

by newspapers for a long time, they
are one of the most underappreciated
and underutilized forms of visual com-

munication. Few newspapers run as

many maps as they could to provide

readers with a geographic fix on news

events. And the maps that are used

often are not given the same play as

larger, more glamorous informational
graphics. Despite the lack of "excite-
ment" in a one-column rrrap, the visual
journalist should look for stories that
can be enhanced by the inclusion of
maps.

Maps also are a much-needed graphic

in today's newspapers because of the
startling lack of geographic knowledge
among readers. Surveys of U. S. high

school and college students have
revealed an appalling lack of knowledge
of where various countries are in the
world. Even journalists who are familiar
with places in the news have a hard
time correctly identrf:ring countries on

a map. For example, how many people

could look at a map of the United States

that showed the outline of states and

correctly label each one (Figure 13.3)?

161
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Figure 13.1 Early newspaper map (1g62)
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Figure 13.2 Hand-drawn newspaper map (1934)
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Figure 13.3 Map of United States-how many states can you identify?
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Figure 13.5 Geologic rnap

Figure 13.7 Land use map

Looking like water from a dam that has burst, a glacier flows agarnst the
side of a Dry Valley mountain range. The valleys are f ree ol ice and could

Figure 13.6 Topographic map

There are scores of map types
available to the visual journalist. Here
are the ones most commonly used by

newspapers.

Distribution Map

Distribution maps show, for example,

the location of endangered species or
the occurrence of oil deposits (Figure

13.4). Another common distribution
map appears on many weather pages

to show the distribution of temperatures
across the United States. Such maps

use isolines or contour lines to show the
gradual change in value.

Geologic Map

Geologic maps show formations of
mineral or other surface deposits, as

in a bedrock map, or the rock layers of
the Earth, to help in understanding
earthquake faults. These maps also are

used to show land disputes, disasters
and soil conditions (Figure 13.5).

Sometimes these devices are called

cross-section maps.

Topographic Map

Topographic maps show visible f.ea-

tures of an area such as a mountain

range or a valley (Figure 13.6). These
maps also can use contour lines to show

elevation relative to sea level. Topo-

contain great mineral wealth. The ice on lhe olher side rises thousands
of feet. Scientists are trying to delermine why the valleys are lree ol ice.

graphic maps are useful to a visual
journalist because of the vast amount
of specific data found in them, such as

roads, trails and power lines. Most
topographic maps are produced by the
U. S. Geological Survey department of
the federal government.

Land Use Map

Land use maps show activity in a

given area, such as residential and

industrial areas within a city's boundaries
(Figure 13.7).

Statistical or
Data Map

Statistical or data maps show quan-

titative information across a geographic
area, such as state-by-state unemploy-
ment rates in the United States (Figure

13.8).

Surlace Map

The most commonly used maps in
newspapers are surface maps, which
show the location of places on a flat
surface. They are sometimes called

transportation ma\s because they gen-

erally show highways, roads, streets,
airports, cities and major points of
interest. A map showing the route Pope

John Paul II took during his visit to
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October unemployment
State by state
ln percent of workforce; seasonally unadjusted

National fobless
rate 8.4o/o r.H.
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Figure 13.8 Statistical or data map
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Figure 13.9 Surface map

Continued from page IA

Lake City, halfway down Lake Pepin
on the Minnesota side, has a fine
sandy beach, perfect on a muggy July
aflcrnoon. But the beach is empty.

In a picnic arca alongside, high
school students Tammy Ravenhorst
and Melissa Van Houten sun
themselves. Do they plan to swim?

"Oh. yuk. no, it's way too gross."
Ravenhorst says with a shudder.

Gross may be an understatement.
The water is coated with an
iridescent mass of blue-green algae,
which churns up a scummy green
foam as it laps the shore.

Stick a finger in and the green slime
clings. It has to be scrubbed off.

And then there's the smell - a reek power to the occasional town. Except
that is warm, wet, thick and overripe, for a few fishermen and canoeists, its

IIET-III-II'I
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Figure 13.10 Location map

Cleanup
Continued lrom Page Al
setcure a variety of local, state and
federal permits.

The bureau operates the 12

evaporation ponds at Kesterson for
drainage waters flowing fmm the
Westlands Water District.

Faced with a state cleanup order
and increasing pressure from
environmentalists, the U.S.
Depirrtment of the Interior stunnd
western San Joaquin Valley farmers
March 15 by announcing that the
Kestercon ponds would be closed
immc.rdiately and irrigation water
shut off to 42,000 acres in Westlands.

Interior spokeswoman Carol
Hallett, who announced the closure,
said a hazing pnogram to scare
birds from the refuge had not been
entirely successful and there was
concern that the Migratory Bird
Treary Act, a tough bird protection
law, was heing violated.

However, Interior of f icials
reversed themselves two weeks
later, negotiating an agreement with
Westlands that allows for use of the
Kesterson ponds until June $, 1986.

larry Hancock, an assistant to
Houston, said Monday that the
cleanup plan is backed by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service but that
officials of the U.S. C,€ological

{o. o, '* 
1
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Figure 13.11 Location map that is too specific

Columbia, S. C., is an example of a sur-
face map (Figure 13.9). Within the broad

category of surface or transportation
ffi?p, there are different types of maps

newspapers can use to present geo-

graphic information.

Location Map

A location map shows an area being
written about in an accompanying story

(Figure 13.10). This common newspa-
per map is often the most poorly done

because it tails to do the two things
that successful location maps must do:

first, show a location important to a

story; second, relate the specific loca-

tion to an overall area, as the "River"
map did.

The map showing the Kesterson
evaporation ponds is an example of a
location map that is so specific, so

; Wisconsin
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Figure L3.LZ Location map showing specific location in relation to
overall area

detailed, that it fails to give readers any

sense of where the ponds are in relation

to towns or cities they might live in or
know (Figure 13. 11). There are only

two reference points, a mud slough and

the San Luis Drain. If a reader doesn't
have any knowledge of either site, the
map serves virtually no purpose.

A better example of a location map

is from the Quad Cities Times (Figure

13.12). This map shows not only the

specific blocks being written about in

the news story but also the location of
the blocks in relation to the city and

the Mississippi River, a reference point

for most Quad Cities readers. By
showing both a specific location and its
relationship to an overall area, this map
gives readers unfamiliar with the area

a better chance of understanding the

story.

Location Map with a

Highlight Box or Balloon

This type of map, often used with
breaking news stories, points to a loca-

tion and, in a box or balloon, gives
readers a three- or four-word explanation

of the news (Figure 13. 13). The balloon

or box should tell readers, in as few
words as possible, where an event
occurred. The story should give the
details. For example, instead of saying
"12 West German miners die in acci-
dent," the balloon should say "Where
miners died" or "Site of mine accident."

Event or Trip Map

The event or trip map traces specific
events over a period of time, helping
readers understand events that have

occurred or upcoming events. As with
location maps with balloons, the infor-
mation in these maps needs to be con-

Figure 13.13 Location map with balloon
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Figure 13.14 One tlpe of trip map
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Republic
of India
Population: 713,000,000 [1982 est.]

Area: 1,269,420 square miles, one-
third size of United States

Capital: New Delhi

Literacy rate: 36 percent

Languages: 16 languages,
including Hindi and English

Rellglons: 83o/o Hindu, 'l1o/o
Moslem, 3% Christian, 2"/o Sikh

Mafor industrles: Textiles, steel,
processed foods, cement,
machinery, chemicals, fertilizers,
consumer appliances, autos

Major crops: Rice, grains, coffee,
sugar cane, spices, tea, cashews,
cotton, copra, coir, juta, linseed

Chicagp Tritune Graphic;
Source: World Almanac, World Factbmk
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Figure 13.15 Country facts map
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cise. In addition, the information should

be arranged so the reader can follow
the sequence of events.

Another tlpe of trip map shows the
specifics of a city that a newsmaker is

visiting. USA Today's map of Moscow
prior to President Ronald Reagan's 1988

visit does an excellent job of introducing
a foreign city to American readers
(Figure 13.14).

Gountry Facts Map

The country facts map presents both
a map of a country and some specific

information such as population and size,

which makes it more like an informa-
tional graphic than a pure map (Figure

13. 15).

Weather Map

Almost all daily newspapers run a

weather map showing, at the least,

temperatures for a featured area. Some
papers run more than one. Readers
demand such maps because weather is

important to their lives and to the
nation's economy. And everyone likes

to talk about the weather. Although
perhaps not as newsworthy as some

informational graphics, the weather map

is thus an important part of a newspa-

per's daily graphics presentation. The
same amount of time, thought and

attention to detail should be given to
the weather map as to other devices.

Fortunately, once the design of the
weather map has been established, it
remains constant from day to day. It is
up to the visual journalist, however,
to double-check all the figures and

weather fronts in the map each day.

Weather maps can range from simple

black-and-white forecast maps supplied

by the Associated Press or another

service (Figrre 13.16) to more elaborate

and colorful maps. USA Today has had
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Figure L3.17 Map without a visual frame
of reference

an impact on newspaper weather maps

much as it has on all newspaper visuals.

Shortly after the newspaper introduced
its colorful weather map, many news-
papers redesigned and improved their
weather package to include more and

better visuals.

An important element in the
improvement of weather maps has been

the arrival of forecasting services that
are independent of the National Weather

Service. These services, such as

Weather Central and Accu-Weather,
provide sophisticated weather informa-

tion tailored to the needs of individual
newspapers. In addition to supplnng
tabular information showing the highs

and lows around the nation, these
services will provide daily (or more
than once d"ily) color weather maps
produced on a Macintosh computer and

transmitted to the newspaper via tele-
phone lines. These transmitted maps

can save valuable artistic time without
a loss of quality.

THE ELEMENTS OF MAPMAKIilG

The simple, although hardly simplistic,
location map should be created with the
same care and attention to detail as

any informational graphic. The visual
journalist must pay attention to how
readers will perceive the map; the use

of t1pe, symbols and tones; and the
use of a scale.

How Readers
Uisualize a Map

Successful mapmaking for newspapers
means understanding that the map is

only a representation of a three-dimen-
sional object, the Earth, on a one-

dimensional plane, the newspaper's
printed page. When taking points from
a curved Earth and putting them on a
flat map surface, it is impossible to
show precisely the true size or rela-
tionship between points.

However, the purpose of newspaper

maps is less to show true size relation-

ships than to show a relative sense of
distance between known objects. For
example, newspaper readers in Dallas

might have a good understanding of
their state's geography-they know that
Houston is south and east of Dallas and

Fort Worth is west of their city. Such
geographic relationships are easily
understood when they involve areas

that readers are familiar with.
But what about the relationship

between Paris and Lyon in France?

Unless a reader recently drove or took
the train between the two French cities
and knew that Lyon is south and east

of Paris, he or she would have trouble
visualizing the relationship between
them. In this case, the success of the
map depends on giving the reader a
visual frame of reference, such as a well-
known landmark, major highways or a
country's shape or boundaries.

Some maps can show too much detail
of a location and tail to glve the reader
a sense of the area being depicted. This
problem is especially true in maps

showing events in a large, spread-out
city. If the map is "too close" in what it
shows-that is, lacks a visual frame of
reference-only the readers who live
near the area being depicted will have

a sense of location when they see the
map (Figure 13. 17).

@ 1988 Accu-Weather, lnc.

Figure 13.16 Weather map

THE WEATHER
forccast tor 6 P.M., Wednesday, July 27

---tFFr1;'}1lWarm Cold Stationary
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State, focus locator for a city, area, event or incident within a state, 1 co!, t;OO%

tlap use and charaeterlstlcs
This map zeroes in on a small area to provide geographic and man-made detail
when locating a city, area, event or incident within a state.

Before you begfln
Map is drawn L2.2 picas wide.
No type on map will be smaller than 7pt.

Hero's how:

Bodies of water
Polygons.
Fill: 1% Black
Stroke: None

State inset
Can be found
on the MAPPING AIDS
document.

Names: 8 pt. Times ltalic.

Malor cfi
Polygon approximating
the city's shape.
Ftll: L% Black
Stroke: 7% Black
Weight: .5

Hlghway slgns
Hi$hway signs are found
on the MAPPING AIDS
document.

lrterstates
Stacked lines, centered.
Bottom line, Fill: none

Stroke: White
Weight:2

Top line, Fil!: None
Stroke: 1OO% Black
Weight: 1

Type ln box
9pt. H. Franklin Gothic Heavy.
Keep type to two lines if possible.

Malor rlverc
Fill: None
Stroke: 50% Black
Weight .7

Minor riverc
Fill: None
Stroke: 50% Black
Weight .5

Name:8 pt. Times ltalic.

Box around map
Fill: White
Stroke: LOOo/o Black
Weight: .5

Symbol: Circle,4 pt. diameter.
F:ill: White
Stroke: Black
Weight .2

Mountaln symbol
Can be found on the
MAPPING AIDS document.

Secondary locations
8 pt. Helvetica Narrow.

Featured cltles
9 pt. Helvetica Narrow Bold.

Mlleage lndlcator
Bars are two polygons.
Fill: White
Stroke: 100% Black
Weight: .0

Fill: 100% Black
Stroke: 100% Black
weighr .0

Type: 7 pt.N. Helvetica Narrow

Figure 13.18 Map style sheet

Type, Symbols
and Tones

Too much tlpe can make a map

unreadable; too little tlpe may mean

that the reader is not being gwen enough

information to relate the map to the
accompanylng story. In addition to
selecting the appropriate amount of
type, the visual journalist must make

certain that the tlpe is readable. Tlpe
size is important not only for readability
but also for readers' identitication of
key areas or information in a map.

The newspaper should have a style
sheet that clearly details what size type
should be used on locations such as

cities, counties, roads and rivers (Figure

13.18). The style sheet can assign dif-

ferent type sizes for different locations.

For example, a river might be set in 7 -

point tlpe and a capital city in 9-point
type. Although there might not be much

of a difference in the two t1rye sizes,
when the map is printed, the city will
be of greater importance visually than
the river. And whatever the size of the
type, it needs to be consistent from
map to map. That's why a style sheet
is important-it sets a standard for
every person at the newspaper who
will be working on a map.

Consistency also is important when
selecting symbols to designate map

features such as highways. Many
newspapers simply use the same shape
symbol for a U. S. highway that the
federal government does. For state or
county roads, most newspapers try to
duplicate the standard symbols for such

roads. Using standard symbols helps

readers quickly "see" the tlpe of road
being shown on the map.

When information is presented in a
balloon in the ffi?p, the wording should

be terse. When pointing to a location
within a city, for instance, the balloon
might say, "Site of gunfight." Such

information helps readers quickly

understand the significance of the story
as well as where the event occurred
(Figure 13. 19). Of course, not every
map needs a balloon. Conversely, too
many balloons can crowd the map and

hinder comprehension. For example,

the "Flooding in the Midwest" map has

13 balloons, which makes it difficult for
readers to identify points on the map
(Figure L3.20).

When selecting tones that are keyed

to certain areas of a map, the visual
journalist must be aware of the printing
limitations at his or her newspaper-it
does little good to present a map that

has tones or gray screens that the

newspaper can't print.

Figure 13.19 Map with balloon

K l*:*
ITucson '": 
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The Scale

The scale of a map refers to the rela-
tionship between distance on the map

and the corresponding distance on the
Earth's surface. World maps show only
a little amount of information because

they are out of necessity made on a

small scale. In contrast, a map showing
a couple of blocks in a city can show a

lot of detail because it uses a large scale.

In newspaper maps, the scale tells
readers how the space on the map
relates to the actual space on the ground,

either in feet, miles or kilometers. The
scale thus must be clear and easy to
understand.

Golor and Gontrast

A good ffiop, whether in color or black

and white, will use tones and shading

to help focus the reader's attention on

the most important part of the map.

Often, a gray screen is used to shade

the least important areas, thus allowing

the key areas to be in white.
Color also can be used effectively

to highlight key areas or designate cer-
tain information, such as blue for water.

Care must be taken, however, to avoid

using too much color, which can make

the map confusing. fuid complementary
colors should be used to prevent a gaudy

look. A newspaper's color reproduction

capabilities also must be taken into
consideration, because information in
the map can be obscured by poor
reproduction of certain colors.

Color works well when it is used

for individual keys in a statistical map.

By using colors to portray distribution
of information, ?s in state-by-state

unemployment, the artist does not have

to worry about the limited number of
black.and-white tones that are available.

Avoiding Uisual Trickery

While many artists strive to add visual
excitement to maps and other informa-
tional graphics, the end result can be

a graphic that "fools" the reader or
wastes space in the newspaper. Such

visual trickery should be avoided.

For example, in the map showing

the West Bank of Israel below the rest
of the country, the artist probably was

trying to separate visually the two areas
(Figure L3.21). However, he ended

up giving the visual impression that Israel
is "above" the rest of the countries on
the map.

The artist who created the
perspective map of the San Francisco
Bay area to show the epicenters of two
earthquakes also played a visual trick
(Figure L3.22). The "mountains" on

Grand

Town evacuated after
darn partly failed

by Army engineers
halting river shipping

avenporttowA V Chtcagb
MISSOURI ILLINOIS

Crest ol 19 feet (4 leet
above flood stage) pre-

dicted for Monday, Oct. 6
Overllowing sewers threat-
ening drinking water

Hundreds evacuated
from llooded areas

15 inches of
rain in 3 days

inches of rain in one day

Oklahoma City

ahlequa
Town nearly cut
off by rising water

Figure L3.2O Map with too many balloons

Wbst Bank
and Gaza
sealed off
by Israetr
By GLENN FRANKEL
O The Washington Post

JERUSALEM - Israel sealed off the en-
iire West Bank and Gaza Strip last night for
the first time in 2l years of military occu-
pation, in what the government said was an
attempt to forestall mass protests planned
for this week.

Meditenanean
Sea

JERI'SALEM -_t

I SRAEL

Ooad
Se€

JORDAN

STAFF t/AP BY STIVE DtJRBIN

Figure L3.21 Map with the wrong visual impression
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Mexico iet crash kills 166
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Quake rocl(s Bay Area

Figure L3.22 Map with a visual trick

the east side of the map bear no
resemblance to fact or geography and
glve the map a cartoonlike appearance.

For the amount of space used, little
information was transmitted. [n contrast,
a quake map from another newspaper
takes far less space and transmits far
more information (Figure 13.23).

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Look through several issues of the
same newspap€r, or different
newspapers, and find examples of
the following types of maps:

a. Distribution map

b. Geologic map

c. Topographic map

d. Land use map

e. Statistical or data map

f. Location map

g. Location map with balloon
h. Event or trip map

i. Country facts map

2. P.Jter you have clipped examples
of each of the maps, critique them.
Do they contain too much or too
little information? Are they easy to
read? Do the symbols, scale and

tones work? Can you suggest ways

to improve them?

3. Clip the main weather map from
USA Today. Also clip two weather
maps from metropolitan newspapers

that resemble the USA Today map

and two maps from metros that do
not. Which maps do you prefer?

4. Clip two examples of black-and-white

maps that would work better in color
and explain why you think they

would.

5. Can you find an example of a map

that tricks readers? What is wrong
with it? How would you fix it?

6. On a blank piece of paper and without
any reference tools, draw a map of
your town and indicate where you

go to school and where you live.
Draw in the major streets. Now

compare your map to a real map.

Discuss how well your mental map

illustrated the actual thing.

Figure 13.23 Straightforward quake map



The Piffalls of
Informational Graphics

y the mid-1980s, newspa-
pers realized that infor-
mational graphics could
help their readers better

understand complicated stories. Today,

newspapers of all sizes are using maps,

tables, charts, facts boxes and diagrams

to provide information and/or highlight
the essence of stories.

Most important, an informational
graphic must be capable of standing alone

without a story. Readers should be able
to look at it as an independent element
and draw meaning from it. That means

editors and artists must avoid graphics

that depend on stories for explanations.

Graphics cannot be so complex that
they confuse readers or so simplistic
that they add nothing to the compre-
hension of a story. As with everything
else in the newspap€r, graphics must
present meaningful information accu-

rately, concisely and in easy-to-under-
stand language. When they do not, the
publication risks a loss of credibility
with its readers.

Too often newspapers run faulty
graphics, which fall into two categories:
empty graphics, which contain too little
information and serve only as window
dressing to pretty up a page; and garbage

graphics, which can mislead readers
and distort information for the sake of

artistic display. Some graphics editors
and artists would argue that such faulty
graphics are part of the creative
process. Indeed, most readers will not
even realize that there is a lack of data

in an informational graphic if they are

not interested in the story. But if they

are, or if they have some knowledge of
the subject, they will know they have

been given an empty or garbage graphic.

That is when the newspaper's credibility
suffers.

The surge in the use of informational
graphics and their increasing sophisti-
cation have created new problems and

challenges for newspaper editors and

artists. This chapter will examine those
problems and challenges and offer some

solutions.

THE EMPTY GRAPHIC

An empty graphic contains insufficient
information to make a story clearer to
readers. For example, the graphic
"Room tax collections for Washoe

County" takes up about 6 column-inches
of space but offers little data (Figure
14. 1). The information provided in the
graphic could have been better
expressed within the text of the story.
For instance:

t7l
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Room tax collections
for Washoe Gounty
The room tax rate was raised from 69o to
7oh in May 198i1.

Sept.
1 982

Figure l4.L Empty graphic

Jobless rate
at 2-year low

By Ga:e[e stst urltcrl
Iowa's unemployment rate is at a two-year low.
The state's 4.6 percent jobless rate in

September is a drop of 1.2 percent from August
and the lowest unemployment rate Iowans have
seen since November 1981, when 4.3 percent of
the state work force was out of work, according
to figures released Thursday by Job Service of
Iowa officials.

Some 17,300 additional Iowans were working,
Ied by an increase of 10,700 manufacturing jobs,
including 5,000 John Deere workers called back
in August.

'fhe ralling unemploymeur rtto "is extrcmely
pleasing," Rand Fisher, a spokesman for Crov.
Terry Branstad, said Thursday. But, 'We still

deticit, he said, make the chance of lowa's new-
found recovery lasting ,,S0-S0.,'

He credited part of September's rebound to
"seasonal factors" linked to the start of the
school year, which increased government and
service employment by 15,000 Jobs.

Figure 14.2 Empty and misleading graphic

Each computer has to bo iudgod on the basis ol computing
power, price, and the desired function. Some systoms, such
as Radio Shack's Color Compuler,
may be best as a learning toot. Oih-
ers, such as tho IBM PC, are intend-
ed lor business u8o. M1

J

ffi

Figure L4.3 Graphic containing too little information

Apple aiming
to take bite
out of IBM
By Christine Winter

TWO OF THE goliaths ln the personal-
computer in lustry, Apple Computer Inc.
and International Business lVtachines
Corp., are squlrring off against each other
on yet another front.

On TIesday, Apple introduces its Apple
IIc, a compact. transDortable model de-
sigred to hit IBM at what seems to be its
most vulnerable spot, the PCjr, its home
computer. In January, Apple introduced
Il{qqintosh, designed to 

--compete 
with

IBM's, Personal Computer, thd IBM-PC,
considered the standard for the small-
business market.

Industry analysts also feel 'that the
approximately gl,Z[ price of Apple IIc
and the comparable version of th-e PCjr

Spotlight
Ithere is also an "entry" nrodel for about
$7$1, are aiding the hdme-computer mar-
ket in its Bradrlal shift to mof'e sophisti-
cated, and more expensive, modefs. Al-
though the popular Apple lie model has
usually been priced arbund gl,4m, most
other home models have either been in
the under-$200 category or around $?fl).

tieports are that PCjr, which was intro-
duced before Christmas but not delivered
until late January, has not been breaking
any sales records. A survev of comoutei
dealers by InfoWorld Magazine rel6ased
this month indicatcd that Sales have been
below expectations, a fact that IBM has
more or less confirmed bv savins that
demand has been "variable -an-d 

not
growing as expected." Likewise a prelim-
inary study of dealers by InfoCorp, a
computer research firm based in Cuper-
tino, Calif., indicates sales of the PCir
models have been "fairly soft."

As a result, many feel there could be
quite a marketing battle brewing, espe-
crally since the rumors have been
growipg stronger that IBM plans to either
cut the price on PCjr o1 correct its
weakest features by adding on a new

Contlnued on Prge 7

The Apple llc
and the IBM PCjr

w.&
How thelr features compare
Featuie Apple llc IBM PClr

single sided bytes, dual sided

Chicago Tribuns Graphic: Sou?ce: Company rsports

Figure 14.4 Effective graphic
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Room tax collections in Washoe County
totaled $1,016,235 in September 1983,
26 percent more than in the same month
in 1982.

That one sentence of type takes up less
than one inch of space; in this case,

the editor could have saved valuable

space by not running the graphic. Or
the editor could have added more in-
formation to the graphic. For example,

historical data could have been included
to show trends in the room tax collec-
tions: Were they larger or smaller 10
years ago? Such information would help
a reader understand the story.

Another example of an empty graphic

ran on Page One with a story about
Iowa's economy (Figure 14.2). Once

again, the small amount of data does
not warrant its placement in a graphic-
the data showing the Iowa jobless rate

IOWA'S EGONOMY
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The rvorld econonrlc outlook
(1983 figurec are actual; 1984 throwh 1088 rre propctonc)

Bcal G.N,P.
(psrcont increaeo
trom prevlouc
yesr tor all
countrbs)

Exportr
(percent lncrease
lrom prwious
year for all
countries)

1983 1984 1985 tgSC 1987 1988

.OrOanlzellon tor Econonuc Coogcfefloft rnd OOrlOpnrori lnciudaa.

mi rj.s. arro 23 olhsf lncluttri€liltd m.rkrt lcondny counttlot. source: Pro

a

Figure 14.5 (a) Graphic with misleading bars as O) percent increase figures indicate, as graphic

was originally published

at a two-year low merely repeats the
headline. The use of the directional
zurows in the graphic also is misleading.
The jobless rate did not drop 4.6 per-

cent as the arrow indicates; it dropped
1.2 percent from the previous month
to 4.6 percent. This graphic would have

worked if it had included a more accurate

summary of the information in the story,

or if it had provided more background
so readers could have seen historical
trends.

Accompanylng the graphic "Choosing

a computer" is a story that reports on

what the experts say about some of the
most popular home computers (Figure

14.3). The graphic, however, contains
little information. It shows only what
the various computer systems look like.
A better graphic would have included
some information with the photographs,

such as memory size, display screen
size, keyboard type, disk drive data and
price. All of this information is contained

in the story and thus is available to the
graphics editor or artist.

One graphic that does work, entitled
"The Apple IIc and the IBM PCjr,"
appeared in the Chicago Tribune (Figure

14.4). The graphic provides basic

information about the two computer
systems in a clear display and in a min-
imal amount of space.

THE GARBAGE GRAPHIC

Lack of information is not the only reason

for poor informational graphics. Some-

times, the editor and artist have solid
information but the data are misused
and distorted. Such misuse creates a

"garbage graphic." The three major
problem areas of garbage graphics are
perspective, zero basing and time
shifting.

Problems with Perspective

Because newspaper pages are one-

dimensional, artists are tempted to add

visual variety to graphics to give them
perspective, or the illusion of depth.

8.8

s #fleflfrsfr
A common technique involves creating
bars that look three-dimensional.
Unfortunately, such three-dimensional
bars can be misleading; they may create

a discrepancy between the reader's

visual impression and the actual data in

the graphic. Visual trickery should not

replace accurate graphics.

An example of misleading bars is
found in the chart entitled "The world
economic outlook" (Figure 14.5a). When
you look at the top row of bars, it appears

that the highest bar is the first bar on

the left and the lowest bar is the second

bar from the right. Now look at the
chart as it originally appeared with the
percent increase that each bar suppos-

edly indicates added (Figure 14.5b).

The first bar indeed represents the
highest percent increase, but it is the
last bar that represents the lowest total.

The "Scandinavian popularity" chart
is another example of a graphic that

is difficult for the reader to follow and

understand (Figure 14.6). This graphic

creates a dimensional effect in the

b
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background that causes the reader to
lose track of the bars. This type of
graphic is sometimes referred to as the
"six-dimensional Salvador Dali graphic,"
after the noted painter who worked
with surreal images. In this graphic,

the artist's attempt to create an appro-
priate background for the data
overshadows the information itseH.

Even in the best of cases, overdrawn
dimensional charts confuse readers. In
the graphic "Middle managers'
salaries," the use of bars consisting of
stacks of dollar bills is confusing (Figure

14.7). The reader does not know, for
example, whether the marketing man-
ager makes $44,000 (the back edge of
the top dollar bill) or slightly more than

$43,000 (the front edge). Such ambi-
guity diminishes the value of the graphic.

It is possible to use some dimen-
sional effects in graphics, but such

artistic considerations should not pre-

clude the accurate display of information.
For example, the bars in the Chicago

Tribune graphrc 'Japan's direct invest-
ment in U. S." have shadows that glve

a sense of dimension, but do not affect
the plots on the chart (Figure 14.8).

Figure 14.7 Ambiguous graphic

Figure 14.6 Graphic with confusing dimensional effect

Japan forges presence in U.S. steel
P,y Robeft Kearns

- TO THE THOUSANDS of workers at National
Steel Corp.'s three Midwest mills, the visit oi Z[
engineers of Nippon Kokan K.K.; Japan's No. 2
steelmaker, to. their plants late las[ year was
notntng unusual.

Ior more that Ib years, National had had a
relationship with Nippon Kokan wherebv japanese
teams would visit their plants and p6oplti from
National in turn would gb to Japan'in 'order to
exchange technical infor-mation. So the Natlonil
Steel. employees ha.d. gotten used to Japanese visi-
tors looking and asking all sorts of que-stions.

However, what they didn't know fhen is that as
gqrly aq last summei Howard Love. chairman oi
National Intergroup Inc., National Steel's ownei.
had been talking with Ninnpn Kokan about makin[
the relationship a good deal more senous.

Last week, National Steel's approximately 12,800
employees Iearned just how serfous those taiks had
been: Love announced that Nippon Kokan would
lake a half-interest in National'Steel, the Uniied
States' seventhJarg_est steel producei, in i Ez-gi
million deal that calls for paynient of $zis mitiioir-in
cash and $19 million in nritel by Nippon Kokan-
. "WE'RE ALL VERy happy,,' Love said in an
interview. "We're two very slione partners-sod-
parents, you might say--aid the ileil ensures"the
long-term viability of National Steel. Steel is a
worldwide eommodity."

Japan's direct
investment in U.S.

1974 ',75 '76 ',77 ',78 '79 ',80 '81 '82 '83

Chicago Tribune Graphic; Source: U.S. Bureau ol Economic Analysis

Figure 14.8 More effective use of dimension in column chart
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Figure 14.9 Chart without zero base, grving a distorted picture of
farm income

Still, this graphic does not meet all the
standards of good charting. The final
bar "pops" out of the chart, which may

be dramatic but which also creates
confusion as to the actual point on the

scale to which the bar is referring.

Zero Basing Gharts

The use and misuse of the vertical scale,

or Y axis, often creates problems for
graphics editors and artists. The prob-
lem arises over whether to base, or
start plotting, the graphic data at zero
or break the scale and start plotting at

another point. (Zero basing is discussed

in Chapter 11.) By distorting the scale

on which the information is plotted, the
artist can create a visual impression
that may be at odds with the information
being presented.

For example, the graphic entitled
'Average net income per farm" shows

a dramatic drop in income between the
high year of 1979 and the low of 1983
(Figure 14.9). Visually, this graphic,

which starts the plotting of information
at a base of $6,000, displays a bleak
picture of farm income. The decline
appears to be nearly 100 percent of the
atea shown in the chart. However, a

closer look at the statistics suggests

that the picture isn't that bleak. Farm
income dropped 49.7 percent between
1979 and 1983, from $13,500 to $6, 793.

When the information is replotted on

a base of. zero, the visual impression of

Figure 14.10 Farm income chart plotted on a base of. zero to present
a more accurate picture of information

the change between 1979 and 1983 is
quite different (Figrre 14.10). It doesn't

look like the bottom has fallen out of
that income segment; readers can

see the more than $6,000 the farmer
still has.

The farm income chart points out
the lie factor common to charts that
are not zero based. The lie factor is
the difference between the actual, or
statistical, information and the visual
presentation of that information. For
example, if the change between two

years is 5 percent, a chart showing
the change should glve a visual impres-
sion of 5 percent. The lie factor is a
formula put forth by Edward R. Tufte
in his book "The Visual Display of
Quantitative Information." Tufte blames
the lie factor for graphics that are
misleading.

"The biggest plunge ever" chart is
a misleading graphic with a lie factor
(Figure L4.11). It displays a scary picture

of the largest one-day drop since L929
(until 1987) in the Dow Jones Industrial

Dow continues to decline
30 lndustriols

drop 19 points
Ftom rire reports

NEW YORK-A sudden shift in Wall
Street's thinking about interest rates sent a
shockwave through tbe stock market yester-
day, prompting a deeline that continued to-
day.

The stock market continued to slide in
heavy trading, with the Dow Jones average
of 30 industrials down 19.61 to 1,506.99 at
l:30 p.m.

Declining Big Board issues outnumbered
advancers by rcarly 5 Co I.

The volume totaled about 120 million
shares.

Wall Street analysts predicted the rnar-
*et would continue to be volatile although
many said they expect the bull market to
reassert itself eventually.

Martin Krouner, managing director of
the brolerage firm of L.F. Rotbschild Unter-
berg Torbin, said tiat because stock prices
have risen so much over the past few months
"pcople are goitrg to have 0o get used to
more volatility.'

The tg poiDt dmp was the worst in the
blue chip indicator's history, topping a 38.33
point declim on October 28, 1929 when the
marlet Eas l! tbe midst of a collaps€ tlat
prec# the Depression.

However, analpts pointed out that yes-
terdayb decline was much less thao the drop
itr 1929 iD perctntage tenns.

Ia tiat decline, tte Dow lost 12.8 percfnt
of its value.

The Dor, which finished at 1526.61, let
39.10 poitrts or nearly 2.5 percent of its over-
all value. fte 39 point drop was the sorst in
the blue chip indicator's history, topping a
38.33 point declioe on October 28, 1929 when
the martet was in the midst oI a ctllapse
tbat precrded tbe Depression. But yeter-
day's decline was much less ihan the drop in
1929 ir perceatage terms. In tbat decline,
the Dor lost 12.8 percent of its value.

Locol experts
not surprised

dy Deret Reverou
and Dudley C. Snyder

Everilt SoD StlIf

Lacal finaneial erperts say that yeater-
day's stock market plunge had been immi-
aent and may have beeo the start of a
short-term d€cline that sill, in the long run,
male Wall Street healthier.

In tbe wahe ol yesterday's 39 point de'
cline ol tle Dow Jones industrial average,
telephones at local brtkerage bouscs have
been ringiDg this monring and into the after-
noon, although not off the hook.

Said Gene Lindsay oI E.F. Hutlon, "We've
had more calls than normal but not drama-
ticlly rnore. We had a higtrer than average
number o[ calls yesterday afternoon, as th€
news spread, but there ras and is no panic."

Judy Balenl account erecutive with [cgg
Masoo, agreed.

"No om is ringng the phone off the hook
saying, 'I'm sitting here wringing my hands.'
I don't see aoy panic."

Patriel Vaughan of Kidder Peabody was
a little bit busy this afternoon.

"This thiDt scared a fes pcople yester-
day," he said. "I got calls asking for direc-
tioa, but as I told them, the Dor Jones indus-
trial average is only 30 stocks, it doesn't
ttprcseDt tie whole market.

Because ihe market's increases during
tte past several months had left it 'up on
stilts," a seU<orrecting fall was bound to oc-
cur, oDe erpert said late yesterday.

'frere is a short-ierm correction loom-
iag and I thinl rhis rill initiate it," said Har-
old Peremel, o[ Peremel and Co.

"This decline isn't over yet and we may
go through a soggy period the nert few
weets,' said Jay Salkin, senior vice presi-
dent of Advest Inc. lte drop "is a healthy
rhing,' he adds, because it will help stocks
reflect their true values.

Figure l4.LL Misleading line chart
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I A break in a scale line indicates the chart's plotting is distorted
in order to more clearly show a trend or movement.

Figure 14.12 Column chart with "broken" scale
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Years on the X axis; this information was missing
on the original.

Figure 14.L4 Postal rates chart plotted with consistent time
element

average. It is plotted with a starting
point of 1, 495. The drop was indeed
the largest numerical change since L929,

but the change as a percentage of the
entire index was only 2.5 percent. The
graphic shows a drop in the Dow Jones
not of 2.5 percent but of nearly 50 per-

cent of the total area shown in the chart.

In this case, the actual change is quite

different from the visual presentation

of the change.

The graphics editor and artist need

to discuss when to plot graphics on a
zero based scale. When dealing with
charts based on percent change between
statistical periods, the artist should

always start the ctrart at zero. Decisions

on when or when not to start the scale

at zero should not be based solely on

artistic considerations.
Ideally, the Y axis scale on charts

should not be broken; however, that is
not practical when subtle trends are

being shown. When the scale is broken,

extra care must be taken to ensure that
the reader is being shown correct,
undistorted information. In addition,

there should be an indication on the

chart that the scale has been broken.

The most common way of breaking the

scale is by leaving a gap in the bar
(Figure 14.12).

I'etter home
could cost
2 cents mote

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Postal Bate Commission recom-
mended Friday that first-class
postage be increased o 22 cents
and the post card rate be raised
to 14 cents - increases likely to
take effect early next year.

The recommendation was in
reiponse to Postal Service re-
quests for a 23-cent first-class
rate and a l$cent charge for post
cards, which now take a l3-cent
stamp. The current first-class
rate is 1) cents.

The Postal Serviee board of
governors, which meets next
week, can accept the commis-
sion's decision, ask for reconsid-
eration, seek court action, or
allow it to take effect under pre
test.

Besides the first-class and post
card rates, the commission also
recommended a variety of other
increases, ranging from a 15 per-
cent boost for second-class regu-
lar items down to no change for
priority mail.

Set up as an independent agen-
cy 13 years ago, the Postal Ser-
vice no longer receives subsidies
from the government.- Tinet grrphic by FeliDe Alvarez

Figure 14.13 Chart with distorted time axis

,/_
Note the "stair-step" look '/ ffi
to the information rather
than the more gradual climb
in the original graphic.
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LIFE EXPECTANCY

fl There is no more omozing heolth trend in this ccntury thon the increosc in our
li{e expectoncy. lt simply connol increose upword ot the some rote forever. But it
will increose long enough so ihot we will live much longer thon our porents.
White women live the longest, 78.8 yeors, followed by block womcn ot 73.8
yeors, white men ot 71.6 yeors ond block men,
who live only 65.2 yeqrs.

7 4.5 7 4.7

t950 r960 t9to t9tr t9t2

BY THE NUMBERS

Reseorrh, fi, Srhrainer Grophic' Chroniclc An

Figure 14.15 Graphic with faulty time scale on X axis

Time Shift Problems

Problems are created in graphics when
the time element on the X axis is com-
pressed or expanded, which in turn
misrepresents the data. To be accurate,

the distance between the points on the
X axis should remain constant. For

example, if the chart shows a passage

of time between 1919 and 1981, the
distance between any two points, say

1958 and 1968, must be the same as

the distance between any other two
points, such as 1968 and 1978.

In the chart "United States Postal
Rates," the distance between years is
compressed for the early years, 1932
to 1958, and expanded for the later
years (Figure 14. 13). Such distortion
of the time axis means the graphic does

not give a true indication of how long
it was before postal rates changed. It
leaves the reader with a visual impres-
sion of a rapid change in some time
periods. Thus, to be accurate, the
information needs to be plotted with a

consistent time element (Figure

14.14).

Another example of faulty use of
time on the X axis can be found in the
graphic "By the Numbers/Life Expec-

BY THE XUMBERS

geseorr.t f,m Schretner Grophic, Chronicle Ad

Figure 14.16 Life expectancy graphic with corrected time scale

tancy" (Figure 14. 15). The distance
between 1900 and 1950, five decades,

is a half inch, whereas the space between
each decade from 1950 to 1980 is a
half inch; after 1980, there is a haH inch
of space between each year. If the chart
were plotted correctly, the spacing would

have to be consistent (Figure 14. 16).

There is one other problem with this
graphic: The plotting over a photograph

makes for difficult placement of tlpe.
A more serious misuse of information

is shown in the chart "Steer-Heifer
Slaughter" (Figure L4.17). At first

LIFE EXPECTANCY

C There is no more omozing heqlth trend in this century thon the increose in our
life expectoncy. lt simply connot increose upword ot the some rote forever. But it
will increose long enough so thot we will live much longer thon our porents.
White women live the longest, 78.8 yeors, followed by block women ot 73.8
yeors, white men ot 7 \ .6 yeors ond block men,
who live only 65 .2 yeors. 73.7 74.7

1950 .1960 1970 ',80 ',83

69.7 70.9

IS{I economists question effect
of beef-industry concentration

50%

45%

40%

35%

30%

25%

n- 75 76 l7 78 79 80 81 82 83na 84'
Source: tlSOA 'UtCl{ estimate

STEER.H EI FER SLAUGHTER

MARKET SHARE

OF THE FOUR LARGEST FIRMS

Continued from Page One

firms extraeting a market share so
large as to create a position of eco-
nomic dominance."

o Over 50 percent of the nation's
hog slaughter oceurs in Iowa, Illinois,
Minnesota, Michrgan and Ohio, and
Iowa clearly dominates, with more
hogs slaughtered than in the next
three states combined. While Iowa's
total reported slaughter declined from
1972 to 1982, the reported slaughter of
the top four firms increased by
2,{29,5{8 head, and their market share
increased to 62 percent from {7 per-
cent in 1972.

The top eight firms' market share
inereased to 93 percent from 83 per-
cent during the same period, the con-
gressional report Says, adding, "These
figures indicate that Iowa hog slaugh-
ter is dominated by the top four firms
and that the top eight firms account
for almost all of the state slaughter."

Figure 14.17 Inaccurate plotting of incomplete data
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glance, the chart appears to show a
steady climb from L975 to 1984.
Alongside the indication of 1983 is the
notation of NA (graphic shorthand for
not auailable). If the figure for 1983 is
not available, then connecting the plot
points between 1982 and 1984 is inac-

curate because it gives the visual
appearance that the market share is 47
percent. This graphic would have
worked as a bar chart, which, unlike a
line chart, does not depend on a con-
tinuous flow of time. With a bar chart,
the artist could have used a break in
the X axis to indicate a break in the
data (Figure 14. 18).

One More Danger

Even if an informational graphic avoids

the problems of lack of information,
time shifting, perspective and zero
basing, it can fail if it is so complex or
convoluted that it intimidates readers.
Research has shown that readers are

taithful only up to a point. If they can

not process the information in a graphic,

they will skip it. For example, rt a
graphic contains an image with long

and complicated explanatory copy blocks,

most readers will be drawn to the visual

image, but some will ignore the copy.

The visual journalist must avoid the
temptation to pile pieces of information
upon pieces of information. Too many
"bells and whistles" can embellish a

graphic device to the point that it tails

in its primary purpose-to convey
information to the reader quickly and

simply.

IMAGES THAT WORK

If an informational graphic contains a

photograph or illustration along with the

A gap in the information for a time-series chart can be
handled this way. This method quickly tells the reader that
some data is missing. NA means the information is not
availab le.

Figure 14.18 Chart showing how to handle missing data

type, all of the artistic elements should

work together. For example, the use

of cartoon characters on a graphic about

suicide, murder or birth defects could

be in bad taste. The use of dragons

and knights in a Los fuigeles Times-
Washington Post News Service graphic

concerning the AIDS virus should have

been avoided (Figure 14.19). Even such

"neutral" topics as constmction spending

can be made to seem less serious than
they are when inappropriate graphics
are used. The cartoonlike nature of the
graphic entitled "Residential construc-
tion permits" belittles the seriousness
of the information being presented and

the story that accompanies it (Figure

L4.20).

The key to successful graphics is

teamwork among reporters, editors and

artists. Careful planning, research and

discussions should be part of the creative
process of every graphic. Reporters
gathering information for their stories
play an important role. Usually, infor-
mation for graphics and news stories
comes from the same sources, which
means reporters working on stories
also can be working on graphics. Of
course, not all reporters look at a story
visually or statistically; it is possible

for them to botch the assignment. Still,

they can work with graphic editors and

artists to make certain valuable infor-
mation is being collected.

Once the information is gathered
and the graphic completed, the graphics

editor must work with other editors at
the newspaper to make certain the visual
element is used appropriately. fui
informational graphic is one of the ele-
ments on a news page that presents

information to readers. It is not meant
to be merely a decoration or a We
breaher, a device used solely to divide
columns of tlpe.

CHECKLIST FOR GRAPHICS

Editors and artists can avoid the pitfalls

of informational graphics. Here is a
checklist that may help them:

rz Make certain there is enough infor-
mation for a graphic. Don't attempt
to compose a graphic with missing
figures or gaps in the information.

y' Understand what the information is
supposed to convey. Is the graphic

trying to show the reader a subtle
trend or a broader, more historical
outlook?

r' Make certain the artistic presentation

does not overpower or interfere
with the information.

rz Make certain that if there is a break
in the scale on a chart, the reader

can see that the information has

been compressed or expanded.
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The Body
Attacks AIDS
ln the war between invading
AIDS viruses ( 1 ) and the body,
the helper T-cell (21 is both tho
commander of the defense forces
and th€ virus's main target.

The helper T-cell marshals
the lions and tigers of the immune
system (macroPhages,3,
monocytes,4) to devour the
virus directly. The helPer T-cell
also sends its own troops, a

type of T-cell called a killer T-cell
(5), and points out tho target
to legions of archars (B-cells,6l

who fling their antibody barbs
against the invader.

ln most cases, once the immune
system has defeated a virus,
a suppressor T-cell (7) calls otf
rhe artack. with AIDS, it is unclear
whether this stago is over reached.

AIDS lnvades
The Body
Despite the strongth of the body's
forces, the AIDS virus can slill
break through sometimes. SPecial
protetn on its surface (1) allows
the virus to grsb hold of tha holpor
T-cell (21 and ponetrate it.

Once inside (3), the virus
commandeers the h€lp€r T-c6ll
but do€s not kill it immediately.
lnstead, the virus deposits its
own genetic information in the
cell and conv€rls it into I form
that can be integrated into the
T-cell's own genes (4).

At some point, th€ infected
T-cell begins to produce new
AIDS viruses. This may happen
when the helper T-cell begins
to divide in respons€ to some
second infoction or othor stimulus
(41. At thar point, the viral genes
take ov€r and subvert the cell
into makrng thousands of copies
of the virus. killing th€ coll in
the procoss. These viruses spread
(6) and begrn altacking othor
T-cells (7).

MUST CREDIT: (Washington Post lllustration by Johnstone Quinan) lllustrates AIDS - VIRUS (category l) by Larry Thompson (Post).

MJ*a Monday,'Sept.gO-(c) 1988, The Washington Post. FOR LAT - WP CLIENTS ONLY.

Figure 14.19 Inappropriate use of cartoon characters in graphic

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Find an empty graphic in a daily

newspaper and explain whY it is
empty. How can it be improved?

2. Find a graphic with perspective
problems. How can it be improved?

3. Find a graphic with zero base prob-

lems. How can it be improved?

4. Find a graphic with time shift prob-

lems. How can it be improved?

5. Find three examples of effective
graphics. Discuss why they work.

6. Define the following terms:
a. Lie factor

b. Y axis

c. X axis

d. Type breaker

Overbuild just around the corner?
Builders rush for
permits as interest
rates continue up
By Jack Snyder

The home construction pace in Cen-
tral Florida has escalated steadily over
the past several months as builders
jumped to ma-ximize sales.

Now, with upward pressure on in-
terest rates in recent weeks, concerns
about an inventory buildup are
mounting.

Builders in six Central Florida coun-
ties more than doubled the number of
residential construction permits they
pulled in the first two months of this
year over the same period last year.

In metropolitan Orlando 
- 

Orange,
Seminole and Osceola counties 

-builders purchased 2,355 residential
permits in March alone. The $83.1 mil-
lion total of those permits was the

Figure 14.20 Cartoonlike informational graphic
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The History of Newspaper
Photography

ewspaper photographs
glve readers an opportu-
nity to become part of the
world, to see things that

once were only written about. Photo-
graphs-especially news photographs-
bring greater understanding and a
sense of immediacy to world events.

The publication of photographs,
which are continuous tone images

reproduced on surfaces through the
reaction of light and light-sensitive
chemicals, became possible in newspa-
pers once a method was found that would
allow for suitable reproduction. When
that method-halftone reproduction-
was developed in the 1880s, the role
of visuals in newspapers changed for-
ever. (A complete discussion of the
halftone reproduction method can be

found in Chapter 7.)
Over the decades, however, photo-

graphs have had to fight their way into
most newspapers. A century ?go, numy
people at a newspaper, from publisher
to reporters, looked upon photographs
as money and space wasters. Reporters
and editors argued that photographs
took up space that should be reserved
for words. And the artists who made

drawings or linecuts from photographs

viewed halftones with disdain, suggesting

that readers preferred crisp, clear
artistic interpretations of an event over

the fuzzy, sometimes unclear halftones
(Figure 15. 1).

Times did chatrge, however. In 1891,

there were about 1,000 newspaper art-
ists turning out 10,000 drawings a week.

By the early 1900s, many of them were
out of work.

THE "WOBLD" OF NEWSPAPER
PHOTOGRAPHS

When the New York Tribune published

a picture on Jan. 2L, 1897, of Thomas

C. Platt, who had just been elected
IJ. S. senator from New York, it was,

according to some records, the first
halftone reproduction to appear in a
mass-circulation newspaper, although
The Daily Graphic, a publication of a

printing house, had printed a haHtone

in 1880 (Figure 15.2).

When Joseph Pulitzer tried to reduce

the number of illustrations in his

sensational New York World, readers
didn't like it. Circulation dropped, and

the illustrations, including photographs,

were restored to the paper. Recognizing
that pictures of ordinary people sold
newspapers, Pulitzer began running
photographs of teachers, actors and
political figures. He even published a

display of women entitled "Ladies Who
Grace and Adorn the Social Circle."
The photos were probably the first use

183
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Figure 15.1 Newspaper linecuts showing an artist's depiction of an event

of cheesecake -a suggestive picture

of one or more women-used to sell
a newspaper.

A HIilT OF PHOTOJOURilALISM

Shortly after it published its first half-
tone, the New York Tribune printed a

series of photographs depicting the
slums that housed many of New York
City's poor. It was an example of how
photography could be used to capture
reality and present it to readers.

By the early 1900s, other publishers

realized that photographs helped boost
circulation, and the rush was on to use

more and larger pictures. Although
newspapers still used artist's drawings
of events, or an artist's drawing based

on a photograph, the era of newspaper
photojournalism was about to start.
More and more photographers wanted
to dig deeply into society's problems

and present what they found through
pictures. Most publishers, however,
saw newspaper photographs as a tool
to entice and hold readers.

Although some of the limitations of
photo reproduction were solved with
the invention of the halftone, the quality

of newspaper presses in the early part
of the 20th century made it difficult
to reproduce photographs and tlpe on
the same page. To overcome the prob-

lem, photographic sections were printed

in advance on rotogra\mre printing
presses and inserted into the middle of
the newspaper . R otagratntre, considered

an excellent printing method for repro-
ducing photographs, used a higher-
quality printing plate than letterpress,
but it was too expensive to use on a

daily basis.

h 1914, The Neut Yorh Times started

a Sunday picture section that was

Figure L5.2 First known published halftone (1880)
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Figure 15.3 Sensational photo in a L928 tabloid

printed by the rotograwre method.
The section was so successful, and the
war in Europe at the time offered so

many photo opportunities, that The

Times started a midweek pictorial sec-

tion. Despite its current image as a
newspaper "unfriendly" to the space

needs of photography, The Times was

a pioneer in newspaper picture usage.

THE ERA OF SEilSATIONALISM

In 1919, the New York lllustrated Daily
News was created. (It later dropped the
word lllustrated from its title.) The
paper quickly proved that photography

could indeed sell newspapers. The paper

was a tabloid, a newspaper that is about
half the size of the tlpical broadsheet,
and it showed readers that photography
could be an equal partner with words.
The Daily News was as aggressive with
its photographs as other newspapers
were in their reporting and writing. In
L928, when the Daily News ran a Page

One photograph of the electric chair
execution of Ruth Snyder, convicted of
her husband's murder, its aggressive-
ness crossed over into sensationalism
(Figure 15.3).

John Farber, in "Great News Photos
and the Stories Behind Them,"
described how the paper got its picture.
City editor Harvey Denell, picture

assignment editor Ted Dalton and

assistant picture assignment editor
George Schmidt masterminded the
project. They decided that a miniature
camera, strapped to an ankle, probably
would get past the guards and into the
execution chamber. Guards would be
frisking the length of the body but would
probably miss the ankle, they figured.

The camera needed to be pre-

focused, and so it was necessary to

know the arrangement of the room.
One staff member did the almost
impossible: He obtained blueprints of
the Sing Sing room where the execution
would be carried out. It also was
decided that all of the Daily News pho-
tographers would be recognized by
police ofticers, so a photographer from
the Chicago Tribune, Thomas Howard,
was brought to town. He stayed in his
hotel room, making test shots with the
ankle camera, which was triggered by
a long cable release running up his

trouser leg into his pants pocket. To

get the picture, he had to lift his trouser
clear of the lens. The camera used a
glass plate about 35mm wide, and

because there was only one glass plate,

Howard had to get the picture in one
shot.

Howard took his picture when the
first shock was administered to Snyder.
He then realized that a second shock
would be given, so he quickly closed
the shutter. When the second shock
was administered, he exposed the glass
plate again. After the members of the
press were dismissed from the death
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Figure 15.4 Composograph

chamber, Howard rushed back to the
Daily Neu)s. The plate was developed,

and the full-page picture ran on Page

One of a Jan. 13, 1928, extra edition
under the headline DEAD! In the cut-
line, the Daily Nals described the photo

as "perhaps the most remarkable
exclusive picture in the history of
criminology."

In fact, the Daily News' picture of
Ruth Snyder's execution was tame
compared with what other newspapers
were doing. By the late 1920s, sensa-

tionalism was in, as newspapers
emphasized scandalous photos to lure
readers. Some papers even resorted
to faked photos and other trickery. For
example, the Neut Yorh Euening Graphic

developed and exploited the composo-
graph, a staged "news" photograph

in which actors would pose for the
newspaper's photographers. Later, the
real faces of the parties involved were
superimposed over the actors' faces
(Figure 15.4). And while the newspaper

admitted, in small tlpe, that the picture

was a composograph, such practice

certainly raised ethical concerns over
the manipulation of images.

THE DEUELOPMENT OF

PHOTOJOURilALISM

Even though photographs helped sell

newspapers, many newspapers in the

1920s were content to use photography

as a feature item, much like a crossword
puzzle. Little attention was paid to the

value of photography as a means of
journalism. Then, in the 1930s, two
magazines were born that ushered in
the era of photojournalism. Life maga-

zine began production in 1936; Look
started a year later. Both magazines-
and several important magazines in
Europe such as Berliner Illustrierte
Zertung and Mi,inchner Illustrierte
Presse-helped usher in the era of
photojournalism.

At about the same time, new, smaller

cameras such as the Ermanox and Leica

were introduced, and once again tech-

nology gave photography a boost. While

both the Ermanox and the Leica had

fast lens, Leica's use of a strip of 35mm

motion picture film allowed photogra-

phers to capture more than one image

before having to change film. The Leica

thus changed the way photographers

could work. It gave the journalist with
a camera the ability to photograph sub-
jects unobtrusively. Subjects no longer
needed to pose for pictures; the pho-

tographer was able to capture them as

they moved.
Photojournalism also was given a

tremendous boost by the documentary
work done in the 1930s by Dorothea
Lange and Walker Evans for the federal
Farm Securities Administration. Lange
and Evans were part of a team of pho-

tographers that visually reported on
the Dust Bowl conditions that plagued

the American Plains during the Great
Depression (Figure 15.5). Many news-
paper photographers today are still
influenced by the photographic poetry
of Lange and Evans.

ilEWSPAPER PHOTOGRAPHY
CHAilGES SLOWLY

While the picture magazines were
making excellent progress in photo-
journalism, newspapers and their pho-

tographers lagged behind. In the 1950s

and 1960s, many newspaper photogra-
phers were slow to use the l-eica, pre-

ferring to stay with the bulkier, sheet-
film camera called a Graflex (later models

were called the Speed Graphic). These

cameras used a large format for film,
4 by 5 inches, as opposed to the 1 by
1l inches of 35mm film, and carried
their film in holders, two shots to a
holder.

In a sense, the lack of interest by
newspaper photographers in the more
lightweight cameras that would allow

them to capture candid scenes reflected

the lack of interest editors and publishers

had in photography in the middle of
the 20th century. A look at newspapers

from the 1930s through 1960s shows

.,.,f
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Figure 15.5 Documentaty photo by Dorothea Lange
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Figure 15.6 An example of cutout photos used as decoration

a remarkable lack of photographic effort

compared with the visually exciting and

vibrant newspapers of today. Until the

1970s, few newspapers were advocates

of strong visual elements. Even on the

larger newspapers, a picture editor
often merely coordinated photographers'

assignments and had little voice in the

discussion of how pictures were used.

At many papers, news photographs were

used as part of a layout device, cut into

circles or triangles. Too often, less space

was devoted to photographs than to
words or the photographs were treated

as decoration without regard to their
visual integrity (Figure 15.6).

TEGHNOLOGICAL CHANGES

Throughout the history of photojour-

nalism, technological changes in the

equipment a photographer carries and

in the printing process have enabled

newspapers to improve their visual

presentation. Two developments in

particular-the Fairchild engraver and

television-spurred newspapers to
embrace photography as a vital part of
their product.

The Fairchild Engraver

Until the mid-Z}th century, smaller

newspapers generally were excluded

from the daily use of photography

because they were unwilling or unable

to spend the money on equipment

required to produce halftone engravings

on metal. By the 1950s, however,

technology had advanced to the point
that engravings could be made on plastic.

This photoelectric engraving process

opened the door to widespread use of
photographs throughout the newspaper

in news and feature columns and in
advertisements.

One system, the Fairchild engrauer,

used the same principle of the wire
photo transmitter. The machine looked

much like a lathe with two cylinders.

A photograph was attached to one of

the cylinders and was scanned bY a

beam of light; a plastic sheet was placed

on the second cylinder. As the two
cylinders rotated, a cutting head on the

second cylinder responded to impulses

from the scanner, etching the halftone

image into the plastic. This relatively

inexpensive process allowed even the

smallest newspapers to produce photo-

graphs more quickly and more cheaply.

The lnlluence ol Television

By the late 1960s, photographs could

be reproduced more effectively on offset
presses, and better cameras and film

had been developed. Added to these

technological advances was the growing

importance of television in society, which

helped newspaper photography gain its
prominence in newspaper publishing.

Television made consumers more visu-

ally aware of the world, and editors

realized that even the still newspaper
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Rich Clarkson
Photojournalist

Rich Clarkson has helped mold photo-
journalism. ln his more than three dec-
ades as a newspaper photographer,
manager and free-lance photojournalist,
Clarkson always has been a strong
advocate for pictures.

"Photojournalism is a myriad of
things," Clarkson said in an interview
shortly before boarding a plane to cover
a college football game for Sports
lllustrated. "lt has never been very well-

defined because it isn't any one thing.
The kind of photograph published on
the fashion page or food page is dif-
ferent from the type of picture that
appears on Page One. Each has a
very drfferent set of needs.

"Photojournalism is a term that
probably encompasses everything from
the special-interest magazine to the
New York Daily News chasing a celebrity
in Manhattan."

During his career, Clarkson has

shot pictures for newspapers, maga-
zines and books. He has contributed
to Life, Time, The Saturday Evening
Posf and Sporfs lllustrated, where he
continues under contract as a contrib-
uting photographer. Clarkson was the
director of photography and senior
assistant editor for the National Geo-
graphic Society f rom 1984 to 1987. He
Ieft the staff of the society in the spring
of 1987 to become an independent
book producerleditor and a consultant
to newspapers and magazines.

Clarkson, one of the founding
members of the National Press Pho-

tographers Association, said he has
been a student of newspaper photo-
journalism since the 1950s. He added,
"At that time I paid particular attention
to The Milwaukee Journal, which was
a real pioneer in lighting. lt created

many of its pictures. They were quite
marvelously done.

"At the same time a group of pho-
tographers at The Denver Post was
doing a lot of pictures that had more
to do with what was in the news. I

watched those two papers a lot in those
days because they had marvelous
pictures and much different per-
sonalities."

Clarkson's first job out of college
was in Lawrence, Kan. ln 1957, he
became director of photography at the
Topeka Capital-Journal and helped
make the paper a leader in the use of
photography.

"l started rebuilding the paper along
the lines of what I thought should be
appearing on its pages," he said."l had
the support of the top editors and the
publisher, but because what I was doing
was new some of the editors did not
feel comfortable. I formulated a style
that I didn't think was unique. I just

thought it was what we needed to dol
Clarkson stayed at the paper for

23 years. During his tenure, Brian
Lanker, one of the photographers at
the Cap ital-Journal, won a Pulitzer Prize.
The staff also swept regional competi-
tions during those years, and seven
staffers became NPPA newspaper or
magazrne photographers of the year-
either while at the CapitaLJournal or
subsequently.

Quality photojournalism comes and
goes at newspapers, Clarkson said.
"The Milwaukee Journal and The Denver
Posf had an era. The Louisville burier-
Journal did too. The Eugene Register
Guard certainly did some wonderful
things when Brian Lanker was there.
Today, I would say the Anchorage Daily
News is doing some good things for

all the right reasons. The Charlotte
Observer did a number of years ago.
The Miami Herald has done some good
things over the yearsJ'

He said photojournalism today has
been influenced greatly by television
and somewhat by USA Today.

"The world has become more visuall'
Clarkson added. "Lots of newspapers
have upgraded with offset printing and
now can publish pictures beautifully.
Many publishers are concerned with
using the capabilities that they have.

And a growing group of kids, some of
the brightest people in colleges, have
looked at photojournalism as an inter-
esting vocation and have taken it up.

"So what we have at this pornt is a
lot of newspapers using pictures very
elegantly and well. Hundreds of pho-
tographers are working on newspapers,
more than ever, and there is a high
level of local photojournalism taking
place in a lot of places."

Still, there are problems, Clarkson
noted. "USA Today has been wonderful
in proving to publishers that they can
print quality color quickly. But other
than that USA Today has had a negative
influence on photojournalism. lt is a
well-designed newspaper, looking only
for certain types of pictures. lt runs
'feel-good' pictures. lt won't use a dis-
aster picture on Page One tf it can find
a way out of it. There are smiling faces
on every section frontl'

He added that there is a lack of
leadership in the photojournalism

community. "We need people who can
tell editors how to use pictures. Pho-
tographers still are not full-fledged,
participating members of the newsroom
family. Somewhere in the ranks of those
very bright college-trained photogra-
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phers has got to be some leadership
that will help photojournalism take offl'

Clarkson also cautioned against
the sameness in today's newspaper
pictures. He said: "Through contests,
particularly clip contests, photographers
are emulating each other to the point

that there is almost no originality at all.

You see the same types of pictures

appearing across the country. They
may be good for the community, but
they are not taking photojournalism
into any new or interesting steps."

Clarkson said that throughout his

career he has had problems with photo

rllustrations, pictures that are concocted
and do not necessarily document real-
ity. "Even though I didn't like it, some
of the things I did when I first started
out come close to illustrative pictures.
I remember being assigned to take a
picture during a beautiful spring day.
The editor said go to a grade school
and get a kid looking out the window
and wishing that he was outside instead

of inside. To do that, we called ahead
to the school and made arrangements.
We moved a chair close to the window.
We moved other kids out of the back-
ground. We coaxed the kid to pose.
We put the teacher in just the right spot.
Everything was done in a way to make
the readers think it really happened.

"l felt uncomfortable about doing
such things and got out of it before
anyone told me I shouldn't be doing it.

Photography has at its core believabllity.
I think when you start dabbling with
photo illustrations, you start making
people mistrust pictures. lt's important
to keep credibility in photographyl'

photograph could have a great impact.
Newspapers such as the Chicago Daily
News, The Milwaukee tournal, the
Topeka (Kan. ) Ca|ital-Journal and The

Louisaillc (Ky.) Couricr-Jrurnal & Times

began to use more and better-quality
news pictures (Figure 15.7).

Along with the demand for better
pictures came the demand for better
photographers and managers, such as

picture editors, to lead them. Programs
such as the Missouri Workshop at the
University of Missouri and the National
Press Photographers Flying Short
Course helped bring examples of
excellent photojournalism to students

and professionals around the country.

The ratio of words to photographs

also began to change. Many newspa-

pers have come to reco gnize that pho-

tographs are powerful communicative
tools and that the photographer can be

an equal partner in the journalistic
process. Still, some papers have a ways

to go. Too many newspapers are domi-
nated by a strong word editor and lack

an advocate for visuals. Unfortunately,
until attitudes change at newspapers

and more journalists are trained to think
visually, the artificial separation will
continue.
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SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. At your school's library or at a public
library, search through microfiLns
of. a newspaper from the Lg20s. How
big a part did photography play
in the newspaper? Can you find
examples of sensational pictures?
Can you tind any examples of
photojournalism?

2. Do the same thing for a newspaper
in the 1950s. What major changes
can you find between the 1920s and
the 1950s?

3. What is a composograph? Do you
think it is ethical? Would you ever
use one?

4. Critique the photographs on the
front page of your community daily
newspaper. Are they given good
play, or do they take a backseat to
the words? How would you improve
the page photographically?



How Picture Editors \ lork

newspaper picture (or
photo) editor has a difficult
job each day as he or she

tries to direct and manage

the paper's daily picture report. The

editor must deal with the newspaper's
limitations in terms of reproduction and

available space and also be an advocate

for quality photojournalism, which
requires good reproduction capabilities

and a certain amount of quality space.

Without a doubt, photographs rep-

resent an exciting, vibrant art form.
A picture editor can help capture that

excitement for the newsroom and

readers. This chapter does not discuss
picture-taking methods, such as lighting
or camera angles; there are several
excellent texts available that examine
photographic methods. Instead, this

chapter will look at the important role
photography and the picture editor play

within a newspaper. It will examine
how a picture editor handles a finished
picture that meets acceptable profes-

sional standards and what the editor's
relationship is to the rest of the
newsroom.

A PICTURE EDITOR'S
RESPONSIBIL!T!ES

A picture editor is one of the visual
journalists at a newspap€r, and although

his or her role changes from newspaper
to newspaper, there are some major

responsibilities of a typical picture editor
at a newspaper. The picture editor must:

rz Understand the day's news report,
and offer appropriate photographs
within the limitations of space and

reproduction.
y' Have complete knowledge of all

photographic assignments being
covered by staff photographers;

sometimes this includes selecting
the right photographer for the right
assignment.

y' Manage the day's wire service photo

report.
/ Work with section editors and news

editors to help crop and size
photographs.

These responsibilities once belonged

to other people in the newsroom. The
city editor typically was responsible for
assignments, the news editor sorted
the wire photographs and the layout

editor cropped and sized the day's photo

report. And although to an extent this
system may have worked, it failed to
provide the same quality control and

managerial authority over photos and

photographers that city editors or sec-

tion editors had over their reporters
and stories.

191
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Today, many newspapers recognize
the value of entrusting a single individ-
ual with the responsibility of managlng

and editing the day's picture report.
This manager of photography has dif-
ferent titles at different newspapers:

director of photography, photo editor,
photo coordinator, assistant managlng

editor/photography, chief photographer
or picture editor. In this chapter, the
term picture editor will be employed.

Understanding the
Day's News Report

As part of the management staff of a
newspap€r, the picture editor must have

a complete and thorough understanding
of both the newspaper's philosophy of
coverage and the day's events. News-
papers have different philosophies of
news coverage, just as reporters have

different styles of writing and photog-
raphers have different styles of picture
taking. The picture editor thus must
be familiar with the newspaper's
philosophy and how it relates to photo-
graphs. Armed with that knowledge,
certain decisions can be made in struc-
turing (editing) the day's picture report.

Just as reporting should reflect a

newspaper's goals, so too should pho-

tographic coverage and display.

If a newspaper's goal is to put major
hard news stories on Page One each

day, it makes little sense for a city editor

to offer any light feature stories. Like-
wise, it would make little sense for the
picture editor to offer pictures of dogs

chasing kites. On the other hand, if a
newspaper wants to have a local color
photograph on the front page every
day, the picture editor must plan and

develop a dependable selection of color

pictures. He or she cannot rely solely

on a breaking news event to provide

excellent color possibilities.

To help plan the photo report, the
picture editor should "read" the news-
paper before it is published by looking
at the amount of space that is available

for words and visuals in the next day's

edition. That space -the editorial news

hob-is shown on the paper's dummies,

which are sent to the editorial depart-
ment after the advertising department
has positioned the ads. By looking at

the dummies, a picture editor can see

which pages will accommodate photo-
graphs and which will not.

The picture editor can estimate the
number and size of the pictures that
will be required for the next day's paper.

Although this task has little to do with
editing pictures, it reminds the picture

editor that he or she cannot work in a

vacuum. It would do little good to offer
40 pictures when the paper only has

room for 10 or 15. Even though all of
the pictures might be good enough to
run in the paper, they are much like

the good stories that get left out for
lack of space. There are many victims
of hard editing choices at a daily
newspaper.

Knowing the Day's
Photo Assignments

If the newspaper does not have a director
of photography or a chief photographer,

the picture editor must decide which
photographer gets which assignment.
At many smaller newspapers, one person

serves as both picture editor and chief
photographer; it makes for a very busy

and challenging job. To effectively make

assignments, the picture editor must

be part traftic cop, directing photo gra-

phers around town so they can get to

their assignments on time, and part
cheerleader and motivator.

In matching assignment with pho-

tographer, the picture editor has an

effect on the success or tailure of the
assignment. The picture editor must
understand the strengths and weak-
nesses of each member of the photog-

raphy stafl leading each photographer
like a successful football coach leads

his or her players-some players can
perform well at many positions; others
are best at only one. In that sense, the
photographer who excels at sports
coverage should be given assignments
for the sports section; the photographer

with a flair for photo illustration should
get feature section work.

Handling Photo Requests

As any editor would, the picture editor
must distinguish between the good and

bad assignments. Some stories are

worth covering; others are not. That
is why it is important for reporters to
work closely with the picture editor.
Reporters may understand the value of
having photographs with their stories,
but they should not file a photo request
form without consulting the picture

editor (or a designated assistant). The

editor can best decide how to get the
most out of a photo assignment (Fig-

ure 16.1).

A good newspaper won't write about

boring or trivial events, and it should

not send photographers to such events.
A picture editor must educate reporters
and editors requesting photographs,

reminding them that the "content" of
an event will allow for good photographs.

Wistrful thinking or the need for a space

filler will not make for good pictures.
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san J,sc *rercur) Nc*s Pm0t0gr0mhnG mGUuCSt
PHOTOGRAPHER

ASSIGNMENT

rocAlroN (rNcr-uDrNG ADDRESS. CROSS STREET. MAPS, ETC. )

REQUESTED BY

FIELD CONTACT

DESK

TETEPHONE

BTACK 8 NO. OF
WHITE ROLTS SHOT

APPROVED BY
(PICTURE EDITOR)

STORY SUMMARY: (ATTACH ARTTCLE tr AVAIIABLE)

(BEFORE PTACING REQUEST. PLEASE USE TIME CLOCK STAMP AT PICTURE DESK)

Figure 16.1 Photo request form

Too often, the picture editor is not
given the most important information
on the photo request form-the nature

of the story being written. Without
knowing the who, what, where, when,
why and how of the event, a photogra-
pher cannot capture the story visually.
The picture editor must ensure that
such information is available for every
assignment before the photographer

begins to shoot. The most important
information, however, is a summary of
the story itseH.

When looking over the day's photo

requests, the picture editor should watch

for events that will make good

pictures-real people doing real activi-
ties. To send a photographer off to an

assignment that has no picture potential

wastes the photographer's time, time
that could be spent on another story.

Managing the Day's
Wire Photo Report

At smaller newspapers, the wire or
news editol not the picture editor, edits
or selects wire photographs for the
paper. However, because many local

stories are linked to international or

national events, it is important for the
picture editor to know what the wire
services are offering in terms of pho-

tographs. That is why at most large

papers the picture editor is responsible
for both the local pictures and the wire
service photographs. (Wire photos are

discussed in detail in Chapter 18. )
In addition to understanding the

day's wire service photo report and how

it relates to overall photo use in the
paper, the picture editor often gets story
ideas from looking at photographs from
other parts of the country. And many
times it is possible to pair wire service
and local photographs, thereby glving
readers an understanding of the scope

of the story being reported. For
instance, a drought might be causing

as much damage locally as it is in several

neighboring states. By pairing a national
photograph with a local one, the picture

editor can offer a stronger visual
package.

There's one additional chore in the
handling of wire service photos. Many
of them need to be distributed to section

editors-sports, business, features-
for use with specific stories. Usually,

wire photos are marked for particular

sections, but the picture editor still
should check each wire photo for possible

usage in a section other than news.

Working with Section
and News Editors

Although many "word" editors would

not like to admit it, editing newspaper
photographs takes special skill. Unfor-
tunately, many newspaper editors
believe they have both the talent and

right to edit pictures in any manner
they piease.

That puts the picture editor in a

difficult position. Without antagonizing

a section editor or news editor, the
picture editor must ensure that photo-
graphs are being given the proper display

and treatment. To do that, the picture

editor must understand the goals and

needs of each section and editor and

also must be an articulate spokesperson
for the proper use of photographs. That

articulation should be firm but not con-

frontational; it should educate and lead

without being dogmatic. Part of the
process should involve teaching section
editors (by example, if possible) about

the effective cropping, sizing and display

of photographs. (Cropping and sizing
are examined in Chapter 17.)

At metropolitan newspapers, the
display of photographs on a page often
is determined by a group of people,

including a designer or art director, a

section or assistant section editor and

a picture editor. Each person will bring
his or her own perspective to a photo-
graph or photographic project. Each

will have a bias toward or against certain
photographs. It is the job of the picture

editor to reco gnrze and overcome those
predispositions. The picture editor needs

to work with this group as a full partner,

IIME

coroR

PUBI.ICATION DATE
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Figure 16.2 Dramatic Page One photo use

Smn &*ngkm@grom0crc

clop ol lhc ilews ls on Pege I cJhc lndcx ls cn Psge B

Figure 16.3 Page One photo "reporting" major news event

aware that there will be not only a cer-
tain amount of text on the page but also
perhaps other elements in addition to
photographs.

THE POWER OF PHOTOGRAPHS

One of the real joys of working with
photographs in a newspaper is when a

big event occurs and the photos of it
have an overwhelming impact on the
readers (and even the newsroom staff).
A picture editor needs to seize those
special moments and urge other news-
room executives to let a photograph,

rather than a headline or columns of
type, tell the story first.

One example of the power of pho-

tographic images is from The New Yorh

Times the day after Pope John Paul II
visited New York in 1979 (Figure

16.2).The Times, not noted for its dra-
matic use of photographs, devoted the
top half of its front page to a photograph
of the pope greeting New Yorkers. Such

treatment told readers instantly that
a major news event had occurred.

The San Francisco Chronicle of. May
25, 1987, also allowed photography to
"report" on a major news event on Page

One (Figure 16.3). With only a headline

and a single photograph, the newspaper
gave readers a sense of the biggest
news story of the day-the 50th anni-
versary party of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Sometimes, a dramatic event, such

as a high-rise fire in Chic?go, can be

conveyed to the reader through unusual

,4
a
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cropping and sizing of a photo (Figure

16.4). Note how the photo became just
news element on the page, and

other, more important news did not
"lost."
Sometimes, an unusual photograph

will surprise and delight readers. Most
readers would not expect to see the
strongly downward movement in the
picture of roller coaster riders (Figure

16.5). Readers probably were startled
at first and thought that something
was wrong until they digested more
information.

The picture editor should be aware,
however, of unusual or surprising pho-

tographs of dubious taste. The photo-
graph accompanying a story about a

National Geographic magazine article
on the human sense of smell raised
questions of taste, even though it
probably caught the attention of every
person who saw it (Figure 16.6). The
picture editor and other editors should
discuss seriously whether or not to use
such a picture; no one person should
be responsible for deciding if a contro-
versial image is suitable for viewing at

the breakfast table.

MAKING PICTURES
MORE READABLE

The picture editor, as the newspaper's
arbiter of photographic standards, should
keep the reader in mind when selecting
and editing pictures. Sometimes, the
picture editor forgets that the reader
will see only a few of the mmerous
images that are offered to a newspaper
each day. Those images thus need to
be to the point and easily understood.

Figure L6.4 Page One photo "reporting"
major news event but with other news on the
page

Figure 16.5 Unusual photo that will grab
readers' attention

hnP0B1906-8/L9/86<IlEINliBfI,O.: Arnpits produc.e the strongest body odors. Corductrxg tests to
deterrni-ne t}te efficaqy of an urrderarm deodorant, Thelra t^Jilljams (foreground) and hcr fcllcr.r odor
jwlges at thc HiII Ttop Research, Inc., facility first sniff the natural odors of paid voluntc,ers.
A report on such tcstirg aiJrEd at learnirrg rrDre about the sense of srcI1 aptEars il the kptenlEr issuc
of tJational Geographic nagazine. UPI sp/Iouie Psilrqlos/cogyright l986/National Cccryraphrc
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Figure 16.6 Unusual photo, but of questionable taste
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Figure L6.7 Chronicle photo of
tall plant that uses passerby to
establish sense of scale

A rare bloom

Horticullurist Peter Klement stands by
the rare Puya raimondii plant, which is
performing its death dance at UC-
Berkeley's Botanical Garden. The plant

blooms only once, alter 80-100 years,
and ihen dies, but this one produced its
llowering spike at a young 28 years of
age. Slory/Page A-9.

Figure 16.8 Original Examinerphoto of tall plant that tails to establish sense of scale Figure 16.9 Subsequent Examiner photo
of tall plant that establishes sense of scale
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Helping Readers Relate to Pictures

When editing photographs, the picture
editor must select images that readers
can "relate to." For example, if a pho-
tograph illustrates a story about a 15-
foot-tall flowering stalk, it should be
edited so that the reader sees the stalk
and is given some visual sense of its
size. When the San Francisco Chronicle
and the San Frarrcisco Examirwrcovered
the story of the lS-foot-tall stalk, they
presented readers with very different
pictures. The picture from the morning
Chronicle showed both the stalk and a

woman walking by; she added scale or
dimension to the size of the giant plant
(Figure 16.7). By contrast, the after-
noon Examiner in its first edition used
a photograph of only the plant (Figure
16.8). The picture could have been of
a plant 5 feet tall or 50 feet tall-the
reader was given no sense of scale or
dimension. By the final edition, however,
the Exam'irwr ran a picture with a sense
of scale (Figure 16.9). Although the
Examiney's substitute picture lacked
the visual clarity of the first one, it did
a better job of telling the story.

Auoiding Misuse ol Images

Even when dealing with relatively simple
images, such as that of an attempted
escape by a Tennessee prisoner, the
picture editor must stay alert to possible
misuse or mishandling of images. Hon-
esty is extremely important in the
photographic presentation each day.
For example, in the San Jose Mercury
News' presentation, the prisoner is
heading head first ttrough his cell's
viewing window, with his body parallel
to the door, yet it appears as if he has

twisted his head 90 degrees (Figure

A Stuch'Iobbit'
Gloy'on 'Robbit'Veoch struggled could bc lreed by lirelighter:' res-
Uin voin lo lree his hcod {rom o cue oquipment. Thc Norhvillc mon.
viewing window in his ccll ot the o <onvictcd hqbhuol criminol, wos
Norhville, Tenn., ioil. Veoch, o lorql. orre:ted Mondoy neor Athcns, Alo.,
ly reknowned rrcope qrlirt, re. oltor bcing on ihe run lor olmosl
moined cluck in tho window until hc two wcclr.

16. 10). In fact, an editor flipped or
allowed the picture to be flipped to fit
a layout. Readers who studied the
Mercury News layout carefully probably

shook their heads rn amazement; readers
of the San Froncisco Chronicle were
presented the "real picture" (Figure
16. 11).

Figure 16.10 Attempted escape photo
with flipped image

Figure 16.11 Attempted escape photo correctly laid out
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Figure 16.12 (a) Reversed and O) correct photo ofJoe Montana and Lily Tornlin (in the correct
image, the lettering on tlre door reads backward through the.glass)

Avoiding Reversed
or Improbable Images

One of the most common errors that a
picture editor should guard against is
the flopped, or reversed, image,
when the photograph is printed back-

wards. Often, subtle points are the only

clues to a reversed image-a wedding

ring on the wTong hand or a man's coat

buttons on the wrong side (the buttons
for men's and women's clothing are on

opposite sides). Reversed lettering is

the best clue that a picture has been

flopped. When the Associated Press

transmitted "Ernestine Swept Off Her
Feet," it had to send two pictures (Figure

l6.LZ). Only one was correct.
Picture editors have to watch for

the improbable. The photograph of a
man walking away from a bank machine

was "arranged" to illustrate a business

story about the success of automatic

tellers (Figrre 16.13). However, a close

look at the money in the photograph

reveals an error. The man is carrying

Figure 16.13 Staged photo containing erroneous information
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Figure 16.14 Effective use of series of small photos

$1, $5 and $10 bills in his hand. The

machine in the background does not
issue money in all of those denomina-
tions; it gives only $20 bills. In this
case, the photographer tailed to make

sure all of the visual information was

correct.

A PROPER MIX OF PIGTURES

The picture editor must present an

interesting visual report to readers,
one that creates a proper mix. No reader
wants to view page after page of political
pictures or page after page of foreign
disasters or car accidents. Readers

deserve a well-edited picture report
that has all tlpes of pictures that illus-
trate the day's events, much like the

day's story mixture does. To achieve

such a balance, the picture editor must
keep several things in mind: visual
pacing, the size of photos, a picture
package or page and the ratio of text
to photos.

Uisua! Pacing

Visual pacing involves the editing of
images so they are from different van-

tage points. If all the pictures in the
newspaper one day were close-ups of
people, the visual pacing would be too
static or boring. By providing a report
with both close-ups and pictures taken
from a distance, a picture editor can
positively influence the overall design
of the newspaper.

Big and Small Pictures

There is no doubt that readers like large
pictures. A research project on reader
interest in newspaper pictures showed
that larger pictures attract more interest.
And although some professional pho-

tographers believe that a picture always
should run large, a better guideline is
"Run the picture in the size most
appropriate for its value." This guideline

is based on the assumption that every
picture has both a content and pictorial

worth that, combined, determine the
value of the photograph. A good picture
played too small is of no value to the
reader, much like a story with no infor-
mation. Conversely, a bad picture played

big becomes a big, bad picture.

A chronology of former Chicago

MayorJane Byrne's years in office shows

that a series of relatively small photo-
graphs can have more impact than two
or ttree large pictures (Figure 16. L4).

The pictures of Byrne were selected
carefully enough to clearly tell a story
of her years in office. If only two or

three photographs had been used, more
words would have been needed to fill
in the gaps.

Another successful presentation of
relatively small images can be found in
The Miami Herald Viewpoint layout of
the 1988 presidential candidates (Fig-

ure 16. 15). Through careful use of
lighting and image size, all the candidates
receive equal treatment, yet the page

still has vitality because of the different
sizes of the men themselves. This type
of project requires more effort in con-

ception than in execution and once again

points out the value of planning.
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Figure 16.15 Effective use of series of small but equal-sized photos

The Picture Package
and Picture Page

Although most newspapers no longer
have a picture pag€, ? page devoted
exclusively to pictures, there are special

occasions when the picture editor will
edit and perhaps design a picture page

or a picture package (layout). Even a
picture package has elements of a good

picture p?g€, including a strong lead
photograph that captures the reader's
attention and sets a mood.

One of the chief concerns of a picture

editor when confronted with such an

opportunity is to determine whether

there is a sufficient number of quality
photographs to war-rant such treatment.
Weak pictures made into a picture page

will result simply in a weak page.

Again, the picture editor must be

concerned with the pacing of such
packages. There must be a difference
in the appearance of each picture and

in the shape of each picture on the page.

There should be a good mix of distance
pictures and close-ups to help move
the reader in and out of the visual
package. For example, the picture layout

of an elderly woman has a variety of
pictures in a pleasing arrangement
(Figure 16. 16). Similarly, the picture

page on farm kids uses a variety of
images that grve the reader both a close-

up view and a more distant sense of
life on a Midwestern farm (Figure

L6.17). The double-truck layout, in
which two facing pages are laid out as

a single unit, of Pope John Paul II's 1987

visit to the United States also illustrates
picture page pacing. The San Jose Mer-
cury News'double-truck layout has a

dominate image, and the rest of the
pictures are "satellites" to the main
picture (Figure 16. 18).

Sometimes, images in a picture
package should be the same size, as in
the example from the Chicago Tribune
that displays police mugshots of gang

members (Figure 16.19). The repetition
of the images, ffid the careful placement

of the type, gave readers a powerful
impression of the vast numbers of gang

members who had committed violent
crimes.

The Ratio ol Words and Uisuals

At some newspapers, the ratio of words
and visuals has been expressed in a
simple formula. If an open page in the
newspaper has 126 inches of space (six

columns, each 21 inches deep), then
40 to 50 percent of that space (about

50 inches) should be reserved for visu-
als. Although this rule is not firm even
at those newspapers that use a word-
visual ratio, it does provide visual jour-

nalists with a measure of what space

is available for photographs and infor-
mational graphics. It also helps maintain
visually pleasing pages. Of course, some
projects will have more or less space

for visuals depending on the importance

of the project and the availability of
both photographs and graphics.
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SPECTAL REPORT,' DRUGGINC OUR E,DMLY

The
kids
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Figure L6.17 Picture page effectively com-
bining distance and close-up photos

Figure 16.16 Picture package layout effec-
tively combining distance and close-up photos

Figure 16.18 Effective double-truck layout
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Figure f 6. f g Effective use of single-size
photos in picture package
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Carolyn Lee
Picture Editor The New York Times

Carolyn Lee, picture edrtor of The New
York Times, manages a picture desk
that handles photographs from around
the world. She also directs staff pho-
tographers who cover not only one of
the world's largest metropolitan areas
but Washington, D.C., as well.

"First, we are not very bashful about
asking [the wire services] for particular
things," she said. "ln particular, our
foreign picture editor, who monitors
broadcasts from abroad, will call the
wire services early in the day and
specify that we are looking for certain
events. lf the wire services aren't cov-
ering (a particular event) and don't
see any need to for the network, then
we'll ask them to cover it as a special
tor The Times.

"When we come in [to start the work
dayl, one editor strips the machines
of what has accumulated overnight
and sorts out the material we saw the
day before because there is some
recycling for PMs. The editor then sorts
by category for all the editors to look
at. Foreign pictures are routed to

the foreign picture editor, national are
routed to the national picture editor
and so on."

Besides wire servrce photos, The
Times relies heavily on photos produced
by its own staff. "l consider the direction
of those photographers and the publi-
cation of their work to be the most

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Look through two issues of a

daily newspaper. Clip all of the
photographs that are in the paper.

How many were taken by staff pho-

tographers? How many were pro-

vided by the wire services? How
well were the pictures edited? Was

there a good mix of pictures?

important part of what the picture desk
does," Lee said.

Editors on the picture desk evaluate
the photos. "The [picture] editor, based
on the merit of the picture itself and on

the story list of his or her [word] desk,
then makes further selection from what
has come in and calls the wires for
better or different pictures. Then late
rn the afternoon I'll skim the cream of
the crop from their selections for the
Page Ol. boardl'

Lee said she looks for "floater pic-
tures" that have no story as well as
pictures that she may not like quite as
much but, "because the story is being
offered, the editors have to know there
is a picture."

Lee prepares a board of pictures
for editors to look at during their Page
One meeting, a daily conference where
the top editors al The Times discuss
the pictures, graphics and stories that
will go on the front page the next
morning.

Lee said she and other editors at
The Times look for a photo that offers
not only a striking image but that also
explarns somethlng to readers. "lt tells
them something that is going on in the
world that they might not know about.
There is more of a tendency, with current
editors, to use pictures to get another
story on Page One. We are sometimes
using a picture of secondary merit as

2. Look through the same newspapers

as you did in Exercise 1 and clip
stories that should have been illus-

trated with photographs. Make out
photo assignments for those sto-
ries, making certain that you tell
the photographer the nature of the

story and the type of picture you

want taken.

a photograph because it has merit in

getting a story on the page. Naturally,
we try to combine the two; we want the
striking image that also has news merit.
But if you don't have both, most times
the news merit will win out over the
beauty of the picture."

Lee said wire photos are "very

rmportant to our report because there
is no way to begrn to cover the ground
that we want covered in the newspaper
photographically without input from
the four corners of the Earth from the
wire services. No newspaper can afford
photographers everywhere. You do
depend on the wire servicesl'

Lee said The Times depends on

the wire services more for foreign pic-
tures than domestic pictures. "We found
the domestic offering, except on par-
ticular major stories, quite weak." That
means Lee often sends staff photog-
raphers to national events rather than
relying on the wires. "The staff views
it [the event] in a different wayi' she
explained. "They are not as concerned
with the common denominator as the
wires, which are trying to please all of
their customers. The staffer knows the
editors of The Times; he or she knows
and can afford-because there is the
backup of the wires if all fails-to take
a chance on a different angle or a dif-
ferent viewl'

3. Clip a picture page or a picture

package from a newspaper. Discuss

the visual pacing of the package.

4. What is the ratio of words and visuals

on two open pages of the daily

newspaper in your community? What
percentage of the pages is visual?

How would you improve the pages?



Cropping, Sizing
and Captions

nce the decision has been
made as to which pictures

will run in the newspap€r,

the picture editor or visual
journalist must crop and size them and

write captions for them. Because most

newspaper photographs contribute to
the overall design of the paper, how

they are cropped and sized is important.

Although cropping and sizing are dis-

tinct functions, they often are done

together.

CROPPING

Cropping is one of the most powerful
tools visual journalists have in shaping

the day's photographic report. At many
newspapers, especially small-circulation
ones, the editor who lays out or designs

the pages also crops the pictures. At
medium- and large-circulation newspa-
p€rs, cropping may be done by a variety
of people, including the picture editor,
graphics editor, page designer, news

editor or copy editor.
Cropping a photograph means

editing or removing the part of it that
is unnecessary or that impairs the
effective communication of the picture.
Cropping can increase the impact and

effectiveness of a photograph; however,

overcropping can do the reverse and

blunt a powerful image's visual punch.

The visual journalist cropping a picture

should be aware of photographic com-
position and understand how his or her

actions can improve or harm an image.

A visual journalist should crop in
the way a city editor edits. If the story
is well-reported and well-written, few

changes will be made. If the story is

poorly organized or poorly written, the

city editor might make substantial
changes to improve it. The same is
true of photography. A well-composed,
well-reported photograph will be difficult
to crop; at best, it might be fine-tuned.
However, a poorly composed photo-

graph might benefit from cropping to

help focus the reader's attention on the

relevant material in the picture.

As with each story, each photograph

is unique. Therefore, the rules on

croppin g are general at best. To tell
someone there are only two or three
methods of cropping would be mislead-

ing-there are as many ways to crop
a photograph as there are photographs.

ldentitying the Essence
ol a Photograph

Effective cropping entails getting to
the essence of. a photograph. For
example, when Nancy Reagan visited
the Tulsa area, both the Tulsa World

and The Daily Ohlahornan sent photog-

raphers to cover the event. Both

203
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Figure l7.l Photo with few visual distractions

brought back a good picture of the First
Lady hugging a pupil before he boarded
a school bus. Each newspaper ran about

the same size photograph, but one was

cropped tightly to focus on the subject
(Figure l7.l), whereas the other used
a wider shot that showed other students
and even another photographer in the
background (Figure L7.2).Clearly, the
Tulsa World photograph is more dramatic

and to the point-it shows the essence

of the event more clearly. By contrast,
the other picture is poorly cropped.
The line of children behind the pupil

being hugged distracts the reader's eye

from the hug. Even the school bus door
is a distraction because the opening
pulls the eye away from the action.

Cropping can focus attention on the
relevant point of a photograph. In the
picture of frefighters climbing a fire
escape, the ladder on the left side of
the photograph is distracting; it leads

the eye away from the action. A tighter
crop directs the reader's attention where
the photographer and picture editor
want it (Figure 17.3).

A photographer capturing a train
derailment might turn in an uncropped
print showing the entire accident
scene. However, the picture editor,
realizing that the road leads the reader's

eye away from the train's boxcars and

up to the automobiles at the top of the
picture, could crop the picture in such

a way that all attention is focused on

the accident (Figure 17.4).

It is important for the visual journalist

to look for a better picture "inside" a
good picture. For instance, the picture

of a kindergarten's graduation ceremony
is heart-warming-it captures the mood

of the participants and shows a funny
side of the event. Within the middle of
the photograph, however, is a stronger

Figure 17.2 Photo that could have been enhanced by cropping
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image of a girl kicking her fellow pupil.

By cropping to the essence of the pic-

ture, the visual journalist eliminates

the distraction of the other children and

presents an even stronger image (Fig-

ure 17.5).
Sometimes, the good crop repre-

sents a subtle change. The image of an

old man becomes stronger by cropping
tightly on his head, which allows the
reader to focus more on the man's eyes

and mouth (Figure 17.6). The lines of
the man's shirt also help direct the reader

up to the face.

When cropping the human anatomy,

the picture editor should avoid leaving
parts of limbs "floating" in the picture.
For example, it generally is better to
crop an entire arm out of the picture

rather than just a hand. If it is necessary

to crop the bottom of a picture of a
person standing, it might be preferable

to crop at the waist rather than just

above the ankles.

Overcropping

A good photograph can be damaged or
ruined by a poor crop. And even though

some editors feel a need to crop every
picture they see, if a photograph does

not need cropping, it shouldn't be

cropped. Sometimes, it takes more
editing skill to recognze the photograph

that does not need cropping than to
actually crop a picture. Other times,
the trick is to know how much to crop.

For instance, the photograph of a
woman being helped from her home

after a fire could have benefited from
cropping (Figure 17.7). The full frame

shows a man standing to the right of
the action who pulls the reader's eye

away from what is important. By crop-
ping him out of the picture, along with

b

(a) Fire photo (b) cropped to focus attention on central action

b

(a) Train derailment photo (b) cropped to eliminate extraneous details

a

Figure L7.3

a

Figure 17.4
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a

Figure L7.5 (a) Feature photo (b) cropped to focus on "inside" image in picture

ab
Figure 17.6 (a) Portrait photo (b) subtly cropped to emphasize features

some of the house on the left side, the
reader's attention is clearly focused

on what is important. Cropping even
tighter to focus just on the woman,

however, would hurt the picture. With
that tight a crop, the sense of a burned-
out house is lost, and readers might
wonder what was going on in the picture

until they read the caption.

Gropping for Impact and Shape

Deep within a picture is often another,
better photograph. Cropping can help

bring out that picture, allowing the image

to have greater impact upon readers,
to dramatize an event for them. For
example, an original frame taken at the
scene of the ruins of a hospital after
the 1985 Mexico City earthquake is

powerful, but with a tighter crop, the
picture can have even greater impact
(Figure 17.8). Without the information
on both sides of the frame, the picture's

focus becomes the efforts of one doctor
in the foreground. There also is a clearer

view in the background of what is left
of the hospital.

Not all dramatic images need to be

news photographs. Full frame, the image

of the Indian woman and child in the

desert is a good photograph; when

cropped into a more pronounced hori-
zontal shape, the image becomes even
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Figure L7.8 (a) Earthquake photo (b) given greater

impact by cropping for tighter focus
c

Figure LZ.7 (a) Fire rescue photo (b) enhanced by cropping and (c)

hurt by overcropping
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b

Figure L7.9 (a) Image (b) enhanced by cropping for shape and fixing horizon

more powerful (Figure 17.9). The crop
on the picture of the woman and child

illustrates how the visual journalist can

edit for effect. By reducing the amount

of information given the reader-that
is, by taking out much of the foreground

and some of the sky, the visual journal-

ist has focused the reader's attention
on what is important-the woman and

child. The crop also helped fix the
problem with the crooked horizon line

by straightening the line and eliminating

the visual distraction of the lopsided

horizon.

Figure l7.l0 Photo whose mood would be
diminished by cropping

Gropping lor Mood

The mood of a photograph can be either
strengthened or hurt by cropping. That
means the successful visual journalist

must know when not to crop a picture.

For example, the mood in the picture
of a woman climbing a flight of stairs
as sunlight hits her would be spoiled by

cropping (Figure 17. 10). The blackness

surrounding the sunlight directs the
eye to the woman and makes it seem

as if she is going off into the darkness.
Too much cropping also could spoil

the mood of the photograph of soldiers
in a makeshift morgue during the 1985

Mexico City earthquake (Figure 17. 11).

By cropping off just a little of the left
side, the visual journalist can heighten

the mood of the photograph; any more

cropping would destroy the effect.

The Dallas Morning News picture

of a local boy near his apartment is

stronger without cropping (Figure

17.I2). The lines of the boards in the
photograph lead the reader's eye toward
the child. The boards also give the
photograph a sense of mood.

Cropping must be used wisely and

with great understanding of the purpose

and value of a photograph. Cropping
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to make a picture "fit" a hole is equiva-

lent to trimming a story without reading

it or hacking off the bottom part. A city
editor should not allow that to happen

to stories; a visual journalist should not

allow it to happen to photographs.

srzrl{G

The second step in preparing a photo-

graph for publication is sizing, or scal-

ing, it. Once the photo has been

cropped, the visual editor needs to size

the picture to fit its allotted space on

the newspaper page or to let the news

editor know how much space it will
take.

Sizing is a mathematical function.
The visual journalist first measures the
original width and depth of the cropped
photograph. At many newspapers, the
width is measured in picas and the depth
in inches, although some papers mea-

sure the depth in picas as well. Then,
by using one of the dimensions of the
finished size, usually the colunm width,
the visual journalist can determine the
printed size of the image. The mathe-
matical formula works because both the
original and finished work are
proportional.

Usually, a proportion wheel is

used to compute photo size (Figure

17. 13). The proportion wheel works as

follows: the original width, found on

the inner scale, is lined up with the
desired width. The original depth on

the inner scale then will line up auto-

matically with the proportional size on

the outer scale. If the proportional size

is not acceptable, the picture can be

cropped and refigured. The crop can
be done on the sides or the top or bottom
of the original.

Figure l7.ll Photo requiring only slight cropping

Figure L7.12 Photo requiring no cropping
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Figure 1.7.L4 News photo at top of page

overshadowed by portrait photo at bottom

For example, suppose an editor
needs an 8-inch-wide by l0-inch-deep
cropped photograph to run in a S]-inch
or three-column space. On the propor-
tion wheel, the origlnal width (8 inches)
is aligned with the desired width (+
inches). The original depth (10 inches)
will line up with the new depth (4
inches).

The proportion wheel also will pro-

vide the percentage of reduction or
enlargement, a number that is used by
the production department to set its
process camera to make a velox print.
In the case of the 8 by 10 picture, the
proportioned three-column photo will
be 69 percent of the origlnal.

Because most news, sports and

business photographs run within normal

or fixed column widths, figuring sizes

of photographs is a relatively painless

process. The visual journalist needs to
know only the original width, the original

depth and the desired width. The pro-

portion wheel, or any other scaling

device such as metal link rules, a slide
rule, a calculator or scaling rules, will
provide the new depth.

lmage Size vs. Picture Size

Sometimes, it is not just the size of the
picture that has the impact on the reader
but also the size of the image within
the picture. A multicolumn picture of. a

crowd at a sporting event has little image

size, for example. However, a multi-
column portrait of a newsmaker would
have a huge image size.

The image size of a photograph

should be considered when determining
the published size, and it should be

weighed against the image sizes of the
other photographs on the page. The
more dramatic photo on the Minrwapolis
Star Tribune's front page of Dec. 13,

1987 -a picture of a rescue helicopter
landing on a burning oil tanker in the
Persian Gulf-is greatly overshadowed
by the portrait of a steroid user (Figure

17.14). Given the image size of the
weight lifter, that photograph could have

been made slightly smaller without los-

ing impact. And a smaller picture would

not have overpowered the news photo-
graph quite as much.

In addition, the image size of a pic-

ture must be large enough to convey
the message. For example, the two-
column photo in The Arizona Republic

of emergency workers taking a tornado
victim out of a building is so small that

it lacks visual impact (Figure 17.15).

The picture does have impact, however,

when it is used in a four-column display,

as in the Tempe (!'riz.) Daily News

Tribune (Figure L7 .16).
As another example, when a New

York bridge collapsed, both The Wash-

ington Post and The Boston Globe played
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Figure 17.16 Photo sized large enough to maintain visual impact
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Figure L7.17 News photo sized large
enough

the story on their respective front
pages. However, the difference between
The Globe's {-inch-wide photo (Figure

17.LT) and ThePosls a|-inch-wide pic-

ture (Figure 17. 18) makes it clear that
sometimes photographs can be played

too small for the amount of information
in them. The bridge photo needed to
be played large so the detail of the sup-
ports and the river could be seen clearly.
(The Globe also ran a photograph of a

Figure 17.18 News photo sized too small

youngster riding his bike in the rain.
By combining the youngster's picture
with the bridge photograph, The Globe
gave its readers a more complete and
balanced visual package. )

Another example of image size
involves a feature story about a Sarasota,

Fla., minister (Figure 17.19).At first
glance, the ima ge-a large portrait
overwhelming the page-is a powerful
one. However, because the picture is

so large, the paper could not use addi-

tional photos on the page that would
have better illustrated some of the points

in the story about this energetic and

active church leader. Conversely, pow-
erful news photographs can be wasted
when played too small.
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Figure 17.2L Photo used as "exclamation point"
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How Big Is Big Enough?

Is a three-column picture too small? Is
a six-column photo too large? Unfortu-
nately, there are no ironclad answers.

Every picture must be sized for maxi-
mum effect, which depends on the image
it shows.

All newspapers have their own
standards, their own design styles that
indicate a direction the visual journalist

can look to for guidance. Some news-
papers use photographs as exclamation
points; they want them to shout. Others
prefer that pictures carry their own
weight; only those photos with great

news value are run large.

For example, the design style and
use of photographs at the Fort Laudcr-
dale Sun-Sentinel is different from the
Chicago Tribune, even though they are
owned by the same company. The
Tribune photographed a we ary floor
trader on the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange the day the stock market
dropped 500 points, and both papers

ran the photo. The Tribunz used the
picture as an accent to other visual
elements on the page, including a hard-
to-read photo of worried investors
(Figure 17.20); the Szn-Sentinel used

the photograph as an exclamation point
(Figure 17.21). Similarly, when the
United States and the Soviet Union
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StarTribune

Figure L7.22 Photo sized large for dra-
matic effect

signed a treaty to eliminate certain types
of nuclear missiles, papers throughout
the country ran a picture of the historic
event. However, many could not or
would not have played the photograph

as large as the S/ar Tribune in Minne-
apolis did (Figure 17.22) even though
the same photo played half as large lacks

visual impact (Figure 17.23).

In most cases, the visual journalist
must find, through error and experi-
ment, the combination of sizes that
works for both the design of the news-
paper and the photographers. Often,
the proper size of photographs is

determined during the give-and-take

that goes on between the picture editor
and news editor as the pages of the
newspaper are laid out.

CAPTIOilS

A caption, or line(s) of tlpe under or
alongside a photograph, is of paramount

importance because it is a prime entry
point for readers of a newspaper page.

Readership studies have shown that
readers are attracted to a picture first,

Figure L7.23 Photo sized smaller and lack-
ing visual impact

then to the caption and finally to the
story.

The information in a caption should

explain or amplify what is visible in a
picture. A good caption will glve addi-

tional information without rehashing
the obvious action going on in a photo-
graph. In addition, the caption identifies
the people shown in a photograph.

Most captions are written on the
newspaper's copy desk. fuid although
few picture editors write captions, they
should be aware of the special skill that
good caption writing requires. An
effective caption can add understanding
of or appreciation to the story the pic-

ture accompanies. It should be written
after the story is read and the photo-
graph is viewed. And, if the picture

does not accompany a story, the caption

must tell the story on its own.

Good captions begin with the news-
paper's photographers, who must
understand that part of their job as visual
journalists is to bring back complete
information to accompany the image.

Some newspapers will refuse to run a

photograph-no matter how striking

or important-if the photographer fails

to do this. Complete information
includes:

o First and last names of people in
the picture, if possible

. A good description of the event being

covered, without repeating what
the image in the photograph shows

. An explanation of any part of the
photograph that might be confusing

Because the photographer was at the
scene of an event, he or she will have

a greater understanding of the photo-
graph than will an editor or reader who
views the image for the first time. In
fact, some newspapers also ask the
photographer to act as reporter, bringing
back quotes from the people being
photographed or additional information.

Once the photographer turns in the
caption material with the picture, it is
up to the copy editor or picture editor
to write the most complete caption
possible in a limited amount of space.

The Continuing Study Committee of
The Associated Press Managlng Editors
(AMPE) put together a list entitled
Ten Tests of. a Good Caption:

r' Is it complete?
y' Does it identify, fully, clearly?
y' Does it tell when?
y' Does it tell where?
y' Does it tell what's in the picture?

(Captions writers, however, never
should state the obvious in a photo-
graph, such as "man sits" when it
is clear the man is sitting. )

y' Does it have the names spelled
correctly, with the proper name on

the right person?

rz Is it specific?
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rz Is it easy to read?
y' Have as many adjectives as possible

been removed?
y' Does it suggest another picture?

futd the cardinal rule from APME: Never
write a caption without seeing the
picture.

In addition, the caption writer has

to write all this according to size-an
8-inch-deep caption can't run under a

3-inch-deep photograph. Thus, the
caption must be both concise and com-
plete. Size requirements for captions
will depend on the design style of the
newspaper. Finally, caption writers must
remember that a reader looks at the
photograph before reading the caption.

To assume otherwise can lead to the
creation of weak, demeaning and

repetitive captions.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Clip and discuss three examples of
well-cropped pictures from a daily
newspaper. Do the same for three
badly cropped pictures.

2. Find two newspapers that run the
same wire photo on the same day.

Do they both use the picture effec-
tively? Discuss the cropping, sizing
and captions of each picture.

3. Use a proportion wheel to size the
following pictures:

a. An 8 by 10 into a 7-inch-wide
hole

b. A 5 by 7 into a 3f,inch-wide hole

c. A4 by 5 into a S-inch-wide hole

d. A 5 by 7 into a 9-inch-deep hole

e. fur 8 by 10 into a 7 -inch-deep

hole



Wre Service
Photographs

ew newspapers have the
staff or resources to cover
every major national or
international event. They

depend on wire services such as the
Associated Press and United Press
International for the majority of their
out-of-town coverage. By using the
wire services, they are able to satisfy
their readers' demand for a full range
of local, state, national and international
stories and visuals.

There are four major photographic
wire services that offer newspapers a

large number of photographs and other
visuals each day from their networks
of staff photographers, stringers and

free-lancers: the AP, UPI, Reuters and

Agence France-Presse. AP is a not-
for-profit cooperative; it is owned by
its member newspapers. UPI, Agence
France-Presse and Reuters are com-
mercial ventures, and their clients are

called subscribers. AP and UPI are U. S.

companies, Reuters is based in England

and AFP is based in France. (UPI dis-
tributes Reuters' photos taken outside
the United States in a cooperative ven-
ture, and Reuters has the rights to dis-
tribute UPI's domestic photo report to
its clients outside the United States. )

Only the AP and UPI currently offer
a full-coverage photo service, which
means they cover major national and

international events and also transmit
feature, business, entertainment and

sports photographs. They also honor
member or subscriber requests for
photographs of particular events. Reu-

ters and AFP are referred to as "sup-
plemental" services and limit their
coverage to major news events. In
addition, as members of the AP coop-

erative, newspapers are obligated to
share their photographs with AP for
possible widespread distribution. UPI,
because it is a for-profit venture, has

no such claim to subscribers' photo-
raphs, although it is a common practice

for newspapers to share photographs

with it.
AP's cooperative nature allows it to

draw on the photographs of some of
the best newspaper photographers in
the country and to distribute the best
of the photos to its members. Currently,
more than 1,000 newspapers receive
AP photos; more than 300 subscribe to
UPI's photo service, although the ser-
vice has suffered from financial difficul-
ties in recent years.

A LOOK AT ONE DAY'S
WIRE REPORT

In one Z4-hour news cycle, hundreds
of wire photos and graphics are available

for scores of news, sports, business

2t5
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Figure 18.1 Wire service photos of USS Stark from (a) Reuters/UPl and (b) AP

. ,.*...' ' , ,'..J.- ,,

(MF|NR1O2) IIRNFIMR, Bahrain, May 19 - STRRK'S DFI4RGE - The USS Stark, her flag at
half mast, limps tor.uard Bahrain Tuesday uith a gaping and jagged hole in the hull belou
her bridge. Thirty-seven sailors u,ere kiiled urhen a French-made Exocet missile exploded
on the Stark aFter being fired at her by an Inaqi jet fighter Sunday night. (RP

LaserPhoto)(f rullaml3L55@s L{ / Zovhain Saade) 87

b

TYPES OF WIRE PHOTOGRAPHS

Page One Photos

On May 19, 1987, the most important
news involved the investigations into
the attack two days earlier by an Iraqi
jet on the USS Stark , a warship stationed
in the Persian Gulf. All the wire services
offered pictures that showed the ship,

with a large hole in its bow area, being
towed to port. One picture from Reu-
tersCPI showed the bow of the ship;

one from the AP showed the side (Figure

18. 1). Such photos illustrated the top
story of that day and provided readers

with a greater understanding of the
death and destruction caused by the
missile attack. For many papers, it was

the main or banner story on Page One.

Although the choice of which news

subject is worth pictorial coverage
usually is an easy one, the newspaper's
picture editor must consider other fac-

tors in determining which photograph

to use. If the editor is choosing between

the AP and ReutersruPl versions
(assuming the paper receives both ser-

vices), he or she must determine which

and feature stories. Even those editors
whose newspapers subscribe to only
one wire photo service are faced with
many decisions. There usually are too
many pictures and not enough space,

which means careful editing is essential
to ensure the best use of the wire photo

report. There also may be too many
visuals on subjects in which a newspaper

is not interested, or there may not be

enough visuals to go with a story the
paper's executives consider important
to readers. Again, creative editing is
needed.

fui example of the diversity and

volume of the wire service report can

be found in the 24-hour period, midnight
to midnight, on May 19, L987, when
UPI in San Francisco moved the fol-
lowing 113 photos and graphics:

. 32 sports photos, which included
more than 10 pictures involving the

NBA playoffs, either Boston vs.

Detroit or Los Angeles vs. Seattle
o 10 advance photos for stories

planned for the weekend features

or upcoming stories and columns

o 10 photos of specific regional interest
to northern California, including six
involving the disappearance of two
Reno women and the disclosure by
police of a suspect in the case

. four feature photos, two of which
were from the Cannes Film Rstival

o two informational graphics
o one satellite weather photo and one

weather map
. 28 national photos, which included

six involving the attack on the USS

Stark in the Persian Gulf the previous

weekend
. 25 foreign photos, including seven

showing either the USS Stark as

it was being towed to port in the
guH or headshots of U. S. sailors
killed during the attack by an Iraqi
jet and six concerning the recent
military takeover of the island of Fiji

In the same period, the AP moved more

than 100 photographs and graphics on

its main wire photo network, including

19 pictures to go with national stories,

30 for international stories and seven

for regional stories.
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Figure 18.2 Secondary photos from UPI showing (a) parents ofkilled serviceman and (b) mother
waiting for word about her son

picture does the best job of telling the
story. The editor also must consider
which version is likely to reproduce well
in the newspaper. The size of the pho-

tograph on Page One must be consid-
ered. Will the AP honzontal or Reuters/
UPI vertical picture fit better with all
the other elements and stories scheduled

for the page? The order in which photos

move also must be considered when
determining usage. A great picture that
moves after deadline stands less of a
chance of being used than an average
photo that is sent earlier.

ln the case of the USS Stark,
although neither wire service could
provide excellent transmissions from
that remote site because of the distance
involved, the Reuters/LJPI photo prob-

ably was the best picture to use because

it showed the bow of the ship. In addi-

tion, the speedboat in the foreground
gave a sense of scale or size.

Secondary or lnside Photos

Often, with major news stories, there
are secondary stories, or sidebars, that
deal with other elements of the story,
such as background or human interest
angles. The wire services also will
transmit secondary photos and visuals

to accompany these stories.
Many of the secondary stories and

photographs about the attack on the
USS Stark involved the tamilies of those

servicemen who were killed or missing.

These stories and pictures were
important because they added a human
or personal element to the event. Of
the two secondary photos transmitted
by UPI, one was from a newspaper,

the Roanoke Times & World News. This
photo, showing a mother waiting for
word about her son, is more visually
interesting than the other photo, which
shows the parents of one of the men
who was killed (Figure 18.2). However,

not every picture selection is based

solely on photographic menfi if the family

in the other picture were quoted in the
story, then that may be the most
appropriate photo to use. It is important
to match, if possible, words and pictures
in a story of this nature.

Of course, words and pictures don't
always match. Often, because of staffing
limitations or deadlines, a photographer

cannot accompany a reporter on

assignment. The photographer brings
back pictures that are true to the nature

and tone of the story but do not show
specific people mentioned in the copy.

In these cases, the visual journalist
should pick the photograph that will best

help readers understand the story. The
photograph then would supplement the
words rather than illustrate them
precisely.

N
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Figure 18.3 Photos of British prime minister candidates (a) Margaret Thatcher
and (b) Neil Kinnock that would benefit from combo treatment

Gombo Photo Treatment

Sometimes, the packaging of two photos

can provide a more informative, pleasing
presentation than could either photo
alone. One example of such packaging,
or combo treatment as it often is called,
involves two photographs that were
transmitted at the start of the British
campaign for prime minister (Figure
18.3). The photo of Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher was acceptable in
itseH-in the United States, Thatcher
is a recogntzable newsmaker. However,
her opponent, Neil Kinnock, was not
well-known to most Americans. In
addition, the photo of Kinnock is not
as strong as the one of Thatcher. By
using both photos, cropped and sized
to about the same dimensions, editors
could glve readers a faster "read" or
understanding. In a visual sense, the
picture editor could pair off the two
candidates-face to face-much as they
were paired off in the race for prime
minister.

Wire photos often are not cropped
tightly, so editors can use them in a
variety of shapes and sizes. Not only
does effective cropping make packaging

easier but it also increases image size
and helps save space. (Cropping and

sizing are discussed in depth in Chap-

ter L7.)

Sports Photos

The sports section, depending on the
season, can be overwhelmed by potential
photographs to use in limited space.

Newspaper editors always must keep
in mind what teams are of interest to
readers rather than to editors. By
understanding that sports fans have

certain loyalties even to losing teams,

the picture editor can weigh various
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Figure 18.4 Sports wire photo

sports action photos and select those

that are visually worthy and also

important to the readership (Figure

18.4). The editor also should know
enough about the contest to look for a

good picture of the game-winning play.

Wild and Stand-Alone Photos

Newspapers often use photos without
stories; such pictures are called stand-
alone photos or wild art. The use

of these photos can provide additional
news to the reader and make for a more
pleasing visual presentation on a news
page. Sometimes, a stand-alone photo

is used on Page One to give greater
importance to a story that appears inside

the newspaper. In this case, the photo's

caption refers to the story inside.
For the sake of balance and tone,

many newspapers run wild art features
or "light" photos that glve a visual
counterpoint to the news photos that
reflect the unhappier events of the
world. Often, these photos involve the

weather, children, animals or humorous

subjects (Figure 18.5). These stand-
alone photos seldom are used if they

are not important to the visual mix of
the news.

When a stand-alone photo is used,

care must be taken not to place it next
to a story and headline that deal with a
tragedy or other somber news event.
There is nothing worse, for example,

than a color stand-alone photo of a crowd

laughing at a clown inadvertently placed

next to a story of a tragic accident.

THE WIRE PHOTO NETWORK

When a photographer wants to send a

print to a wire service's main office, he

or she uses a photo transmitter (Figure

18.6). Although the process varies

slightly from wire service to wire ser-
vice, the principle is basically the same.

The photographer using the AP's
system places a print on a drum that
will rotate while a beam of high-intensity
light scans the photo. The light is
reflected off the print, and sensors

measure the amount of reflection. The

intensity of the reflected light is con-

verted into electronic intensities of
sound; the intensities are different vol-

umes on the same sound frequency.

The lighter the area of the print, the

more light is reflected and the louder

the sound; the darker the print, the
less light reflected and the quieter the
sound.

These sound impulses are trans-

mitted over leased phone lines to a
newspaper's receiver or via satellites

directly to a receiving dish. A photo

receiver converts the impulses of sound

into impulses of light, which are exposed

on light-sensitive paper. The paper then
is processed into a tinished print. Under
a microscope, the transmitted print will
show transmission of scan lines, about

LM per inch. These sciut lines are much

like the scan lines that can be seen

when looking closely at a television
picture.

However, for the first time since

wire photos were first sent via telephone
lines in 1935, the transmission of wire
photographs will take a major techno-
logical leap forward. Using a new elec-

tronic scanner called the "Leafax,"
photographers will no longer need to
make a photographic print to send to

Figure 18.5
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Figure 18.6 Photo print scanner Figure 18.7 Leafax scanner

either an AP office or their home
newspaper (Figure 18.7). Using only
the negative-or a color transparency-
the photographer or picture editor can

send a digital image in less than one

minute. Even a color negative can be

sent as either a color image or a black-
and-white. The Leafax will be installed
in all of the AP's main offices and is
the first step toward a completely elec-
tronic photo transmission system.

How Wire Photos Are Distributed

The AP's rnain distribution point is its
New York City headquarters. Photo-
graphs from this point are sent out over

two wire photo systems-LaserPhoto
and LaserPhoto II. The LaserPhoto

network is the main photo service for
most newspapers; LaserPhoto II is a
supplemental service that provides
additional photos of major events and

additional color photo projects.

The New York City headquarters
receives photographs from bureaus and

stringers worldwide and from national

and local points. In addition to distrib-
uting photos to the LI. S. networks, the

AP picture editors in New York also

serve as editors for wire photo networks

in Europe, Asia and Latin America.
More than 700 photos are received daily

in New York for distribution on U.S.

and foreign wire photo networks. Strong
photographs of national or international

interest are offered to the entire AP
network.

The AP can electronically illit its
national network into smaller networks
serving several states, a single state
or even a metropolitan are.a or city. The
national network is split into regional
networks that are based on several
states with common readership inter-
ests. These regional centers can split
off from the national network to move
an important regional or local photo to
a member newspaper. For example,

one regional photo network serves Illi-
nois, Indiana and Ohio and is handled

by picture editors in Chicago. Another
serves Southern California and is han-

dled by editors in Los fuigeles.
Pictures that move on the Southern
California split might involve the mayor
of Los Angeles or Dodgers baseball.

One regional split photo was of Cal-
ifornia Governor George Deukmejian
preparing to go on television to propose

a refund of $700 million to state tax-
payers (Figure 18.8). The photo probably

did not have great interest to readers

outside of California, so it was moved

to the AP's California members from
Sacramento during a "reglonal" split.

There are times when the AP has

to cross-split lines and make sure that
more than one region receives photos.

For example, if the service wanted to
transmit pictures showing pollution in
the Ohio River, it would have to send
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them to Ohio and Pennsylvania because

the river flows in both states. But
regional photos for Ohio are handled in
Chicago, and regionals for Pennsylvania

are handled in New York. By crossing
split lines electronically, the AP is able

to send the pictures to both states.

UPI's photo network is set up simi-
larly to the AP's and can distribute its
photographs in a variety of ways,

including splitting off various states or
parts of states.

Wire Service Photo Editing

During the 1987 British political cam-
paign, the AP editors in New York City
received from their staffers, from the
British press association and from local

newspapers six or seven pictures daily
on Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
and her opponents. The photographs

were of great interest in Britain, but
they were of limited interest to most
[J. S. newspaper readers. Part of an AP
picture editor's job was to decide which
photograph or two to transmit on each
daily cycle.

Daily cycles include AM for morning
newspapers and PM for evening news-
papers. The wire services also can send

visuals BC, which can be used in both
cycles. The cycles are important for
the wire photo services because most
newspapers prefer to run photos dif-
ferent from the ones seen in their
competitors' morning or evening
publications.

fui AP picture editor tries to find a
different angle or a fresh approach

when selecting a picture for the next
cycle. If a major event occurs late in
the afternoon, only morning publications

on the AIVI cycle can use the wire pho-
tos. The afternoon papers on the PM

Figure 18.8 AP wire photo moved to Calilornia by
regional split

cycle will want pictures that reflect the
"second-day" nature of the event. That
second-dny fuhoto may be a different angle

from the same coverage or a "follow-
up" photo assigned and photographed

early in the morning.
When Thatcher won the British

elections and a third term as prime

minister, the first pictures received from
the AP's London offices of her
acknowledging the victory were sent
quickly over the AP's national wire photo

network from New York City at about
4 a.m., according to Rich Kareckas,

day (picture) supervisor. They were
moved on the wire photo network in
time to meet the first deadlines of the
East Coast's afternoon newspapers,

but were too late to make the final
deadlines of the West Coast's morning
publications.

Later that day, photos were taken
of Thatcher going to work at 10 Downing
St. and waving to the crowds outside
her office. These pictures, along with
additional photos of Thatcher and her
defeated opponents, were sent in the
next cycle, grving morning newspapers
something fresh.

The AP picture editors had more to
worry about than just the British elec-

tions. When the first picture of Thatcher
moved at 4 a. m. , there was little else

contending for wire transmission time
(only one photo can move on each net-
work at one time). Later in the day,

however, there were other photos that
newspapers wanted to see, especially
those of President Reagan visiting the
Berlin Wall. The AP picture editors had

to juggle pictures and transmission times
to make certain that Reagan and

Thatcher were transmitted in timely
fashion so that newspaper editors would

have the choice of what to play where.
In the case of Thatcher, the first

picture received in New York was sent
quickly. The wire service's picture edi-
tors then waited to see all the other
photographs from London before send-

ing additional ones. By doing that, they

avoided clogging the network with sec-

ondary photographs. Such editing and
juggling enables the AP to service its
members with both breaking news

photos and feature, sports and business
photos.
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Pete Leabo
News Photo Editor The Associated Press, San Francisco

A wire service photographer has to be
a jack-of-all-trades, according to Pete
Leabo, news photo editor of the Asso-
ciated Press bureau in San Francisco.
"There are no specialists in the wire
services," he said. "We shoot news. We

shoot sports. We shoot fashion.
"Wire service photographers have

to have the technical knowledge of all
the equipment, such as computers and
circuits. They have to know how to build
a darkroom in a bathroom full of win-
dows. They need to know how to send
a photograph from anywhere. They
have to handle every aspect of an
assignment, both tn black-and-white
and color. There is no edition deadline
here. A wire service photographer is

always on deadline."
Leabo said the wire services want

to provide newspapers throughout the
United States and world with immediate
pictures that they otherwise would not
have. "We go for the picture that best
illustrates the story, bearing in mind
that because of technological restraints
we are limited to one or two pictures.

Our job is to sum up an event. We might
not be able to meet sidebar or offbeat
demandsl'

The AP supplies its member news-
papers with pictures from staff
photographers, free-lancers and other
member newspapers. Leabo and the
three photographers in San Francisco
shoot pictures throughout the country
and world. "The photographer brings
the film into the lab and it is processed
and printed," Leabo said. "An edttor or
the photographer types the caption
containing identifying elements of the
photograph. lt is affixed to the picture,

which then is wrapped onto the drum
of the transmitter.

"Next, the picture is scheduled on
our system of leased telephone lines
called the LaserPhoto Network. lt is
scheduled with the national monitor
(the person who controls the routing of
pictures on the network) in New York

or the regional monitor in Los Angeles.
The monitor will put the picture on a
schedule and will tell us when to start
the transmission. The transmission also
can be triggered automatically from
the control bureau. The picture then is
scanned, and receivers throughout the
system will receive the signal simulta-
neously. !t takes eight or nine minutes
per picture to transmitl'

At more and more bureaus world-
wide, computers are replacing this older
method of transmitting wire photos.
"The technology is there to transmit
photos in under a minutei' Leabo noted.
"Computers are bringing higher quality
and faster handling of wire photos."

Besides shooting assignments from
the AB the photographers in San Fran-
cisco respond to every request from
member newspapers for pictures. For

example, Leabo said, a staffer of an
AP member newspaper in the Midwest
may call the AP in San Francisco and
request that a photo be taken of a news

or sports event of interest to the news-
paper. An assignment is made and the
photograph is taken. The photo then
is sent by a transmitter connected to
a standard telephone. The member
newspaper has a similar telephone
connected to a receiver. This type of

transmission is called an LD. By trans-
mitting the photo on this one-to-one
basis, the AP network does not have

to be used.

SUGGESTED EXERCISES

1. Explain the similarities and differ-
ences between the Associated Press

and United Press International wire
photo services.

2. Clip five wire photos from a local

newspaper. Which wire service
supplied them? Are they used

effectively? Does the paper use
photos from more than one wire
service?

3. Go through the inside pages of a
local newspaper. Are wire photos

used? Clip examples of pages where
a wire photo could have been used

but was not.

4. Can you find an example or two of
"lazy photo editing," where an editor
used a wire photo when a local

assignment could have been made?

Explain what the local picture could

have shown.

5. Clip two examples of effective combo
photo treatments.

6. Clip two examples of stand-alone

wire photos. Were they used

effectively?

7. Clip examples of a first-day photo

and a second-day photo of the same

event. How are they different? Do
they do a good job of illustrating
the stories?

INSIDE LOOK



Photo Manipulation
and Illustration

eality. It is the most
important part of a photo-
graph's image. Newspaper
photographs are supposed

to portray reality for readers who could

not be at an event. Yet, despite protests

by many photographers, some visual
journalists and editors continue to treat
photographs as just another design
device that can be manipulated and

adapted to the needs of the page's

appearance at the expense of reality.

WHITEOUTS AND CUTOUTS

One of the most common means of
distorting reality is through the use of
a whiteout, or cutout, a process in
which a photograph's background is

removed either by painting it white or
by cutting it out, leaving only the image

that an editor or artist decides is
important. Supporters of whiteouts or
cutouts argue that the process takes

a weak photograph and focuses attention
on what is really important. Critics claim
such treatment creates an image that
no longer represents the reality the
photographer saw in the camera lens.

A major drawback to photos with
whiteouts or cutouts is that readers look
at them and sense non-reality. They
reahze immediately that a photograph

has been distorted. For example, the
whiteout of a cowboy photo exaggerates

the cowboy's ffffi, hand and gun to an

almost comic extent (Figure 19. 1). futd
the photograph of Walter Mondale
makes his fingers look misshapen-
readers cannot tell if the picture is a
news photograph or an illustration cre-
ated to mark an event (Figure 19.2).
Finally, when displaying excerpts of a
historic Supreme Court ruling, one

newspaper decided to take out the jus-

tice who did not participate in the decision
(Figure 19.3). By using paints, a new
pillar was created and "placed" where
the justice once stood (Figure 19.4).

Throughout the history of newspa-
pers, artists have been called upon to
"create" photographs for one reason

or another. For example, in a 1931

photograph that appears to be a family

scene, the children actually were cut
from another photo and positioned next
to the man (Figure 19.5). The original
photograph also shows a young man

with a hat on the left side of the man,

not the right side as in the manipulated
picture.

Many whiteouts or cutouts look
crude and misshapen because of the
process required to create them-
physically cutting out the background
image or painting it out and then using
dyes and paints to blend or create a

223
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Stick

Figure 19.1 Photo whited out to almost
comic degree

new background. With today's sophisti-
cated computers, however, it is possible

to do in minutes what once took an

artist hours to achieve. fuId because

the computer deals with pixels, or elec-

tronic elements of the picture, it is
impossible for readers to detect the
photo manipulation.

Figure 19.2 Photo whited out to the extent
that image seems unreal

INSETS AND MORTIGES

Insets and mortices, in which a photo,

map or other visual device is placed

into a different image , Te another form
of manipulation (Figure 19.6). Insets

and mortices are used to create a

"relationship" between two images by
combining them, but they often create

visual confusion or clutter. For exam-
ple, in the photographic treatment on

signing up voters in the South, the

Figure L9.4 Photo of Supreme Court justices with one member
whited out
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ab
Figure 19.5 (a) "Photo" of family and (b) separate photos from which image was created

Figure 19.6 Example of inset and whiteout

images of Tampa residents are super-
imposed on a photograph of a house in
Mississippi (Figure 19.7). Such treat-
ment creates two weak photographs.
Or note the inset of the map into a

photograph accompanylng a story about

drivers using an unopened part of a
new freeway (Figure 19.8). The purpose

of the photograph is to show the empty
expanse of the unopen road; the inset
of the map adds visual clutter. Finally,

a strong photograph showing children
in a Haitian hospital is weakened when
a map is cut into the image (Figure

19.9). The ffiirp, not the photograph,
now attracts the reader's eye.

The use of a morticed or inset image

often represents a move made to avoid

a layout or design problem. The visual
journalist must avoid such treatment to
preserve the reality of the photograph

and not distract from its communication.

Figure 19.7 Photo inset on another photo, weakening both images
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Figure 19.8 Visual clutter created by inset
of map into photo

ELEGTRONI C MAilIPULATIOI{

What has been done by an artist's hands
and knife now can be done by computer.
fui electronic imaging device, often
called a Scitex machine after one of
the pioneer manufacturers in the field,
allows its users to electronically scan a
print negative or transparency and
manipulate the image. Photographic
images can be manipulated subtly to
remove blemishes or other imperfec-
tions, or their entire content can be

altered.
With an electronic imaging device,

a user breaks down the image of a
photograph into pixels. Because the
device's computer stores and displays

the pixels as digital information, the
picture elements can be changed, erased

and otherwise manipulated. For exam-
ple, a green apple could be turned to
red (or blue) by telling the computer to
identify all of the pixels in the apple

that contain the color green and then
change their color. It is possible to
publish a "realistic"-looking purple apple.

Digital information from one or more
pictures also can be combined, much

as part of one story in a computer can

be moved to another story. Once the

editor or production worker is finished

using the electronic imagrng system,
the photograph can be transformed into
color separations that are ready for the
printing process.

A major reason that more newspa-
pers currently are not using electronic
imaging devices is their cost. Their
price tag of $1 million to $2 million
makes them too expensive for most
newspapers.

ETHIGAL OUESTIONS

In the 1990s, as new equipment is

introduced and prices fal[, more news-
papers may be manipulating pictures.

Even personal computers such as the
Macintosh will have the power to do

complex photographic manipulation such

as whiteouts and cutouts. The PC sys-
tems will cost less than $30,000. These

advances are sure to raise new ethical
questions.

For example, when editors of the
1986 "Day in the Life of America" book
changed their cover photo from a hori-
zontal to a vertical picture by electron-
ically moving the cowboy and a tree
closer, critics called "foul." Visually,

there was no way for readers to tell
that the picture was not "captured" by

a photojournalist. The book's editors
insisted that such manipulation was

acceptable because it was done on the
book's cover and not on any inside pages,

that the cover represented a selling
device for the book and was not "pure"
photography. One of the crowning
ironies in this case was that many of
the country's best photographers

worked on the project, some of whom
were unaware of the manipulation being
done by the book's editors.

The ethical questions raised by
electronically altered photographs has

many journalists concerned over the
potential loss of credibility among

readers. And because the general

credibility of newspapers among readers

has fallen in the past few decades, the
potential for further damage from fake

pictures must be taken very seriously.
Some editors even argue that the use

of electronic imaging could undermine

raith in photography as a recorder of
human events. As Robert Gilka, former
director of photography at National
Geogr@hic magazrne, said in a Nal York

Timcs Magaziru article, "It's like limited

nuclear warfare. There ain't none."

Figure 19.9 Photo weakened by inset map
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PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

The use of illustration to make a pho-

tographic point is a more recent phe-

nomenon in newspapers. Unlike the

standard newspaper documentary
photo, which is taken by a photogra-

pher, acting as a journalist who records

events or taitMully shows the reality
of people or places, a photo illustration
is a posed photograph that has been

conceived and executed for the purpose

of illustrating a point in a story. It also

is calle d a ccnce\tual photo and often

uses abstract ideas or syrnbols to illus-

trate feature stories. The roots of photo

illustration can be found in advertising
photography where photos of people

enjoying a product often are staged or
taken to make a statement about why
consumers should buy a product or
service.

Photo illustrations often are used

as attention-getting devices or visual
illustrations of points being made in a

story. Frequently, they are humorous.
One such example of a photo illustration
is in the Food section of the S/atesman-

tournal of. Salem, Ore., in which the
photographer used the idea of scores

of. zucchinis taking over a kitchen (Figure

19. 10). Obviously, the photograph is

not reality, but it attracts attention to
the story. In another example, the San

lose Mercury News' photo illustration
in its Garden section attracts readers
to the page because it shows something
that cannot be real (Figure 19. 11). The
reader knows that the photograph is a
"trick."

But what about a more subtle

example from The Prou'ifunce (R.1.)

Sunday tournal in which the photogra-
pher created the messy scene for the
purpose of illustrating the story about

er,i- Foodllife

Figure 19.10 Humorous and obviously
staged photo illustration

clutter in homes (Figure 19. L2)?

Although there is a credit line at the

bottom of the photograph that says

"photo illustration," how many readers

would know that the picture of the messy

dresser is "unreal"?

Photo illustrations present bigger
problems when they accompany more

serious subjects, such as a story con-

cerning children who start fires (Figure

19.13). In these cases, the readers can

be fooled into thinking that a picture is
real. For example, in the picture shown

in Figure 19.13, who is the child? Is

he related to the story in the same way
most news photographs are to news

stories? Once again, there is a credit
line that says "photo illustration," but

the reader might miss it, thinking instead

that the child is indeed connected to
the story. Although it might be difficult
to take a "real" photograph of children

who start fires, the use of a photo

illustration on such a story could bring
the newspaper's credibility into question.

As a visual device, the illustration could

cause more problems than it solves.

fuiother example of misleading photo

illustrations concerns a story about
protest groups that is accompanied by

a photo illustration of a child painting

graffiti (Figure 19.14). However, the

story is about joining protest groups,

not about painting walls. Not only does

Figure 19.11 Obviously staged photo
illustration

Figure L9.L2 Photo illustration that readers
might interpret as documentary or real photo
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Today

r

Figure 19.13 Deceptively realistic photo
illustration

the picture glve one impression and

the story another but also the use of a
socially unacceptable form of behavior
to illustrate an acceptable form would
probably upset those in the protest
groups mentioned in the story. Those
readers might ask whether the news-
paper is implying that its members spray
paint graffiti.

The photographer, picture editor
and other visual journalists thus must
establish a working relationship to
develop the best ideas for illustrative
photographs so that the image works
best with the story and headline being
planned. George Wedding, director of
photography at The Sacramento (Calif.)
Bee, offers the following tips for better
illustrative photography:

r' Provide visual clues to let the reader
know the image is not real. Wedding

suggests injecting whimsy or fan-

tasy into illustrations so that readers

do not think they are documentary
pictures.

y' Avoid trite visual puns.
y' Use professional models when pos-

sible, and avoid "free models" from

Figure 19.14 Photo illustration that mis-
represents accompanying story

the newsroom because staffers sel-

dom possess professional actors'
ability to express emotions.

r' When models are used, make it clear
that they are actors posing as sym-
bols of humanity in illustrations.
When a recognizable face is used,
readers will want to know more
about that person by reading the
accompanying story.

y' Clearly label the work as an

illustration.
y' Keep illustrative photography out

of the news sections. When an

illustrative picture mimics a docu-
mentary photo, it confuses readers
who expect to see factual reporting
on the news pages.

"To create images that re-create real
life in documentary style is not an

appropriate style in photojournalism,"

Wedding said. "It might be appropriate
in movies and annual reports, but not
in journalism. Our challenge is to use

illustrative photography in a way that it
won't compromise documentary pho-

tography."

SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. Find and clip an example of a white-
out or cutout in a daily newspaper.

Can you tell if it was done by hand

or computer? Was it used effectively?

Can you think of. a better way to
use the picture?

2. Find and clip an example of a mortice
or inset in a daily newspaper. Was

it used effectively? How can the
page be designed to avoid the mor-
tice or inset?

3. Find and clip an example of a photo
illustration. Do you think it was used

effectively? What tlpe of picture

could have been assigned for the
story to avoid the illustration?
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History of Newspaper
Illustrations

efore photographs, before
informational graphics,

before color, there were
newspaper illustrations.

Based on the standards of today's artists,

those illustrations were crude, but they
represented the first attempt by news-
papers to show readers the faraway
places, people and events that were
shaping their lives. As with the color
and informational graphics of the late

1900s, the illustrations of the late 1800s

had a profound influence on the U. S.

newspaper industry. These early visual

elements opened new ways of present-

ing information (Figure 20.1).

THE FIRST ILLUSTRATIONS

The earliest illustrations in printed
books, magazines and newspapers were
reversed images of fancy letters, sym-
bols or drawings carved by hand on

small wooden blocks and then placed

onto a page with the rest of the movable

type. These wood.cufs were used as a

design device to break up gray columns
of t1pe. Because it took a great deal

of time for an artist to carve the wooden

block, woodcuts that illustrated actual

news events were rare. The illustrations

tended to be small and completely
unrelated to the words on the page.

Larye illustrations also were unusual

because they made it more difficult to
run the newspaper's press.

By the mid-1840s, almost all U. S.

metropolitan newspapers had abandoned

woodcuts as they changed from flatbed

to revolving-cylinder presses-wood-
cuts could not be used on such presses.

Meanwhile, advances in engraving
technology, just like today's advances

in computer technology, changed the
way newspapers were published. In the
1880s, a new soft-metal process allowed

newspapers to create engrauings of art-
ists' drawings in hours rather than the

days it took to create a woodcut.
When the Naw York World, under

the direction of Joseph Pulitzer, began

running sketches of important local cit-
izens in 1884, the response was so

overwhelming that New Yorkers were
begging to get their "pictures" into the
paper. As the demand for more illus-

trations grew and newspaper publishers

across the country saw them as a way

to increase circulation, artists and

engravers were hired by the hundreds
to re-create news events and draw
portraits of famous people (Figure 20.2).
They even drew comics and political

cartoons.
The artistic boom in the late 1880s

and 1890s was short-lived, however,

as photographs were introduced into
newspapers. Although some journalists
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Figure zO.L Sample woodcut use

THE I(ANSAS CI'[Y STAB,.

Figure 2O.2 Early ne\Mspaper portraits (1892)

of the time complained that photographs

were a waste of space, the reading public

enjoyed reproductions of actual events
and people.

THE EUOLUING FUNCTIONS OF
THE NEWSPAPER ARTIST

Newspaper photography did not squeeze
out artists completely, but it did help

change the role of artists. From the early
1900s until the 1960s, artists were used

mainly to prepare photographs for pub-

lication. A skilled artist equipped with
paints and an airbrush, which sprays

water-based paints in a fine mist, could

create ornate photo layouts or designs

out of discrete images. For example,

a person in one photograph could be

cut out and placed in a different location.

Then, using an airbrush and paints, an

artist could blend the two photographs

so that most readers would think the

image was real. Newspaper artists also

cut photographs into various shapes

in an attempt to create different designs.

Fortunately, most airbrush work was

limited to the process of retouching a

photograph, which generally meant
using paint to cover the background in
a photograph so that the image was

cleaner and hence easier to reproduce
(Figure 20.3). Occasionally, drawings
depicting events were even placed on

a photograph in an effort to have the
illustration tell the complete story. These
illustrations were early informational
graphics.

Newsroom artists also traditionally
have been used in courtrooms where

cameras have not been permitted. Much
like the artists who covered the Civil
War with pencil and charcoal, a court-
room artist illustrates a major trial by

sketching witnesses, defendants, plain-

tiffs, judge and jury. Often, the artist
works under tight deadlines.

Figure 2O.3 Retouched photo
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AD
Figure 20.4 Early hand-draum, hand-lettered maps showing (a) likely inaugural trans-Atlantic air passenger
routes and O) details of labor strife in San Francisco

Map Drawing

Newspaper artists always have been

needed to draw maps, particularly during
war. From the time of their introduction
in newspapers in the 1850s, maps and

their counterparts, charts and illustra-
tions, were finely drawn creations, full
of detail and information; even the
words needed to be hand-lettered at

first (Figure 20.4). It would be years

before high-quality proofs of map infor-
mation were available, and not until the
1970s did artists use tlpe created by
electronic typesetting equipment. By
the late 1980s, artists were creating
maps on computers.

THE ROLE OF THE MODERN

ilEWSPAPER ARTIST

Today, the need for an artist to merely
retouch photographs has, for the most
ptrt, disappeared. Instead, the news-
paper artist has evolved into a new and

important player in the newsroom. From

drawing maps and creating graphics

with a computer mouse and keyboard

to contributing to the overall look of
the newspaper, the function of the
newspaper artist has changed with the
technology.

The newspaper artist now plays an

important role in the creation of infor-
mational graphics and the design of the
newspaper. Today's editors understand

Figure 2O.5 Page One artwork that creates cartoonlike appearance

the vital role design plays in attracting
and keeping readers, and they are

turning to the paper's artists to develop
pleasing designs. At some newspapers,

a member of the art department attends

all news planning meetings, making
certain there is a link between the visual

and words in the newspaper.

lllustrations

Besides creating information graphics

and designing pages and sections,

today's newsroom artist is responsible
for the illustrations or drawings in the

newspaper. These drawings, or artworh

as they often are called, are used pri-
marily in the feature sections and

sometimes in the business and sports
sections. Although some smaller news-
papers have run drawings on Page One,

this generally is not a good idea, because

it can glve the page a cartoonlike
appearance. For example, when the
Reno (Nev.) Gazettt-Journnl used a Page

One illustration with a story on the
fight against illegal drugs, the page took
on a "feature-like" look and did not have

the appearance of a traditional front
page (Figure 20.5).Other papers have

used illustrations instead of photo-
graphs on their front pages to capture

Truckee Meadows scene
of expanding drug battle

Lawmen are
encouraqed
bv reneWed
fdd interest
By Kcn Mlllcr/Gazene.Journat

Local narcotics-fighters say they're
encouraged that politicians have suddenly
discovered America's drug problem, hop
in8 now that the issue survives
Novereber's elections and translates into
serious action.

With candidates seemingly knocking
each other over to see who can call for the
most drastic antidrug campaign, prose
cutors and law enforcement officials are
planning on how to improve their local
efforts - assuming more money is
actuallv aoorooriated.

Givei thi strverity of the problem in
northern Nevada, the recent politicizing
of the narcotics issue is encouraging the
traditionally understaffed and under-
funded antidrus trooDs. Armed with
some new tmls-and ihnovative under-
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Figure 20.6 Illustration used instead of
photo on front page

Figure 2O.7 Illustration used instead of
photo on front page

the spirit or essence of the newsmaker.
Two examples, from two different
periods in journalism, are shown here;
in both cases, photographs of the person

in the news were available (Figures

20.6 and 20.7).

Even on inside pages, illustrations
can present problems. Because there
is so much illustration used in adver-
tisements, inside page news illustrations
often are perceived as ads. Stories with
illustrations thus should be placed on

a page where the illustrations will not
clash with other elements.

Editorial Page Gartoons

When an illustration is placed correctly,
it can be more powerful than a photo-
graph, as editorial page cartoons have
proved. Editorial cartoons are powerful
pieces of commentary, and some

newspaper readers pay more attention
to the opinion of an artist than to a
written editorial (Figure 20.8). In the
early part of this century, editors and

publishers knew the value of editorial
cartoons; they often placed them on

Page One. The limitations of newspaper

printing techniques made drawings
easier to create and print than photo-
graphs, and hence this type of illustration

was a device to attract readers (Figure

20.9). Although by the 1960s most

newspapers had moved the editorial
cartoon to the editorial page, in the
1980s The Des Moines Register still
ran one in color, otr Page One (Figure

20. 10).

Figure 2O.8 Editorial page cartoon
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ILLUSTRATION AS

COMMUNICATION

No matter what artistic style it takes,

illustration is a powerful method of
communicating ideas and images.

Because illustration can communicate a

message concerning an abstract or
theoretical subject, it is especially helpful

with stories dealing with issues that
cannot be photographed easily.

However, illustration also requires
more thought and work than most vis-
uals. Unlike an informational graphic or
a story containing hard facts, an illus-

tration must convey the tone or feeling
of the story. fuid it has to be in an

appropriate style. For example, an

illustration accompanylng a story about

the homeless or cancer must reflect
the serious nature of the topic. A car-

toonlike drawing would be inappropriate.

The artist thus must be capable both

of understanding and of expressing the
underlying message in a given subject,

because the subliminal feelings an illus-
tration conveys are sometimes almost
as powerful as the message being pre-
sented (Figure 20. 11).

Understanding the power of illus-

tration does not mean, however, that
visual journalists cannot have fun with
stories and illustrations. Humorous
illustrations, found mostly in the feature
pages, also attract readers and keep

them interested in stories.
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Senator raps

liquor slore

lixture sales
Priebe says $400 paid
for items worth $29,000

By JANE NOBMAN
lerfr lt.i Wtu

Sen8tor Berl Pricbc Tuesday
called lor an invBtiSation ol the sle
o, ,irture! in state liquor stoc, sy-
in8 the state-owned items are belnt
sold for pric6 that are a fraciion ol
ihelr valuc.

''[ thlnk this rs rotlen lo the core.'
Priebe, an Altona Dem(rat, std on
the lloor o, the Senate. He sard
122,000 rn lixtures lrom the Hum-
boldt lrquor store, as wrll a! a cash
regisrer bought last y€ar for 17.000.
were sold for t|00.

''If we are SoinB to tive state proP
crt!, awa}r. I think we ln the senate
ouShr to know." said Prrebe, who also
opposes drsmantlrnB of the state
liquor siore systern. "l don t think l ve

sceD a gorse-run u[Eratlon'

ConfirmatioD Derailed
Prrebc also pulled the con(irmation

of Rrchord Morrell. Alcoholic Bever-
ates Drvrsion admlnistrator. oIf the

en bloc Senate calendar. That
nreans Morrell's apporntment now
wrll be consldered separately.
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Police say legal action
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cnme and thcre's no further legal
actron to b€ taken." sard Harry Ceh-
rcn8. spokesman Ior !he Monlgomery
County lrollce in suburban Maryland.

But a source clmr to the lnvcstlSa'
tron. speakrnS on conditron of ano-
nymrty, sard polrce had del€rmrned
MrFarlane s ingestron of 25 Lo 30 tab-

lcts ol Vellum. a tranqurhzer, was an
lttenrpt to take hrs own ll(e.
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Figure 20.10 L987 editorial cartoon on front page
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SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. Go to a library and make a copy of
an early map in a book or newspaper.
Clip a map from a current newspa-
per. Discuss their differences and
similarities. Which do you prefer
and why?

2. Do the same for a newspaper
illustration.

3. Clip two examples of newspaper
illustrations, one serious and one
humorous, that accompany stories.
How good a job do they do of illus-
trating the stories they accompany?

4. Discuss the layout of two editorial
pages that contain editorial cartoons
or other illustrations. How do the
illustrations help the design of the
page?

Figure zO.Ll Example of illustration that communicates the underlying
message in a story
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How Art Directors Slork

ost of the daily news-
papers that have art
departments-and
many do not-have

only a few artists assigned to the news
pages. Far more newspaper artists
work in the advertising department,
helping the sales team prepare ads for
clients.

Even though this chapter will focus

on newsroom artists, whether a news-
paper has two or 20 of them, artists
are the same in any newspaper depart-

ment. With communication, cooperation

and creativity, they can produce quality
work that is successful as art and that

works as a visual product in a newspaper.

GOMMUNICATION, COOPERATION,
GREATIUITY

Communication and cooperation among

the art director, artist, section editor
and reporter help prevent art projects

from going astray. Communication and

cooperation also nurture an artist's
creatiuity. These "three C's" of news-
paper art begin with basic news
questions:

o What is the story about? Without
this information, the tone and

direction of the illustration could
be wrong. If the story is not com-

pleted, the artist needs an accurate

summary of it.
. When will the story run? The artist

needs to know the deadline for fin-
ished artwork because different
processes take different amounts of
time. It is the responsibility of all
parties involved-the artist as visual
journalist, the section editor, the
reporter-to be as honest and

accurate as possible when dealing
with issues of time. All parties need

to know the minimum amount of
time required to produce the artwork
before the run date of the story.

. Where in the newspaper will the

illustration run? The artist needs

to know the potential audience for
the illustration. Some sections, such

as lifestyle or features, are "softer"
than others, such as sports or busi-
ness or opinion. Some sections
provide more freedom than others.
For example, whereas the business

section may require illustrations that

fit within the normal multicolumn
format, features may allow the artist
the freedom to create illustrations
that totally dominate the psg€, with
odd shapes that integrate type and

artwork. The artist, as a visual
journalist, thus should know the

tone and direction of every section
of the newspaper. Too often, staff
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238 PART IV I Art and Illustration

members (both visual and word
journalists) know little about the
parts of the paper on which they
are not working.

. Who is doing the illustration? Who
does an illustration is sometimes as

important as the direction and exe-
cution of the work. The art direc-
tor, as a visual journalist, must keep
in mind all of the special skills of
each artist and glve assignments
accordingly. Like a city editor who
gives certain assignments to certain
reporters, the art director must hand

out assignments based on the
strengths and weaknesses of artists.
Not every staff artist can do every-
thing equally well.

THE ROLE OF THE ART DIRECTOR

Not every newspaper has an art director,
who performs a spe cialized function in
the newsroom. Generally, only metro-
politan newspapers have art directors.
At some newspapers, the graphics editor
or design editor also serves as art
director.

The art director has management

responsibility for the artists working
for the editorial or news side of the
paper. In addition to mansgrng, sched-

uling and budgeting, the art director
coordinates the projects in the art
department. He or she also gives a
sense of direction to the artists and

maintains the illustration standards of
the newspaper.

To be successful, an art director
must develop a sense of unity of purpose

between the art department and the
rest of the newsroom. Too often, there
is a lack of cooperation between the

newsroom and art department because

word journalists do not understand and

process by persuading editors to plan

ahead. Artists need time to develop
ideas, discuss them, refine them and

then create the illustration. Adequate
time helps ensure that artwork in the
paper pleases the artist, the editor and,

of course, the reader.
Usually, the art process begins with

the artist reading a copy or summary
of a story. If there is no story or sum-
mary, the artist and the art director,
if possible, should meet with the section

editor and the reporter and thoroughly
discuss what the reporter is working
on. The artist should take careful notes.

Next, the illustration's concept should
be discussed. Some artists will do

accurate and complete sketches of their
ideas; others will sketch only a rough
outline. In either case, the art director
should make sure that the direction of
the art matches the direction of the
story. As the work progresses, the art
director should check on it periodically.
In most cases, there will be little need
for changes, but the art director should

be on the lookout for problems that
can be spotted early and corrected.

Depending on the newspap€r, the
artist also may design the pages his or
her artwork will fall on. If that is the
case, the editor needs to inform the
artist as to the number of stories plarured

for the p?g€, the length of each story
and the inclusion of other visuals, such

as informational graphics or photo-
graphs, o0 the page. Again, the more

cooperation between artist and editor,
the higher the quality of the finished
product.

Figure zL.l Art and type harmoniously
combined on section front page

appreciate the function of the art direc-
tors and vice versa. Although this gap

is being closed at many newspapers,

the art director still must act as

"mediator" between the words and the
visuals so that readers can benefit from
both. That means the art director must
read stories being illustrated to make

sure the artists are on the right track.
He or she also must work closely with
top editors of the newspaper, discussing

concepts of illustration and the nature
of a page's design.

A successful art director knows how

the newspaper is produced, what stories
are likely to be important and on what
days color is available. That knowledge

can prove beneficial even in subtle
areas. For example, familiarity with the
newspaper allows for the placement of
art in a section's nameplate, an artistic
touch that helps harmonize illustration
and type on the page (Figure zL.L).

FROM IDEA TO ILLUSTRATION

Time and creativity are the keys to
quality artwork in newspapers-it takes

time for an artist to articulate creativity.

fui art director can help the creative
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TYPES OF ILLUSTRATION

There are various techniques used to
produce newspaper illustrations:

. Acrylic wash with pastels. In this
method, atr artist lays down a back-
ground wash of acrylic to make a
good surface for a layer of pastels,

which can be applied by pencil, soft
chalk, inks or oils. Acrylic is a
water-based medium that is more
like plastic than paint. It provides a

permanent base for other mediums,
such as pastels.

. Gouache with fastel paint or colored
pencil. This commonly used news-
paper art technique is similar to
acrylic wash. The water-based
gouache provides a good surface
upon which to put other materials,
such as pastel paints, colored pencils,

soft chalk or ink. Oil paints cannot
be used because of the water base

of the gouache.
. Dr. Mart'in dyes and colored pencil.

In this technique, transparent dyes,

usually applied with an airbrush,
serve as a base, and colored pencils

are used for the top layer. This
method is common at newspapers.

. Coquille board and blach pencil. In
this technique, an artist draws with
a black pencil on a highly textured
surface such as hearyweight paper.

It is commonly used at newspapers
when strong line work is required.

. Pebble board and colored pencil. A
pebble board is another textured
surface, and it comes in different
colors. Colored pencils are used on

the board.
. Oil paints. Oil painting is seldom

done at newspapers because of its
production time-it simply takes
too long for the paints to dry.

. Acrylic paints. Acrylic is similar to
oil, but it dries much quicker, making
it more common than oil painting

at newspapers.
o Scratchboard. In this process, a

painted black surface is scratched
avyay to reveal white. This commonly
used method makes for a strong
black and white image that is easy
to reproduce.

. Watercolors. Watercolor is a water-
based paint that is often used at

newspapers. It requires special

watercolor paper.
. Woodcuts. In this subtractive type

of artwork, an artist carves away

areas that will be white in the finished
piece of art. Most artists use lino-
leum glued to a wood block. Once
the carving is completed, ink and
then paper are applied to the
remaining surface. The carved image

is a reverse of what the final image

will be.
. Cut 0a0er.Different colors and pieces

of paper are used in this process
to build a piece of art. When com-
pleted, a photograph is taken of the
artwork.

. 3-D cut paper. This cut-paper method
allows the artist to create paper

models of events or subjects. When
completed, a photograph is taken
of the artwork.

. Sculfture. Clay or other materials
can be shaped into images and then
photographed.

. Xerox. In this method, ?D artist
copies a photo or sketch and then
applies paint or pencil to enhance

the image.
. Pen and ink. In this commonly used

newspaper art method, the artist
draws with water-based or lacquer-
based ink and quill pens or

Figure 21.2 Illustration using cut paper

mechanical pens with points ranging
from fine to heavy.

. Collage. Here, the artist takes var-
ious images from printed, painted
or illustrated sources and pieces

them together to make a finished
product.

. Charcoal. An artist uses charcoal,

usually charred, soft wood, to draw
images on white paper. This method

is common at newspapers.
. Macintosh. This artistic technique

is one of the newest. By using a

Macintosh computer and special

software, arl artist can create various

types of artwork, in black-and-white

or color. The finished piece usually
is printed on a laser printer.

Possible results of some of these tech-
niques, or combination of techniques,
can be seen in the accompanyrng
examples (Figures 2L.2 -21.1 1).
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Figure 21.6 Illustration using airbrush

Figure 2L.7 Collage with pen and ink

Figure 2L.5 Illustration using oil-based
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Figure 2L.8 Illustration using airbrush
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dx

Figure 21.9 Illustration using gouache with
pastel paint and color pencil

Figure 21.12 Illustration tlrat drarvs reader's
eye away from accompanylng story

Figure zL.lO Illustration on coquille board
using ink and crayon

ART'S RELATIONSHIP TO

THE REST OF THE PAGE

Unlike artwork in a museulTl, a news-
paper illustration does not hang alone.
It is surrounded by other elements-
words, headlines, captions, photo-

graphs-that must be considered when
deciding on its placement. In fact,
placement can be so crucial to successful

communication of the artwork that the
artist often designs the page on which
it will appear. No matter who designs

the page, however, the design must
allow for easy reading of words and

optimal viewing of the visuals.

Proper placement of an illustration
on a page is like the proper placement

of any other element. The location of
an illustration on the page, its size in
relationship to other elements and the
use of color in the illustration and else-
where on the page are important con-

siderations. If the illustration is to be

the dominant visual element on the page,

the visual journalist must make certain
that the other elements on the page

do not distract readers.

Placement

An illustration should be placed on a

page so that it draws readers to the
story being illustrated. Illustrations,

Figure zl.Ll Illustration in watercolor and
pen and ink

like photographs and tlpography, have

lines and shapes that move readers'
eyes in certain directions. The art
director should look for those lines and

ensure that the movement of the art-
work aids in the reading of the page.

For example, in an illustration con-

cerning consumer debt, the upward
shape of the money bag combined with
the upward direction of the eyes and

arms of the people holding the bag

moves readers to the top of the page

(Figure 2L.L2). The eye is "forced"
upward before the brain realizes that
the story the illustration accompanies

is below the drawing. Subtle changes,

such as altering the direction in which
the people holding the bag are looking,
could prevent the reader's eye from
wandering too far from the start of the
story.

By contrast, in the Chicago Tribune
Business section drawing on banking,
the artist successfully uses movement
to bring the reader's eye around to the
start of the story (Figure 21.13). No
matter where readers start to look at

the drawing, they end up with the figure
in the foreground and the start of the
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FigUre 21.13 Illustration that dravs reader's
eye to start of accompanying story

story. In this case, the artist understood
that illustration and design go hand in
hand.

Size

fui illustration's size can enhance or
harm its impact. If it is too big, it over-
powers the page; if it is too small,

readers might not see it. The art director
must understand size and its impact on

a newspaper page.

Tlu Neut Yorh Times illustration about

a pygmy dinosaur is a good example of
proper size (Figure 21.14). If the illus-
tration had run smaller, the photo-
graphs and other elements on the page

would have overwhelmed it. If it were
larger, it would have been out of pro-
portion to the rest of the page.

A newspaper's design and content
goals also help determine the sizes of
illustrations. A full-page Food section
illustration might be acceptable in the
Minneapolis Tribune (Figure 21.15),

for example, while a half-page illustration

is more than enough for the Seattle

Timcs (Figure 21.16).
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Figure ZL.LG Half-page illustration appro-
priate for paper's design and content goals

Figure 21.15 Full-page illustration appro-
priate for paper's design and content goals

Figure 2L.14 Illustration set in proper size
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Lynn Staley
Editorial Design Director The Boston Globe

"An editor may have a conception of
how his or her page will feel, but it is
the designer's job to make that con-
ception expllcit," said Lynn Staley, edi-
torial design director of The Boston
Globe. "The editor has a vague vision;
the designer makes it complete. A
designer doesn't see a story in the

upper right corner. He [or she] sees a
nice shape in there with grays and
shades."

It is Staley's job to synthesize the
editorial and artistrc approaches at
The Globe. She supervises 13 full-time
and six part-time designers (they are
not called artists at The Globe) who
are responsible for specific pages or
sections in the newspaper, such as
food or science. She also supervises
the designers who do informational
graphics.

"There are several levels of intrica-
cies that we get involved in," she said.
"We have a standard chart style for the
paper, so some of the things we do
are quite utilitarian and just get banged
out. Other things require decorative
elements or color. Sometimes, we are
presented with raw data and the
designer has to come up with ways to
display it. We also have designers who
are responsible for total pages or sec-
tions that run on a weekly basis."

Staley said it sometimes is a chal-
lenge bringing artist and editor together.
"There is a fair amount of tensron. Many
of the best pages are the result of col-
laboration. But some people find that
difficult. Egos come into play, and tt

may just be that newspapers attract
people with these egos. lt is hard to
incorporate an editor's vision into a
designer's thought process. The best
editors are those who can use the
strengths of the designers to get their

points across. The best designers are
those who have a firm artistic sense of
a page and can look at it the way a

reader would."
Despite the tensions, Staley said

The G/obe's design department has
had some tremendous successes since
1980, when she started at the paper
as a designer. She added: "When the
department was young, there was tre-
mendous resistance to what we did.
News judgment is such a prized
attribute for editors. To endorse a dif-
ferent way of prioritizing information
was a real challenge for some of them.

"ln 1980, design was uncharted
territory. The Globe was a very tradi-
tional daily paper. The function of art
director was not one that many people
would identify as being part of a
newspaper's process. First, we worked
only on the feature pages. Little by
little, however, we have made inroads
in the way the daily paper uses art,

design and packaging. At this point,
design is much more integrated into
the workings of the paper."

Today, The G/obe's infographic
department does everything from
elaborate science illustrations to location
maps usrng Macintosh computers 95
percent of the trme. "l don't think there
are many places as reliant on the Mac

as we are," Staley said. "We use it for
everything. We very rarely get into doing
informational graphics by hand. The
people who do charts here are on the
forefront of a technological revolution.
Many of them do quite intricate and
wonderful illustrations on the computer."

Staley noted that design is becom-
ing more sophisticated at newspapers.
"We have page designers who have

never done anything for the daily paper.

They take their design skills very seri-

ously. They work with editors but are
charged with creating very sophisti-
cated pages. They have little to do
with the day-in and day-out needs of
the newspaper. They deal in weekly
fantasy pages such as the travel pages.
They want to make it easy for the reader
to access the informatron, but there is
a lyrrc quality in what they do. There is

an increasing need for people on that
end of the spectrum. I believe the word
journalism is too narrow to define what
goes on in a newspaper these days.

"At the other end of the spectrum
are the people who work on the daily
pages. Their work has to be done in

two hours. lt has to be energetic and
engaging, day-in and day-out, but it

can't be too intricate. These people
must have excellent reflexes. They must
be hardened to the realities of produc-
ing a page on deadline."

Staley said that in the 1990s there
will be more computer-generated art-
work in newspapers. She added: "The

industry will become even more
dependent upon the Macintosh. I sense
that the use of illustration has peaked.
We'll see more combinations of photo-
graphic images and illustration. There
will be more photography used in a
conceptual way.

"There will be more art direction.
Newspapers will be more sensrtive to
images, whether they are photographic,
illustrative or computer-generated. As
newspaper readers become more
sophisticated visually, newspapers will
have to look at how they package things.
They will have to think more about how
a newspaper page is assembled."

INSIDE LOOK
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Golor

The proper use of color in an illustration
can be just as important as the concept
of the artwork itseH. Color does attract
readers, but the art director must be

aware of how much color is enough and

what mix of colors is best for a page

containing an illustration. For instance,
if the illustration contains bright, pri-
mary colors in large amounts, other
visuals on the page with subtle, small
touches of color will be overwhelmed.
Conversely, an illustration with subtle
colors would be overwhehned by visuals

with brilliant primary colors.
The art director must view a news-

paper page as a whole, looking at all
of its color elements together. By
dividing a blank page into grids, he or
she can visualize the color impact of
the page before it is printed. Once the
page is divided into grids, colored pencils

can be used to sketch where color pho-

tographs, informational graphics and

illustrations will be used on the page.

The sketched colors should be as true
as possible to the major colors in the
page's elements. By viewing just colors
and not the rt, the art director can

spot areas where colors might clash.

SUGGESTED EXERGISES

1. Examine the visual elements in the
news section of a daily newspaper
and compare them to other sections,

such as features, business or sports.
Discuss their differences and

similarities.

2. Examine the visual elements in a
Sunday newspaper. How do those

in the news sections compare to
those in the weekly sections, such

as travel, real estate or enter-
tainment?

3. Discuss how placement of and color
in an illustration are related to other
elements on a newspaper page. How
important is size?



Appendix

In the following pages are listed books,
journals and other materials dealing

with newspaper typography, informa-

tional graphics, color and computers.

This list is based on excerpts from a

report prepared for the Society of
Newspaper Design fuinual Workshop,
October 13-15, 1988, Louisville, Ken-
tucky. (O 1988 by David B. Gray). The
list is updated almost every month;
please send corrections, updates and

suggested additions to David Gray,

Managing Editor-Graphics, The Proai-
d,ence Journal, 75 Fountain St., Provi-
dence, RI 02902, or call (401) 277 -

7323. Many of the books listed here
are available at reduced prices; see the
addresses for Print Book Store, Dover
Publications, Dynamic Graphics Book-
sheH and Graphic Artist's Book Club

on pages 254-255. The asterisk (*)
indicates items of interest to Macintosh

users.

TYPOGRAPHY

B aseline, The International Typograph-
ical Magaziru. Designed and published

by Tpographical Systems Interna-
tional, Limited, a member of the
Letraset Company. Classy publication,

slanted almost exclusively toward
typography. Write TSI Limited, St.

George's House, 195-203 Waterloo
Rd., London, England SEl. Free.

Designing with Tpe: A Basic Course in
Typography, 2d ed., by James Craig.

A reprint of a book that's been around

for a while and contains sections on

terminology, design, copy fitting and

phototypesetting. Watson-Guptill.
176 pp. 200 illus. 9 x L2. ISBN
0-8230 -1321-9. Print Book Store,

$22.95.

Doaer Alphabets, selected and arranged

by Dan X. Solo. Ten books containing

more than 1,000 copyright-free
complete alphabets. 1,000 pp. 8i *
11. Print Book Store, $43.85.

Glossary of Typesetting, Computer and

Communications Terms, by NCA.
This glossary is well-illustrated and

tries to include all the terms we use

daily. National Composition Associa-

tion, 1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington,
VA 22209. (703) 841-8165. 65 pp.

$20 for nonmembers.

"History of Letterforms," 6-ft. x 3-ft.
poster. Call (800) 424-TYPE. Free
for Compugraphic customers. All
others pay $20.

A Manual of Com.paratiae Typography,

The Panose System, by Benjamin
Bauermeister. A nifty job of organizing

typefaces according to similarities

and effects by breaking down over
2N typeface characteristics into seven
groups. Also lists suppliers. 257 pp.

8| x 11. Print Book Store, $29.95.
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Phototypesetting: A Design Marutal, by

James Craig. The enormous range
of phototlpesetting capabilities is
broken into four major categories:
terminology, design, copyfitting and
phototlpesetting. Watson-Guptill.
224 pp. 700 illus. 8i * 11. Print Book
Store, $24.95.

Tbs on Type, by Bill Gray. Good hints
with focus on practicality. Uses over
100 different faces in showing sam-
ples of various settings, measures,

etc. Paper. Print Book Store, $7.50.

Type and Typography, the Designer's
Tybe Book, revised by Ben Rosen.

Displays more than 1,500 samples,

based on design excellence, utility
and general availability. 406 pp.

Illustrated. 8| x 11. Print Book Store,

$13.50.

Ty\e Destgn, Color, Character and Use,

by Michael Beaumont. New guide

for picking tlpefaces, and guidelines

for the use of appropriate faces. Has

many examples on how the look of
a piece will change by changing the
font. 176 pp., 96 in color. gi * 8i.
Print Book Store, $21.95.

*"Tlpe Is to Read." A tlpography
poster/calendar from Adobe. Call
(800) 292-3623. Free.

Typographic Desgn: Form and

Communication, by Carter, Day &
Meggs. A really comprehensive book

covering history and education of
designers, and with a glossary of tlpe
and tlpography. Van Nostrand Rein-

hold Co. Inc., 135 W. 50th St., New

York, I{-Y 10020. 262 pp.8l * 10i.

Paper. $35.

Tyfiogra\lry. The annual "Best of Show"
of the TlDe Directors Club, showing

how tpe works in layouts, ads, logos,

editorial design, etc. 384 pp. 350

color plates. 9 x L2. Print Book Store,

$32.95.

Typography for Photocomposition, by A.
S. Lawson & Archie Provan. Good,

rational discussion on whether ragged

right is good or bad, how to correctly
do cap initials, with historical
perspectives on both. Good typo-
graphic spacing examples and guide-

lines. National Composition Associa-

tion, 1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington,
YA 22209. 26 pp.

Typogra|lry: How to Mahe It Most Legiblc,

by RoH F. Rehe. Back to the basics,

but surprisingly, very few newspaper
people are aware of many of them.
This compilation of research provides
guidelines and recommendations for
the most legible applications of
typography. Design Research Inter-
national, P. O. Box 50129, Indianapolis,

IN 46250. (317) 842-0596.80 pp. 8i
* 81. $12, plus $3 postage.

U&lc. The title stands for upper- and

lowercase and is a big favorite with
tlpe designers and art directors.
Published quarterly. Some back copies

are available. Write U&b Subscription

Dept., International Tlpeface Corp.,
2 Hammarskjold Plaza, New York,

NIY 10017, or call (212) 371-0699.

What Eaery Editor Should Know About
Layout and Typography, by Bill
Cludbourne. Sections illustrated with
movie stills to show principles,

including "Grabbing & Holding the

Reader's Attention" and "Sizing the

Art." National Composition Associa-

tion, 1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington VA

22209. (703) 841-8165. 38 pp. $5.95
non-members.

GRAPHIGS: HOW T0 D0

Chart and Graph Preparation Skills, by
Tom Cardamone. Cardamone shows
you how to adhere to all plotting
principles and formulas as well as

how to be creative in your production

of graphs and charts. Easy-to-follow
instructions are given for preparing

column, bar', pie, line and layer charts.

128 pp. 81 * 91. Print Book Store,

$19.95.

*CliP Bits. A publication from Dynamic
Graphics for subscribers to their
Clipper Creative Art Service. The

June '86 issue had an intelligent article
about newspaper design, plus a good

article, with appropriate illustrations,
on using the Macintosh computer.
You might look in your ad deparhnent,
or try to get a copy by calling (309)

688-8800.

*DeadlineMac. A stand-alone monthly
publication, for members of The
Society of Newspaper Design, sp€-

citically on how to make the Macintosh
computer more useful for newspapers

on deadline. The first dozen or so

have been reprinted in one booklet.
8 x 11. Write to SND, The News-
paper Center, P.O. Box L7290, Dulles
lnternational Airport, Washington,

DC 20041, or call (703) 620-1083.

$20.

Designer's Guide to Creating Charts
and Diagrams, by Ntgel Hohnes. Must
reading for all who deal with visual
information. Watson-Guptill, 1515

Broadway, New York, I{Y 10036. L92
pp. 8| x 11. ISBN 0-8230-1315-4.
Print Book Store, $29.95

Designing Pictorial Symbols, by Nigel
Holmes with Rose DeNeve. This

second Nigel book explains how to
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create those little symbols and story-
tracing devices that Time magazine

uses. Watson-Guptill, 1515 Broadway,

New York, NY 10036. ISBN 0-8230-

L327-8. Print Book Store, $24.95.

Desktop Graphics for the IBM PC, by

Corey Sandler. Unlike most other
"how-to" computer books, this one

digs into the nature of business

graphics, and how they can lie. Gives
good examples of how numbers
should be presented and what the
pitfalls of graphics are. Also has a
very good bibliography. Creative

Computing Press, 39 E. Hanover

Ave., Morris Plains, NJ 07950. 190

pp. $14.95.

Graphis Diagrams, 4th ed., by Walter
Herdeg. A stunning book that shows

hundreds of ways statistics can be
presented in new and meaningful (and

interesting) ways. Samples of bar
charts, pie charts, family tree dia-

grzrms, maps, organtzational diagrams,

scientific material, tables, etc. For

the extremely visually sophisticated.
Graphis Press Corp. , 107 Dufour-
strasse, 8008 Zr:r:ich, Switzerland.
208 pp. Print Book Store, $37.50.

*HardCoty, by the staff at Knight-Ridder
Tribune News graphics network.
Packed full of good examples and

more useful tips on how to get the
best from your Mac. Published quar-

terly. Contributions wanted: via

Presslink to HARDCOPY, or mail to
KRTN,774 National Press Building,
Washington, DC 20045. (202) 383-

6065.

How . . The Maguine of lfuas &
Techni4us in Graphit Dwign Another

magazine that shows in detail how

things get done by the people who

do it all the time. Published bimonthly

by the publishers of Print magazine,
6400 Goldsboro Rd., Bethesda, MD
20817-9969. $33 a year.

How to Draw Charts and Diagrams, by

Bruce Robertson. A new entry in
the field, the 400-plus illustrations

will help you expand your horizons

on ways to do charts and graphs.

Many techniques, however, have been

overtaken by the Mac. 160 pp. 71*
9i. Graphics Artist's Book Club

#3004t, $19.95.

How to Lie with Statistics, by Darrell
Huff. Great little pocket book on the
basics of how to deal with numbers

and their display. Now in its 37th
printing. W. W. Norton & Co., 500

5th Ave., New York, NY 10110.

142 pp. with illustrations. ISBN
o-393-09426-X. $2.95.

*Macintnsh Users' Group Nalslcttcr deals

with problems and suggests ways of
overcoming them in working with
the Macintosh. Designed for Garurett

papers that are networking their
graphics. Contact Gannett Macintosh
Users' Group Newsletter, USA Today

Graphics Deparfinent, P. O. Box 500,

Washington, DC 20044.

Maps-A Visual Suruq and Design
Guidt, by Michael and Susan South-
worth. Over 200 beautiful and

informative maps in color, with an

extensive section on mapping tech-
niques. Good references and index.
A must for editors and mapmakers.
New York Graphics Society: Little,
Brown & Co., Dept. GF-81, 34

Beacon St., Boston, MA 02L06. 224

pp. ISBN 0-8212-1503-5. $39.95.

Ste\-by -SteP Graphics. A how-to-do-it,

step-by-step idea bimonthly that
covers lettering, making overlays for
color, airbrushing techniques, etc.

Has already profiled some newspaper

designers. Write to P. O. Box 1901,

6000 N. Forest Park Dr., Peoria, IL
61656-1901, or call (800) 255-8800.

$+Z a year.

Using Charts and Graphs, by Jan V.

White. Explains how charts can con-

vey information and persuade read-

ers. Generally a useful book, full of
examples and ideas, with a section

on mapping. R. R. Bowker Co. , 245

W. l7th St., New York, I{Y 10011.

212 pp. Approx. 1,000 illus. 8] x 11.

ISBN 0-8352-1894-5. Print Book

Store, $22.95.

The Visual Di^sflay of Quantitatiae
Information, by Edward R. Tufte.
Beautifully printed, it traces the his-

tory of informational graphics and

gives many practical suggestions on

how to present data and on how data

is perceived in charts, graphs and

maps. Must reading for those who
prepare charts and diagrams. Graphics

Press, P. O. Box 430, Cheshire, CT
06410. 197 pp. 220 illus. 8i * lG.
Print Book Store, $29.95.

GRAPHIGS: S0URGES 0F
INFORMATIOil

The Anatomy Coloring Book, by Wynn

Kapit and Lawrence M. Elson. Here,
in one place, is the whole human

anatomy: bones, muscles, nerves and

all the other details. Harper & Row,

New York, NY. 8 x 11. 142 plates.

ISBN 0-06-453914-8. $9.95.
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Atlas of Surgical Operations, by Robert
Zollinger. Diagrams of a variety of
common surgical procedures. Mac-
millan Publishing Co., New York,

I{Y.

The Booh of American Ranhings, by
Clark S. Judge. Same as The New
Booh of World Rankings, but with
much more data on just the United
States. ISBN 0-87196-395-7 .

Coloring Books. Dover has dozens of
coloring books on subjects ranging
from flowers to animals, birds, cars
and anatomy. Perfect as line illustra-
tions, or as a sourcebook for artists.
Various sizes and prices.

Com,parisons, by the Diagram Group.
This one is copyrighted, so you can't
steal from it. Compares things in
terms of size, speed, weight, volume,

etc. and, with a little imagination,
could make nifty source material for
locally produced graphics. St. Martin's
Press, I75 Sth Ave., New York,
I{"Y 10010. ISBN 0-3L2-1U84-4. $1S.

The Complete Dover Clip Art Series
can be lud for only $179. 51 volumes,
1,632 plates printed on one side only.

10, 000 images. Dover Publications.

Destgn on File, published by Facts on

File. This loose-leaf binder is full of
black-and-white designs and inch-ldes

human forms, projections, diagrams,
geometric shapes, etc. Good source

material for some of the basics. Facts

on File Publications, 460 Park Ave.

South, New York, NY 10016. $145.

Dictiorury of Sports, by Graeme Wright.
Known in the UK as the lllustrated
Handbook of Sportiltg Terms, from
Hampton House Productions, this
American version is good and should

be on the sports department's sheH.

Rand McNally & Co. 189 pp. ISBN
528-81079-2.

Dover Clip Art Series. Two collections,

17 volumes each, of copyright-free
books. 928 pages each with over
2,500 illustrations. Printed in black
on glossy stock, one side only, the
images are ready for stealing in three
sizes. Collection includes frames and

borders, illustrations for sports and

food, alphabets, logos, banners.
Dover is asking $59.50 for these.
Print Book Store will sell them for

$53.95. They can be had individually
for $3.75 each or less.

Dover Full Color Design Library. A
new collection of 38 of its color clip
art books, heavy on Art Deco and
Victorian stuff like borders, patterns,

motifs and textiles. Dover Publica-
tions. $3.95 to $20.90.

Dover Pictorial Archive Series. A col-
lection of six volumes of old cuts,

engravings and photos on specific
topics such as hands, transportation,

women, men, music and animals.

639 pp. $47.25. Print Book Store,

$42.50.

Enqclopedia of Associations, edited by
Katherine Gruber. A four-volume
basic guide to information on 20,000

trade, business and commercial
orgaruzations, all of which are sitting
on a wealth of information. Published

yearly. Volume I is really the only

one you need. Gale Research Co.,

Book Tower, Detroit, MI 48226.

Available also on-line through Dialog.

About $225.

Encyclo\edia of Source llhrctratiorw O'ols.

I and II). 1, 100 illustrations. Morgan

and Morgan, Inc., Publishers, Has-

tings on Hudson, NY 10706. $26.

The Encyclopedia of Sports, 6th €d., by
Frank G. Menkie. This is a great

source of statistics to use in graphics.

Covers everything from angling to
yachting. Paperback edition by Dou-
bleday-Dolphin. 1, 132 pp. ISBN
0-385-12262-4. $9.95.

Etcetera, Graphic Deaices, by Typony.
Copyright-free ornamental designs.
Floral motifs, suns, stars, hearts,
fleur-de-lis, butterflies, ships,

anchors, snowflakes, animals,

nymphs(!) and many other modern
and antique designs. 176 pp. 83 *
113. Paper. $12.95.

Gray's Anatomy, by Henry Gray. This
medical classic will help you under-
stand some of the more complicated
medical aspects of stories. Bounty
Books, Crown Publishers, 1 Park
Ave., New York, NY 10016.

Guidc to Statistical Materials Produced
by Gouernrnents and Associations in
the United States, by Juri and Jean
Stratford. This gem is a directory of
statistical publications, what they
include, what they cost and how to
get them. Meticulously annotated.

Write to American Demographics,
P. O. Box 68, Ithaca, NY 14851, or
call (800) 828-1133, ext. 506. $85.

Handbook of Pictorial Symbols, by
Rudolph Modley. This little book could
gve you all the standing "logos" you'll

ever need, from sports to finance

to news to just about anything. Dover
Publications. 3,250 illustrations. 8L

x 11. $5.95.

I llustrated Enqclapedia of Commercial
Aircraft, by Exeter Books. Diagrams
and charts of domestic and foreign
passenger airlines.
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Ilfustrated Scierrce & Inaention Ency-

clopedia (or How It Works in the UK).
Twenty-three volumes, organized

alphabetically, explain not only
graphically but also in great detail
how almost everythirg, from an

abacus to a weather satellite, works.
Yearly updates. H. S. Stuttman Inc.,
Westport, CT 06889.

tane's AU the Wofldis Aircraft and tane's
All the World's Fighting Ships. Two
musts for any news library. Hundreds

of details on ships and planes, with
facts and figures.

tane's Pocket Books. Unknown to many
is the fact that, in addition to the
expensive annuals, Jane's also pub-

lishes paperbacks, including the fol-
lowing: Commercial Transfort Air-
craft, Research and Erperirnental
Aircraft, Major Combat Aircraft,
Helicopters, Missiles, Naaal Arma-
mcnt, Towed Artillery, Modcrn Tanks
and Armored Ftghting Vehiclcs, PLstoLs

and Sub-Machine Guns and Rifles
& Light Machine Guns. Available

through Collier Books, Macmillan
Publishing Co., New York, I{Y.

Logotypes of the World, by Yasaburo

Kuwayama. Great source of ideas

from more than 2,600 examples,

showing how to pull, stretch and

shape new logotlpes from existing
t1pe. 3L2 pp. 8+ x L2. Graphic Artist's
Book Club, $55.95.

Lore of Sail, by an international team
of maritime experts. This is a scaling-

down of a gorgeous coffee-table book

into a decent paperback. A handy

reference to ships as well as the
names of nautical things. Sections
include The Hull, Spars and Riggtng,

The Sail and Navigation and Ship

Handling. Facts on File Publications,

460 Park Ave. South, New York, Nff
10016. 256 pp. ISBN 0-87196-2ll-7.

$5.95.

The Ma| Catalog, edited by Joel
Makower. Lists almost every kind
of map and the major sources of them,

as well as descriptions and examples.

Land, sky, water and map products

are covered. Provides a list of state

agencies that have Inaps. Tilden Press
Inc., 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW
Suite 310, Washington, DC 20036.

ISBN 0-394-746L4-7. $14. 95.

Mafs on File, published by Facts on

File. This loose-leaf binder is full of
maps, ready for reproduction. And
they are all for use; the fee you pay

includes the right to use them. Facts

on File Publications, 460 Park Ave.

South, New York, I{Y 10016. $145.
Annual updates are $35.

NASA has everything you'll ever need

to know about the space shuttle and

the rest of the space program. Latest
is a 1,000-pa9e, 3-ring publication

chock full of drawings and information.

Write Ed Medal or Jerry Berg, Mar-
shall Space Flight Center, AL 35812,

or call (205) 5M-0034. Or write Bill
Green, Public Relations/Technical
Communications, Rockwell Interna-
tional Space Transportation Systems
Division, 12214 Lakewood Blvd.,
Downey, CAW?4L, or call (2L3) 922-

2066. Or write Sarah G. Keegan/
Barbara E. Selby, NASA HQ, Wash-

ington, DC 20546, or call (202) 453-
9536.

Natry Fact File, Sth ed. Includes specs,
photos and drawings of ships, planes

and missiles, as well as listings of
which ships are part of which fleets

and their home ports. Loose-leaf for
easy scanning and copying. Issued

by the Deparhnent of the Navy, Office

of Information, Washington, DC
20350-L200. Ask for number 0515-

LP-945-6010. Free.

The New Book of World Ranhings, by
George T. Kurian. From the folks at

Facts on File, this one has statistics,
social and economic indicators, and

quality of life information for most of
the developed countries of the world.

Facts on File Publications, 460 Park
Ave. South, New York, NY 10016.

ISBN 0-87196-743-X.

Rand.om House Enqclopedia. A seven-
section visual extrava ganza, with
sections on the Universe, Earth, Life
on Earth, Man, Man and Machine,
Man and Science, and History and

Culture. 884 pp. 13,500 illustrations,

diagrams and photos (11,325 in
color), with a full-color atlas. ISBN
0-394-52883-2. List is $110, but seen

on discount counters in bookstores
for $40 -$50.

The Rule Book, by the Diagram Group.
This one, like Comparisons, is a
superb set of instructions about all

sports and should be in the sports
as well as the graphics library. St.

. Martin's Press, 175 5th Ave., New
York, I{Y 10010. ISBN 0-312-
69576-4. $9.95.

Statistical Abstract of the United States,

from the U. S. Bureau of the Census.

Also ask at one of the L2 reg1onal

offices for the Summary of the Sfa-
tistical Abstract of the Un'ited States.

LJ. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402. Credit card

orders, call order desk at (202) 783-

3238. Number 6390 S/N 003-024-
06707-2. $25.
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Trafumarks and Synbols. Vol. I-Alpha-
betical Signs, Vol. ll4ymfulic Signs,
by Ysaburo Kuwayama. Yet another
collection, this time orgafitzed by
t1pe. More than 1,500 samples. Each
volume is 228 pp. 7 x 10. Print Book
Store, $19.95.

The Ultimate Clip Book. 10,000 illus-
trations in si* 8l x 11, loose-leaf
binders, printed on glossy stock, one
side of the sheet. Fully indexed and
all copynght-free. From Print Book
Store at special discount price of $449.

United States Government Printing
Offices, Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Washington, DC 20404. (202)

783-3238.

U..S. Air Power, by fuithony Robinson.

Specifications and diagrams of IJ. S.

military atrcraft. Bison Books, L7

Sherwood Place, Greenwich, CT
06830.

IJ. S. Deparftnent of State has a publi-

cation called Bachground Notes in
8| x 11, three-hole format that is
updated periodically. It contains some
good base maps, flags and statistics
of all the countries of the world.
Contact U. S. Department of State,

Bureau of Public Affrirs, Washington,

DC. About $SO a year.

The Way Things Worh-An lllustrated
Errcyclopedia of Technolog (2 vols.).
A good book to look through to figure
out how things work. The next time
a bridge, a plane or even a sparrow
falls, this book will tell you how and

why it happened. Simon & Schuster,
Rockefeller Center, 630 Sth Ave.,
New York, NY 10020.

What s What-A Visual Glossary of the

Physical World, by Bragonier and

Fisher. A great sourcebook for

informational graphics, either to steal
the items or to use as an idea gener-
ator. Ballantine. ISBN 0-345-
30302-4. Paper. About $13.

World Tradcrnarks & Logotypes II, by
T. Igarashi. A collection of symbols
and their applications. More than
1,500 works in color from 26 coun-

tries. Background information on their
development also provided. 400 pp.

9 x 11. Print Book Store, $63.75.

GRAPHIGS: SERUICES Al{D
ORGAilIZATIOilS

*Accu-Weather's weather maps are

available tlrough the Macintosh. More
than 40 standard maps and charts,
as well as custom maps. Based at

Penn State. Call (814) 234-9ffiL, or
write 619 W. College St., State Col-
lege, PA 16801.

American Demographics via The Reg-

ister and Tribune Syndicate, owned
by Dow Jones. The syndicate has

a once-a-month package of stories

and graphics dealing with census

statistics and such; it includes some

graphics. Check with Carolyn Arthur,
Managing Editor in Ithaca, NY, at
(607) 273-6343.

*The Associated Press. AP Access and

GraphicsNet are now used by more
than 500 members via Macintosh.
Contact your nearest AP bureau chief.

The Business Wire is moving pictures

and graphics through Independent
Network Systems (INS) receivers at

no cost. Write to Bob Sweet at M
Montgomery, Suite 2L50, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94104 or call (800) 227-

0845.

The Chicago Tribune Graphics Service,
64 E. Concord St., Orlando, FL
32801. Call Walter Mahoney at (800)

322-3069.

Copley News Service has a set of info-
graphics it calls Fillers & Graphics

with health, travel, kitchen, money,

entertainment and sports categories,
and new science categories called
Discover and Your Body. It also pro-
vides graphics for special sections
such as auto, weddings, home and
fashion. Call (800) M5-4555 for free
samples, or write to Copley News
Service, P. O. Box 190, San Diego,
cA 92L12-0190.

Cowles Syndicate has a Demo Memo
five-day-a-week package done by
Cheryl Russell of American Demo-
graphics. The graphics are designed
to simulate the USA Today lower left
corner "snapshots."

Destgn: The Jouru.al of the Society of
Neutsfaber Design Back issues are

available in two sets. Set #1 includes
issues 1 to 10, 1980 to 1982. $44.
kt #2 includes issues 11 to 20, 1983

to 1986. $49. Write or call SND.

Feature Photo Service offers free feature
photos, without any restrictions or
requirements. May be ideal for those
papers without any wire services.
Most seem to be of the business PR-
t)rye that have people peering at you

through stainless steel tubing. Write
to Meyer Goldb€rg, Feature Photo
Service , 2L6 E. 45th St., New York,
Nl'Y 10017, or call (zLZ) 661-6120.

Gallup Graphics has a five-day-a-week
package of graphics based on the
Gallup Oryanization's statistics, and

it also simulates the USA Tdoy lower

left corner stuff. The graphics are
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all two SAU columns wide and are

available in color. Done by Gallup

artists in their Princeton, NJ, head-
quarters, they are available from Los
fuigeles Times Syndicate. Call (213)

972-5000 or (800) 528-4637.

*Gannett is on-line with all its 96 papers

through Gannett News Service to
share Macintosh graphics. For Gan-

nett newspapers only.

*Infographics. Marketed by North
America Syndicate, 235 E. 45th St.,
New York, I{Y 10017. Call (800) 526-
5464.

INS Photo/Graphics Network is a way
to get not only the Business Wire
but also the I{"YT News Service pic-

tures and graphics, Agence France-
Presse, Sygma Syndication Interna-
tiorul photo agency and Cox Business
Wires faster if you are a client. Con-
tact Linda Fishler, INS, at (2LZ) 330-
L620 or (2I2) 809-7921.

INX provides topical editorial or op-ed

drawings from some well-known New
York artists. The service is available

ttrough United Features Syndicate,
200 Park Ave., New York, Nl-Y 10066,

or call Brad Bushell at (800) 22L-
4916.

*Knight-Ridder Tribune News graphics

network. Currently supplies more
than 100 papers, providing an on-

line data base of base maps, tile and

spot news graphics done on the
Macintosh. KRTN supplies the soft-
ware and training for you to get the
stuff to your paper. Call Walter
Mahoney, Tribune Media Services,
at (800) 322-3068.

*The Meyers Report does more than
100 business graphics a week. It also

sells a custom service in which it
will do graphics for you using local

numbers (for example, create a local

business index or compile local bank
interest rates). Contact Brad Bushell
at United Features Syndicate, (800)

221-4816, or write to Gary S. Meyers

at20 W. Hubbard, Suite 500, Chicago,

IL 60610, or call (3LZ) 670-2440.

NEA Graphics Package. A graphic ser-
vice from the Newspaper Enterprise
Association, 200 Park Ave., New York,
I{Y 10166. Call Brad Bushell at (800)

22L-4816. It also has a base map
package for its "full service" clients.

*The New York Times Graphics Ser-
vice. The I{YT Picture Service has

begun transmitting Macintosh
graphics. No details are yet available.

The Society of Newspaper Design.
Write SND, The Newspaper Center,
P. O. Box L7290, Dulles International
Airport, Washington, DC 20041, or
call (703) 620-1083. Membership is
$SS per yetr, students $35 (add $10/
year for outside United States), and
you get copies of Destgn, the journal
of the Society. In addition, SND mns
an annual design contest and a

workshop/convention. Books with
contest results include the following
(second, third and sixth editions are
no longer available from SND):

First edition: The Best of Newspa\er
DesW ru-80. A limited number were
recently discovered in the warehouse.
8| x 11. $5.

Fonrth edition: Tlrc Best of Neutgapu
Destgn 82-83. 350 examples from
more than 3,900 entries. 123 pp. 8L

x 11. $5.

Fifth edition: The Best of Newspa\er
Destgn 83-84. 400-plus examples
from more than 6,000 entries. 180
pp.9x12. $5.

Seventh edition: The Best of Newspa-
pu DesiSn 85 - 86. 400-plus examples

from almost 10,000 entries . 220 pp.

9 x L2. $25.

Eighth edition: The Best of Newgaper
DesW 86-87. Available in hardcover
only. 256 pp. 547 illus. in color.
9 x 12. $53.95. SND members get

one soft-cover book free at time of
book release. Additional copies at

$43.46. Print Book Store, $44.95.

Ninth edition: Available mid-1989.
Contact SND at above address for
price information.

LJ. S. Departnent of Energy. Free photos

and captions (one supplement about
energy had 82 photos). Write to U. S.

Department of Enetgy, Office of
Public Aftairs, Photo Office,
C-460 GTN, Washington, DC 20545,
or call (301) 353-5476.

*Weather Central, a section of Color-
Graphics Systems Inc., gives you

twice-a-day, full-color separations of
weather maps, historical weather
graphics, summaries and custom
graphics. Sent Mac-to-Mac, or
retrievable through KRTN. Write
to 5725 Tokay Blvd., Madison, WI
53719, or call Charles Sholdt, General
Manager, at (608) 274-5789.

*WeatherData Inc. provides custom
data and maps through a service it
calls WeatherPage. Write to Pat
Cooper or Mike Smith at 833 N. Main
St., Wchita, KS 67203, or call (316)

265-9L27.
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*Weather Services Corp. USA Today's
map is now done by these folks. Write
to Bill Saulnier, 131A Great Rd.
Bedford, MA 01730, or call (617)

275-8860.

COLOR

Color and Communication, by Fawe
and November. Another reference
book that explores how we react to
color, how to communicate with color,

and what works and what doesn't
work. Basic data on color vision and
psychology. 180 pp. 200 illustrations
in color. 101 x 101. Print Book Store,

$53.50

Color Harmony: A Guidc to Creatiue

Color Combinations, by Hideaki Chi-
jiiwa. This is a great book to develop
your color palate with; we've got

seven of these scattered throughout
the building. More than 1,600 color
combinations grouped by hue, shade
and purpose, as well as a section on
how to choose color. 158 pp. SI *
81. ISBN 0-g3s6o3-oo-9 Graphics

Artist's Book Club #07310, $12.75.
More than two copies from Print
Book Store, $11.95 ea.

Color in American Newila\ers, by The
Poynter Institute for Media Studies.
Results of some basic research on

how readers react to color, as well
as articles on how newspapers use

and abuse color. AIso contains an

excellent bibliography on color.

Poynter Institute, 801 3rd St. South,

St. Petersb*9, FL 33701. 70 pp.

8 x 11. Paper. $7.95

Color Separation Techniqucs, by Miles
Southworth. This is a hard-cover

version of. Pochet Guidc to Color
R epro&rcti,on, C ommunication and

Contro, with much more detail on
scanners and the separation process.

Now in its second edition, it's a good

reference for color committees to
have. Graphics Arts Publishing Co.,
3100 Bronson Hill Rd., Livonia, I{Y
14487. 270 pp. ISBN 0-933600-
00-3. $23.

Destgners Guidc to Color. A three-
volume set, each volume containing
over 1,000 color combinations that
would be useful to newspapers using
four-color tint blocks and tones. Each
is made up of 50 basic colors in 10

or 20 tints that show more colors than
we could possibly reproduce. 124 pp.
6 x 7 and 6 x 8f. Paper. Print Book
Store, $8.95 each.

The Elements of Color, by Johannes
Itten. Based on "The Art of Color,"
an excellent treatise on what color
is, how we see it, and why it's
important to understand the "seven
color contrasts" principles. Van Nos-
trand-Reinhold Co. 96 pp. ISBN
0-442-24039-4. $19. 95.

Enjoyment and Use of Color, by Walter
Sargent. First published in 1923, this
book explains little-known and inter-
esting facets of color. Explores color
values, intensities, effects of illumi-
nation, harmonies and complimen-
taries. In other words, what works
and what doesn't work! Dover Publi-
cations . 274 pp.53 * 8. $4.95.

The Forms of Color, by Karl Gerstner.
The Swiss artist continues his

examination of color begun in The

SPiril of Color by drawing on artistic,
literary and scientific sources to
explore the basics of color and form.

MIT Press, Cambridge, MA. ISBN
0-262-07 100-2. $29. 95.

Interaction of Color, rev. €d., by Joseph
Albers. The book on colors and how
they behave with one another. It's
a record of a way of studylng and
teaching color. It explains why color
is never seen as it physically exists.
Yale University Press, New Haven,

cT. ISBN 0-300-01846-0. $6.95.

Mechanical Color Separation Skills, by
Tom Cardamone. For those of you

who are still cutting color and pre-
paring art for stripping, this might
be helpful for the tricks and hints it
contains. 128 pp. 7*"1f;. Pfint Book
Store, $13.95.

Pantone puts out a color-matching sys-
tem used throughout the graphic arts
industry. It manufactures markers
and tint sheets and sets ink standards

as well as producing many guides

for the accurate reproduction of color.

Some of its books include:

Color SelcctorlNatgrinf. Has samples

of 33 Pantone colors and three
process colors to produce more than
2,000 various tints and combinations
with black. (A Euro-color edition is
also available. ) Print Book Store,

$33.75.

Process Color Selector. Shows almost
9,000 colors made from the four
process colors, in 10 percent steps.

They are all labeled so you can

reproduce the same (or almost the

same) colors. Print Book Store, $180.

Two Color Selcctar. Handy to broaden

your range of spot color use. Shows

various combinations of two-color
inks. Print Book Store, $89.50.

Pocket Guidc to Color Reproduction,

Communication and Control, by Mles
Southworth of the School of Printing
at RIT. Originally written in 1979
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and now in its fourth printing, this
handy book starts with the basics of
color theory and moves through
standards, choosing transparencies
and prints, separation process,
proofing, printing and, most impor-
tantly, identifying and correcting color
problems. Graphics Arts Publishing
Co., 3100 Bronson Hill Rd., Livonia,
NY 14487. ISBN 0-933600-01-1.
About $10.

Pocket Pal, by International Paper
Company. Everybody in the business

from publisher to copy kid should

have a copy of this paperback classic.

First published in 1934, it's now in
its 12th edition and second printing.
International Paper Company, 77 W.

45th St., New York, I{Y 10036. About

$1.25.

Princ'iples of Color Destgn, by Wucius

Wong. A practical examination of the
effects that can be achieved with
color. Contains a section on the use

of black, white and gray as well. 101

pp. 195 illus. in color. G " Zl.Print
Book Store, $12.95.

S. D. Scott Process Color Guidt. 5,000
three-color tint screen combinations
of process colors create almost every
color. On glossy and uncoated paper.

S. D. Scott Printing Co., 145 Hudson

St., New York, I{Y 10013. tZI x 12.

The Spirit of Color, by Karl Gerstner.
Gerstner spent 30 years exploring
color and the relationships to form,
and he presents his findings in a clear,

formal style. MIT Press, Canrbridge,

MA. 224 pp. 70 color plates. ISBN
0-262-070484-7. $45.

Theory and Use of Color, by Luigina
De Grandis. Chapters on analyzing
color, the theory of color, physical

and chemical factors, visual apparatus,

psycho-physical parameters of color
and perception and color equilibrillrn.
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 100 Sth Ave.,

New York, NY 10011. 160 pp. 72 *
lG. Bibliography and index. ISBN
0-8109-23L7 -3. Paper. $16. 95.

CO M PUTERS/ELECTRO N I CS

Computer Images, by Joseph Denken.
250 illustrations on all aspects of
computer graphics, not especially for
newspapers, but a mind-expanding
collection nonetheless. 200 pp. Of *
9i. Paper. List price, $16.95. Print
Book Store, $14.50.

The leffe Report on Comfruter Graphics

for Desien. A monthly devoted to
brief rewrites and reviews of equip-
ment and software of interest to
graphic designers. Good to see how
many fields (design, publishing and
pagination) are coming together
through hardware and software. Pratt
Center, 45 Stephenson Terr., Dept.
G, Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510. $89
a year.

Mbrocomputer Graphics and Program-
ming Techniqu,es, by Harry Katzan,

Jr. Good basic book (pardon the pun)
on how to do graphics on home
computers in "basic" computer lan-
guage. Gives 20 sample programs to
get you up and running. In the pro-
cess, you can begin to understand
how graphics are done with com-
puters. Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.,
135 W. 50th St., New York, NIY 10020.

229 pp. 6 x 9. Indexed. $22.50.

Ouercoming Computer llliteraA, by
Susan Curran and Ray Curnow. A
lot of controversy over this one: some

reviewers have loved it, and some

have hated it. It's a reprint from an

English book and has many British
phrases, but it's still pretty good if
you know nothing and want to start
from scratch. Penguin Books. ISBN
0-14-007159-8. $12.95.

The Pratt Center for Computer Graphics

has conducted annual seminars in
New York for a couple of years now,

and much of the proceedings have

been about publication and newspaper

design. Transcripts may be obtained.

Write to the Pratt Center at 45 Ste-
phenson Terr., Dept. G, Briarcliff
Manor, NY 10510, or call (9t+) 74I-
2850 to get details and prices.

The Seybold Report on Publishing Sys-

tems. By far the best source of up-

to-date information. Copies of this
22-issues-a-year publication are
probably already in your building and

available from the "systems" people.

Hellishly expensive, but worthwhile
if you really want to know what's
happening with pagination, digitized
imaging and digital tlpesetting. Sey-

bold Publications, Inc., P.O. Box M4,
Media, PA 19063. (2L5) 565-2480.
Many back issues are available; write
or call for list. $192 a year for 22

issues; additional copies in the same
envelope are $96 a year.

The Seybold Report on Office Systems.

Same thing for "word processing."

Of less value overall to newspapers.

$105 a year.

The Sefiold Report on Professional
Computing. Same thing for "personal

computers." $120 a year.
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The Wodd of Digital Typesetting, by
John W. Seybold. An excellent book,

though dry, on everything you'll need

to know about tlpesetters, including
a pretty good history of tlpography,
and how and why we got the tlpo-
graphic compromises we have now.
Good computer primer and lots of
good illustrations. Seybold Publica-
tions. 426pp.7 **,. $32.9b.

Undcrstanding Digital TyPe, by Edward
Bunnell. A 32-page report for the
Natiorul Composition Association that
deals with the design problems of
digital tlpe for CRT typesetters.
National Composition Association,
1730 N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA
22209. (703) 841-8165. $5 for non-
members.

MISGELLANEOUS

The Booh of Gra\hic Problem-Soluing,
by John Newcomb. Presents a way
to "brainstorm" graphics problems.

Some chapters deal with a word-
oriented method for creating visual
solutions to problems of communica-
tion. Lots of examples to stimulate
you. R. R. Bowker Co. , 245 W. l7th
St., New York, I{Y 10011. ISBN
0-8352-1895-3. $34. 95.

Communication Arts (CA Maguine).
Catering to an audience similar to
Prinfs, it offers detailed reports about

designers, illustrators, photog-

raphers, art directors and design
firms. Published bimonthly, as well
as an annual "Best of . . . " edition.

$28 per year.

Illustrators Annual of American lllus-
tration. Many editions of the award-

winners from the Society of Illustra-
tors' fuinual Competition. Many
pages in full color. Available through
Print Book Store and other magazines
of interest to Art Directors. $34.95.

Print Maguine (America's Graphic
Design Magazine). Primarily maga-

zine design, illustration and tlpogra-
phy. Helpful to newspaper design
people for keeping abreast of new
styles, techniques, talent, products

and ideas. Lately, the ma gazine has

been doing some stories on newspaper

art departments. Circulation Dept.,
Pint, 6400 Goldsboro Rd., Bethes&,
MD 20817-9969. Yearly rates for the
bimonttrly can go from $29 for special
introductory offers to $60 for the
newsstand price. A subscription
includes the Regiolwl Design Anrual,
which, by itself, is $25.

Print also offers some great annuals,

such as:

ADLA (Art Directors Club of Los
fuigeles).

American I llustration. $+4.

Art Directors Annual. $39.95.

Graphic Destgn USA. $49.50.

Grcphis Destgn Annual (European).

$54.50.

Print Casebooks. Six volumes of the

best there is. $115.

Publication Destgn Annual for the

Socicty of Publbations Destgners.

$34.95.

Problems: Solutions, Visual Thinking

for Graphic Communicators, by Rich-
ard Wilde. Fifty-three design prob-

lems presented with dozens of pos-

sible solutions offered for each.

Includes designing with type, sym-
metry and combining images. 2M
pp. 400 illus. gl * gi. Print Book

Store, $39.95.

Visible Language. "The research journal

concerned with all that is involved in
our being literate." Published quar-
terly since L967. A folder is available
listing all past journals and their con-

tents. Visible Language, P. O. Box
1972 CMA, Cleveland, OH M106.
(2L6) 42L-7340. $20 per year; $30
for institutions. The best of the
reprints for a good understanding of
how readers read are Vol. 15 numbers

2 and 3, Vol. 18 number 2, and Vol.

19 numbers I and 2, $5 each plus 50
cents handling.

WHERE TO GET THE STUFF

Dover Publications. There are literally
thousands of books, all copyright-
free, and most are printed for easy

copying. Write for its Graphic Destgn

& Art Instruction Book Catalog, the
Doaer Clip Art Samfiler, the Douer
Pictorial Archiue Catalog or a full list
of catalogs to: Dover Publications
Inc., 31 E. 2nd St., Mineola, NY
1 1501.

Dynamic Graphics BooksheH is a tele-
phone/mail order service that will
take your order on the phone with a
credit card. Many of the books listed
in this Appendix are available from
this service, which also conducts many

workshops around the country on
graphics, production techniques, and

electronic publishing. Call or write
Dynamic Graphics, lnc., P.O. Box
1901, 6000 N. Forest Park Dr., Peo-

ria, IL 61656, or call (800) 255-8800.
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A.M. A newspaper that publishes for
morning delivery.

Absolute defense A libel defense that
has no conditions or qualifications.

Actual malice defense A constitutional
libel defense first articulated by the U. S.

Supreme Court in the L964 New York Times

Co. u. Sulliuan case. The ruling nationalized

the law of libel to provide a constitutional
defense when public officials are the plaintiffs.
Under the ruling, the public official must
prove that the defendant acted with knowl-
edge that the information was false or with
reckless disregard of whether it was false
or not.

Ad Abbreviation for advertisements.

Ad dummies Sheets showing the place-
ment of advertisements on a page; supplied
by advertising department and used by edi-
torial departnent in placing news and feature
material.

Additive primary colors Three colors-
red, blue and green-that, when added
together, produce white.

Agate Smallest tlpe used in newspapers;
traditionally 5.5 points, many newspapers
now consider 6-point tlpe as agate.

Air brush A tool used to spray paints or
watercolors to create illustrations.

Analog Tlpe of information that is con-
tinuous and cannot be broken into small
pieces.

Anchoring Continuallypublishingthe
same column or feature in the same location
within the paper.

Areacomposition Computergeneration
of part or all of a page that has "holes" or
spaces open for the placement of photo-
graphs, ads or graphics.

Art play Plan as to which stories will
have photographs or informational graphics
accompanying them.

Background facts box A visual device
that describes what is being discussed in
the story or the key people in the story.

Banner headline Main head on Page

One that stretches across the top of the
page; also refers to a large headline that
extends across a page. Sometimes called
a line or a flag.

Bar chart A horizontal display of infor-
mation, with the vertical axis on the left
side of the chart serving as the baseline.

Basket Place where a computer files a

story. Also called queue or desk.

Bastard width Type that does not con-

form to the newspaper's standard column
set.

Body type Type used in text of stories,
usually 8- to lO-point.

Boldface Type that has thick, heavy
lines.

Brace Page layout in which the lead news
story so dominates the page visually that it
detracts from all other news elements on

the page; usually used on Page One.

Breakfast standard A standard used by
some visual journalists to determine if a

photograph will be shocking to someone at

the breakfast table.

257
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Briefing column Abbreviatedrundown
of the top news stories and features of the
day that also tells where the stories are
located inside the paper; used as a promo-
tional device. Also called a surnmttry box.

Broadsheet The standard size of a
newspaper page, generally about 13 inches
by 2L) inches.

Bumped heads See Tombstone heads.

Bumped/bumping headlines When
headlines are placed side by side on a page.

Byline The signature or identification that
precedes a story.

Byte The sequence of adjacent binary
digits; generally, 8 bytes represents a char-
acter of information.

Caps Abbreviation for capital letters.

Caption Tlpe under a photograph (or
other visual device) that provides additional
information, such as identification of the
individuals in the picture.

Chart A visual display of quantitative
information, such as the charting of data
over a period of time.

Cheesecake Slang term for photographs
that show women's legs or scantily dressed
women.

City editor Individual in charge of report-
ers who cover local news.

Classified ad A "want ad" that generally
is set in small tlpe, usually does not contain
visuals and appears in a separate section of
a newspaper.

Clippings Previouslypublished stories,
photos and graphics that are clipped out of
the publication and kept on file.

Color Design tool that adds anything from
a full-color photograph to spot color to a
newspaper page.

Color separation Made up of three color
negatives-magenta, cyan and yellow-
used to create printing plates that, when
used with their corresponding inks, produce

a color reproduction; sometimes, a fourth
color-black-is used.

Column chart A chart format that displays

statistics in vertical bars.

Column rule A thin rule or line, usually

i- to l-point, used to separate columns of

tlpe on a news page.

Composograph A staged news photo-
graph in which the faces of real people are
pasted over actors' faces.

Condensedtypeface Characters spaced
closely together, or narrow-set tlpe that
looks squeezed.

Conditional defense A libel defense
that is viable if certain conditions or qualifi-
cations are met.

Consent A conditional libel defense in
which a source gives permission to use a

libelous statement about himself or herself.

Copynght A person's or publication's claim

to ownership.

Country facts map fui informational
graphic that includes specific information
about a nation.

Credit line The identification or byline
for an illustratioru photograph or informational
graphic.

Cropping Editing or removing the part
of a photograph that is unnecessary or that
impairs effective communication by the
picture.

Cursor A flashing line or square on a
computer screen to indicate the point in the
text of the story where the reporter is

working.

Cutout See Whiteout.

Data map A rnap that presents statistical
information in a geographical form.

Dateline Tlpe appearing under the
nameplate on Page One; contains volume
number and date of publication.

Deadline The last moment to get copy
in for an edition; also applies to the last
moment to send art to the production

department and the time that the last page

should be completed.

Deck A supplemental headline that runs
under and amplifies a main headline.

Diagram A device that shows how things

work or how events occurred. Also called

a schcmatic.

Digital Type of information that is not
continuous, that is divided into measurable
pieces.

Digitd imaging system See Electronic
imaging device.

Display ad fui advertisement that gener-
ally combines visuals and words and appears
anyrrhere in a newspaper.

Distribution map A rnap that shows the
distribution of, for example, oil deposits or
endangered species in a given area.

Documentary photo A photograph that
records an event as it happens or taithfully
shows the reality of people or places.

Dogleg layout The layout of stories in
irregular shapes, such as inverted L's.

Double-truck layout Two facing pages

that are laid out as a single unit.

Dummy A layout guide or instruction
sheet that represents a miniversion of a
newspaper page.

Dutch wrap See Raw wrap.

Ears Little boxes or other devices along
the side of a newspaper's nameplate; gener-
ally they contain the weather, price and
edition name.

Electronic camera Filmless camera that
records pictures on a video or computer
(floppy) disk.

Electronic imaging device Device that
allows for the digital adjustment of a photo-
graphic image; generally used as part of the
production process for color.

Electronic photo transmitter A piece

of equipment that requires only a negative
or transparency to send photographic images
from a remote site to a newsroom.

Electronic picture desk A computenzed
system that allows for the "digital" reception
of photographs sent via satellite or
telephone lines at extremely high speeds

and the editing of such images on the com-
puter screen before the picture is printed
or sent to a pagination system.

Event map A rnap that traces an event

as it progresses over time.

Extended tlpeface Fat ctraracters spaced

widely.
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Facts box A device used to highlight cer-
tain points of a story.

Fair comment and criticism A condi-
tional libel defense that covers journalists
who write or illustrate opinions about matters
of public concern.

False light When a subject in a photograph
is placed in an untrue setting or situation.

Feature photograph A non-news photo-
graph, generally timeless in its subject mat-
ter. Also see News photograph.

Fever chart See Line chart.

Filming Tlpesetting a story electronically
in the front-end system; the fihned story
is the "t54)e" used to make up the page.

Flexography A form of letterpress
printing that uses a raised, flexible printing
surface and water-based inks.

Flopped image When a photograph is
printed backwards. Also called a reaersed

image.

Floppy disks Devices for storing data

for use with personal computers and elec-
tronic cameras.

Font A complete set of tlpe in one size
and style; the assortment of type of a single
style.

Front-end system Computenzedequip-
ment that tlpesets elements for the printed
page.

Galley A copy of a news story that has

been produced or typeset on a piece of photo-

sensitive paper.

Geographic map A map that shows for-
mation of mineral deposits and other geo-
logic features situated under the surface of
the Earth.

Graphic An umbrella term for a piece of
ne\4rspaper artwork; can include photographs,

charts, maps, diagrams and illustrations.

Graphics editor Person senring as liaison

between reporters, editors, photographers,
artists and designers to coordinate the pro-
duction of visuals.

Gray wrap See Raw wrap.

Grid Newspaper design term referring to
the standardized column widths or mea-

surement units that serve as the frame-
work for laying out a page.

Grouped-bar chart See Grouped-
column chart.

Grouped-column chart A graphic that
shows multiple items in a bar- or column-
chart presentation.

Gutenb€rg, Johannes The inventor of
movable tlpe in the 1450s in Mainz,
Germany.

Halftone The reproduction of a photograph
as a continuous tone image through a series
of dots of various sizes; the larger the dot,
the darker the image.

Hammer A one- or two-word headline
that runs above or alongside a main headline
and is set in larger and often heavier type.

Hard copy A paper printout of a story or
informational graphic written or created on
a computer.

Hardware The physical components of a
computer system.

Head Abbreviation for headline.

Head shot A photograph of the face of
an individual. Also called a rnug shot or face
photo.

Header fui information field at the top of
a story in the computer; contains data on
author, basket, file date, etc.

Headline Type over a story that indicates
subject matter; headlines also are used to
indicate subject matter of informational
graphics.

Heary news day A day when there are
many news events or stories.

Highlights box A visual device accom-
panying a story that summarizes the story's
key points.

Illustration A draMing of people or things.

Input Process of tlping a story into a
computer using a keyboard that has more
functions than a tlperwriter has.

Inset When one visual element is placed

inside another one, such as a map placed

inside the image area of a photograph. Also
called a mortice.

Interactive pagination system System
that allows for both the copy editor and
the person using the pagination computer
terminal (an editor, designer or printer) to
edit or change a story.

Italic Any slanted typeface.

Jump The continuation of a story from
one page to another.

Jumpline A guideline at the termination
point of a column of type that tells the
reader the story continues on some other
page.

Justified A typesetting function that
adds white space between words or letters
so that each line of the story is set flush
right and flush left.

Key points box A graphics device that
contains the major points in a story.

Kicker A two- or three-word supplemen-
tal headline that runs above, and usually is
set half the size and width ol the main
head.

Land use map A map that shows the
location of residential and industrial areas
within a community.

Layout The design of a newspaper page;

the arrangement of headlines, stories, pho-
tographs and other visuals.

Letterpress A "relief " method of print-
ing in which a printing plate with raised,
reversed images is coated with a thin layer
of ink and rolled against paper.

Libel Statements that are communicated
to a third party, clearly identify a person
and hold the person up to public hatred,
ridicule or scorn.

Lightface A weight of type lighter than
medium or bold.

Line chart A chart that shows an up or
down trend with a continuous line. Also
called a feuer chart and a rectilinear coordi-
nate chart.

Location map A map that geographically
locates the subject of interest in a story.
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Mainframe A powerful, central com-
puter that drives the VDTs of reporters
and editors.

Map A visual device that aids readers in
locating where an event occurred.

Mechanical color Newspaper color cre-
ated by an artist who cuts individual acetate
flaps for each color or color combination.

Medium face A weight of type heavier
than light but lighter than bold.

Megabyte Electronic data storage term,
equal to 1 million bytes.

Menu A computerized list or directory of
items or stories.

Misappropriation of a name or
likeness When a photographer uses an
image for commercial purposes without
permission.

Modem A device that allows a computer
to transfer information to and from another
computer via telephone lines.

Modular layout The layout of stories in
short, squared-off columns or blocks.

Morgue A newspaper's in-house library;
now more commonly called a reference

center.

Mortice See Inset.

Mouse A small computer device used to
move the cursor on a VDT screen. See
cursor.

Mug shot See Head shot.

Nameplate The name of the newspaper
as displayed at top of Page One; not to be

confused with masthead, an inside box list-
ing the names of the paper's executives and
subscription information.

News hole The space left for editorial
matter throughout the newspaper after
advertisements have been placed.

News photograph The image "cap-
tured" on film by a newspaper photogra-
pher either on the scene of a news event or
during a prearranged meeting.

Newspaper design The stylized overall
appearance of everything in the paper,

from headline typeface to design of stock
table pages.

Offset A method of printing in which an
ink-covered plate is offset against a rubber
cylinder that picks up the ink and then
comes in contact with paper.

Optimum column width The length of
a line of tlpe that can be scanned easily
and repeatedly without quickly tiring the
human eye; about 14 picas.

Organi zation When related to design,
how a newspaper is physically put together
and presented day after day.

Output The process of producing a phys-
ical copy of something stored electronically
in a computer.

Overline A promotional device that runs
above the nameplate on Page One and
refers to stories on inside pages.

Overprinting When a black-and-white or
color screen or pattern is printed over body
tlpe or a headline.

P.M. A newspaper that publishes for
afternoon delivery.

Packaging The gathering of related
material on a single subject for easy-to-fol-
low presentation.

Page board Grid sheet used to assemble

or paste-up a full-sized facsimile of a news
page.

Page designer The newest breed of
journalist; blends all the visual elements
and stories into an attractive page.

Page One The main news page, the first
page of a newspaper.

Pagination The computer-generated
production of a complete newspaper page,

including stories, headlines, visuals and

ads.

Partial defense A defense such as a

retraction that may help mitigate libel
damages.

Passivepaginationsystem Tlpeset-
ting a newspaper through two separate

computer systems.

Pattern A consistent presentation of
visuals.

Personal computer The self-contained
system of VDT screen, keyboard and mem-

ory storage.

Photo illustration A photographic
image created by a photographer to malre

an editorial point or comment; a posed pho-

tograph that has been conceived and exe-
cuted for the purpose of illustrating a point
in a story.

Photocomposition fuielectronic form
of tlpesetting.

Photograph An image reproduced on
surfaces through the interaction of light and
light-sensitive chemicals.

Pica A unit of tlpographic measurement,
equal to L2 points or one-sixth of an inch;
usually used to measure the width of ele-
ments on a news page. One inch equals six
picas or 72 points.

Pictographic A graphic that uses sym-
bols instead of lines, figures or columns to
present data.

Picture editor The editor at a newspa-
per who is in charge of managrng and edit-
ing the day's picture report.

Picture package A special layout of pic-
tures, usually run inside a newspaper.

Picture page A page devoted exclu-
sively to pictures; some picture pages have
short text blocks or stories.

Pie chart A chart that shows the rela-
tionship of various items to a total.

Pixel Abbreviation for picture element, a
basic rectangular unit that, in combinations,
forms a digital photographic image.

Point The smallest unit of tlpographic
measurement, equal to approximately a

seventy-second of an inch; usually used to
measure the size or height of t1pe.

Pool camera When a single carnera or a

few cameras are allowed in a limited-access
setting, as in a courtroom, and the pictures
are shared with all of the media.

Printing plate The metal or plastic plate
containing a page's image that is put on a
printing press.

Privilege of reporting A conditional
libel defense that flows from tair and accu-

rate reporting of official proceedings and of
information from official documents and

court records.
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Process camera A special camera that
uses a transparent screen to alter the light
reflected from photographic images during
exposure to a high-intensity light in order
to create the halftone dot pattern necessary
for printing photographs.

Promotional device An index, or over-
line, that tells the readers what is inside a

newspaper.

Proportion wheel A device used to
compute corlmensurate sizes of an origr-
nal photograph and size planned for
publication.

Pyramid ad layout A style of advertis-
ing layout in which the largest ads are
placed at the bottom of a page and smaller
ads are stacked on top to imitate a stair
step; usually arranged left to right on a
page.

Quotes Words or sentences that report
precisely what a source said.

R.O.P. A term meaning run of paper,

signifying that an ad or piece of color is
part of the normal newspaper.

Ragged A tlpesetting term meaning
lines of a story do not end at a set point
and do not align vertically.

Raw wrap Body type without a headline
over it, or when tlpe is wrapped around
the right-hand side of a short headline.
AIso called a gray wraP or a du.tch urGP.

Readout See Deck.

Rectilinear coordinate chart See
Line chart.

Refer A line or sentence placed noticea-
bly within a story to tell the reader where a
related news article can be found. Some-
times called a refer line or refer box.

Reference center See Morgue.

Reflective color Photographic prints,
transparencies or color artwork that is
reproduced in a newspaper.

Retouching Process of removing blem-
ishes and other marks on a photograph or
removing background or elements of a pho-
tograph; often done with paints or an
airbrush.

Retraction A statement that admits
erroneous reporting.

Reversed image See Flopped image.

Reversed type Printing process in
which letters are set white on a background
of color or black.

Rules Straight lines used to visually seg-
ment a page, to underscore words and
headlines or to box in related stories and
visuals; may be thin (1 point) or thick (up

to 72 points).

Runsheet A daily list that contains the
names of advertisers and the sizes of their
ads but generally does not contain the con-
tent or design.

Sans serif Type that lacks cross strokes
at the tops and bottoms of its characters.

Schematic See Diagram.

Screen Gray tint used as a background
to accent a headline or story or in a

graphic.

Section front The lead or first page of a

section.

Sectionalization Presentationofcom-
mon or specialized stories in separate sec-
tions of the newspaper: main news, sports,
business, food, etc.

Series highlights A box that highlights
other parts of the series, if the story is
part of a series.

Serif Type containing cross strokes that
accent the tops or bottoms of its
characters.

Sidebar A secondary news story that
offers additional information to or a differ-
ent focus on the main story.

Single-copy sales Newspapers sold to
individual readers on an occasional basis
rather than on a daily, subscription basis.

Sizing The scaling of a photograph to fit
it into an allotted space.

Sketch See Illustration.
Software A computer program that tells
the computer what to do.

Source line A credit line at the bottom
of. a graphic that tells the source of the
information.

Spot color A block of one or more colors
that accents the placement of a story or
visual. Also called a tint bloch.

Spot news Unscheduled events that
make the news, such as earthquakes and

traffic accidents.

Stand-alone photo A picture and cap-

tion that do not accompany a news story;
the caption must fully explain the news
event. Also called wild art.

Standing headline A headline that
introduces a column or page and appears in
the newspaper every day.

Statistical map See Data map.

Statute of limitations A specified
period of time set by state law in which a

libel suit must be filed.

Story play Plan for where stories will be
positioned on the page and which will have

larger headlines.

Structure When related to design,
refers to such items as the width of type
and the kind of type used for body copy and
headlines.

Subheads Small one- or two-word head-
lines within a story that denote a shift in
subject matter; used as visual aid to break
up long columns or large blocks of type; in
long stories can provrde additional "mini-
headlines" and provide a new point of
entry.

Subtractive primary colors The
colors-cyan, magenta and yellow-that
are used in color printing.

Summary box See Briefing column.

Surface map A map that shows the loca-

tion of such features as roads, cities, air-
ports-all features on a flat surface.

Table A list of information displayed in
tabular form; the most common display of
tabular information is the daily stock market
report or sports box scores and standings.

Tabloid A newspaper that is about half
the size of a typical broadsheet newspaper
page.

Tint block See Spot color.
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Tombstone heads Headlines of the
same size and weight placed side by side.

Topographic map A map that shows
visible geographic surface features, such as

mountains and elevations.

Traffic Design term denoting the num-
ber of elements on a page, including all sto-
ries, visuals, promos, refers, etc.

Trip map See Event map.

Typography The appearance of tlpe in
text and headline; the process of printing
material; the arrangement of material on a
page.

Unreasonable intrusion When a pho-
tographer intrudes upon a person's privacy
and does not have the right to take
pictures.

Velox A halftone print that is pasted up
on a page board along with stories, head-
lines and advertisements; made up of
varying concentration of black dots that
create the illusions of. " gray" found in a
photograph.

Vertical layout Stories run in long,
often single, columns.

Video display terminal VDT; com-
puter terminal that looks much like a televi-
sion set, with a typeuniter-style keyboard.

Visual journalist A journalist who may
work with graphics, photographs or design.

Visual pacing The editing of images so
they are from different vantage points.

Visuals Photographs, illustrations,
graphics, color and page design.

Weather map A map that shows tem-
peratures for featured areas.

Well ad layout A style of advertising
layout in which ads are stacked on each side
of a page, creating a "well" for news
material.

Whiteout A process in which part of. a
photograph's background is removed by
either painting it white or cutting it out.

Wild art See Stand-alone photo.

Zero basing Starting the scale on the
vertical axis of. a graphic at zero to avoid
visual distortion of data.
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Graphic Artist's Book Club has many
of the books listed here at 20 percent

less than list prices. But like most
book clubs, you have to sign up to
purchase a certain number in the
course of a year. If you're going to
buy a bunch at once, this might be

the way to go. Write to P. O. Box
12526, Cincinnati, OH 45212-0526,
or call (800) 543-8677.

Print magazine has a "Print Book Store"
with a lot of the books on this list
available at discount prices. Write to
Prinfs Graphic Design Book Store,
6400 Goldsboro Rd., Bethesda, MD
20817 -9969, and ask for the latest
catalogs.
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Above the fold, content of., 42
Absolute defenses, for libel charge

statute of limitations, 104 - 5
truth, 104-5

Acrylic paints, in illustrations, 239
Acrylic wash with pastels, 239
Actual malice, 105
Adams, Eddie, 108
Ad design, elements of, 78
Additive primary colors, 96, Color Plate 10
Address Book, The, L37
Ad dummies, preparation of, 78-79
Ad layouts, styles ol 78
Adobe's Illustrator, 18
Ads, placement of., 77
Advertisements, layout ol 43
Advertiser's name, display of., 78
Advertising and editorial matter, balancing,

80
Advertising layout, 78-79
Advertising photogr ap,hy, 227
Advertising space, 77
Agence France-Presse (AFP), 215
Airbrush, use in illustrations, 240
Airbrustnng, 232
Albuqutrque J ournal, 6l
Aldus'FreeHand, 18
Allmtown (Pa.) Call Chronicle, 127
Almanacs, 136
Amaillo (Tex. ) Globe-Timcs, 62
AIVI cycle, 221
American Newspaper Publishers

Association, 3
American Soc'icty of Natgaper Editors, 3-4
AmperPage, 19
fuialog signal, 23
Anchorage Daily News, 28, 37, 188
fuichoring in sections, 10
fuichoring of columns, 26
Andtrson (S. C. ) Inde\endcnt-Mail, 47 , 78
fuiilox roller, 93
AP GraphicsNet service, 18
Apple Macintosh computer, use of, 18
Area composition, 19, 91
Arizona Daily Star, The (Tucson), 79, 2U

Arizona Republic, The (Phoenix), 20, 28,
30, 32, 33

diagram line chart, 143
image size of picture, 210, 2ll
redesign of, 31

Arnold, Edmund C., 38-39
Art directors, 237, 243
futist, and graphics editor, 135
futistic headline, 63
Artists' drawings of events, use of, 184
Art play, 55
Art request form, 133, 135
Artwork, uses of., 233
Asbury Park (N.J.) Press, 62
Ascenders, 26
Associated Press (AP), 13, 19, 2L, 106,

115, L37, 2L6, 2r9, 22L
full-coverage photo service of., 2LS
GraphicsNet service, 18
LaserPhoto Network, 222
picture editors, 220

Associated Press Managlng Editors
(APME)

Continuing Study Committee of, 213
convention, survey by, 108, 111

Asymmetrical layout, 47
Attention compeller, 38

Background boxes, 81
Background facts box, 156-57
Bahersfield Californian, The, 111
Bakker, Jim, 113
Balanced layout, 46
Baldwin, Don, L29
Balloons, wording in, 168
Baltimore News American, 127
Banner headline, 9, 42
Bar chart, L43, tM-45, 178
Baseline, of bar chart, 143
Basket, 15, 16
Below the fold, 9
Benefit headline , 78
Billings (Mont. ) Gazette, 63
Biographies, 136
Black, Roger, 52
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Black printer, 97
Body type, 26
Bold face, 17
Boston Globe, The, 2L0, ?LL, 243
Bottom half, layout of, 46
Boxes, inside page, 86, 87
Brace, 69
Brace layout, 46
Brealdast standild, 108
Briefing column, 59
Broadsheet page, 51, 78
Bulletin of the American Society of News-

paper Editors, 36
Bumping headlines, 87
Business section, informational graphics in,

89
Butler (Pa.) Eagle,64
Byrne, Jane, 199
Byte, L4

Call up, 15
Camera department, 94
Cameras in the courtroom, guidelines for,

106
Captions, 213-14
Cartoons, editorial, 8, 234
Charcoal, for illustrations, 239
Charlotte (N. C. ) Obseruer, The, L88
Charts, 7, L4l-46
Cheesecake, defined, 184
Chicogo Daily Neuts, 7-8, 122, L23, 189
Chicago Daily Record-Herald, The, L23,

124, L25
Chicaeo Daib Tribune, 57

graphics in, L25, 126
nameplate, 56

Chicago Sun-Times, 43, 50, 51, 64
Chicago Tribune, 7, 8-ll, 18, 39, 56, 81,

185, 194-95, 241-42, Color Plate 2
use of color in, 96
facts box, 156
front page layout, 65
graphics in, 127, L72, 173, 174-75
graphics service ol 137, 138
maps in, 162, 163, L64
mugshots, 200, 201
nameplates, 57
photo presentation, 199
picture sizing, 212

Chicago Tribune Graphics Service, 137,
138

Christian Science Monitor, Th.e, 38, 51
front page layout, 65
graphics in, L27

"Chronicles, The," of Society of Newspaper
Design, 51, 52

Chronology facts box, 157
Cincinnati Enquirer, The, 37
Circulation

effect of illustrations on, 231
and newspaper design, 32

Circus layout, 46
City editor, 16
Clarkson, Rich, 188-89
Classified ads, 77
Clippings, 136
Cold tlpe, 9l-92
Collage, 239, 240
Color

basics ol 96 -102
challenge ol 96-97
effective uses of, 102, 169
guidelines for handling, 99
in illustrations, 244
psychologrcal meanings ol 99-100, 101

and readability, 29 -30
reproduction of artwork, 99

Colorad.o Springs Gazette Telegraph, 34-35,
46, 52-53

Color and contrast, in maps, 169
Color and design, 59
Color photographs, 96
Color printing plates, preparation ol 99
Color registration, 96
Color separations, 97
Color theory, Color Plates 8-11
Columbia (Mo.) Daily Tribune, 234
Column chart, 7, L43, lM-45
Column rules, 7, 9, 47
Column widths, 47 -48, 59
Combo photo treatment, 2L8
"Commercial and Political Atlas, The," 121

Composing room, 42
Composograph, 186
Computer-generated artwork, 243
Computer-generated image, 95
Computer graphics, 243
Computerized typesetting codes, LT

Computers
informational graphics and, 130
use of, to manipulate wrages, 226
map drawing by, 233
in photo transmission, 222

Computer technology
effects of, 7, 13
and photojournalism, 116

Conceptual photo, for feature stories, 227
Concord (N. H. ) Monitor, 66
Conditional defenses, for libel charge

consent or authonzation, 105
tair comment and criticism, 104
privilege of reporting, 104

Congressional Quarterly, 137
Constant items, 42
Contour lines, in distribution nap, 163
Contra Costa Tirnes, 150
Copy chiel 16
Copy desk, 16
Copy editor, 6, 20

electronic, 16-17
Copyright violation, 106
Coquille board and black pencil, for illustra-

tions, 239, 24I
Country facts ffiap, 166
Courier-Journal, The (Louisville, Ky. ), 43,

127, 188, 189, 225, 226
Covey, Rob, 34
Crandall, Bob, 100
Cropping, for photographs

defined, 203
effective uses of., 204-5, 206-8
for mood, 208-9
in wire service photos, 218

Cross-section maps, 163
Cursor, use of, L4
Cutouts in photos, 223
Cut paper, in illustrations, 239
Cyan printer, 97

Daily Breeze (Torrance, Calif .), 45
Daily cycles, of wire services, 221
Daily features, 10
Daily Graphic, The, halftone in, 183, 184
Daily Herald (Arlington Heights, Ill.), rede-

sign of, 34,35-36, Color Plate 19
Daily News (New York), 51

Daily Oklahontan, The (Oklahoma City),
203-4

Daily Report, The (OnLario, Calif.), 58

Dallas Morntng Nans, The, 45, 88, 208,
209, 227, 228, Color Plate 15

front page layout in, 66
Dallas Times Herald,43, 56, Color Plates 4

and 6
Dalton, Ted, 185
Data ffiap, 163, 164
Dateline, 56, 57
"Day in the Life of Americ:,," book, 226
Dayton (Ohio) Daily Nans, 140
Deck, defined, 43, 44
Denell, Harvey, 185
Denaer Post, The, 188
Descenders, 26
Design and newspapers, 25-39
Designers, graphics, 7
Designers of layout, 46
Design framework, 41
Desk, 15
Des Moirus Register, The, 2U, 235
Detroit Free Press, 48, 153
Detroit Nans, The, 152-53, 159
Diagram graphics

airliner crash, 152-53
Challenger disaster, 149-51
Chernobyl disaster, 150-51
non-disaster, 154

Diagrams, 7, 149-55
Digital imaging system, 97
Digital photo transmitter, 21, 23
Display ads, 77
Distribution ffi?p, L62, 163
Dr. Martin dyes and colored pencil, for

illustrations, 239
Documentary photographs, 186- 87

defined, 227
Doglegged t1pe, 46
Dogleg layout, 9
Dominant art, in ads, 78
Dominant visual, placement of, 45
Dots per inch (dpi), 19
Double-truck picture layout, 200, 20L
Dummy sheet, 7, L7, 42
Dunn, Bill, 148
Dunn, William, 4, 5
Dust Bowl, photographic record of, 186
Dutch-wraps, 85
Dwyer, R. Budd, 108-11

Ears, 56, 57
Editorial cartoons, 8-9, 234
Editorial news hole, L92
Editorial page

cartoons, 234
design of, 87

Editorial space, percentage of., 77
Effective graphics, L78-79
Electronic scanner, in color separations, 97
Electronic story, 13-14

copy editor, 16-17
darkroom, 2L, 23
imagrng devices, 226
rnanipulation, 226
newsroom, 15-16
photography, 20-2I
photo transmission, 2L, 220
picture desk, 2L, 23

Empty graphics, 172-73
defined, L7L

Encyclopedia, 136
Engraving department, 94, 99
Engravings, 231
Erb (Pa.) Daib Times, 67
Ermanox camera, news photography and,

186
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Ethical issues, 103-16
electronically altered photogr aphs, 226
privacy, 107
taste, L07

Evans, Walker, 186
Euansuille (lnd.) Press, 79
Eaenirg Sun, The (Baltimore), 163
Event or trip ffi?p, 165-66
Event summary facts box, 156
Examiner (San Francisco), L70, 196, 197
Eye receptors, activating, 96
Eye-Trac Research, findings ol 5L-52

Fact-checking graphics, 135 -36
Facts box, 6, 7, 39, Iil-58
Facts box graphics, 68
Facts on File, 136
Fairchild engraver, L87
Faked photos, use of, 186
Fallow corners, 38
False light, issues of, 105
Farber, John, 185
Farm Securities Administration,

documentaries for, 186
Feature photograph, 6

as dominant visual, 45
Feature sections, 89
Fever charts, L4l
Film and filming process, 17
Finch, Robert, 35-36
First Amendment guarantees, 103
First-day photo, 22L
Flap, for screen, 95
Flapped color, 98
Flatbed presses, 23L
Flat color, 98
Flexography, 93
Flex pieces, 49
Floater pictures , 202
Flopped image, avoiding, 198
Floppy disks, 18
Folio line, inside page, 43
Font, 27
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 37
Fresno (Calif.) Bee, The, 67, L64
Front-end system, t7, 20
Front page illustrations, 234
Front page layout, 58

color and design, 59
column width, 59
dateline, 56, 57
ears, 56
index, 59
informational graphics, 60
nameplate, 55-57
number of stories, 60
overlines, 56, 57
photographs, 60
promotional devices , 57, 59

Front pages, 55-75. See also Page One
Front pages ofJune 21, 1985, 60-75
Fry, Don, 59
Full-color photo, 96
Funerals, photographic coverage of, 113

Galley, L7, 9L
Gallup Applied Science Partnership, 51
Gallup Opinion lndex, L37
Gallup Poll graphics, 138
Gannett Graphics Network, 159
Garbage graphics, L7L, 173-78
Garcia, Mario R., 59
Geologic map, 163
Gigabyte, L4
Gilka, Robert, 226

Gloucester (Mass.) Daib Times, 111

Gouache with pastel paint or colored pencil,
for illustrations, 239, 241

Govier, Wendy, 5l
Graflex camera, 186
Graphics, 3, 5, 10, 131, L32, 159

bar chart, Lzl, 123
diagrams, 149-54, 155
early, lzl
editing information for, 133
facts box, 6, 7,68, 1il-58
inside pages, 83
maps, 161-90
preparation, 159
reproducing, 95-97
See also Visuals

Graphics editor, 6, 7, 39, L27, 133-40
fact checking by, 135-36
informational graphics, preparation of,

L48
meeting deadlines, 148
readers'needs and, 132
role ol 131
sources, file of, 136

GraphicsNet, 19, 137
Graphics Services, 137
Gray color

creating, for graphics, 95
reproducing, 93

Gray pages, avoiding, 80-81
Gray screens, intensities of, 95
Gray-wraps, 85
Great Depression, photography and, 186
"Great News Photos and the Stories

Behind Them," 185
Grief in photographs, ethics ol 111
Grouped-bar chart, LM
Grouped-column chart, LM
Gutenberg, Johannes, 13
Gutters , 47, 87

Hahn, Jessica, 113
Halftone, 7
Halftone engravingS, production ol L87
Halftone print, 94
Halftone reproduction, 183, 184
Halftone screen, 93 - 94
Halley, Edmund, lzl
Hammers, 39

defined, M
Hard copy, 16
Hard disk, 18
Harte, John, 111
Header, 16
Headlines

inside pages, &1
line chart, L42-143
space needs ol 50

Headline sizes, progression of, 43
Headline weights, mixing, 39
Head shots, 82
Highlight box, in location map, 165
Holes, for photographs, 19
Hohnes, Nigel, L47
Horgan, StephenH., 7
Hot metal process, 91
Houston (Tex. ) Chronicle, 42
Howard, Thomas, 185
How-it-works facts box, 158
Human interest, in picture selection, ll2
Hutchinson, John, 35

Illusion of movement, creating, 5

Illustrations, 3, 6
color in, 2M

as communication, 235
early, 231-32
in feature sections, 233
front page, 233, 234
inside page, 234
size of., 242
types of., 239

lllustrative photography, tips for better,
228

Image size versus picture size, 210-11
"Imperative of Freedom, The," L06-7
Improbable images, avoiding, 198 - 99
Indexes , 42, 57, 59
Indigenous design, of newspaper, 53
Infographics, L37, 138
Informational graphics, 6, 7, 18, 60,

131-40, 233, 243
computers and, 130
development of, 125-26, 129-30
early uses of, l2l-25
facts boxes, 154-58
history ol 121-30
modern, 127 -30
problems of, 84, l7l-79
war in development of, L25-27

Information International Inc. (Triple l), 20
Informative body copy, in ads, 78
lnput, reporters', 14
Insets and mortices, 224-26
Inside pages, 41, 42, 43, 77-78, 83-89

highlights boxes, 81
holes in, 82
illustrations on, 234
layout of., 46
packaging by categories, 79
use of photos on, 80

Interactive pagination, 20
Isolines, in distribution maps, 163
ltalics, 17, 27

Jane's AII the World's Aircraft, 136
Jane's Fighting Ships, 136

Journal, The (Providence, R.I.), 37, 72,
L39, 227

J ournal-Bulletin, The (Providence, R. I. ),
90, 93

Jump headlines, &
Jump lines, 61
Jump page, 83, 84

Jumps, 83
Justified type, L7, 38

Kansas City Star, The, 232
Kareckas, Rich, 221
Key point boxes, 81
Kickers, 39

defined, M-45
Knight-Ridder Graphics Network, L44
Ifuight-Ridder Tribune News, 18, 19
Iftright-Ridder Tribune News (KRTN)

graphics network, 51, 138, 139, 140

Label head, in line chart, L42
Labels, page, 53
Land use map, 163
Lange, Dorothea, documentaries by, 186
LaserPhoto Network, 137, 220, 222
Lawrence (Mas s.) Eagle-Tribune, 68
Layout board, 17
Layouts, 6

balanced, 46
basic rules of., 4L-52
brace, 46
circus, 46
language of, 4l-42
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Layouts (continucA
modular, 46
quadrant, 46
steps in preparing, 49-50

L.D. photo transmission, 222
Leabo, Pete, 222
Leading, 27
Leafax electronic scanner, 219-20
Ledger, The (Lakeland, Fla. ), 68
Lee, Carolyn, 202
Legal issues, 103-16
Leica camera, effect of, on news photogra-

phy, 186
Letterpress, 92
Letterpress newspapers, 97
Libel, 103-5
Libel defenses

absolute, 104-5
conditional, 104-5
partial, 105

Lie factor, 175, 176
Life magazine, 186, 188
Line chart, 7 , L4l-143, 177 -78
Lloyd's Register of Shipping, 136
Location facts box, L57
Location ffizp, lM

with balloon, 165
Lockwood, Robert, 34, 52-53, 59
Looh magazine, 186
Los Angeles Herald Exarniner, 58
Los Angeles Tirnes, 69, 82, 225

early maps in, 123, 124
sports section, 48

Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News
Service, Inc. , 178

Luse, Eric, 113

McCrohon, Maxwell, L27
MacDraw 18
MacDraw II, 18, 19
Macintosh computer, 18, 19, 137, 239
Macintosh II computer, 14, 19
Magenta printer, 97
Mainframe, L4, 15, 16
Main headline, 43
Majeri, Tony, ll, 47
Maps, 6, L62-66

early uses of, 122-23
elements of mapmaking, 167 -69
history of, 161

style sheet, 168
Market research, on reading habits, 51
Matching words and pictures, 217
Mechanical color, 98, Color Plate 14
Megabyte, 14
Megagraphic, 7
Memory bank, of mainframe, 14-15
Memory colors, 99
Menu, 15, 23
Merrill, John, 106-T
Miami Herald, The, 70, 93, L24, 188, 199,

200, 240, Color Plate 12
Miami News, The, 70
Military Balance, 136
Miller, Ed, 52
Milwaukee Journal, The, 49, 96, 188, 189
Minard, Charles Joseph, L22
Miniheadlines, 81
Minneapolrs (Minn.) Star andTribune, L27,

2L0, 213, 227, 228, 242
Misappropriation of a name or likeness, 106
Missouri Workshop at the University of

Missouri, 189
Misuse of images, avoiding, L97

Modem, 18-19

Modular layout, 9, 10, 46
Monroe, Bryan, 34
Monttrly Catalog of U. S. Government

Publications, 136
Morgue, 136
Mornrng Call, The (Nlentown, Pa.), 52,

61, 155
Mouse, 14
Mug shot, 82
Mullen, Tom, 52
Murphy, Pat, 28, 33

NA (not available) information, charting of,
L78

Nameplate, 9, 10, 42, 55-57
National Advertising Bureau, 96
National Geographic magazine, 194, 226
National Geographic Society, 188
National Press Photographers Association,

188
National Press Photographers Flying Short

Course, 189
Nesbitt, Phil, 36
Neurath, Otto, 122
News and advertising photos, 79
News cycle, daily, 2I5, 216, 221
Nalsday, 51, 71, L27
News editor, 6, 17
News hole, 78
Newspaper, basic function ol 39
Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 30, 96,

t02
Newspaper art, placement of., 24L
Newspaper artists

in courtroom, 232
functions of., 232
map drawing by, 233
modern role of., 233

Newspaper color, 96, 98-99
Newspaper design, 7, 53
Newspaper Enterprise Association

graphics, 138
Newspaper illustrations, history of., 231-35
Newspaper indexes, 136
Newspaper photography, history ol

183 - 89
Newspaper production process, 100 -101
News photograph, 6, 45
News photography, value ol 183
Newsroom artists, basic questions for, 237
Newsroom goals, changes in, 5-6
Newsroom sources, 136-37
Newsroom technology, changes in, 7
NalslSun$entinel (Fort Lauderdale, Fla. ),

52
Newsworthiness, in photo selection,

112 -13
Neut York Daily Graphic, 7

Nat Yorh Daily News, 5L, 188
Nat York Eaening Graphic, 186
New York Herald Tribune, 7
Neut York lllustrated Daily News, 185, 186
Nal York Press, L22, L24
Nal York Times, The, 44, 52, 56, 83, 127,

130, 194,202, 242
color in, 59
front page layout of, 7l
layout of., 46
rotogra\rure section, 184 - 85

New York Times Co. v. Sulliuan, 105
Nal Yorh Times Magazine, The, 226

New Yorh Tribune, 183, 184
Nigel Hohnes graphic, L47
Nikon electronic camera system, 2L

Non-statistical information graphics,
148 - 59

Nudity or sexual behavior, photos of,
113 -14

Offset, 92-93
Offset newspapers, 97
Offset printing, 188

and photo reproduction, 60
Oil paints, 239
Oil receptive, 92
Op-ed (opposite-editorial) page, 88
Open ad pages, benefits ol 79
Optical magnets, 38
Optimum column width, 27 -28
Orange County (Calif. ) Register, The, M,

45, 50, 80, 89, 127, 148, Color
Plate 16

Oregonian, The (Portland, Ore.), M
Organization of newspaper, 25-26
Orland.o (Fla. ) Sent'inel, The, 4, 5, 100, 127
Output, L7, L9, 23
Overcropping, 203, 205-6
Overlay, 28, 95
Overlines, 38, 56, 57, 58
Overprinting, 28

Packaging stories and visuals, guidelines
for, 48-49

Page balancing, 46
Page board, 91
Page design, 3, 6, 19, 53

color in, 99
rules for, 52

Page designers, 243
Page folios, 20
PageMaker, 19
Page One, 8, 26, 55-75, 188

cartoons, 234
defined, 4l
drawings, 233
informational graphics, 60
number of stories, 60
photos, 2L6-17
picture board, 202
promotions, 6
visuals, 10
See also Front page

Page 3, 80
Pagination, 4l-42

defined, 19, 91
systems of., 20

Pagination computers, 20
Pagination machines, 6
Partial defenses, against libel charge, 105
Passive pagination, 20
Pasteup page, 91
Pebbleboard and colored pencil, for illustra-

tions, 239
Pen and ink, for illustrations, 239
People magazine, 39
Personal computer (PC), 13, L8-19, 22
Perspective, in informational graphics, 173
Peters, Frank, 129-30
Philadchhia Bulletin, 7, L27
Philadclphia Daily News, 110
Philadclphia Inquirer, Thc, 72, 110, 161
Phoeni,x Gozette, The, 28, 33, 167, L69, 224
Photocomposition, 91
Photo editing, 221
Photographic images, manipulation ol 98
Photographs, 3

captions for, 213-L4
cropping, 203-9
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Photographs (continueA
defined, 183
in front page layout, 60
introduction of., 231-32
preparing for publication, 203-13
questions of taste and, 194
reproducing, 93 - 95
sizing, 209 -13

Photography, credibility and, 189
Photo illustration, 6, 188, 223, 227 -28
Photojournalism, 184 - 85

development of, 186-89
ethical concerns and, 107
need for leadership in, 188 - 89
taste standards and, 107- 8
technology and, 187, 189

Photojournalist, 60, 101, L02, lL2
Photo manipulation, 116, 223-26
Photo mechanical transfer (PMT), 94
Photo play in redesign, 10
Photo request form, 193
Photo selection, ll2-13
Photo transmitter, 219, 220
Picas, in sizing photographs, 209
Pictographics, 146-47
Picture editors, l9l-202
Picture package, 200-201
Picture page, 200-20L
Picture size, guidelines for, 199
Pie charts, L45, L46
Pixels, 224, 226

defined, 98
Plate-malnng, 92
Platt, Thomas C., 183
Playboy magazine, ll4
Playt'air, William, LZl, L29
PM cycle, 221
PMT, 94
Point size, 27
Pool cameras, 106
Portraits, 82
Post-Star, The (Glen Falls, N.Y.), 134
Poynter lnstitute for Media Studies in

St. Petersburg, Fla.
studies by, 59
surveys by, 46

Prepress work, 91
Press Democrat, The (Santa Rosa, Calif. ),

45
Press run, 91
Press-Telegram (Long Beach, Calif.), 69,

Color Plate 13
Primary colors, processing for reproduc-

tion, 96-97
Primary optical area, 38
Printing plate, 92
Printing process , 92- 93
Privacy issues, 105-6, 113, 115
Private moments, photographs of, 111
Process camera, 93, 2L0
Process color, use ol 39
Process inks, 97
Promo lines. See Ovedines
Promotional devices , 57, 59
Proportion wheel, 209, 210
Public's right to know, 115
Pulitzer, Joseph, 183, 231

Quad City Timcs, 165
Quadrant layout, 46
Quark 'Xpress, 19
Queque, 15

Quotes, to avoid gray spaces, 81

Quotes, and libel, 104

Ragged right, 38
Ragged type, 17
Raleigh (N.C.) Times, The, 110
Raw-wr?pS, 85, 86
Readers

graphics editor and, L32
relating to pictures, 197
and visual frame of reference, 150-54
visualizing maps, 167

Readership studies, 30-31
Readership survey, 3 -4, I
Rectilinear coordinate charts, l4L
Redesign of newspapers, 10, 30-36,

52-53, 80
Reference books, 136
Reference center, 136
Refers, 6
Reflective color, 99
Regional photo network, 220-21
Register-Guard, The (Eugene, Ore. ), 59,

188
Reno (Nev.) Gazette-Journal, 233
Reporters Committee for Freedom of the

Press, 105
Reproducing graphics, 95 -97
Reproduction, color processes for, 9l-L02
Retouching photographs, 232
Reuters, 215, 218
ReutersruPl wire photos, 216, 217
Reversed images, avoiding, 198
Reversed print, 29
Reversed t1pe, 28, 57
Revolving cylinder presses, 231
Richmond (Ya.) Times-Disfatch, 27
Roanoke (Ya.) Times & World News, 73,

2L7
Rockefeller, Nelson, 113
R ockland J ournal-News, The (Nyack,

N.Y.), lU
Roman type, 27
Rotogravure printing, 184
Rules, as box borders , 87
Runsheet, TS

Sacramento (Calif.) Bee, The, 89, 115-16,
228

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, 96
St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press & Dispatch,

200, 20L
St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times, 74, 96, 127,

129-30, 225, Color Plates 3 and 7
San Antonio Light, 58, 140
San Francisco Chronicle, 44, Ll2, 170,

194, 196, 224
Chernobyl disaster, 150-51
photographic presentation, L97

San Jose (Calif. ) Mercury News, M, 80,
111, 150, Color Plate 18

double-truck layout, 200, 201
front page layout, 74
graphics in, L27
photographic presentation, L97
photo illustration, 227, 236

San Luis Obispo County (Calif. )
Telegram-Tribune, 79

Sans serif typefaces, 27, 28-29
Sarasota H erald-Tribune, zLL
Saturday Euening Post, The, 188
Scale, of a map, 169
Scale tlpe, on charts, 143
Scaling devices, for photo cropping, 209,

2r0
Scanners, 94, 95
Schematics, 7, 149-55

Schmidt, George, 185
Scitex systems , 97, 226
Scratchboard, 239, 240
Screen, as visual magnet, 46
Screened image, 95
Sculpture, 239
Seattle Tirues, The, 81, 127, 242
S eattle Timesl S eattle Post-I ntelligencer, I 5 I
Secondary photos, 217
Second-day photo, 22L
Second front page, 80
Sectionalization, in redesign, 10
Section front, 41, 88-89
Self-censorship, by photojournalists, 113,

115
Sensationalism, era of, in photojournalism,

185 - 86
Serif tlpefaces, 27, 29, 56, 57
Shelves of news space, 77
Sidebars, 15, 66

use of photos :lu:rth, 2L7
Sign on, 15
Single-copy sales, 3
Single-section paper, 79
Six-dimensional Salvador Dali graphic, L74
Sizing of photographs, 209 -L3
Sketch, 6
Skipper, Warren, 100-101
Skyboxes. Sss Overlines
Sleeves of news space, 77
Slot, 16
Slug, 15, 16
Snow, Robert, lZL
Snyder, Ruth, 185
Society of Newspaper Design, 11, 51, L27

member survey, 18
Society of Professional Journalists Code of

Ethics, 106
Source line information, 143
Special headlines, 43, 44-45
Speed Graphic camera, 186
Split, of AP national network, 220
Sports I llustrated, 188
Sports photos, 218-19
Sports section, 89
Spot color, 39, 46, 59, 96, 98
Spot news, graphics and, 132
Staley, Lynn, 243
Stand-alone photos, 219
Standard advertising units (SAUs), 78
Standen, Craig C., 102
Standing feature, 42
Standing headlines, 85
Stark, Pegre, 159
State, The (Columbia, S.C.), 164, 234
State directories, 136
Statesman-J ournal (Salem, Ore. ), 227
Statistical information, graphics for, l4l-48
Statistical map, 163, 164
Story play, 55
Story summary facts box, 155
Structure of design, 26
Style of. type, 27
Subheads, to avoid gray spaces, 81
Subtractive primary colors, 97, 98, Color

Plate 11

Sullivan, L. B., 105
Summary boxes , 57, 58, 59
Sun, The (Baltimore, Md. ), 37, 63, 128,

Color Plate 5
Sun News, Thc (Myrtle Beach, S. C. ), 34,

58, 88
Sun-Sentinel (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.), 58,

L34, 212, Color Plate 20
Sun-Times (Chicago), 43, 50, 51, M
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Surface ffi?p, 163, L64
Symbols, for map readability, 168
Symmetrical layouts, 47

Tables, 7, 141, 142
Tabloid, 51, 185
Tabloid page, 78
Take, 16
Taste, issues of, 107-16
Technology

changes in, L3-23
effect of, on photojournalism, 116, L87,

189
Television and photojournalism, 187- 89
Tem,pe (Ariz.) Daily Nals Tribune, 210, 2ll
Ten Tests of a Good Caption, 2L3-L4
Terminal area, 38
Terminal operator, 20
Thelen, Gil, 34
Three Cs of newspaper art, 237
3-D cut paper, 239
Time magazine, 147, 188
Times, The (of. London), LzL, L22
Times Herald (Port Huron, Mich.), Color

Plate 17
Time-shift, in informational graphics,

L77 -78
Times-Union (Rochester, N.Y.), 73
Tint blocks, 59
Tombstone headlines, 87
Topeka C apital-J ournal, I25 -26, 188 - 89
Topographic map, 163
Traditional layout, 46
Trapped white space, avoiding, 48
Trespassing issues, 105
Tribune, The (Oakland, Calif. ), 83
Tufte, Edward R., 122, L75
Tulsa World, 203-4
Type, 9I-92
Tlpe breaker, graphic as, 178
Tlpefaces, visual weights of., 27
Type families, 27
Tllpe measurements, 26-27

Tlpesetter, 91
electronic, L6-LT

Tlpesetting, L7, 9L
Tlpe size, for map readability, 168
T)rye styles, 27
Tlpography, 7, 10, 26-29

Umbrella banner headline, 61
United Press International (UPI), 215, 216,

22L
Unity, in layout, 42
Unreasonable intrusion, 105
USA Today, 4, ll, 22, 38-39, 159, Color

Plate 1
use of color by, 96, 99
front page layout, 75
graphics in, 128, 129-30
trip map, 166
weather D?p, 166-67

[J. S. Geologic Survey, 163
U. S. Supreme Court rulings, 105

Velox print, 94, 95, 99, 210
Vertical layout, 8
Vertical scale (Y axis), 175, L76
Video display terminal (VDT), 13, 14, 15,

18
Video floppy disk, 20
Vietnam War, photojournalism and, 107- 8
Violence, in photojournalism, L07 -lL
Visible light spectrum, 96
Visual, as magnet, 45
"Visual Display of Quantitative Information,

The," 175
Visual frame of reference, 150-il

for maps, 167
Visual journalist, 6, 46

art placement and, 241
and color, challenge of, 59, 96 - 99
cropping pictures, 203
guidelines for, 41
layouts, preparation ol 49-50, 77, 80
and libel, 103-5

pictnre editor, Lgl-202
privacy issues, 105
and taste, 107-16

Visually energetic newspaper, 4
Visual pacing, 199
Visual questions, 159
Visual revolution, 3 -Lz
Visuals, use of color in, 3-7, 10
Visual trickery, 169-70

Wall Street tournal, The, ll, M, 46, 59, 60
Walston, Jotn, 22
War, and informational graphics, 125-27
Washington Post, Thc, 59, 75, 128, I79,

210 -11
Washinston Star, 7, L27
Watercolors, 239, 24L
Water receptive, 93
Weather maps, 166-67
Wedding, George, 111, 115-16, 228
Weekly features, 10
Weekly Herald, ?he (New York), 232
Whiteouts, in photographs, 223-24
White space, 47, 48
Wicket, 39
Wild art, subject matter of., 2L9
Windows of information, 35
Wire photographs, tlpes of., 216-19
Wire service photographs, 215-22
Woodcuts, 231, 239
Word journalists, 6
Word-visuals ratio, 200
World, ?fte (New York), 183, L84, 23L

X (horizontal) axis, l4L-I42, 177
Xerox, 239

Y (vertical) axis, L4L-L42
Yellow printer, 97 -98

Zero basing charts, I42, L75-76
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